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PRECIS TO THE THESIS 
In this thesis, 1 have restricted my study of Aspect in the 
verb in Homeric Greek in several ways. Firstly, I have adoptPd as 
a working hypothesis one modern account of ancient Greek Aspect, 
that of l(.L. McKay, and have concentrated more Jn :e·ting this 
theory against the teXL of the Iliad and the Odyssey than on 
theoretical argument. Secoadly, I have restr:i.cterl rcy analysis of 
Aspectual categoric:; to four books - K,P,B,w, - which represent 
earlier and later elements in both epir.s, to the extent that I 
have aimed to take account of all r~levant examples in these books, 
and to supplement these from other !>coks where the four provided 
too few examples for reasonable consideration. 
My first chapter is mainly concerned with outlining the 
terminology a:id conceptual framewo': ·hich I have employc' In 
it, I have tried to aq;ue that there is in the Homeric ver.•.• 
systtm a category called Aspect and that this category is a 
dominant one. I have tried to show, houever, both here and 
throughout the remainder of the thesis, how this category is 
influenced by the twin factors of context and the speaker's will 
to become an extremely subtle instrument of expression. Tite 
second chapter contains a brief sketch of the history of theorizing 
on Aspectual phenomena, which I felt was needed to show what 
approaches to the subject were possible (without attempting to 
cover everything written about it, especially by tw-.ntieth-century 
authors). In the third chapter, I have turned my atte1•tion to 
the Imperfective, noting the main theoretical approaches t.:> it, 
and showing how my chosen hypothesis suits the text of the four 
selected books, with some reference 1.0 other books. Chapters four 
and five apply the same procedure to the Aorist and Perfect Aspects. 
In chapter six I h.ive drawn on the whole of the two epics to argue 
that the Future holds an anomalous position in the Homeric verbal 
sys tern, retaining some of its origo.nal Modal character is tics but 
tending to acquire almost the status of a fourth Aspect. In the 
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next two chapters l have similarly used the entire text of both 
poems to argue that aspectual usage in the lm!Jerative and in the 
Similes, respectively, is essentially the same as in the core 
chapters (especially three and four). 
In chapter nine I have drawn attention to the interaction of 
Aspects in narrative passages to form pattc-rnr; which give the 
narrative life and a certain dramatic movement, an<\ have illustrated 
these in a couple of extended passages selected Dt random. Chapter 
ten summarizes my conclusions and draws attention ;.o ideas which 
are crucial to the study of Aspect in ancient Greek. 
Appendix I, on the comparison between the Homer:Lc Aspectual 
system and those of Russian and Modern Greek, is an attempt to 
show that all three are basically different and that any er 
to equate them leads only to distortion of each. AppP.ndn .• i 
schematic represent< tion of the forms of the Homeric verb, usi 
th."! model verb AUw. 
It has been my general practice to transliterr.te names from 
the Greek as precisely as possible, the main exceptions being the 
name Homer and those of the two poems. Also in listing examples 
(as distinct from citing a few for purposes of illustration), l 
huve generally followed the pattern: K,P,S,w. 
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CHAPTER 
PRINCIPLES OF ANALYSIS 
Tense and Aspect 
The concept of Asnect is no longer quite as unfamiliar to 
students of the Greek language as it once was, and most are now 
prepareg .. ,i:s admit that what were traditionally called tenses expressed 
something more than temporal distinctions, an additional quality which 
is conunonly called Aspect. Yet, due to the terminological and 
conceptual confusion which prevails even among scholars acquainted 
witl1 the struc~urc of Greek, Aspect is still sometimes defined in 
terms which properly belong to the sphere of tense. Consequently in 
defining Aspect it is also necessary to redefine eense. 
We may define tense as the speaker 18 view of the relation of the 
verbaZ aotivity 1 to a point in time. This point io usually the time 
of the speech event, from which we can look either forward or backward. 
Thus our attention is directed into three spheres, each of which is 
subsumed in a tense fonn or series of tense forms - the past which 
expresses that which occurred before the moment of speaking, the 
present which deals with both activities taking place close 0 nough to 
the moment of speaking to be regarded as synchronous with it, ~nd, 
also in general statem~nts, activities which belong to the universal 
time sphere and therefore can be regarded as potentially present, and 
the future treating activities which are intended or expected to occur 
after the moment of speaking. Tense defined with reference to the 
• moment of speaking is called AbsoZ.ute ien£k? and is the most corrunon in 
any language. But it is also possible for the speaker to view the 
verbal activity not directly in relation to the speech event, but in 
relation to another point of time, and this is called P.eladve tenca. 
Most modern European l~11guagcs, due to Latin influence, tend to make 
much of relative time distinctions and possess special forms to 
express these categori~s. Greek, however, is deficient in forms 
, 
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expressing relative time, and simply relies on contextual factors to 
place events in relative t~mporal order. 
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Aspect is a rather different concept from this. lletween He read 
the tetter and He lJQs reading the tetter, 2 the difference is not one 
of tense, since both are objectively piist, but one of how the activity 
is viewed. One example of the type of nuance which such a distinction 
can achieve is found in He was reading the tetter, when I came in, 3 
wherein the first activity is background to the second. The verb 
which expresses the second activity, I awne in presents my entry as a 
whole event, undivided and without reference to any particular 
portion of that activity - it sees the activity, as it were, from the 
outside. The first, on the other hand, expresses the activity as 
extended, in progress, again without reference to any particular point 
in the activity but viewing it almost internally. It is the 
juxtaposition of the two activities in this way which indicates that 
my entry occurred during the span of time occupied by his reading. 
Aspect then may be defined as a means of intimating the speaker 1 s view 
of the activ1'.ty in retation to the context in which it is set. It 
should be observed that, in the Indo-European languages at least, 
there is nothing inherent in an activity which makes it mandatory for 
the speaker to express it as extended or Punctual (or as Intention or 
State or in any other fashion which the language has the resources to 
contain). The choice is entirely the speaker's; two different 
sp~akers may view the activity in entirely different ways, and even 
the same speaker may view it differently at different points in the 
context, as, for example, in He r>ead the tetter> first , , • In fact 
he 1JaD readi'1IJ_ it when I came in. Thus the most significant factor in 
studying Aspectual patterns is to recognize their subjectivity and 
admit that any work dealing with the topic must be descriptive rather 
than prescriptive. In many cases, it is difficult for us, separated 
not only by time but by the different concepts of another language, to 
see why a particular Aspect is used in any given set of circumstances, 
but this does not mean that Aspect should be discarded ao a relevant 
concept. In every Aspectual system, the categories which may be 
defined seem to have a core of meaning which can be sharply 
characterized but which appears in each case to be surrounded by a 
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' 11 field of influence" wr,ich, like a magnetic field, becC'mes weaker the 
farther one moves from the centre until it overlaps the "field of 
influence11 of another category. 
Terminology 
3 
The "field of influence11 approach is, it seems to me, more 
valuable in describing Aspectual phenomena than the rigidly 
formalistic Opposition theories which some scholars employ and with 
which I will deal later in this chapter. A similarly more flexible 
approach would seem appropriate in the area of terminology. Any 
attempt to make linguistics into an 11 exact" science unfortunately 
appears to carry with it the creation of unwieldy systems of jargon 
which have the effect of either making the system being set up an 
esoteric one, or, one suspects, concealing the author's lack of 
knowledge. The necessity of setting up precise definitions is obvious 
(though they must not be allowed to obscure the subtlety of linguistic 
phenomena), but it must be done within a conceptual franh-·',:ork which is 
close to the observable "facts11 and, at the same time has sufficient 
currency to allow debate over its postulates and conclusions. Thus, 
rejecting 11 currently fashionable systems of semosyntactic notation", 4 
I intend to limit my use of new jargon quite severely and to mak~ use 
of the modified rraditional terminology outlined by K. L. McKay in his 
Greek Grammar for Students. 5 This posits a three-Aspect system with 
seven tenses which are confined to the Indir"tive Mood of those 
Aspects. The full Aspects are termed Imperfective, Aorist and Perfect 
and express respectively Activity ir. Process,• in Totality and as 
State. The main tenses are the [!'.Ja.::.;-z:t nnd -i~.1-;i.:rfect, which are the 
present and past tenses of the Imperfective Aspect, the aorist, which, 
as a tense, is largely confined to past time, and the perfect and 
pluperfccct, coverin~ respectively present and past time within the 
Perfect Aspect. 7 In the Subjunctive, Optative and Imperative Moods 
temporal considerations do not exist and the forms may be used with 
reference to any temporal context, with Aspectual connotation alone 
governing the use of each form. So the system of Aspects in operation 
in the Homeric poems would seem to have been structured as follows:-
Imperfective (Process) Aorist (Totality) 
Present tense } Imperfective } Aorist 
Aorist tense 
Imperfect tense Indicative Indicative 
Imperfective Subjunctive Aorist Subjunctive 
" Optative " Optative 
" Imperative " Imperative 
" Infinitive " Infinitive 
" Participle " Participle 
~;~;.l' 
• 
Perfect (State) 
Perfect tense } Perfect 
Pluperfect tense Indicativ,, 
Perfect Subjuncti•1e 
" Optative 
" Imperative 
" Infinitive 
" Participle 
, 
"C 
"' H z 
C"l 
H 
"' t"' 
"' 
"' 
_,,. 
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It may be noticed that I have not mentJ '""'d the Futu"!'e in the above 
table and this is because the Future is something of an anomaly within 
the Homeric verbal system. Originally formed from Subjunctive and 
Desiderative, it still shows traces of a Modal character, but in most 
cases its uses seem to suggest that it was a rudimentary fourth Aspect, 
expressing Intention; 8 one may note in passing that it is defective 
in Subjunctive and Imperative while the future Optative which occurs 
later as a purely formal device doer. not appear in Homer. 
The term 11 Impl,_•rfective11 is in common use in the Slavonic 
languages to describe an Aspect which is largely similar to, but not 
entirely the same as, the Greek Imperfective, and has the advantages 
that it avoids the temporal associations which tend to be implicit in 
the word "present", that it helps draw attention to the assertion of 
the priority of ~spect over tense, and that it leaves the traditional 
term "imperfect· to its traditional use as a t£ 11 Perfective11 is 
avoided because its Slavonic (and other) associations suggest a 
quality of completion in a two-Aspect system which would tend to 
confuse the Aorist-Perfect distinction. The traditional term "Aorist" 
is retained because in spite of the conunon relation of its one tense 
to past time it has come to be regarded as Aspectual and its meaning 
"unlimited" (C:t-Op1..otoo;) seems an appropriate description of the 
concept expressed by this Aspect. "Perfect", as a traditional tenn, 
is retained for both Aspect and tense because the perfect tense is no 
prominent within the P~r[ect Aspect that ~n~ sort of conf11sion which 
arises when "present" is used for ',q,pect as well as tense is lt;ss 
likely, so that there is no need to introduce a new term (e.g. 
"Stative"). "Future" is also a traditional term which need not be 
changed (e. 3. to "Prospective" or 11 Intentive") because the tense is so 
prominent in the Aspect, and on the whole is not likely to mislead. 
Stative and Dynamic 
In order to translate the basic Aspectual concepts into working 
patterns one must take into account a distinction which is basically 
lexical in character - that between Stative and Dynamia 9 ver~s, or 
more precisely between verbs which describe Statlvc activities and 
those which describe Dynamic actlvj ties. The distinction is almost an 
unconscious one and in most cases no problem arises; activities like 
i. 
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hold, feel (a>' emotion), stay are clearly Stative, while do, PW<, i<.iil 
are just as obviously Dynamic, the differentiating factor being that 
the first class does not involve change while the second does. Some 
··:erbs in the Homeric lexicon seem to belong to one category while we 
translate them as if they were members of the other. This is 
especially the case with the so-called "denominative" verbs (qiLAEw, 
\lt..>tciw, etc.) which seem to retain enough of their original norr.inal 
character to be seen by Greek eye, as Stative rather than Dynamic. 
When the three Aspects of Creek are applied to these two lexical types 
we find two distinct sets of patterns, each having variations 
depending on the context in which they are used. In the Imperfective 
the difference between the two types is minimal a state is "going 
on" or an action is "going on" and the activi.ty of the Dynamic typ:;! is 
drawn out to look similar to the natJral Stative process. In the 
Aorist the opposite d\-.velopment occ11rs, with the Stative activity 
being turned into a complete event, similar to the Dynamic action. In 
certain circumstances ~he Imperfective of a Dynamic verb or the AoriJt 
of a Stative verb rnay take or. an ingrcssivc nuance, but this is merely 
a feature of idiomatic translation and in no way integral to the 
Aspect. In the Perfect the difference between Stative and Dyna.nic is 
more striking, since the Perfect of the former usually Liffers from 
the Imperfective only in intensity, while the latter expresse3 1'.;;, c:; 
;;:;er:;.:; o~r ;:~~~,-.. J :.Zo~;.3, which in certain situations can imply 
responsibility. We con thus represent the system in a diagram:-
Stative 
Impfv In State of .•• 
Aor Complexive (entry in State) 
~Intensified State 
Dynamic 
Durative (Inchoative) 
Simple action 
State of having done (responsibility) 
It is to be remembered that context always plays an important 
part in determining the nuances of the various interactions of Aspect 
and lexical type. These different nuances, such as the "iterative" 
and 11 conative11 uses of the Imperfective, and the 11 ex-Stat1?:11 and 
"Aspectually metaphorical" uses of th~ Perfect will Le re!'erred t., as 
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l"ealizations. In other languages such realizations may be fully-
fledg~d morphologically characterized Aspects, but in the Homeric 
poems, ,1q, in ancient Greek generally, ;_hey are merely contcxt-
dominc ci.'d variants of the three Aspects, and they could appi-upriately 
be termed ,1ktionsal"ten or Asr·ectoidal Categories. From the many 
realizations of each Aspet and also from comparison with other 
Aspects in various contexts, it is possible to deduce a 11 fundamental 
idea integral 
Vafol" of that 
to each Aspect11 , 
lO Aspect. 
Durative/Punctual 
and this will be referred to as the 
7 
Other features which are basically Lxical in character also 
often enter into the discussion of Greek Aspect, especial!} as in 
other langu.'lges, like Russian, these distinc:..ions are morphologically 
part of the Aspectual system and as a consequence nre most commonly 
used to define the Greek Aspects, even to the extent of expressing 
their valoT'es in a two-Aspect systet \1~c suc11 semantic feature is 
the division of verbs into Dul"ative and Pwwtuai or rather into verbs 
describing activities whic~'. are durative or punctual; activities like 
kin, iaunclz (a missile) are Instantaneous while those such as be, 
sit, think arc Continuous. In Greek these nuances tend t.u insinuate 
themselves into the Pl"ocess/TotaUty of the Impel"fectivc/Aorost 
distinction 11 yet the two sets of terms are not really synonymous 
either in Greek or Russian since in both lan5 . _s one can have 
11 punctual 11 forms which refPl :.::> a situation which must last for a 
certain amount c time, e.g. leaaLAEUOE 6--'110. C1n. A truly punctual 
situation, on the other hand, can have no dur...s.tion whatsue1Jel" and so 
would seem incompatible with any forn> which expressed the activity as 
a Process. If, on the analogy of the Stativ.;,/Du;zcur:ia opposition 
outlined above, ~c were to set up in its place a distinction between 
Durativc and Punctual verbs, we would have trouble applying it within 
the Greek system. In the Imperfective, Durative verbs would se~m 
quite at home since duration is a subcategory of Process but Punctual 
verbs could only be realized as iterative, as true punctuality and 
Process are incompatible. If one W\!re to Uefine the /,orist as 
momentary or even in terms of such a concept as "action t·rawn 
together into a point", Punctual verbs would express simple momentary 
action while Durative verbs could not be realized at al.l because of 
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the contradiction between duratlon and point-like activity. Because 
the valo;, of State expressed by the Perfect automatically disqualifies 
true punctuality, the paradigm would be oefective here too (there are 
no such things as punctual States, though a slightly more liberal 
definition of punctuality could allow Punctual verbs to be realized as 
ingrcssive or finitive), but no problem would arise with Durative verbs. 
Two things must be said about this scheme. Firstly, the results of 
applying the Greek system of three A;pects with their valores are more 
limited than the nuances we actually find i:i : ·reek and in sorne cases 
do not correspond to the Creek patte~il; both i:.hese problems are 
better handled by the Stative/Dynamic distinction. Secondly, there do 
not seem to be any truly punctual situations, i.e. those i~. which 
there is absolutely no idea of the activity lasting in time, since, 
even when confronted with such a trope as John reached the swm:it, 
which Comrie quotes 12 to illustrate the punctual situation, it is 
stil; ,·.ossible to say, even in English, John iJan peaching the swnmit 
whe>i he had a hea1•t attaCJk, where by co1ncidence ,,f Process and 
duration the almosc impcrccptihlc interval of time involved in 
reaching the summit '" long enough, and is seen by the speaker to be 
long enough, to enc1 .. , ;...ts the. complete ons2t of the heart rlttack. In 
th2 51..ivonic languages, however, examples do exi , ': of verbs whic.h are 
defective in one Aspect or another on the ilasis of semantic weaning 
and this fa1.!t may have been the stimu.1.us for the raising of this 
argument fur Greek. 
Completi.·m/Non completion 
The second factor which often enters into discussion of the Greek 
Aspectual system is basically a contextual one but relies heavily on 
semantics. This is the distinction between Completivg and Non-
Completive verbs or, once again, between activities which huvn been or 
will be completed and those which Jre not. According to such a theory 
certain activities have built into them a notion that the Process 
which th"y express mnst eventually come to an end (Odysseus was 
building a boat) while others d0 not (Odysseus was fighting), and these 
are often called Teiic and Atei£,, respectively. In some languages, 
this distinction is made into a g1'GJ71JTlatiaaZ feature, with a noti~n of 
completl.:m added to a verbal form by flexional docivation, usually the 
actachment of an adverbia" ~ •'nent; Russian and the other Slavonic 
languages provide the clearest examples of this phenomenon. In the 
,, 
, 
other Indo-Europenn languages :..,ere are sporadic inatances, e.g. 
HlECvw, bn£>tttLv:i; Latin facel"e, conficerii:::; Germ:in essen, aufessen, 
but the process is never systematized, and, while some scholars would 
like to see a Slavcnic-type pattern, the examples remain isolated 
lexical items which can show up in all forms (tor example ~itO>ttE:Lvw 
and anEMtoVa OCCUr as well as anCMTElCJU) like the comparable give/ 
of'fer. 13 In fact, what makes one s~e an activity as Telic or Atelic 
is the environment in which il is found and the presence in that 
environment of certain cues such as any object on which the activit~: 
is wrought or, on the other hand, any secondary implication that tho: 
activity was not completeL - this is what causes us to translate the 
Imperfective of ,~l.6wµL as offeP thou3h all the Greek expresses is hn 
hi the pi•ocess cf giving. Comrie's comment 14 that, in combination with the 
Imperfective/Perfective (our Imperfective/Aorist) distinction, the 
semantic ran:?e of T~l!c v<'-'--s is reduced leads us tu ask what patterns 
emerge if une sets up a ·?eZia/iltelia distinctiun and then applies the 
three-Aspect system of Greek. In the Imperfective, Atelic verbs would 
simply imply that the activity was going on, while a truly Telic verb 
could only be used conatively or as background to another activity, as 
in the sentence quoted earlier, ·fohr:. ·.;,_7.D rev.oh·i.ng the .JU ... '"Jrr.'.t wh.sn he 
had a heaPt attack. An Atelic verb used in connection with an Aspect 
which represented the activity in Totality could only be lngressive 
while a Telic verb in the same circumstances would necessarily imply 
the successful completion of the activity. An Aspect which expressed 
the activity as a State would in an Atelic verb imply that the State 
was to be seen as nn ongoing process which had not yet reached its 
final po·~nt., and in a Tclic verb that the State is one which no longer 
exists. Again we find the patterns provide'! by this scheme too 
limited for the Greek system of Aspects, especially in comparison with 
the Stativq/DiJnwr:ic distinction. 
A related but somewhat different question is whether these 
categories of Durative/i' .. matuai and Compfoted/'lrwompZett:d (Teli:J/ 
ilteZic) really represent the vaiores of the ImperfL,tive and Aorist 
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respectively. These problems will be dealt with in the respective 
chapters, but the main objection to any such assumptions is tltat tl1cy 
are only valid for a two-Aspect system and in Greek one has a fully 
characterized third Aspect, the Perfect, which in a Durative/PunotuaZ 
situation would have to be aligned with the Durative type and in a 
Ie i.io.l1!te·:ia situation with the Tclic type. friedri ch' s at tc:npt to 
subsume the Perfect und~• NON-DURATIVE is unconvincing, and Ruiperez' 
omission of it from the opposition of Durativity is at base a claim 
that the Perfect does not belong to the Aspectual system at all. 
However, while this may have been the case for Indo-European, it 
is reasonable to suppose that by Homeric times the three Aspects 
had become structurally coordinate. The second objection is that 
both sets of valores would show up in both Aspects, as in the 
case of durative activities expressed by Aorist forms (cSaocA£VO£ ooxa 
1'1n). Then, too, the CompZeted/"lon-CompZeted distinction necr.ssarily 
involves a temporal outlook, since the activity, if it is to be seen as 
having been brought to a conclusiJn, must have taken place before the 
speech event, i.e. before the time sphere of 11 present11 • This may be a 
feasible notion if one is talking only of the Aorist Indicative, but 
:~v~!n there there are enough examples of non-past use to be 
significant. Moreover to i.~ing the idea ot completion into the 
discussion of Aspect is, as seen earlier, necessarily to i.ntroduce 
consideration of the object cf the verbal activity i.nto " category 
which should properly be concerned with the subject. But perhaps the 
final argument against the assumption that either of these 
distinctious is basic in Greek is that neither pair is suf fici~ntly 
wide to encompass all the subtle variation of realization in each 
Aspect, unless the terms are so defined as to lose all contact with 
what they are generally accepted to mean. 
Oppositions 
I have already in tl: ~:. ohapter begun to emphasize two factors 
which will become cruci<>1 in the study of Homeric Aspect - the 
investigation of the context in which the forms occur and the 
recognition that Aspect iii above all subjective. To admit the 
subjectivity of a linguiF.tic phenomenon is not to deny the possibility 
of its being analysed in an objective fashion; what it does deny is 
l'RINCIPLBS 11 
the validity of treating language as if it were completely 
mathematical, capable of being generated like an arithmetic with 
regular systems which are always valic regardless oi where they are 
found. This approach, when carried to excess, causes its exponents to 
simplify language to the point where the vital factor of context 
becomes ir.s! gnificant. A good example of this uver-nimpl i fication can 
be found in the frequent statement 15 that the Homeric present 
Indicative is Aspectually neutral because there is no morphologically 
distinct Aorist form to which one can oppose it, as is the case with 
the aorist and imperfect Indicative. This question will be dealt with 
more fully later,16 but it is enough to remar:, here that the opposition 
between aorist an<l imperfect Indicative only exists in narrative 
situations, while in timeless contexts, such as similes, the present 
Indicative is in opposition to an Aorist form, the aorist Indicative. 
The basis of the view of linguistic phenomena whl.ch the theory of 
oppositions entails is that no entity exists alone but only gains 
definition through being contrasted wi.th another entity. In thi.s 
embryonic forn the theory has much to recommend it, but when it is 
elaborated further it begins to split at the seams. Some of 
its assumptions do not seem to fit the study of morphology, or 
that of syntax, as when the Homeric Subjunctive md Op<:ative 
are lumped together as elements in a gradual opposition, with 
the common possession of the notion of Mood (in differing degrees) as 
the factor which sets rhem apart from the Indicative, which does not 
have Mood. 17 Ruipt!rez, for example, admits that in morphological 
oppositions, unlike phonological ones, one cannot always set up 
"privative" (mutually exclusive) oppositions since it is difficult to 
know which of two terms will be the negative 18 - one could see one 
term as adding something to the other or the other as taking something 
from the one. All oppositions, according to this theory, should 
consist of only two members, one of which is positively characterized 
by a certain quality while the other is either negatively categorized 
by that quality, neutral as to the quality or opposed to it in a 
different way. Further, once one has set up a binary opposition of 
PRINCIPU.f, 12 
the type 11 Ax/A11 (wheic 11A11 is a semanteme 19 and 11 x" a characterizing 
morpheme), one cle.'lms that the form "A" expreo~.:.s both the absence of 
and indifference to the morpheme "x". Again the proponents of the 
opposition theory support their argument by referring in Greek to the 
category of Mood where the Indicative, it is claimed, is both 
indifferent to Mood and an expression of reality (sic) whLch is the 
opposite of Mood, This seems to be begging the question in several 
ways. Firstly how is the Indicative indifferent to Mood? Even if one 
defines the concept of Mood in the'e rather limited tenns as the 
method of expressing the unreality of activities, it would seem that 
the Indicative always expresses this nuance in a negative fashion. 
Secondly, can it really be said that the Indicative expresses reality? 
Granted that in the discussion of ideas and other non-concrete areas, 
one will always find proponents on one side or the other of a debate, 
it is possible for disagreement to arise even in conversation about 
day-to-day "facts", as when, for example, one says, It'a a f~ine day 
today, and someone replies, wi.thout being necessarily obdurate, Do you 
reaUy thi>ik so? 20 Thus when the theoreticians are confronted with a 
three-term scheme, such as the Greek Modal and Aspectual syste~s, the 
theory demands that they should yoke two of the terms together :· nd so 
oppose them to the other, a process which involves searching · · a 
characteristic which differentiates one from the others. In che case 
of the Homeric Aspectual system this has led scholars to oppose the 
Perfect to the combined Imperfective-Aorist bloc (or rather, since the 
opposition must be binary, the basic notion behind the Imperfective-
Aorist bloc). In order to make this pattern a valid one, it must be 
assumed that we have a binary opposition between Perfect representing 
State and non-Perfect representing Action, and then a further choice 
between Action as Process and Action as Totality. While an opposition 
of this sort may have existed in Inda-European, and the morphological 
evidence suggests it, there are some major objections to defining the 
Greek Aspectual system in this way. Firstly, if the choice in Greek 
wen between State and Action, why is there no evidence that verbs 
which clearly expressed States, such as the verb to be, were 
constituted as morphological Perfects? Secondly, since this would 
align all verbs which expressed a Stative idea with the Perfect and 
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all verbs with Dynamic meaning with the Imperfective-Aorist bloc (a 
pattern which, if valid, would imply a high degree of correlation 
between semantir. and Aspeclual factors), why do these categories 
intersect in Greek so that we find Stative verbs being used in the 
Imperfective and the Aorist and Dynamic verbs occurring in the 
13 
Pet foct? 21 Then, apart from confusing Aspectua' ,,haracteristics with 
semantic ones, there seems to be a problem cf definition with the word 
"action" which m.1st., in the language of all the scholars I have read, 
be considered to exclude any concept of State. A better perspective 
is achieved 1f "action" in the general sense is replaced by "verbal 
content" or (as suggested in fn. 1) "activity". There would then be no 
problem in seeing a three-way contrast between Perfect expressing the 
verbal content as a State, Imperfective expressing the verbal content 
as a ."T>oceoo, and Aorist expressing the verc.il content as a Totality. 
An important concept in this theory is that of markedness. This 
complex notion seems to have been introduced into linguistic studies 
by the Prague school, and \>;,sically claims that in any opposition of 
two or more membe~s, one is felt to be more normal and less specific 
than the other. However it ie not necessary that each opposition have 
a marked and an unmarked term; both may be equally marked or the 
difference of markedness may be one of degree. The criteria for 
deciding which term is the marked one are not simply subjective but 
concern three basic areas - semantics, morphology and frequency. It 
is often the case that all these may point in the same direction but 
at times they conflict. The first category indicates the capacity o{ 
the unmarked term to comprehend th< meaning of the marked term and so 
be used in its stead. This is what the Greek grammarians themselves 
meant when they c~lled the Aorist the residual Aspect, i.e. it could 
be used, not so much to reµlace the Imperfective, but where there is 
no particular reason to use the latter. The second criterion implies 
that the unmarked term has (a) less morphological material and (b) 
more overt morphological irregularity. On the first point Greek gives 
no clear indication since there are as many ways of forming 
Imperfectives as there are of forming Aorists, though on the second 
point the Aorist does seem to be the unmarked term. Related to these 
morphological considerations is the concept of neutralization, wherein 
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for a particular reason the system is deficient in some form and there 
only exists one entity to cover the several terms of the opposition. 
Morphologically this form is usually close to that of the um uked 
term but it may simply be the form which is semantically !C:ist 
appropriate. Thus if one wished to apply this distinc1.ion to the 
Greek pr~sent tense, one would be forced to admit t~at its formation 
on the Imperfective stem is appropriate, as its activity, if truly 
present, is usually to be seen as Process. Yet the most cogent 
o;,j~ctiun to neutralization in the present tense is that it ignores 
the small but significant number of aorist.s used in connection with 
present time, 22 which show that the speaker feels no compunctiu:i. abo1Jt 
using the aorist when he wishes to express an Indicative statem~nt of 
Totality even in present time. 
The final criterion of markedness, frequency, is a completely 
inadequate one. It is often assumed that the term which is the 
unmarked member of the opposition should be the most frequent in 
overall statistical count. Yet the Aspect used depends to a great 
extent on what the speaker wishes to say, so that in a passage of 
description, more Imperfectives than Aorists occur, in a passage 
referring to the past, the aorist will be more common than the present, 
and in a passage with present reference the present tense will 
predominate. In any case, to what extent can one accept the 
frequencies counted in rather specialized literary remains as truly 
representative of the total language of the period? 
It must be understood that I do not totall:1 abrogate the setting 
up of oppo3itions within any epistemological system; I admit that 
they are a valid way of examining the phenomena "t hand, but I 
nevertheless insist that they are not the only way of doing so. I 
myself intend to make use of the concept even though I would define an 
opposition in more functional terms as a set of forms whose members 
<'c::trast one with cmother in a given situation. So I would see the 
existence of oppositions as basically a contextual factor and arrange 
the schemata thus:-
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Speech Situation (Usually in Present Time} 
~ Process Total Action State 
' Present In:!icative Aorist Indicative Perfect 1ndicative 
Imp..rfective Subjunctive Aorist Subjunctive Perfect Subjunctive 
" Optative " Optative " Optative 
" Imperative " Imperative " Imperative 
" Infinitve " Infinitive " Infinitive 
" Participle " Participle " Participle 
Narrative Situation (Usually in Past Time) 
Process Total Action State 
Imperfect Indicative Aorist Indicative Pluperfect Indicative 
Imperfective Subjunctive Aorist Subjunctive Pr~rfect Subjunctive 
" Oplative " Optative " Optative 
" Infinitive " Infinitve " Infinitive 
" Participle " Participle " Participle 
Timeless Situation 
Process Total Action State 
Present Indicative Aorist Indicative 
I 
Perfect Indicative 
Imperfective Subjunctive Aorist Subjunctive Perfect Subjunctive 
" Optative " Optative I " 
Optative 
" Infinitive " Infinitive " Inf initlve 
" Participle " Participle " Participle 
It is clear from these patterns that in a given situation no term 
exists which is not opposed by at least one other term. In fact 
rather than talking about neutralization in the present tense, one 
really should be 
employ a special 
noting the isolation of narrative situations, l·1hich 
23 
tense of the Imperfective and Perfect. Thus the 
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concept of oppositions is a useful one, in the s~nse that one may say, 
for example, that in a narrative situation, the aorist tense (a 
subtheme of the Aorist Aspect) is opposed by the imperfect tense (a 
subtheme of the Imperfective Aspect) and that the way in which the two 
relate to each other is an aid to the definition of each. 
Another objection to the opposition theory criticized above is 
more peripheral. ., 1e coding of Aspectual phenomena 24 into 
specifically binary oppositions seems aided by the fact that ir • .-;"" 
group of languages whose study first raised awareness of Aspect, the 
Slavonic group, the Aspectual distinctions which ex1.st aI'e thoroughly 
binary in nature. This has also led to the assumptioa that Slavonic 
Aspect is the only verbal category which can legitimately be called 
Aspect (and that therefor~ the Greek Aspectual system, if there is 
one, also must be of Slavonic type) and to the introduction in the 
description of Greek of infelicitous terminology, such as Perfective 
for Aor~ st, etc. 
In fact linguistic comparison has always been present in the 
study of the Greek verbal system. T~e other language with which Greek 
lias most often been compared, and always to the detriment of Greek, is 
Latin. Because of the predominance of Latin in Western Europe at the 
time of the 11 rediscovery 11 of Greek, the sy11tactic system cf the latter 
was immediately perceived (and until the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, still totally perceived) in the terms of Latin. 
In the works of Plautus and Terence there are still traces of the 
persistence of Aspectual distinctions, but by the Classical period 
there had developed throughout the Latin system a pattern not only of 
expressing absolute time but also of specifying which of two actions 
came first in a given temporal context. This temporal orientation in 
verbal forms themselves, which has been inherited by modern European 
languages, was largely alien to Homeric Greek. I am nowhere claiming 
that the Homeric language was incapable of ordering events in temporal 
relationship with one another, but this factor was usually handled by 
contextual methods, such as juxtaposition, subordination, etc. It 
cannot, however, always be assumed that in narrative a series of 
aorists will present a series of activities in the order of their 
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occurrence: the logic of the context may make it clear that some are 
simultaneous and sorae are in reverse order, so that the order of 
presentation is one of emphasis or emotional effect rath• . than of 
25 temporal sequence. These questions of comparison in syntax will 
arise again throughout this work, but I must point out here that, 
apart from being simplistic in the extreme, comparativism commits the 
fatal error of too closely equating the syntactic systems of different 
languages. However many characteristics of syntax a language shares 
with its relatives or has inherited from its ancestor, it is 
ultimately an individual case. While comparative study of two 
languages may illuminate the structure of each, our understanding of 
the problems of any language is aided not so much by comparison with 
other languq62s as by intern~! study of the language itself; the 
problems of l'omeric Greek are to be S•1lved mainly within the framework 
of Homeric Greek, such comparative asGistance as i.s necessary being 
drawn mainly from the rest of anlient Greek, which comes nearest in 
time and structure to the Ho.neric language. I will therefore make 
little use of comparativlsm, although 1 will refer to t.1c Slavonic and 
Modern Greek verbal systems (as well as the Latin) in order to show 
how dif fer.ent they are from that o~~rating in the Homeric poems. 
Summary 
So we may summar.; .::<;:: this chapter by underlining several important 
points. t lrstly, the Greek verbal forms are not mere tenses but 
expressions of a further relation, huw the speaker views the activity in 
connection with its context, and this will, in spite of the objections 
of narrow-minded Slavists, be termed Aspect. Secondly this category 
of Aspect was the dominant one in the Greek verbal system, because it 
runs through all other categories. When one changes tense or ?-lood or 
substitutes an Infinitive or a Participle for a Mood, one does not 
change the Aspect; expressed differently, this means that one does 
not use a different form of the Infinitive or Participle for the 
Indicative as opposed to the Subjunctive, or for the past as against 
the present but one does in shifting from Imperfective to Aorist. 
Thirdly, the cruchl factor in the study of Aspect is its 3ubjec~ivity, 
so that iL is en ti rely the speaker's choice which Aspect should be 
used in any given situatioa. Finally, in the interpretation of the 
Greek Aspectual system, one must never overlook the influence of the 
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context in the choice of Aspects. Otton in this work it may be 
thought that the amount of text quoted is out of proportion to the 
point being illustrated, but sometimes not only the whole line but 
even the entire passage or the entire work may be relevant. In most 
cas~s also I have ignored the possibility that we are simply dealing 
with a formula handed down by oral traditions in which the Aspectual 
form remained constant when the situation changed, so that a 
dislocation would exist between Aspect and context. I will admit that 
there are several examples which seem anomalous and inexplicable in 
any other fashion but I think we must credit the Homeric poet(s) with 
enough control over the language to be able to suit the Aspect to the 
pred~c occasion. Similarly, in the light ot evidence that the system 
of Aspec tual relations which Homeric Greek had at its disposal did not 
change greatly for more than a millennium after Bomer, 26 it is not 
surprising that there is little evidence of development in th" system 
between the sections of the Homeric poems which appear to &e respectively 
earlier and later compositions. Nev~rtheless, I have chosen for fullest 
treatment two books of the Iliad and two of the Odijssey, one of each 
generally accepte·J as containing earlier material and the o ~· ~r J.ater 
material. In the discussion of similes, however, which have been shown to 
be relatively late, whatever the level of their setting, a comprehensive 
use has been raade of the whole of the two epics. 
It will be clear by now that I am not attempting to deduce from 
the Homeric texts, without reference to earlier studies of it, the 
Aspcctual system of its language. I am rather applying to the Homerk 
text the theory of Aspect in ancient Gre~!<: generally which h:is been 
put forward by McKay, since this seems to me more compatible with 
the facts of the text itself than any of the other theories proposed in 
recent years, and examining in detail representative sections of the 
text in order to test the prima facie acceptability of that theory. In 
pointing out the weaknesses of the other theories, I do not wish to imply 
that tilere are no points to commend them. The subjectivity implicit J.n 
the choice of Aspect is such that many examples can validly be claimed 
as possible support for more than one interpretation, and no system 
of categori•ation of the realizations of the various Aspects can be 
so precise as to settle all questions with finality. The test of. 
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acceptability, therefore, is not whether the theory can be 
proved to be absolutely true, but whether, making due allowance 
for areas of apparent ambiguity, it can offer an explanation of 
the text with less anomalies and contradictions than are found 
.!.n its rivals. 
NOTES 
Activity is used as the most general reference to a function 
described by a verb, contrasted with action and pi>ocess as in 
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McKay, Gramnar, §23.1.1, fn 2. These terms wiH be so used throughout 
the work, except when quoting from other au' '· 
2 It will be my general principle t\. .it tt.is thesis to take 
examples from Homer where possible. He ........ ,: in a ~hapter on general 
theory it has ~ften been easier to fabric.ate an example which conveyed 
the exact nuance I wished to highlight. 
3 It must be emphasized that this is only one of the many 
realizations of Aspcctual distinctions and is not mennt to become the 
basis of any definitimt such as Bakker' s (in relation to Greek) Greek 
Impei,ative, p.27, that 11 t11e imperfect •.. always has a relationship 
with another verbal notion, a point from which, around which or before 
which the speaker views the process in its persp1~ctive" or Forsyth' s 
(in rel. ~ion to Russian) tlD[-CCt, p.8, that a 11 perfcctivc verb 
expresse:;; the action as a total event sumn1ed up tvith reference to a 
single specific juncture". 
Friedrich, Aspect TheO!"J, p.52. 
s See the Preface and §§8.1.1, 23.1 and 24.1. 
6 See McKay, Gramnar, §23.1.1, fn 2, and O.E.D. "PP~'<JCJS, the fact 
of going on or being carried on". 
7 In this work initial capitals will be used for Aspects and small 
letters for tenses, again excepting for quoted passages. 
B See Chapter 6. 
9 Cf. McKay, Gramnar, §23. l.S. J prefer V1.f'10ltlic to McKay's action. 
10 This term together with its plural, valores, is taken from the 
Spanish of RuipC:rez, because it was convenient to avoid using an 
English word as a technical term and thus having to be careful about 
its use. 
11 The results of assuming that this pair was basic to the Greek 
Aspectual system are ~arried to ridiculous lengths in a thesis by 
Crisafulli, for exanple, who claims that in Punctual verbs the Aorist 
is somehov older, m•>re primitive in formation than the Imperfective 
while in Durative Vt?rbs the reverse i~ ':rue. 
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12 Aspect, p.43. Comrie remarks, 11Here there is one !T1(';i:.ent when 
John had not reached • nnmit and another when he had, ;ith 110 time 
intervening between ',,,. No matter how slowly on£> pr~sented the 
filtn of John's mount~ .. _._r1.ilg exploits, the interval between these twu 
moments would always be zero and it would always be inappropriate to 
say at tizis poilzt Jolm is :reach~ng the swrrnit. Imperfective forms ••• 
would then only have iterative mf?aning. 11 
13 The fact that we almost always have Zc;i:o.av1Jc11w and O.it£0avov, for 
exarnple, but only ever TC-8vn><a seems less a vestige cf a primit:ive 
Aspectual distinction than a peculiarity of this particular verb. 
1
' Comrie, Aspect, p.46. 
15 By Ruiperez, Aspectos, pp.105-11; Friedrich, Aspect ~heo:riJ, 
P• Sl3. 
1 
• See Chapters 3 and 4. 
17 So Ruiperez (Aspec':os, p.15) quoting Wackernagel, Vo1·Zeswigen, 
p.224. 
l 0 Ibid .• p.16. 
19 Semanteme, as distinct from sememe, is any significant unit of 
T'lCaning. 
20 It is not the purpose of this thesis to deal with Mood but if one 
P'Jshed this view to iu. conclusion one could find oneself claiming 
that in a language lik. ·:nglish which has nowadays effectively only 
one Mood, one cannot tndke statements about unreal matters, offer 
insubstantial opinions or tell knowing untruths. So it would seem to 
me safer to define the concept as intimating the speake:r's view of the 
:relations of the activity to what he sees as :real and to see the Modal 
system not as a binary choice between "real" and "unreal" but as a 
series of fields graduated as to the degree of "reality" expressed. 
21 Note that I am not denying that a two-way contrast probably 
functioned in Indo~E:u:ropean, since many of the verbs which we call 
stative in Greek seem to have been relatively recent formations. 
Assuming that I.E. Aspect was not simply a semantic factor (and here 
we are on very tenuous ground) we would have a system:-
Stative 
Dynamic 
Perfect 
Emphatic State 
"Responsibility" 
However this is not the case in Greek. 
Non-Perfect 
Complexive 
Simple Action 
22 See McKay, G1>anma:r, §24.4.4, and Chapter 4 below. 
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23 Nor is it a case, as Comrie (Aspect, pp.71-3) states, of an 
1\spectual distinction restricted to a certain tense. 
2' I am here ignoring the fact that other linguistic phenomena are 
also coded by this school into bin'1ry oppositions, since I see 
phonology (whlch is what the theory is based on) as only marginally 
relevant to the study of ·;yntax. 
25 See Chapters 4 and 10 below. 
2 6 McKay, ?e11f2et, 
in Greek Non-Li teva1y 
and an article On the Perfect and other Aspects 
Papyri to appear in BICS 27. 
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'.:HAPTER 2 
;,JSTORY OF ASPECT THEORY 
Ancient and Renaissance 
It was inevitable that the scientific curiosity of the Greeks, 
which was produced by the material prosperity of Ionia in the sixth 
and fifth centurie~ and of Athens in the fourth century B. C. should 
eventually turn them to the investigation of their own language. 
While some observations had been made by Aristophanes and Platon, tl1e 
first attempts to treat language as a system cam~ !n the work ~f 
Aristotcles who, however, did not feel the need to conunent very 
extensively on the structure of the verbal system. 1 The earliest 
attempts to classify the verbal relations of Greek were made by the 
Hellenistic grammarian Dionysios Thrax who wrote a systematic 
exposition of the Greek language including, however, no treatment of 
syntax. This omission w.s remedied by the Stoics d, following them, 
by Apollonios Dyskolos. •·ho elaborated a theory in which six temporal 
areas (xpOvoL.) are d1.\it :t ~'etween '\Jefined temporal areas11 (xp6vo1.. 
Wp1.,.cµe:vo1..) and "undefi.n.:.~ •.c;,1poral areas" (xpOvo1.. &Opt..otoi..). The 
former type is furtnct rtivided into tenses of "parallel extension11 
(ac.tpaTUMTt..HoL) and tensPs of "simultaneous termination" (cruvTe:At..xoL) 
and both types are realized in the two time spheres of "present/ 
future" (o i:.voo1ws/o µc>.Awv) an.: "past" (o rnp,1ixnµf.~os). Apollonios' 
system can be represented thus:-2 
0 Evco1Ws/µ{,\.\wv 
0 nap1pxnµcvos 
xpOvoL Wpt..aµ£voL 
rrapaTClXTLXOL 
present 
imperfect 
O'JVTEALxoL 
per(ect 
pluperfect 
future 
aorist 
This is an interesting analysis for several rrnsons. Firstly one must 
y __ 
___ zzsm 
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note the importance to th" Greeks of the axis wpco~cvos/acipcatos and 
the valuable distinctio~ between xpovoc rrapataxtcxoc and xpcivoc 
auvtohxoc. However the me.in facilt of the system seems to be that it 
designates as simply a distinction of xpcivo; (time) what in fact is a 
distin~tion of an entirely different order. The nature of this 
disti1 ion completely escaped the Greeks,but sporadic glimpses of its 
existence appear in the statements of certain scholiasts such as the 
commentator on Homer A600 who saw the notion of auv•· \cxcis as integral 
to the Aorist 3 (a point also found in Phrynikhos the grammarian") and 
the scholiast who distinguished betwPen xpovos and i:pyov pointing out 
that the imperfect is past in time but 10 6E fpyov, µEtU nap~atdcrEws 
nEnpaxto.L. 5 
Although the Latin verbal system is not directly relevant to this 
thesis, it behoves us here to mention the Roman grammarian, Varro, 
since his theories, based on those of Apollonios Dyskolos, profoundly 
influenced later thought. Varro correctly saw that his own language 
was different from the Greek in placing r,reater emphasis on temporal 
distinctions and consequently '.lligned the future with the present and 
past as a separate temporal sphere. The distinction between xp6vot. 
Wpt.oµ£vot... and x1-~6\l.JL CtOpt..OTOL is unnPcessary in Latin but the 
nupataKTLM6s/cruvtEALx6s dichotomy is retained, although it is 
translated as infectwn, having not been compZeted/pePfectl'm, having 
been j'iniahed. One may set out the changes made by Varro as follows:-
Infectwn Paf eatum 
present present perfect 
past imperfect pluperfect 
future future future perfect 
Varro seems to have consistently ignored for the purposes of theory 
the fact that the Latin perfect is also used lor past time, and to 
have limited it to the present line in the diagrm1, '' thus allowing Greek 
catego11·ization to overshadow thf' Latin. Varro' s :;ystem is more 
pertinent to Latin than to Greek but its superficial resemblance to 
the two-Aspect system prevailing in the 3lnvonic languages, especially 
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in its definition of the vazo~es of the two categories, seems to 
support the views of scholars such as Kurylowicz ~ho wish to see the 
P'imitive Inda-European, and hence the Greek, verual system as similar 
to the Slavonic. 
After Varro and Apollonios Dyskolos, little work of an original 
character was done in the ancient world, even the great work of 
Priscian being based on Apollonian principles. Grammarti of Greek were 
written (e.g. by Theodosios CC4-S, Khoiroboskos C6 AD) but theoretical 
horizons were only advanced by the Roman Nacrobius who, in a work 
comparing the Greek verb with the Latin, made an interesting 
contribution to the study of Comparative Grammar. 7 Although there is 
actually very little sy:itax in the few fragments of Nacrobius which we 
have, he, like Varro, was aware that his own language was different 
from Greek and even showed some consciousness of the Greek Aspectual 
distinction, as in his comments on the Imperative. 8 However, he too 
allowed Greek categories to dominate the Latin, as when he claimed 
that tense only existed in the Indicative,• or that the link-up of 
verbal forms which with some insight he posits for Greek is also valid 
for Latin. The Greek Perfect, on the other hand, is seen i '.;tin 
terms, ac; comIJlcted and therefore belonging to the past, as in his 
statement on the Optative 1 c and his constant refere1.'.':e to 1.t as 
"praeteritum perfectum11 as agr .. nst "praeteritum imperfectum11 for the 
imperfect. 11 After.the fall of Rome the study of ('ceek lapsed in the 
\..''.!St and even in Byzantium the prevailing scholastic ism produced only 
grammars such as that of Moskhopolos, compiled f:-om two anonymous 
carller works, which became important for the revival of Greek in the 
West during the RenaL;san~•. The fall of Byza,1tium to the Turks saw 
th~ arrival of many Greek scholars in Italy and this movement gave 
impetus to a rene\.;ed interest in the Greek language. Among the first 
works printed in the West were the Greek ~rnnunars of Khrysaloras, Ga7a 
and Lasknris, but they were merely compilations of formal rules and, 
because they were written for an audience familiar with Latin, they 
explained Greek in Latin terms, a process which did little to further 
the theoretical knowledge of the language. The sixteenth century saw 
the ai-pearance in Germany of the works of Friedrich Syllburg wl.~ drew 
attention to the possibility that the Greek Aorist could be used for 
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non-past activities but failed to (systematic .. Lly) pursue this insight, 
while in seventeenth-century Holland, Jul'.us Caesar Scaliger produced 
a work which advanced the study of Latin :oc,~1t1n. but retarded that of 
Greek ¥;herl he foni~11lated the distinction ~1iet\..'t!en absolute and relative 
time. 
Modern 
The beginnings of modern l:lnguistics can be dated from the end of 
the eighteenth century when Sir William Jones published the text of a 
paper read to the Asiatic Society in Calcutta, au impressh·e 
compilation of material which brought Sanskrit into comparison with 
Greek, Latin, Ger:nanic and Celtic and postulated t:h.1t ,1ll of these 
could be traced hack to a common ancestor. With the t· .. rn of the 
ninet~enth century linguistic theory advanced by leaps Gnd hounds in 
the comparative field with the works of Rask, Grimm and Bo~;>, and even 
in th~ field of Greek itself, studies of syntactic questivns 
proliferated. Among those who contri' ted to the study of th~ verbal 
structure were Reiz, Bernhardy and Madvig, but, although their 
classificatory work was invaluable, they found it difficult to see the 
language in any but the temporal terms inherited from Latin. 
~oon after the middle of the century a new concept was introduced 
into the theoretical st::dy of language. Georg Curtius, from his study 
of the Slavonic languages, came to realize that the verbal forms of 
Greek expressed not merely temporal distinctions but also a quality 
which he called ZeitaPt and defined as "die Unterschied der dauernden, 
momentanen und vollendeten Handlungen 11 • 12 A direct break between 
Curtius and one of his most brilliant pupils, Brugmann, led to the 
format .:.on of the so-called 11 neo-grammarian 11 school, among whose 
member~ can be plr~ed Karl Verner and Ferdinand de Saussure. These 
sch,lars modified the terminology of Aspectual studies, replacing the 
term Zeitapt by AktionaaPt since the former seemed to be too strongly 
temporal, but they retained the habit, ·'plied in the works of C'lrtlua, 
of linkin0 the Greek Aspectual system to that of Slavonic. Hence in 
French writers we find the term Aapeet as a direct translation of the 
Russian Vid and a semantic equivalent of the German Aktionsal't. The 
main fault of the nP0-grammarians was that they confounded true Aspect 
with lexical distinctions, as wh~n Brugmann, seeking to illustrate the 
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punctual/durative distinction, took as his exampleG the verbs finden, 
to find/suehen, to seek. 1 3 Even though scholars on the Continent 
accepted the concept of Aspect relatively rapidly, the ;:,.glish-
speaking world was slow to recognize the existence of the •tity, 
merely noting that in some instances the 11 temporal 11 forms were used in 
ways which seemed to clash with what was expected,and forcibly pigeon-
holing many forms into temporal categories {as with the "gnomic" 
aorist). This is the position as we find it in a writer like Monro 
and in most conventional grammar books, but the American scholar 
Goodwin made s~me advance in drawing attention to the relations which 
are here termed Aspectual, even though his work rerr.ained far too 
temporally oriented. In the field of New Testament Greek, Moulton, a 
classicist with an evolutionary perspective on the language, went 
farther than any other English or American scholar of the period in 
positing an important, though not central, role for Aspect in Greek. 1 " 
However, apart from minor contributions li~e Bolling's article 
advocating the recognition of Aspect in ':ne teaehing of Greek, 15 
English-speaking countries remained i,,.·::·.ely indifferent to the concept 
until Continental works of importance (e.g. Chantraine, HistoiT'e) and 
American generalizations from the stuuy of Indian languages in the 
1930s heightened awareness of its usefulness. 
The twentieth century too brought a high level of discussion on 
questions of verbal structure in Greek. The shortcomlngs of the neo-
grammarians had been quickly rer:ognized, but unfortunately there 
followed an over-reaction in the opposite direction as when Pedersen 16 
threw overboard the whole concept of Aspect in Inda-European and Greek 
linguistics, only admitting for th~se languages a system of tenses, but 
claining that an Aspectual system arose from it, a theory still heard 
from timt.? to time. For the majority of scholars the existence of a 
category called Aspect was proven, but, because the concept was 
introduced into general linguistic theory from Slavonic studies, 
modern studies have tended to rely heavily on the comparison of Greek 
with these languages, often making their acceptance into Greek of the 
category of Aspect dependent on how clos"ly they feel the latter's 
verbal system to resemble that of the Slavonic languages. So we find 
Streitberg (1890) applying this criterion to Gothic and Hartmann 17 
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using Slavonic terminology to describe the Greek system of W\hal 
relations while Meillet, 18 in describing primitive Slavonic, ,!istorts 
the facts of both that language and of Greek in order to make che 
Aspects exactly alike in each. The identification of Aspects in 
different lar.3uages raised the 11 philo::ophical11 question of the very 
nature of Aspect aad its relation to 'Jther elements of the verbal 
structure, and led to the distinction bEtween various types of Aspect 
·"'ch as Porzig' s division into Aspekt and Aktionsart and E. Hermann's 
.nrresponding distinction between objektive and subjektiV3 
Aktionsapten. 1 9 
A theory ·•hich seems completely different is that of E. 
Koschmieder, who in his Zeitbezug und Sp!'aahe (1929) proposed that 
Aspect and tense were in reality one entity, which he called Zeit!.J<.-;.ug, 
Tempo1'al Relation. However when he elaborated his theory it was 
apparent that he felt the need to divide Ze"tbezug into two 
categories - ZeitstellenLle!'t, Tempo!'al position (i.e. tense) and a 
category which he calls Zeiti>ialztungsbezug and which he defines in a 
manner very similar to the pattern of Aspects occurring in Slavonic! 
In the same year G. Guillaume published his Temps et Ve!'be, in which he 
tried to redefine 'I'emps so as to cover not only \Vhat is generally meant Uy 
tense but also Aspect and Hood, and the Verbal Nouns and Adjectives as 
well. This id~a led him to some questionable conclusions and, iike 
other temporally based theories of verbal structure, was unable to 
explair satisflctorily the differ2nce between 11 imperfect 11 and "past 
simple" tenses. noreover when the concept l 
Greek, it became totally unworkable in its 
Aorist Subjunct ,Je and Optative, which, i.l 
1pplied to Classical 
•pts to integrate the 
.laume was right, should 
refer to both past and future. Two works written in a more 
traditional vein about this time are also significant for their ~'feet 
on theories of the nature of Aspect in Greek. Wackernagel, and 
following him, Chant raine ,' 0 saw within the history of an originally 
intransitive, subject-oriented Perfect, the anomalous development of: a 
"resultativ8 Perfect" which placed the emphasis on the object and 
which eventually led to the breakdown of the Perfect. Furthermore in 
some of their discussion of t1' Perfect-Aorist relationship they seem 
to suggest that an emphasis on the object was also characteristic of 
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the Aorist, so that the development of the "resultative Perfect" 
brought the Perfect closer to the Aodst, thus producing confusion and 
then loss. 
At the same time in the more general field of linguistic theory 
a concept was being formulated by the Prague school which was 
eventually to reach and affect the study of Greek verbal relations. 
The theory that linguistic phenomena are structured into oppositions 
was first conceived in the field of phonology by N.S. Trubetskoi, and 
in 1932 Jakobson suggested that the concept might profitably be 
applied to syntactic questions. 21 The opposition concept is not 
really new per se, since it had long been recognized that, for example, 
the imperfect and the aorist could be seen as opposed in a given set 
of circumstances, but its rigidly systematic application by the Pragu~ 
school roused some opposition from a group based in Copenhagen. The 
most prominent figure of this group was l!jemslev, who in 1937 tried to 
make the opposition concept more flexible by admitting the possibility 
of multi-member oppositions, 22 while another influential figure was 
Holt whose Etudes d' Aspect (1943) became the mos: widely known 
sununary of the position of the group; many of Holt's conclusions are 
approximated by Brunel in his Aspect et l' ordl'e d11 pi•oces en gi•ea. 
By the middle of the century the Prague school s.oemed to have 
prevailed over its opponents in the field of linguistic theory and 
.iost of the works written on the Greek verbal system since that tim~ 
(apart from the sections in general, and rather traditional, gramr.'T,,,r!.·s, 
such as tl1ose of Schwyzcr and Humbert 2 3 ) have taken this line. By far 
the most significant single work on the subject since 1950 has been 
that of Ruip6rez, whose theories have been discussed extensively not 
only throughout this thesis but also by numerous more competent 
;~holnrs since its publication as Aspectos y ticmpos del verbo griego. 
In the early sixties, Jc! ..... .<urylowicz, who had long i:.een an Indo-
Europeanist of some note, turned to the question of verbal structur~, 
comb in i.ng the Prague school's oppos it ions with a not ion of Asp cc t 
heavily colol\red by Slavonic, and not surprisingly came to the 
conclusion that the Classical Greek Aspects were of Slavonic type. 
The same line of reasoning is apparent in the work of Friedrkh (1974), 
• 
• 
•• • 
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while Szemerenyi (1969) eliminated Aspect altogether from the Greek 
verb, claiming that only Slavonic was possessed of a set of verbal 
relations worthy of that name. 2 " However, this strange sort of 
positivism is perhaps preferable to the attempt by Comrie (1976) to 
define Aspect in such a way as to make it applicable in detail to all 
languages, a line of thought which leads him into numerous confused 
statements. 25 A more profitable approach seems to be that taken by 
McKa/ 6 who eschews syntactic comparativism, insisting that the 
problems of any language are to be solved within the framework of 
that language and hence making his definition of Greek Aspect 
applicable solely to the phenocena observable in Greek. 27 
NOTES 
In :Jicom.7.c;tean Ethics 10.34, Aristoteles contrasts ho~T1vaL. and 
nocoOac with Aspectual awareness but without dwelling on Aspect. 
2 Compare Holt, !':tudcG, for this and the diagram on p.23. The 
method chosen 8imply seemed the most obvious. 
See· Bekker, .4;zeariota G.raeaa. 
Phrynikhos. ::klogai 315 in Rutherford, The :lt.:V P11r•:,1n ~ehua. 
5 Bekker, Aneedota G1•aeea, p.889. 
6 Varro, De .~·r;:gua lat{;;rr, vol. 2, §§96-111. 
7 Mu~ruhius, De Differentiis in Kiel, Gramnatici Latini, vol. 5, 
pp.599-654. 
B Ibid . • p. 640. 
9 Ibid., p.611, cf. 618, 622. 
l 0 Toid. ' p. 620. 
11 Interestingly here he opposes Varro in seeing three past tenses -
11 praeteritum imperfectum, praeteritum p~rfectum and practcritum 
pl11squamperfectum11 • Neither seems to have been willing to admit that 
the Latin perfect was a temporal form for both present time and for 
narrative. 
12 Curtius, Gr12ck. V.sflb, p.2. 
1 3 Brugmann-Thumb, Grieuhiaehe Granmatik, p. 492. 
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27 I have deliberately abbreviated my discussion of authors from 
Curtius to the present in order to treat some of their points more 
fully in the main body of the work. 
CHAP1ER 3 
THE IMPERFECTIVE ASPECT 
When we come to consider the Greek Imperfective, we find problems 
at every step, even the generic label of the Aspect itself being 
disputed, since it runs the gamut from the "pcesent theme" of Ruiperez 
to the specially defined and structuralistically derived DUIU\TIVE of 
Friedrich. To this is related also the problem of the basic valor of 
the Imperfective - are ~e to consider it as Kurylot<licz does, as 
basically temporal in character, or as something more detached from 
the speech event and rather definable in terms of the surrounding 
context, as will be arbued in this section? 
Process • 
I will endeavour to show that the Imperfective is used to 
express Activity in Process, and in order to determine the accuracy 
of this assumption, I am go Lng to take a few examples from the chosen 
books. I begin with K2-4 
Q~.\OL µf:v Ttetp(l vnuol.v clpLOT~Ei; ITavaxat.WV 
~ navvuxLoL, µc>.crnC1 oeoµn)l~VoL \)nv'l'' 
U>..\ 'o\)x 'AtpE:.L6rl'J 'Ayuµ~µvovet not..µEva. .\a.Wv 
\Jnvo:; ExE y.\u><e:pOi;, no>..AU 1ppe:0Cv OppaGvovTa, the otheri 
chiefs of the asserrbled Akhcdans were sleepinq aU night, 
but stJeet sleep did not hold Agmnc1m2on, At~ 1eus' son, 
lead12r of the ho1?t, since he was going over rmwh in his 
mind. 
Herc the three activities certainly do last through a certain spac~ 
of time, but what is significant tn the context is that all are seen 
as developing situations, and, moreover, as developing simultaneously. 
The paralleling uf the activities is a common usage of the Imperfective 
and at the start of the book sets a background foe the actions that 
immediately follo•· 
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We see in w412-4 
~s oL µCv ncpL OcLnvov £vL µcycipoLoi... n£vovto· 
•o >,. I II , II "; ' " \ '1 .1' aocx u Ctp ayyc.\os WKCX >iCXTCX TtTOALV OL.XETO nttVT'J, 
µv1101r)pwv 01uyE:pOv {}civatov Hal. Kiio' CvCnouoa, Sf they 
were setting about their meal in the haU; Rumour 
1:!_'18 makina her wa11 about the ai ty, announaing the 
terrible fate of the suitors, 
that the Imperfective is useful for transferring the narrative from 
one vignette to another. As they stand, the phrases are separate, 
the first summing up the previous activity while the second 
introduces the new one. Yet, the fact that both are set in the 
Aspect which describes developing process<' makes it natural that 
a notion of simultaneity should be conveyed, and one might 
idiomatically translate while they were •.• 
In P408-9 
110.\Aii>tt.. y&p 16 ys µn1pOs EncU-8cto vOa~t..v ciH0(111JY, 
ti ' ' " .. " " .(! h ft n OL arrayyc.\.\coxe: .61...os µe:yu>.oi...o vonµa, JOY' _i!_ o en 
used to hem' the news 1.n searet from his mother_, when 
she would announae the plans of gr·eat Zeus, 
the Imperf~ctive conveys a notion of repeated activity and, though 
this is reinforced by rroU' and the form in ...:axe, it is important 
to note that the activities are seen more as developing, and even 
parallel, processes than a series of simple single occurrences. 
A further interesting ex~mple is S257-9 
Ws &p' EQWvnocv, .\Uocv 6'&yopnv aL~npr)v. 
oL µ~v &p' toxG6vav10 8a npOs OWµa~'~xaatos, 
µvna1iipe:i; 6 e:s 6~µa.1' Loav Uo::Lou '06\;or,.,i;, so he spoke, 
and bl'oke up the asserrhly. The othem eaah 1Jent to 
their own homes, but the suitors made thei1' way to the 
house of divine Odyss·'J.US. 
Here the Imperfectives following the Aorists have a flavour of they 
began to go ... or set off ... , while at the same time they set the 
background against which Telemakhos' parallel action of consulting 
Athene becomes central; and after it is completed we find the 
suitors at Odysseus' house. 
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Furthcnnore, we sec the s:ime pattern!.> in such non-Indicative 
examples as 8139-40 
CE;t..1~ µoi.. µcycipw'J, ll.\.\a~ 6'&.\e:yUvc1e: 60.L1as 
uµcl x1~µ0.1' C6ov1E:s clµe1..S6µcvot.. Ha1a 0L1tous, get out of 
rmJ house, make other people's meats miserable, ea!:....!!E_ 
L10ur own possessions and po among your own houses, 
where E:~cT£ suggests the beginning of the activity (get moi>ing outj 
;md the other verbal forms could be understood as haviug the same 
nuance, but seem predominantly to suggest iteration (make a habit 
of ... ), but in any case they all present the activities as ongoing 
processes. So too in Pl9 
• 
> 
ZcU rrci1e:p, oU µ8v xa.\Ov Un~pB1..ov cUxc1ciaoBai.., FatheP Zeus, 
it is not right to be a loftlJ hoaster, 
where the verb refers not merely to a single act of boasting, or 
even a series of such ac.:ts but to : particular personality trait. 
Duration 
11le fact that the idea of Duration is present in all of these 
situations does not imply that Proc(~s and Duration are identical 
or inseperable. Indeed (because of its temporal associations) the 
concept of "Durative" is inadequate to express the content of the 
Imperfective Aspect unless it is so refined as to lose all contact 
with what is generally meant by that term. Granted that temporal 
duration very often coincides with the use of the Imperfective in 
Greek, many examples can be found of Imper.fcctives expressing 
activities which are virtually "momentary 11 (have an almost 
impC!rceptiblc duration), not to mention phrases where real duration 
is expressed by the aorist, as in the first lines of the Iliad. 
In fact it is possible to state that the "lasting-in-time" feature of 
the Aspect is totally dependent on the context. The real 
significance of the Imperfective, as with all other Aspectual 
distinctions, is as the indication of how the speaker wishes 
to view the activity in relation to its context; the point is 
that, however momcuc::ary the ac~ivi ty, the speaker has reasons 
for describing it in a retarded fashion. The space which an 
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activity occupies in objective time is irrelevant; all activities, 
however brief, have a duration in objective tim~ - but the speaker 
chooses, as it were, to halt an activity for contemplation. Ruiperez 
expresses this well when he says 11 puede ser usac1o el tema de pres.ante 
[i.e. Imperfective] en lugar del de aoristo cuando a. escritor le 
interesa subjetivarnente contemplar morosamente el desarrollo de una 
acci6n verbal". 1 This will be useful in the description of the 
lmp.~rfective as it ignores temporal considerations and focuses on the 
factor which is integral to the concept of Aspect, namely its 
essential subjectivity. Moreover one can more easily see from this 
explanation how the various realizations of the Imperfective are able 
both to be separated from and relat~d to each other. These 
realizations into which traditional grammars divide the various 
occurrences of the Imperfective Aspect are conditioned by the context 
in which they occur and by the di 'fering semantic and syntactic 
concepts of the other languagr,s in terms of which they c,re 2xplained. 
In other words, while an Imperfective may be t!"anslatcd as conative, 
iterative or merely continuative, all that is expre;sed by the form is 
that the activity is perceived in its taking place, its napcitaoL~. 
This Processive vaZor takes further nuances from the character of the 
verb as Stative or Dynamic. If the verb belongs to the former 
category the Imperfective stem merely brings out the Stative character 
of the verbal activity (though not as strongly as the Perfect <loes) 
while presenting it in a retarded fashion, e.g. wl25 
uv~Jui:;J' ·a.sucro~os; 6riv c.lxoµCvoLo O&µapta_, we wure the 
s:tif;o1 1n 01"' long-absent Odysseus' wife_, 
cf Kl2 (>.u.(c ro), P643 (6uva~ac), and cl>.yuvc1c in Sl39 quoted above. 
In Dynamic verbs, the Imperfective may, as a realization of the 
vaZ01• of Process, also imply activity is just beginning, as in S388 
LVoc16 t 'riEht.o~ oxL..6wv16 TE nCioaL dyut..al., the sun went 
down and a U tlze roads grew dark. 
cf w234, Kl~S, P318. Mostly, however, Dynamic verbs present the 
activity as durative bac!:gLcund e.g. P627. 
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:su,, ~tc 6n Tpwcooc 6(601J. ( :cpa>.Hfo v(Hqv, it did not 
esoa',oe the no tioe of .4ias and :.;reat-llec.1'ted Menelaos the'· 
Zeus ww qivinq viotOI'if to the Trojans. 
tlaving said that the traditional method of classifying the 
lMperfective .. y its realizations is totally artificial and that it is 
inadequate pey• se in penetl.."ating to the basic valoP of the Aspect, I 
nevertheless find it useful for drawing attention to the many and 
often confusing patLerns in \VhicL the Imperfective is found. For 
convenience, therefore, I wi11 make use of these categories, but I 
shall examine examples in the light of r:iy primary assumption of the 
Processive valoP of the Imperfective . 
.. 
Rather than try to explain the subcategorizations of the 
Imperfective by ta:<ing examples from the whole range of the Aspect, I 
would like first to :eal with its Indicative Mood, as I think one can 
see more clearly from this the types of patterns in which the 
Imperfective is found. Now the Indicative of the Imperfective is 
divided into two temporal formations, the present and imperfect tense&, 
to deal with the dichotomy between present and past, or more pre~isely, 
between what the speaker regards as belonging to the 11 here-and-now11 
and what he secs as part of the "not-here-and-not-now11 • 2 
deal witi1 these two tenses separately. 
Pre-sent Tense 
I intend to 
The most common of the categories in which the present tens~ is 
found is tlwt which has provided the name of Durative for the Aspect, 
where an activity is continuous through a space in time, uSually 
extending beyond the point which the speech event itself occupies, 
e.g. Kl59-61 
II • ' ,. • • V I "' EY~Eo, Tu5co~ ULE TL navvuxov unvov nr~TFL~; 
oUa a~~L' w~ TpWEs En~ ~pUXJµ~ RE6GOLO 
Y, ~· "'t"r.o 11 ,... J • 6 J ti "' J • t ~~ Ct.YXL Vt:WV' 0.\1..yo~ ETL xwpo~ (QUl<EL; ge up, son 
of rudeWJ, Whif ar>e 11ou sleeping aZZ night? Do ''0" not 
see h07.J t;ie Trojari.S aile si ttinn on th.~ n ~ai12 nea2l the 
shioa, with only a sn1all space protecii;ir; un? 
L 
N 
P201-3 
$123-6 
·~249-52 
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& 6cl..\; oU6£ tl. to~ :JUvatos xa1aOU~t.6s ~' 
• 6' 6' 1 ' JI/ , , 0!; n tOL CTXC OV rn, OU 6 a,.Spota tCUXCCt 6UVEL.C 
, . .. , .... . , ' " 
avopos; aot..01rios, tov tE TroucouoL xaL a.\AoL, Poo11 ZJ1•etch, 
death is so far from yow' mind; it is 1.:oming nea1' you 
white you pllt on the immo1'tal al'ms of .. ,. ahampimz, at 
whonz othei1 men trerrb le, 
169pa yQp O~V SC010v TE TEOV xa~ x1nµ~1' (6oy141 
11 ' tv II • 1,i • t "' 09pa XE :tSLVT] TOUTOV EXQ voov, av TL.Va OL vuv 
Cv otAOcooL JL~Ei,QL Ocol.. µ[ya µEv x.\£os; aur~ 
rt0Lct:1: aUtCtp ooL yc. no-t;fjv 1to.\£os B1...6t0Lo, Thei1 will qo 
on eatina up your livelihood and possessions whileve1• 
she keeps he1• p1•esent mind, which the godv are puttina 
into her heru•t. Great fame is beina Wl'Ollaht for her, 
but fo1• you, only a loss of a good deal of !JOZl.1' 
substan.c~, 
aU~0v o'oUx Oyaon xaut.6D ~' &.\.\' &~a ynpo£ 
A1.«fr.iOv fx•1' i'•i'1y11•\' TE xa>tWs; xaL &c1..x£a £.r:,_1aL. 
I ' I • II U o II • 
OU µcv CtEPYLD!; ye ava~ EVEX OU 0£ XO~L~CL, 
o66f tC tDL 6o6~£LDV ~~Lnptnc~ claopaaa3aL 
e:[6os xo·~. \Jfyc,Jos .... , z1ou '21e in roar s1u1pe, afflicted 
:Jith old age, <1oz<'1•e squalid and badly rh>essed. Yet it 
is not because of slackness that your lor>d nealects you -
indeed in shape cmd size 11ou do r:ot look like a slave. 3 
:\nothcr p0ssible use of the present tense is to express a verbal 
activity which has cl0ar reference to future time; this is a 
psychological realization of th,.. concept of present time whereby 
once the activity is --:onceived ~ll the speaker's ndnd, it is regardea 
as already ir, Proct .. Sf, even if the critical part of the activity 
still lies in the fu·.:ure. Such a usage often occurs in threuts 
tli~ future is so vi 11iJ to tl1e sp~aker that it 
can be prcsent1 •.J ns present, e.g. 95'•1 
McLactaL oUtnDcL~, noACcs 6 Oµ~ au1ov Cta~poL, 
J ~ J ~ I II I " I " I\ 
nc\LOU aVLOVtOS cs aupLOV. CL yap cywv ws 
cEnv U3&vat0£ MO~ Oynpw£ nµata nOvta, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
W£ vUv nµCpn noc MaxOv ~ 1 ApycCOLOLV, he will 
lie s t1>i11ken, and manu of his companions abour; him, 
when the sun rfoes tomorrow. f./ould that I we»c 
inunortal and had as great a share of agelessness 
as the share of woe that the day will bring the 
. " Arg~ves. 
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~his realization is especially conunon with verbs of motion, one of 
which, dµc, became in Classical Attic the regular future of the verb 
cpxoµa.c, replacing the Homeric formation hcuooµac, e.g. Al69, 
vuv 6 • ~cµc Ncnv6' ..• , noZJ I am going (Zn tend to go) off to Plzthia 
whose future implication contrasts with the more particularly present 
implication of doc in P202 qt·.··ted above. Already in Homer clioe~L, 
which looks like an Imperfective, is oeing used as the future of 
eaUCw, and 8123 (quoted above), with its emphasis on continu«tion, 
i.llustrates how this may have come about. 
The continuation which the presen'. tense can imply was never 
in Homeric Greek applied to tht. · ealm of the past in the sense of the 
historic present, 5 but it does have links with the past in that it 
may be used for an event which began in the past but continues in the 
present, e.g. P225-6 
t& ~POVEWV 6wpOLOL HO.TO.TPUX~ xat l6w6~ 
AuoUo;, Uµltcpov 6e Ex&otou fuµOv dEsw, it is for this 
reason that I have been regalina yoU!' folloZJers ZJith 
gifts and pl'Ovisions and have been making muah of you 
uourae Z ves. 
In this case the connection with the past comes through the previous 
line~., ~ut more often it is made wi 1.h adverbial modifiers (rt&poo;, 
rr&AaL, etc.); the form merely expresses that the activity is in 
Process. 1be modifier may be extended as in 8296. 
OAA' E~ oO npotL •rALov Wo&µc~· aUtoUo; 
E:tt toU 6ri 10~oLOL. 6e:6cyµC\1oo; D.v6pao; f:vaCpw, ... but 
sinae ZJe drove them baak toZJards Ilion, I have been 
z.Jatahing and sZa11ing men ZJith my arl'OZJs. 
This idiom is still common in many languages (English has adopted a 
form of the perfect, but the English perfect is syntactically 
different from the Greek) and in Greek is somewhat parallelled by the 
Perfect, which can also b~ used in this sense where a State 
rather than a Process is being presented as extending from the 
past. 
The co.1tinuous present may also manifest itself in the sphere of 
the timeless, and here the for·m is unencumbered by any other nuance 
than that of activity in Process. The reason for the use of the 
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present tense is twofolr'. - firstly the Process is presented as taking 
place before tha eyes of the speaker, as it were, in the raalm of the 
"here-and-now" or actuel (as French linguists call it) and secondly 
because the setting up of a tense for the past time within the 
Imperfective Aspect tended to limit the said temporal form to that 
time sphere. 6 By far the commonest use is in similes where it 
contrasts with the Aorist in expressing the activity in Process as 
against simple, Total occurrence. 7 Another very common timeless use 
is that in gnomic statements where again it contrasts with the Aorist 
by stating that the activity which is presented as an eternal truth is 
one which tha speaker wishes to linger over or draw attention to by 
describing in an extended fashion, e.g. 869 
ACocroµaL Dµ£v ZnvOs 'OAuµLnCou n6~ OCµLOTOS, 
I{ 1 clv6pwv clyopC., riµov >.uEc i\6t xa~Gl;Ec, I beg you, by 
Zeus the Olympian, and Themis, the one who convenes and 
breaks tp the assemblies of men. 6 
In contrast with this use of the present Indicative, the total 
action nuance of the Aorist tends to stand out as a particular 
feature, either an abrupt action or a culminating point, as in P177 
&AA' aLEC tc 6L0s np£Lacrwv v6os alyL6xoLo, 
~s TE naL OAxLµov &v6pa 9o~cL nuL &ocCAcTo vCxnv 
~~C6Gw!;, 81c 6' ad1a!; ~101pOvEc µaxEoaoOac, but the 
will of aegis-bearing Zeus is stronger>; it causes a 
strong man to take flight and robs him of victorJ -
easily, though he himself desire::i to fight. 9 
The present often has a sense that the activity is mer~ly being 
attempted rather than actually taking place, but this again is a 
contextual realization; the forir docs f-'xpress that Process which is 
in development but there is something in the surroun'1ing context which 
implies that the action has not been, and may not be, completed. For 
example in I261 
... oo~ 6' 'Ayaµe:'.µvwv 
U~Ca 6wpa 6c6WOC µETC>AAn,aVTC XOAOCO, but 
Agamemnon is o[fering you fine gifts, if you lay 
aside your anger, 
the translation of offer is pr9mpted as much by the fact that 
Akhilleus does not accept th~ gifts as by the conditional force of the 
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Participle µEtaAAn~avtL. This nuance, however, is more easily 
distinguished in the past tense of the Imperfective than in the 
present, perhaps because it is easier to convey by context that a past 
activity was not successful than to intimate that a current activity 
may not be so. Homer and his audience would not necessarily have been 
aware ,,i this nuance, as their mode of thour"t would be influenced by 
the Aspectual system of their language and they would not be concerned 
to have recognizable boundaries between these Aktionoarten, which 
become important to us because of our different idiomatic approach. 
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Another realization which is less common in the present than in the 
past, partly, I think, because the context once more is less amenable 
to bringing it out in present time, is that where an activity in 
Process is realized as a series of repeated actions, e.g. P631-3, 
,., .. .. ; ; • ti \I ' ~ 
Twv µEv yap ncrvtwv St:AE etTtt£TCtL, oi; 11...i; aq:inlJ, 
n MetxOi; ~ 6yaB6i;" Zc.Ui; 6 cunni; n&vt' LOUvEL 
i)µt:v 6°0.~•two; rr2io1...v £1WaLa nl.ntEL ~pal;c., aZZ their 
missiles strike home, whoeve1l shoots tizem, good man or 
bad, fo:' Zezw is guiding them all, while oul's kedp 
fallfrr ta the gmund, wide of the ma:i•k. 
Whether this realization appears also depends to a degree on the 
semantic value of a form, but one must not fall into the trap of 
assuming, as some scholars do, that Aspect is entirely a matter of 
verbal meaning. 10 Such scholars not only count the contexlual 
realizations of an Aspect as somehow integral to it but consider th~t 
each verb can be assigned to one 11basic11 Aspect on the basis of its 
translation into the scholar's own language. 
Imperfect Tense 
The Imperfective Aspect possesses in its Indicative Mcod a second 
temporal form, the imperfect, which transfers to the realm of past 
time most of the realizations found in the prc.:>ent tense, and these 
will be treated in roughly the same sequence in order to bring out the 
deficiencies of either tense in comparison with the other. Firstly 
then, the imperfect expresses in past time the continuation which is the 
most common application of the Processive valor of the Aspect. So in 
K314- 7 
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fDi. 6£ tcs cv Tpwcooc 6aAwv 'Euµn6cos ucos 
•nPUKOS ~£LOLO, •oAUXPUOOS noAUXaAKOS 
8s 6n toL cG6os µCv Env KaK6s, &AAa no6WKns· 
aUtOp 0 µoUvos Env µ£10 n&v1c KOOLyvDt~oLv, the~e was 
among the Trojans one Dolon, the son of a divine herald, 
Ewnedes. An ext1•eme Ly l'ich man, he was ugly in body, 
b:1t swift of foot - and he was the only brothel' to five 
sister's, 
wo see the notion of developing Process characteristic of the verb 
"to be" applied to past time. In P666 
~s &no na1p6xAOLO aonv OyaUOs Mcv£Aaos 
~~£ n6AA' &£xwv· ncpC y&p 6Cc, µfi µLv 'AxaLoC 
•. 1 <Hou npo 96Soco ~Awp 6ilCQcoc Ai'.noccv, thus did Menelaos 
u;" the loud Wal'-C1'1J make his way fl'om Patmklos' bodzJ -
unwillingly, fol' he was afraid that the Akha::ans would 
leave it as a prize in the headlong flight, 
the imperfect ll'-.'c sums up the simile, describing Menelaos' activity 
in an extended fashion in order to parallel it with that of the 
simile, at the same time providing a background to onct£AA£V (668), 
while 6l.c records the fear as coextensive with the motion. We see 
in S322-3 
... uvno1ijpcs 6~ 66µov ~&ta 6aC1a n~vov10 
oL 6' CncAWBcuGv xaL ixcp16ucov En£coOLV 0 
~6£ 6E tLS ctnccrxc v£wv Uncpnvopc6vtwv, the suitoPs 
wel'e vl'eval'inq dinner' in the haU, boas ting and 
ehivvuina one another'. T'nus one of these ovel'bem>ing 
youths would say •.. , 
a series of imperfects which may be seen as iterative, but which 
are nevertheless merely part of the Process which is background to 
the next action. In the five-line passage of w208-12 
,, ' :r " ' ' ,.. ri.' , evna OL OLXOS ~, n£pL 6£ XALOLOV ~ navt~, 
Cv TW aLt£oxovto xat Eravov D6E Eauov 
6µWeS &vayxaLoL, toG oG ~CAa tpy~o. 
lv 6~ yuvD Ec•cA~ ypnus ~. ~ pa yopovta 
Ev6ut!Ews xou£eaxev tn' &ypoU, v6o<?L n6>..nos, the11e was 
his hoiwe, and a lean-to !'an all the way amund. In 
it the bound sel'Vants, LJho looked after' his 
possessirms, ate, slept and lived. Among them was 
an old Sicilian woman, who looked after' the old man 
on his fal'm fa!' from the ei ty., 
we see imperfects used for the purpose of setting a scene whose 
11 reality" we may assume to have lasted for some time. 11 
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The imperfect can also refer to an activity in the past which 
is yet more remote than another activity e.g. P270 
.•• &µ~L 6' &pa O~L 
Aa~~p~oL~ xopUacoaL KpovCwv n£pa noAAAv 
X~U, EREL 066~ MEVOLTL~6nv ~X0aLpE q6pos ye, 
Q9pa ~wOs CWv ~cpUnwv iuJ.. A~axL6ao, About theiP 
shining helmets the son of Kronos pou»ed a thick 
nrist, fo:t' he had not hated the son of Nenoitios 
while the lat te:t' was 7ilii(1been) seroan t to 
1lkhi Ueus. 
Here the hating is certainly prior to the pouring, since Patroklos 
is now dead; however, the verba L form in which it is cast is tho 
same one whic.h expresses an> other Process in the past. Therefore 
any assumption that the form nx~aLpE expresses anteriority is 
conditioned by its idiomatic translation into other languages. Greek 
did not have the same preoccupation with re lat~ 'Je anteriority or 
posteriority a~ Latin or many modern langucges, and only concentrated 
on exprPssing the nature of the activity, whether Total or Processive, 
leaving it to the context to clarify ,·,,e relative temporal relatit .. -
h . l 2 s ips. 
Unlike the present tense, the imperfect is never extended into 
other time spheres; the form is limited to a definite temporal area 
and any exceptions are only apparent. This is the case with the so-
called "imperfect of recognition" which expresses an activity which 
has been "going on" for some time but is only just seen to be so, e.g. 
?14 7 
a~ y&~ tLS AuMCwv YE µax~o6µEvos ~uvao~aLv_ 
E~OL ~·:p~ nt6\LOS, ~nEt o6M &pa 1LS X&PLS ~EV 
.... ,, ' ~ .. ,...,--N µ&pvacr~aL 6nLoLoLv en av6paoL vw\Eµcs aLEL, one 
of tize Lykians will come to the city to fight 
the Canaans, since the1•e is no g11aditude f1 1orn 
him, ;01• ou» ceaseless fighting against his 
enernieu (i.e. there never 1Jas, but I've only 
iust i 1eaZi:Jed it); 
this could have been translated them has been no gi•atitw:k ••. 
referring to the whole line of past experience without taking the 
present into aci::ount. \fuatcver the tense problem, however, the 
Aspectual question is clear. 13 An example of the Imperfective 
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u~ed witli a nuance of Prospectivity is Pl97 
... 0 6' &µ~po1a TcUxca 6Uvc 
nn.\ci.6cw ~XLAnos, & ol. ~co~ QUpavCwvcs 
natp~ 9~.\~ ~nopov· b 6' &pa ~ naL6~ ~naao£ 
ynp&s· ciA.\' ol1x ul.Os Cv ~Vt£UL no:rpOs; f.yfioa, lie 
p1•oueeded to put on the wo>zde!'ous a!'mS of 
Akhilleus, so>z of PeLeus, which the heaveniy 
gods had given to his j'athe!'. Pefous gave them 
to his son, but Akhilleus was not to gJ>OW oid 
in his fa the!'' s harness. 
Nor is the imperfect normally found in the timeless contexts, 
except where the context is built into a relatively complex 
narrative as in 0274 or ~495 in which ~£v is asserted as back-
ground to the timeless Total action presented with the aorist, a 
retrospective recognition of fate to which the imperfect would 
be appropriate. 1 ' 
The imperfect may sometimes take on a conative sense but this too 
depends on the context for its realization, i.e. all that the form 
i tselt expresses is the activity in Process but there is some feature, 
impl~cit or explicit, in the surrounding text providing the notion of 
non-achievement. In b465 
E.\xc 6 1 Un£x Sr..\Ewv .\c.\t.nµEvos; O~pa 10xt.01a 
t£~XEO ou.\~0£L£ ••• 
vcnpOv yUp £pUov1a ~6Wv µcyU~uµos 'Aynvwp 
nAc uprl 
oUTncrs ;ucrTQ xaAnnpcL, ADcrc BE yuLa, 
the imperfect EAMS implies that the victim was d!'agging (the body) 
when Agenor saw and killed him but as the dragging is directly related 
to the phrase UrtE:x 8e:A£1.. . .JV, and a& .1e was hit by a weapon, one may 
translate was tl'ljing to d!'ag. Indisputable examples of this 
realization are rare in the Homeric poems, and none occur in 
K, p, S or w, but this is not to be wondered at, since this 
realization, like others, is not inherent in the langue but is a 
matter of the total context and its translati0n into another 
language, 
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The iterative function again tends to be commoner in the 
imperfect, for the possible reason that it is easier to see a series 
of actions in the past as a developing activity than a present or 
future series. Unlike the use of the aorist to present an iterative 
series as a Totality, the imperfect lingers over the iteration and 
presents it as a Process. In K9 
Ws TIUMLv 1 f.v otr1.et:aaLV &.vao1::vJxL~' 1 AyaµCµvwv, 
it is TtUlt Lv( a), i 1epeatedly, which shows that a series of groans, 
rather than a continuous groaning, is referred to, but something of 
the effect of continuous groaning is nevertheless maintained. So too 
in P408 the same effect is gained by no>.>.axc, in ~384-5 by E:xaot'<' 
and in wl84 by £nLotpoy&6rl'J. 16 
Finally an extremely rare use of the imperfect is that which 
emphasizes the subject's role in the action, e.g. 8107 
Scrtn axnntpov Exwv, tO uEv VH~aLOtOS xUµc tcUxwv. 
"HqaL.Otos ~(v 6Wxt: At..L KpovLwvL CivaHtL, 
aUiaP Spa :EUs 6Wxc 6Laxt6p~ bpycL~6vt~· 
'EpµE~as 6l &va~ 6fuxcv DlAonL nAn~~nn~, 
a~t~P b airE ITi\o~ 6~x· 'AtplL not..µlv~ \a~w· 
'AtpEVs 6[ Qv9axwv EALITEV no\UaovL 8uEat~, 
1 I t 1 T 8 o o 'A ,, \ - -aut~P 0 autE UEOT yaµcµVOVL ~ ~opnvaL. 
This has caused confusion in the minds of many scholars, and has been 
used by those who support the theory of the ''resultative Perfect'' 
since it seems to indicate an emphasis on the continuing State of the 
object, i.e. Th: . .:;stes Zef't it to Agamemnon (and he still haH 1:.}_.' Yet 
it would be perfectly natural to translate he was the one who '1d 
• assume that the Imperfective Aspect is being used to highligl't ',, 
last member of the series, and to signal the conclusion of the 
deviation from the narrative. 
The development which is the characteristic feature of the 
Imperfective Aspect can at times arise from another action and so the 
Imperfective comes to have a flavour of proceeded to, began to, e.g. 
Kl98 
" t I • " I ' I !: " ta~pov 6 EHOLaBavtES opuxtnv ~(JQLOWVTO 
, ,., 'IJ ' ~ ~ .... 
EV HaBapy, 03L 6n VCKUWV 6L£~aLVETO XWPOS, 
tize'J cros3ed the ditch and proceeded to sit 
~in a spot clear of corpses. 
In P51 
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6oUnnaev 6E ncaWv, dpasnac 6£ tcUxc' En' aU1W. 
atµa1L oL 6cUov10 x6µaL xapCTEOOLV OµoLaL, H~ 
feU with a crash, and his amour clanged about 
him, his beautiful hair was wet with blood. 
we see how thin is the borderline between this inchoative realization 
(his hair began to g1'01J wet) and the usual nuance of continuing 
activity and thus how artificial is the distinction. A further 
example is 8381 
or w368 
I 11 ~ I 1° I I ,.., II 
autLH EnELTa OL OLVOV EV aµ~LQOPEVOLV OQUOOEV, 
Ev 6E oL &A~LTO xcUcv (Uppa9ScaaL 6opotaL· 
TnA~iiaxos 6' Es 6Wµa1' LWv µvnorflpai..v QµCAe:L, Wizen 
she had put wine in jars, she poured white-grain 
into weU-stitehed saeks. Telemaklzvs proeeeded 
to go inside and nrinale with the suitors, 
UµQL 6'&pa xAutvav K~Anv $&Acv 0 aU1&p 'A~Avn 
&yxc napcotaµf.vn µ£Ar' DA6av£ nocµ£vc Aawv, About 
him she threw a fine eZoak, but Athene proceeded 
to stand near the shephe1•d of the people, and 
began to fiU out his Zimbs!'I 
Modern grammarians may find it cOnvenient to distinguish this 
"inchoative" realization bt:t it is only a contextual matter of 
the juxtaposition of two activities and i.s in no way integral to 
the Aspect. A related phenomenon is that, where the parallelism 
of the two activities is felt to be more important than their 
Totality or sequentiality, both are expressed by the imperfect, 
as in 821-2 
rpcts 6~ oL &AAOL ~aav, KOL b µ~~ uvnotRPOLV b11CAEL 
EUpUvo~o~, 6Uo 6'aL~v £xov natpwLa Epya, He had three 
other sons, one of whom, Eurynomos, assoeiated with 
the suitors, white the other two Zooked after their 
fathe1• 's j'arm. 
'fl1ese many patterns in which the Imperfective is found have as 
their basis the idea that the activity described by them is somehow 
related to another. 1bc relatedness is usually a contextual 
suggestion and more often than not serves to build a vignette which 
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acts as background for the main action. It is this concept of 
background activity which explains the use of the Imperfective 
of verbs of motion; not only is the idea of to make one's way 
present, but this Process is often an introduction to another 
activity. 
Introducing and Closing Speeches 
Another ar~a where the concept of background activity may be 
usefully applied is in the variation in introducing or concluding 
speeches with the imperfect or aorist. Each has its own justification 
in the context but one may posit as a general principle that the 
imperfect is found at the beginning of speeches where by virtue of its 
emphasis on the activity as Process, it indicates that we are to pause 
for the speaker's words, to which the verb not only acts as an 
introduction (hence enabling us to translate he began to speak) but 
also as background, e.g. K377 
••• TW 6 1 Oo~µaCvovtE XLX6tnv, 
XEt.pWv 6 1 &q.i6o{}nv· b 6£ 6axpUoas Eno!; nU6o., 
B1•eathing har>d, they caught him and seized his 
hands. Dolan b!U'st into tear>s and began to 
plead. 
Here the imperfective activity of speaking arises from, or is 
connected to, that of crying. No such implication appears in 
P715 
tOv 6 1 nµcCSst' £nELta µEyas TEAaµvWt.o~ Atas, 
Gr>eat Aias, son of Telamon, p1•oceeded to make 
answe!l, 
where the form merely connects two speeches. 18 The aorist in 
similar circumstances simply records the fact of speaking, as in 
P200 
10v 6' Ws o~v &n6.vEu~EV L6Ev VEQEAqycp£1a Ze:Us 
tcUxcoL IlnAsL6ao xopuao6µcvov ~cCot.o, 
MLV~Oet' pa Mapn npOTC ~V µu{)~oaro ~uµov, [.fhen 
Zeus the aloud-gather>er> saw hir.1 putting on the 
armour> of the divine son of Peleus, he shook his 
head and spoke to his heart. 1 9 
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At the end of a speech, on the other hand, the imperfect is used 
resumptively, to pick up the narrative after the speech, often in 
combination with another imperfect or Imperfective form which 
introduces a new or rarallel element, e.g. wJSJ 
cf. i\136 
Ws oL µEv t01..aU-1a npOs: clAAf,Aous: cly6pcuov, so thez1 
were talkin"1 to one another'., 
" 
. . . 
ws tw ye xAacovtc npocrauontnv SacrcAna 
µc1..ALxL01..s cnCcoo1..v ••• 
The aorist in these cases merely acts as a close-quotes, a sununing-up 
form, stating a Total action which is simply one of a series in the 
narration, e.g. K465 
t\ ., I t • ' t I tf V ws: ap e:qHuvnoe:v, Mat.. ano e:.ee:v u4.ioo' Oe:~pas; 
0iixe:v c'xvo µupLxT)v .•• 2 1 
In some cases we have a doubling up of introductory verbs, as 
in w45J 
and the effect here is he spoke up and said. Similarly in wJ27 
tOv 6 1 a6 Aa£p1ns: &naµe:CSe:ro QWvno£v te:, then LaePtes 
pyooaeeded to answer' and said, 
we have an Imperfective and ..1l: Aorist in combination, for there 
is no mechanistic set to const1:ain the poet from choosing forms 
which suit his purpose. 22 Yet while most verbs can occur in 
either Imperfective or Aorist, a number appear in only one 
Aspect, 23 and here we must admit the possibility of formulaic 
influence in composition. 
Aorist Present? 
No,; I wish to examine several problems in the Imperfective which 
'" ~re both morphological and syntactic. In recent years much has been 
made of the supposed neutralization of the present tense or, in other 
words, the problem of why there are no Aorist presents. Although this 
topic could as easily have been discussed in connection with the 
Aorist, it is more convenient to mention it here because most 
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connnentators seem to see the question in tenns of a present tense 
lacking an Aorist Aspect rather than an Aorist Aspect not being 
realized in the sphere of present time. The most thorough statement 
of this position is made by Ruiperez who states that the present tense 
lies outside the Imperfective/Aorist opposition because that form 
represents the archivalor of the Imperfective Aspect, 24 
In order to meet this argument it is not enough to claim 
that "Aorist presents 11 occur in Russian or in ~lodern Greek since 
in those languages the forms which might be compared serve as futures. 
Koreuver one must remember that, while these languages have syntactic 
patterns descended from the same original stock as those of ancient 
Greek, it is likely that they have evolved different syntactic 
patterns in the course of becoming distinct languages so that close 
comparison is not necessarily profitable and identification 
impossible. 25 A better explanation seems to be that the present tense, 
expressing as it does the sphere of time which is passing before the 
eyes of the speaker, the 11 here-and-now11 , tends to present all 
activities as Processes and because it is, as it were, directly 
involved in the activities, it can not take a view of the Total action. 
However when the Greek felt the need to express Total, or momentary, 
actions in ei=:her present or future time spheres he seems to have felt 
no qualms about using the aorist Indicative to do so, as can be seen 
from its moderately frequent appearance in comedy, whose language is 
generally supposed to be closest to that of everyday speech. This 
situation seems quite nonnal if one assumes that in Greek Aspect was 
of primary importance and tense secondary, i.e. the Greek speaker made 
his choice of Aspect first, regardless of the fact that in the 
Indicative one of the Aspects available to him (viz. the Aorist), 
seemed to occur more readily in contexts where the time t·eference was 
past. The point is that any attempt to treat a language as if 
it were a system based on precise or universally valid "mathematical11 
principles is bound to enjoy only limited success. In syntax, as 
opposed to phonology, many more factors must be taken into 
account, including the capacity of the speakers of a language to 
overcome its formal shor~comings if they feel it necessary. It 
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has been my aim throughout this discussion to reiterate that 
a theory of oppositions, while useful in bringing out features of 
syntactic interaction, must be sufficiently flexible to allow for 
the subjectivity and subtlety (rather t.han objectivity and mechanism) 
of linguistic phenomena. 
Forms of Imperfective 
Another problem which is both morph~logical and syntactic is 
48 
the question of oppositions within the Imperfective itself. This 
problem only arises because of the dispute over the defini~inn of 
Aspect, where one sees it in such sharply defined terms as Dumtive/ 
PunatuaZ, CcmpZeted/Nor:-CompZeted and so on. This, especially when 
combined with lexical considerations, often gives rise to the concept of 
several different Aspectual systems underlying that which is found in 
our texts. Usually advanced in support of this view is the large 
number of alternate formations of the Imperfective stem, a situation 
which also occurs in Sanskrit where each stem can have a variety of 
formative infixes used interchangeably to convey the Imperfective idea. 
Each of these suffixf!s, so the argument runs, once expressed an 
.4ktionsar>t or Aspectoidal nuance such as conation, iteration, etc. 
While this is probably correct for the very earliest stage of Indo-
European, it seems that even in prehistoric times these suffixes had 
become merely al: _·native formations and that later each language 
chose, from its range of suffixes, a limited number which became 
immutable in each verb. Thus in Homer such pairs as µ(vw/µ~µvw, 
1uvuavoµ~L/~sU~oµaL, etc., do not appear to show any differentiation 
of ":' pectoidal (as distinct from a metrical) nature, although it is 
n .10·)~ :ole to presume that when uriginally formed they did. Only in 
tk1·· ~ase of -ox- formations does it seem that a distinctive function 
persists in part. It is noteworthy that in Homeric Greek, unlike 
Sanskrit, the "formative suffix11 is extended to the other Aspects, the 
Aorist and the Perfect, if they exist, with the result that the 
formally Imperfective elements are dominated by the force of the other 
Aspectud'l elements attached to them. Ruipcrez claim3 that the 
reduplicated forms are the only ones to show any differentiation of 
meaning. 26 Now the only two reduplicated Imperfectives which have 
. ( . 
corresponding non-reduplicated forms are L.OXEL.V simple EXEL.'J) and 
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µt'.µvccv (simple ;;cv£cv). While some -cholars assign a punctual 
meaning to these forms, I check and I come to a halt respectively, 
Ruiperez points out that a punctual meaning goes against the 
11 durativity11 cha1·acteristic of the Imperfective stem and so arrives at 
the meanings 11 cumenzar a µ£vc1...v y continuar en la acci6n de µCve:LV 11 
and 11 comcnzar a iS'xe:LV y continuar en la acci6n de Exe:t.v 11 • 2 7 He claims 
that the ingressively Aoristic part of the verbal notion is often 
"pleonastically unuerlined" by an Aorist Participle expressing that 
very portion of the activity. The only trouble wi~h this is that 
eveF:J example he quotes has this "pleonastic underlining11 , a fact 
which makes one dubious of the claim that the reduplicated 
Imperfective also expresses this idea. From my examination of the 
occurrences of both verbs, I can see no differences in usage hetween 
µLpv£LV and µEv£t..v or between Coxe:1...v and Cx21..v which are not lexical 
developments: of the fifty-four occurrences of µLµve:1...v, not more than 
six can be said to carry any other nuance than to stay, remain, be in 
a place and indeed many will only bear this interpretation, e.g. Al87 
naTnp 6£ crO~ aUtO~L µLµve:L 
aypiji •••• your father sta11s there in the country-
aide {as a regular habit, aince that is where he 
lives], 
cf. ~132, 1552, X38, where the factor common to all, namely that the 
person spoken to/about is already in position, makes any idea of 
"comenzar a µE'v£1...v" most inappropriate. However the strongest example 
is Ml33, a~ t' &vEuov µ~µvouo~ xat 0£tbv ~µata x&vta, a simile 
concerning established trees withstanding the wind and rain, where 
there can be no suggestion at all of their beginning to do so. In the 
half-dozen examples where such a valor is possible, it is likdy that 
we are ignoring the interaction of the context with the scmnnteme, 
which due to its Dynamic character, may take on notions uf begin to 
Thus in 1355 
UAA' Oaov E~ Lxa~d~ TE nUAa~ xa~ ~nyOv Lxav£v 
£v~o no1 arav £µcµv£ ••. 
there is a subsidiary nuance (which is however of the order of he 
3toppcd and pmceeded to 1Jait rather than he began to wait and 
continued to do so) but that nuance would not come into play without 
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the previous l! Or. ·ihe example which is decisive for Ruiperez is P721 
where both verbs occur, leading Ruipcrez to the conclusion th.~t the 
phrase means we 1<sed to check the flow of war by standing by eaah 
other. 28 However it seems equally possible to assume that the phrase 
simply conveys tl1e steadfastness i.n defence, their awaiting the shock 
of battle. It is worth considering here the pos"ibility of metrical 
or formulaic influence since the fonn µsvovr- occurs at the end of a 
line in twenty-one out of its twenty-five appearances (thrice more in 
this very formula - E227, <!>211, E572) while µcµvov1-, and µcµvEcv 
generally, seems not to be incorporated into formulae. 
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\.fnen one considers the pair l:oXEL.v/EXEL..V, one finds more scope 
for building a theory of Aspectual oppositions - caxEcV does often 
have a greater proportion of the idea of "comenzar a ExE1...v y continuar 
t:n la acci6n de ~xr:.:1..v". Out of fifty-four examplee, however, only 
twenty-four can definitely \Je said to show any idea of aheak and hoZd 
while the remaining thirty seem to imply retain possession, e.g. 6164 
noAAO y0p OAyr:.: 1 EXEL. narpOs nclLs oLxoµEvoL.o 
i:v µq:ipocs ••• , the son of an absent father has a 
Zot of tro1<bZe in his ho1<se, 
cf. r40, Z509, X263 as against '321 
~nnoL ot nAavOwv1aL ava 6p0µov, oUcE Mat~OXEL, the 
horses are ulandering on the COW'Se and he is not 
ahecki;:a them, 
cf, v380, A456, E90. In his efforts to set up a rigid distinction in 
this pair of verbs, Ruiperez seems to misinterpret the contexts in 
which some examples occur, as when he co··.~.:·Jsts y123, aCSac; r' Cxe:L 
with 2812, 6£oc; 11' _f:_aX£L or when he claims that in fi302, Lanoue; Exe:µe:v 
"las caballos est5.n quietos' 1 .¥hile in 0456, Loxe:1..v l.nn:ou~ 11 los 
caballos est5n desbocados 11 • 29 It seems LO me, however, that in the 
first pair on8 could make an equally valid case for the opposite 
nuances in each verb while in relation to the second the context seems 
in both cases slightly different from Ruioerez's interpretation of it. 
In li302 Nestor is arranging a battle fon1 .• tion, albeit for Homer an 
archaic one, wherein the chariots make up the front rank, followed by 
the infantry, so that, while they are now motionlesa, as Ruiperez 
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states, the i:xcµcv properly refers to the drivers' keeping theHt in 
hand during the advance and not dashing off independently into the 
fray. In 0456 Poulydaman' charioteer has been killed and as a result 
the horses have reared up but, unless we are to understand Poulydamas' 
11 giving11 them to AstynoOs as merely a nortinal assignation, we must 
assume that he calml~d them first, so that the reference of LoXELV is 
Poulydamas' order to keep them out of the rnelce but within sight and 
call. In summary then, we may say that less than fifty per cent of 
the examples of Lox£1..v support Ruf:·~rez's theory, µLµvc1..v offers only 
marginal support and there are no ocher verbs with the same opposition 
in common use. In the s~me way it is virtually impossible to see an 
oppoDition between such verbs as nuvOav£a8a1.. and ncUOcaOat. as 
exemplified in 8315 
vDv 6' Otc on µ£ya~ cLµL MaL OXAwv µDOov 0Mo~wv 
nvvCclvoµm, ••• , now that !_ am gro"-'>1 and learn the 
op~nions of others by keeping my ears open, 
when compared with yl87 
Oaau 6' Evt µcyUpoLOL ~aenµcvo~ nµc1£po1..a1.. 
n£~3oµa1.., ~ 6lµ1..~ Ea1L, 6~iJs~L ... , aZZ that I 
learn, sitting in my halls, you shall know, if-it 
is right. 
Iterative Forms 
This leaves us with the vexing question of the "Ionic iteratives" 
in -ox- and their relationship to the Imperfectives in -ox-. There 
can be little doubt, I think, that the forms are co,;nate in 
morphological origin 30 but what valor the suffix originally had J.n 
Indo-European would demand a far more wide-ranging enquirv than that 
envisaged here. All that can be said is that by Homeric times the 
infix had become a merely formative morpheme irrevocably bound to the 
that it is impossible to separate its force from particular verb so 
the total semantic force of the verb. However when the suffix is 
I th1'nk some nuance can be discerned. In applied to past tenses, 
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Homer -ox- can be applied to both Imperfective and Aorist stems (with 
the Imperfective being somewhat more common numerically), and so it is 
not good enough to say, as Ruipcrez does, that the suffix always has a 
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durative valor and consequently appears a.· iterative when attache .. Lo 
an Aorist stem. 31 Nor can one safely postulate with Giacalone-Ramat 32 
that the suffix always has an iterative nuance, especially in the 
light of such passages as E708 
cf. r.730, 941, where the sense is clearly Processive. Yet a heavy 
proportion of uses of the suffix do ~ . .:-::-in to have a strong iterative 
flavour, e.g. <220: 
UAAO noAU npWtLOTO~ £n0Aµcvos CyxcL £Acoxov 
&v6pWv 6uoµcv£wv, 0 1£ µoL cL~ELE n06cooL, but I 
would leap out in front and slay with my spear any 
of the enamy wl..:> proved slower than I, 
cf. A593-600, E802, ¢263, etc. Ruiperez is convinced that the forms 
are purely durative and points out that the context is often crucial 
in their interpretation. He quotes El59-60, 
UAAor' Cnai~aoxc MatU µO~ov, &AAorc 6' aOtc 
otdoxc µ£~a Lclxwv ••• , 
where CiAAore aAAOTf undoubtedly does emphasize the disparate 
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character of the activity and, when combined with tpi;s in 157, seems 
to provide a powerful argument in favour of contextual conditioning. 
Yet such an example becomes less significant when one takes account of 
the number of passages where such adverbial modifiers are absent. 
Furthermore Ruiperez seems to have misinterpreted several of the 
examples. One of those he quotes is 8271-2, 
aUtOp 0 aOtLS tWv, naLs Ws Uno µnrEpa, 6Uoxcv 
cts ALav~·· a 6£ µLV odM£~ MpUn1aOME ~aELV~, but 
he, like a child retreating to its mother, would 
dart back toward Aias ~·ho would cover him with h. 
shield, 
but surely here the entire description is one of Teukros repeatedly 
darting out from behind Aias' shield and then retreating while the 
latte•: covers him (and the second verb, morphological anomaly though 
it is, must also have an iterative notion as well as showing the 
proceeded to farer that so often occurs in the Imperfective following 
an Aoriot: cf. the pattern established in 267-8, 01n ••• unc<o~cpcv). 
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So also in reference to 8104-5 
~v~a xaL nµa1Ln µ(v U~aLV£OX£V µCyav Latov, 
'6 1 ' '' d VUXT<lS <l~AUCOXCV •••• then by ay sr.e would 
~a gPeat tapeDtPy and by night imPaveZ it, 
Ruipurcz claims that the iterative vaZoP is a realization in the 
paPoZe of the vaZoP of duration in the Zangue. 3 3 Granted that this is 
definitely a strong factor to consider, Jt seems that, unlike the 
ordinary imperfects and aorists where the iterative notion is E' )arent 
from the context, the forms in -ox- are positively characterizea for 
some stylistic nuance. Several facts emerge from an examination of 
the poems. Firstly, apart from Qaaxov and foxov the majority of verbs 
in -ox- occur only once each, often in settings which are "dramatic 11 
in character and in which the sense of repeated action could be more 
sacisfactorily and immediately conveyed by the suffix rather than by 
any circumlocution such as is found elsewhere, especially where the 
form without -ox- is used. Secondly, there are few examples of 
opposition between the Tmperfectives of one verb with and without the 
-cr>t- stem suffix. In n23-4, 
(AcaLpEoxov µc.lxap£~ UcoL cLoopOwvtE~ 
I t I t ,: t '' I 6 OTPVV£0XOV EUOXOitOV apyEL~OVtnv, 
the iterative notion is expressed by btpUve::oxov (an .. 
alone while in il532, 
npWta 
itc.lVTQ 
µ£v 01o·Jv~v 
£no1..x6µe::vo~ 
AuxLwv nyn1opa~ &v6pa~ 
... ' 
at'.prnxov) 
it is conveyed by the phrase naVTQ onocxoµcvos. So also there are few 
examples of Aorists with and without -ox- recognizably in opposition 
but in F,220 quoted on p.52, repetition is expressed by EAcoiiov, 
whereas in E37, 
TpWu.~ 6. CttALvav l:io.vao~· EAc o' civ6pet £iiaOTO$ 
f)yEµOvwv. npWTO!:; 6E civaE; av6pWv 'AyaµEµvwv, 
the iteration is conveyed 1....y CttaaTo!:; and by the series which starts 
with npW1os and the Aorist expresses no more than its ordinary 
Aspectual force. The repetition implied by the forms in -ox- can also 
entail habitual action ~ather than iterative effort on one occasion, 
and again the factor which differentiates them from ordinary 
imperfects is their lesser reliance on contextual indicators for their 
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iterative character. The difference between Imperfective stems with 
-ax- and Aorist stems with the same suffix seems to be that the Aorist 
tends more toward emphasis on the Total character of the activity 
repeated while the Imperfective concentrates more on its Process. An 
opposition of Imperfective and Aoris~ is seen in such a pair as P461 
PCa µ(v ydµ Q£UycoM£V UnCM TpWwv bpuµayOoU 
as compared with p 316 
In the first, the poet lays stress on the manner of the activity and 
lingers over it because of his interest in describing each of 
Akhilleus' forays and strategic withdrawals while in the second he is 
merely recording that the dog many times did not flee in the face of 
forest beasts, as a mark in his favouP, a Totality summing up his 
qualities. To a certain extent this suffix cuts across Aspectual 
distinctions which are elsewhere observable and, in doing so, is 
perhaps reflecting a pattern which prevailed at an earlier stage of 
the language. However there are enough examples of a purely 
Processive meaning to indicate that by Homer's time any original 
nuance has been largely lost. 
Subjunctive 
When we come to the use of the Imperfective in the other Moods we 
find tfiat the valop of activity in P!'ooeas emerges clearly in 
virtually every occurrence of the Aspect. However the context-
dominate<l realizations, such as the conative or the iterative, are 
less often apparent in the Subjunctive and Optative, perhaps because a 
speaker, when re is using Moods which express activities i1.1 ving as yet no 
higher degree of existence than the mental, is not able or willin~ to 
predict whether an activity will be successful or repeated but is only 
indicating that there is a chance of that activity being in progress. 
The Imperfective is in ohese Hoods statistically less frequent than 
the Aorist (as is normal for a non-residual term, which is only used 
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where the speaker has a particular reason for doing so) although in 
speech it is far the commoner. So the Subjuuctive of visualized 
I I . 34 1ypot lesis occurs in both narrative and in si111ilc (where more 
clearly than ever the non-future character of these ~tuods becomes 
obvious) expressing that the movement of the action has t-een retarded 
for contemplation, e.g. Kl85 
Ws c£ xUvEs ncpC µnAa 6uowpn0wv101.. Ev aUA~ 
~npos aaouoavTES apaTEPOQPOVOS, ~S TE a~a ~ADV 
~PXn<aL 6L' BpEO~L •.• , as dogJ keep haPd watch oveP 
flocks in a steading, when tl:ey hem' a fe1'oeious 
beast, which is makinp its way thmugh the wooded 
mowztains. 
Herc the 11 Complexive11 Aorist, which takes no notice of the duration 
of the watching, con tr as ts w it.h the Imper fee ti ve, dwelling on the 
predator's movement. Another example is P98-9 
In 8179, 
Onn61' UvAP ~~EAD npOs 6a~µova 9w1C µOxccr~at.., 
~v xc {)c0s 11..ii,:t, t<ixa oL µEya nfiµa 1tuA~aZ}n, wheneV-9i-> 
a man, c.gainst the will of the powePs that be, is 
willing to fight against one whom a god is honouring, 
great pains soon ove:z"i.Jhe Z1n hi"1. 
~ yEpov, £~ 6' &ye 6A µavtcUco ootot.. tExcoat..v 
otxa6' LWv, µD noU TL xaxOv n&oxwoLv 6nCcrcrw, oZd 
rr:an, be off home, diNat your pl'Ophecies to your 
ahild:t>en so t;zat they won't be having tPoub le 
lateP on., 
the main purpose of the Inperfcctive is to suggest ongoing suffering 
as a parallel to the prophesying which is itself presented as a 
continuous process. The Imperfective in w202 
... xaAc~nv 6( t£ ~nµLV On&oocL 
; ; ' !< J I ' II ..,'t 
.(}11,\utC:PQOL yuvaLt;L, xaL II x £\1£pyo~ ET]OLV, " 
will give heP a bad ;'eputation among women, even 
those who ~ the vfrtuous., 
implies that the state of being virtuous is one which is simply 
going on. 35 The Imperfective Subjunctive expressing the speaker's 
will is, as may be expected, less common, but there are not a 
few examples of its use in connection with the verb ELµL in the 
form Lwµcv, or more precisely Loµcv, though of course it does 
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occur with other verbs, e.g. 5410 
t:it:U1t:, ~l.i\oL, f1l:a ocoWiic-3a ••• , come, fiicnds, 
let's qet on with caP1•:r!-~:a out t1ie p11ovisiona. 36 
An example which could be said to exemplify both nuances (Wi 11 and 
Hypothesis), thus showing the artificiality of the distinction, 
is K62-3 
Optative 
a63L ulvw ~ct& totaL, 6e5syµ~vos, els B xcv ~,\GQS, 
De DSw µe:t& a' a~t~s, S;u'iv e:U tots £rrLtcl.,\w; Arn 
I lo s ta:; he11e waiting icn r;,~ l you come, 011 aJ'1 Ito 
1•iat afte11 ~ou, when I've given the message? 
The Optative of contingent possibility also is used in 
the Imperfective where the speaker wishes to represent the activity 
as extended and, though it is often due to a transference in 
narrative from the Subjunctive because of the sequence of Hoods, 
there is enough of its old inc.lcpendcncc ; facilitate its use in 
non-dependent contexts, e.g. K222 
••••• .{,\>.' sE 1Cs iioL Ll.vfip (iu' ~;:01..to aaL &A>..os;, 
µU.\.\ov Ja.\RwP~ aaL Japc~.\s~tcpov ~ota1.., but if 
anothc21 rnan were to accO."::JQ'j';11 (be :-:oincr with) me, 
it wili be r::o11e o;"' a cor;~~"ort and an cncoio1agc1ncnt. 
Here the Imperfective indicates that the accompanying is parallel 
to the activity characterized complexively in 6uvac (1.221) and 
also to the state of affairs expressed as a future in ~crtetl.. In 
P70 
ti • ...... , \ ' , r. •\ ""6 cv.;Ja >ts pc1..a •.;icpo1.. lt/\t11:t rsuxca j:civvoL ao 
'A1pcL5n£, cL µrl ol. ciy&a::iro '~ol:6o<; 'Ait6.\.\uiv, then 
,~_fcne ZGos wo<.<ld have easi Zy cG.1rt.,:·ed of;-,, the f":;ze a111ns 
of ?an-.;fzoidc3 J had not p;;oibon Apo i Zan noticed hin1J 
the Imperfective must be considered in relation to the context: 
[.Ju,\:< (L60)is followed by a slr:<ile (11.61-7) and this is related 
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t0 the narrative with i-r6>..µa (1.69). TI1en tlie progress of tl1c stripping 
b interrupted: 9{poc represents that progress. TI1c lmperfcctive in 8336 
xrrlµura y&p xcv Rcivta b~c~CµcOa, oLxCa 6'a6tE 
; ,.,. '!1 I 6 I tf I , toUrou µn1cpL 601..µEV t:.XELV fl ui; TL£ OitULOL., l.Je 
would divide all hi3 possessions, and give the 
house to his mother and whoever mcU'iics her 
UlP ERFECTl VE 
is probably formed by a Stative verb whose meaning is be ma:t>1>ied 
to. 3 7 
In wishes the Imperfective Optative implies yet again that 
the speaker wishes to present the activity as in Process, as in 
?640 
In w436, 
" 6 I I,{ \ "' r ~ £Ln us tLS ctaLpo; anayycLA£L£ 
Iln>.el:6;i ••• , I wish there we1•e c".e 
to annowwe it to Akhi lZeus. 
16.xLota 
of his companions 
J "' ' , .. .. t .. , 
•... oux av e:µoL ye: µeta ~pe:oLv n6u ycvoLto 
~Wcµcv, 0.\.\0 tUxLota ~avWv ~~LµEvoLOL µcte:Gnv, it 
would not be pleasant fo1• me to live; mail I die 
and be amonn those who have gone, 
the Imperfective µ010Cnv represents the continuing state (Process 
of Stative verb) following the Aorist 1lclvwv. The Imperfectives 
in 5232, 
µA TLS 8tL np6QPWV UyavOs xat nnLOS Eotw 
oxnrrtoUxos BaoLAcUs, µn6£ ~pe:ol.v atoLµa e:L6Ws, 
&>.A' aLe:L. va,\E:n6s t' e:tri xal. atau,\a P£r,01.._,, Let no 
sceptre-I- ,· •;,; .'·fag be knowingly kind 01•. gentle, 
even if ; wise. !·fa!f he be alhlays ha11sh and 
act haugh;,," i-'!J. 
could be seen respectively as Durative & Iterative, but in any 
case simply express the activity as a developing whole. 38 The 
rarity of the Imperfective vis-a-vis the Aorist is due not merely 
to the latter's residual character but also to the fact that it 
would seem to be less common to express a hope for a developing 
Process. 
Infinitive 
In the Infinitive also the Imperfective is limited to situations 
where there is a definite reason for using it. So in Kl47 
UAA' €n£; O~pa xat &AAov ty£Cpoµ£v, ~v T' 
• ' , ,., , ,, , <':L SouAas BouAEUELV, n p£UY£U£V n£ µaxcavaL, 
me let's wake someone who can make µZans 
as' to whether we should continue tr:> fight 
' 
. . CltEOLHE 
Come with 
with us, 
01• [Zee. 
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0U1c TL.v' E~onCow VEKpoU x&~Eo~aL. 6vWy£L 
0U1c tLva npoµ&xco~aL 'AxaLWv t~oxov &AAwv, he 
01•de1•cd no-a>ze to 1•et1•eat fr>om the cor>pse and 
none to fiaht in f1•ont of the other> Akhaians, 
the Imperfective Infinitives, together with a Perfect Infinitive 
in 1.359 (ScSaµev), all stress the continuity of the currenr 
eifort, While individually xa,Eo~aL may be taken as inchoative 
and r:poµcixca.&aL. as conative. The inchoative use of the I!>finitive 
is clear in 8423 
TnA£~axo~ 6 1 ~16poLOLV Eno1p~v~s Ex£Acuocv 
~n\wv lfnrnOac ... , Tdemakhos, encow:•aging his 
companions_, orde11ed the1n to beqin settinq uv the 
equipment ... , 
an introductory phrase which is then followed by a detailed 
description of what they did. The Imperfective in w252, 
0~6£ 1C tOL 6oUAcL.ov EnLnp£ncL cLoopaao.&aL. 
ct'.6os xal. µeycUos ... , you don't seem Zike a 
slave to look at, with your> size and appear>ance., 
draws close attention to the ongoing Process of judging Laertes by 
careful scrutiny. 39 Of course some verbs 0ccur more often in the 
Imperfective, e.g. c[µL, nEµnw, and sometimes it is hard to asse5s 
the motivation for a particular use of the Imperfective because of 
the subjectivity mentioned earlier, but it i.s interesting to note 
that the valor> of the Aspect is rarely encumbered by any secondary 
Aspe .toidal considerations. 
It is sometimes the case that the Imperfective Infinitive 
is used as an Imperative, to command the development of the 
activity, e.g. K65 
{t~OL µEvELV, µA nws &spo1&~oµEV &AA6AoLLV 
cpxoµevw ••• ' sta11 her>e, lest we miss one another> 
wandering about, 
where the question being answered is whether Menelaos should go 
on awaiting Agamemnon's return or follow on as soon as he is 
ready. 
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Again in S305, 
&AAU µoL Eo~LEUEV xaL nLv£µcv, Ws TO nOpos nEp, 
eome, eat and dPink with me, as before, 
the function oi the Imperfective is to urge the continto~tion or 
repetition of activity.' 0 The lesser frequency of the Imperfective 
Infinitive as compared with the Aorist in this connection is due to 
the fact that it is a reduction to the bare minimum of inflection 
for brusqueness and urgency, functions which a~e more appropriate 
when complete action is being expressed. 
Participle 
In the Imperfective Participle, we again find the full range of 
context dominated realizations that we found in the Indicative. The 
basic valor of activity in Process shows up in such examples as 
K565 
~s cLnWv 1U~p0Lo 61...nAaoc µWvuxas Ennous 
Knyxa>.6wv· &µa 6. &Hoc Eoav xat'.pOVTES . Axacot'., i>'hen 
he had said this, he drove the horses aeross the 
diteh, Zaughinq as he went, while the other Akhaians 
followed rejoieinq. 
Similarly in Pll7, 
, , ; I )' I I # # I I I ' " tov 6£ µa>. ac~ £Vona£ µaxns En apcot£pa naons 
~apoUvoJO' ~16.po\1S iial. EnotpUvovta µ&xca.Oa1..., He 
notieed the man'°ca,;ay on the left of the battle, 
puttin'7 heart into his men and eneouraginq them to 
go on fighting, 
the Imperfective is used for activities which are in Process over 
a continuous period of time. In the quasi-formulaic phrase 
examplified in B268, 
# " ' )' I " 
..• , oxc6o0£v 6£ oc n1.0£v AOnvn, 
M~vtop~ cl6oµ~vn ~µfv 6~µas ~6~ xat a66~v, Athene 
eame near him, appeai>ing with the body and voiee 
of Mento!', 
7 
the appearance is a parallel activity to the event of n>-~£V. There 
are many other examples in the chosen books and through the poems. 
TI1e fact that the Imperfective Participle can be used for 
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acrivities which are simultaneous with other activities in past or 
future (whether these activities are themselves expressed by 
Impcrfectives, Aorists or Futures) may seem to imply a co1ncidenco 
which suits Bakker' s" view of the valo!' of the Aspect but it is in 
reality only a simultaneity of development, with the Participle 
providing a framework of continuing background in which the activity 
takes place. The Participle can also, of course, be used for 
situations which are totally divorced from any time sphere, whether in 
the context of a sirr.ile, such as in P751 
••• ~s tE npWv LoxaVEL ~6wp 
U>.6ELS, n£6CoLo 6LanpUcrLov tEtuxnxWs, 
Bs tE ~a~ L~ULµwv notaµWv &Acy£LV& PEcUpa 
~OXEL, 59ap 6£ TE n5crL bfJv nc6Lnv6E tC6noL 
nA&~wv· oU6E tC µLv cr~Evc~ PnyvUoL PCovtcs, as 
a wooded headland holds buck the wate!' which has 
ca..»ved a char>.ne l ac!'oss the plain. It checks the 
hwsh st!'eams of tlie mighty !'ive!'s and makes them 
ao wandering ove!' the plain, but aithoughth~ 
flow is s t!'Ong, they cannot b!'eak th!'Ough, 
or a gnomic statement expressing a truth felt to be valid for 
all time, as is the case in E532-3 
·:xl.6oµE-.·~v clv6pWv rt>.Covcs aOot. f}f; nE(favtat. 
Qsuy6vr_.,iv 6' oUt' c'ip xAEos OpvutaL 0U1£ 11,5 U,\Hr), 
or a description. Tiie conative and iterative senses are rare in 
the Participle because any subsidiary nuance is usually more readily 
attributable to the finite verb, while the Participle tends to be 
merely an auxiliary. However the possibility of discerning these 
realizations is intimated by, for example 855, 
oL 6 1 e:Ls fn1E1e:pov nwAcUµcvoL flµ.-:,ta. n4vta 
t " .. •• .. " • SoUs LEOEUOVTES MOL OLS MOL ltLOVas_aLya; 
cLAanLv6~ouoLV nGvouoG T£ aEOona olvov 
µatj.c6Cws ... , eve!'IJ day the•/ aome to TlllJ house and 
slriur;hte!' oxen and sheep and fat goats, banqueting 
and dr'~nking the shining wine, in a wanton fashion, 
where the iterative flavour of the Participles is rel.nforced by 
the phrase Dµata ~avta, or P291 
'Inn6~oos no6os ~'""··· 
"Enopc xac Tpwoaoc xapc~6µovos ... , llippothoos 
60 
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was dI'agging [the ao?>pse] by the foot, ~oping 
to pZease Hektor end the Trojans, 
which shows some notion of attempt. "2 
In this chapter I hav 
·rad a lot of ground, both theoretical 
and practical., but such detd• •as mad2 necessary by the large number 
of ir,._,:·,·idual questions which the Imperfective has raised in the minds 
of investigators. An examination of these questions, however, has 
tended to reinforce the conclusion that, whatever nu~1nces it may 
assume in various contexts, the vafo::' of the Aspect, that of activity 
in Process, can be discerned in almoe c every passage in which it is used, 
2 
the 
and 
NOTES 
Ruiperoz, Aspeatos, p.85. 
This is not the place for morphology but I suspect that this is 
function of th0 augment - to express distance between the speaker 
the verbal activity and the 11 ~00-imminent" character of such 
activities. 
For other examples of the present tense, see K37,38,51,55,58, 
61,66,71,82,83,91,92,95,96,100,105,113,116,118,121,125,141,142,159,160, 
161,164,165,167,170,173,176,208,214,220,239,24~.245,250,251,279,309, 
311,319,323,325,326,331,341,370,378,385,386,39b,407,409,414,415,416,417, 
419,421,422,425,432,479,534,535,548,551,552,557,558; P23,27,30,35,75, 
92,96,101,122,143,147,168,172,174,180,201,202,203,239,243,244,250,251, 
252,331,332,338,444,45U,471,473,478,489,503,513,514,565,566,588,623,629, 
630,632,637,641,643,644,672,687,688,693,709; 828,29,32,33,34,41,44,51, 
57,58,66,68,73,79,87,89,90,92,114,118,125,126,130,132,138,141,163,165, 
167,169,170,171,198,202,206,207,210,235,237,238,239,240,241,253,254,255, 
265,274,275,276,284,285,292,310,314,315,318,320,325,327,328,350,351,364, 
367,369,403; wl4,56,76,114,122,187,244,245,249,250,251,252,257,263,281, 
282,288,298,304,306,309,321,324,328,343,358,407,431,433,461,474,478,481, 
495,512,514,515, and also those in fn 4 below. 
" Cf. K55,76; Pl46; 849,89,102,115,123,127,176,207,214,318,359; 
w476. 
5 Its absence is hardly due, as some scholars have stated, to the 
desire of the poet t0 distance himself from the action. The 
historital present is a psychological realization of the concept of 
present, in which, though the event its.elf is completed, lts 
implications for the speaker are suffici.:o:tly pressing for it to be 
regarded as still in Process. Its first ;.;ppearance is in !lerodotos 
and, though it also occurs in Sanskrit, this does not prove that it is 
old. 
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6 The use of the imperfect with present reference in excluded wish 
and potential statements (the "unreal") is not found in Homer. 
7 See further Chapter 8 on the use of Imperfective and Aorist in 
Similes. 
B Cf. K259; 
351,507. 
?22,157,446,447; 
See chapter 4, pp 
8182 ,217' 390; w3,4,29,190,255,2~6, 
1 0 For example, Schwyzer, G:riechische Grammatik, pp 258-9. 
1 1 For other examples of the imperfect, see K2,4,9,10,12,17,25,26, 
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33,75,77,78,79,152,154,155,182,199,227,228,229,230,231,232,264,286,288, 
301,336,351,355,357,364,365,390,401,450,454,471,474,478,484,487,493,498, 
499,503,504,507,515,524; P6,51,68,86,126,142,191,213,234,262,266,270,271, 
278,308,325,351,354,355,356,360,361,363,364,366,368,375,376,377,378,382, 
387,395,403,404,406,413,424,430,431,433,436,438,439,459,464,495,497,554, 
5 75 ,5 76. 5 77. 584 ,59 7 ,60 3 ,611,62 7 ,6 71,686 ,699. 702' 721, 730' 735. 741, 746. 74 7. 
752,753,759,761; 810,11,13,16,21,22,23,36,47,59,82,104,105,106,119,156, 
172,174,184,201,225,234,272,312,313,322,323,338,346,398,429; wl,2,5, 
9,ll,13,17,19,24,26,27,28,30,38,40,41,51,52,61,64,75,78,92,98,104,125, 
126,129,139,140,141,150,155,156,159,160,161,162,170,171,182,185,194,203, 
208,209,210,211,212,224,231,242,262,269,279,283,289,311,312,313,339,343, 
370,383,386,389,415,417,419,423,448,452,456,460,464,466,470,492,501, 
535,536,539,541. 
1 2 
and 
Cf. p225-6 ~EV lni1pcncv; 
vaCwv respectively). 
wl04 6Ev (parallels with LWv 
1 J Wackernagel, supported by Ruiperez (Aspectos, p.98) sees the 
imperfect in such cases as an attraction for ... EoTL, Ws ~Oµnv ... , 
but this seems an inversion of the facts. Although the recognition 
comes in the present the bulk of the activity's development really 
belongs to the past. Other examples are wl82, Y348, v209, Il33, %71. 
l• See PP• and indeed the whole of Chapter 8. 
1 s Cf. ·~51. 
1 6 Cf. Kl5,16 142; P26,171,409,461,462; 894,432; wl26,180,181, 
527. 
1 7 Cf. K21,42, 72, 128, 131, 150, 179, 191,198,202, 22 7 ,2 77, 300, 333, 358, 
375,382,454,483,514,526,529,530,543,565,572,578; P4,18,33,45,60,108, 
123,129,130,189,192,194,209,277,318,424,427,458,482,491,516,524,529, 
541,552,595,596,628,648,694,700,715,722; 82,8,13,15,35,103,148,152, 
226,259,296,337,371,377,383,387,388,390,396,397,406,413,416,419,420, 
426; w72,167,172,17~.184,221,234,315,320,337,386,410,411,422,449, 
450,466,490,492,496,498,501,505,522,535,536,539,545. 
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I B f C • K60,81,86,143,163,191,203,277,283,302,369,377,390,400,423, 
426,446,461,508,554; Pl8,33,74,119,169,326,468,474,484,500,537,553,585, 
621,668,684,707: a129,111,208,242,261,269,3o2,309,343,J62,399; •23, 
35'105' 120' 19l. -'•3, 280, 302' 327' 330' 356 '372' 375' 399 '406 '4 72 '4 77 ,494' 
510,516,541. 
19 Cf. K36,64,140,158,219,233,248,318,328,340,532; Pll,90,141,183,200, 
442,507,560,651; 624,39,84,95,160,228,409; w53,~! '.150,393,422,442, 
453,513. 
2
° Cf. Kl48,162,177,218,240,295,313,328,332,372,512; PJ3,209,233, 
246,2]6,333,342,481,516,567,624,648,656,694,722; a35,80,103,146,267, 
29$,321,361,377; w57,138,345,397,408,438,450,463,496,5i3,520,533. 
2 I 
22 
23 
cf. a251. 
Another example is K81. 
Imperfective only - ciJ.Je:CSe:1..v, µU{}wv lXPX£LV, ~'10.oOaL, £pe:e:Cve.LV 
I ~\\ II I ~ I ~ 
e:n1..tE:AAE:LV, e:uxe:oOa1.., ovo~a~e:1..v, ayope:ue:Lv, 
Aorist only - e:lne:tv, ve:1..xnaaL, 6µ6oaL, 6e:t~aL, nv1..nane:tv, 
xe:xACa.\Ja1.., puOriqaaOa1.., OyopfiaaL 
Formally ambiguous - 9aa~ac, n 
Formulaic influence does not necessarily override aspectual 
choice and in most cases Imperfective and Aorist are completely 
appropriate. Moreover some verbs may be linguistically rather than 
poetically defective. 
24 Ruiperez, Aspectos, pp 105,108,111. 
25 This may be thought a strange argument when applied to Modern 
Greek. But just as Russian is separated by the fact of its belonging 
to a different branch of the Inda-European family which evolved 
independently of Greek, so Modern Greek is separated from the ancient 
language by time. 
26 RuipCrez, Aspectos, P• 135. 
27 Ibid.' p .12 3. 
20 Ibid., p.123. 
29 Ibid.' p.122. 
30 I am forced to omit from the main argument th~ interesting 
problem of the origin of the formation. The conventional theory of 
Delbrlick, that the form is a reduced grade of the verb root *es, to be 
(+ suffix) ad.ded to the Imperfective or Aorist Participle carries with 
it some probfems. Firstly a form cteated from such a specifi<.ally 
Stative semanteme as *es would surely follow the Stative pattern of 
Processive with Imperfective and ingressive or complexive with Aorist. 
Secondly any form built from a Participle with -axov would be expected 
in Greek to give -oaxov and -aaxov continually (this objection would 
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be overcome if the Imperfective and Aori• t stems w0re , : ted, though it 
assumes the building of a periphrastic tense on an "•in:lected stem, 
which is unusual in Indo-European), As a "pecif!ca~ly Imperfective 
suffix, the -Oi( forms seem not to show an iterative nuance, except in 
Lykian, and where forms exist in common, they seem to be purely 
Pfocessive (BcicrHw, Skt gaaahaH; gnosco, ycyvwcrHw, cf. also e.g. 
cupt'.cr•w, Hit. akwanzi, they dl:'ink, akuskanzi, they keep on dl:'inking). 
In some languages the suffix is at times combined with stem 
reduplication and in Greek, Latin, Sanskrit and Avestan an inchoative 
notion sometimes appears, though only Latln l!Xtends this on a wide 
scale. 
3 l Ruiperez, Aspeatos, p.134. 
32 Giacalone-Ra~at, Funzione, passim, but esp. pp.109, 116, 123. 
33 Ruiperez, Aspeatos, p.134. 
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" The subject of Mood is beyond the scope of this thesis but I must 
outline here the view I have taken throughout. I reject Hahn's theory 
that ~he Subjunctive and Optative are merely alternative future tenses 
(Suhjunative and Optativc) because of the structural unlikelihood of a 
language having three distinct, mG.~hologically characterized forms 
expressi.ng the one idea. Instead I support (with reservations) the 
analysis made by Gonda (in The C1irul~?.etcr of the In(.:lc-Ezn 1,J[_l8an .~!011:ia), 
who defines Mood as Cl means of intimati>ig the spec..· ?P's vie<J of 
aonaeption of the !'r :ation of the p!'oaess exp!'essed by the Ve!'b to 
!'eaiity (p. 6) and sees the }!odal system as a series of graduated 
fields, subjective and largely context-dominated. His views of the 
four-~!ood system available to the speaker of Greek are convincing when 
he says, that if he 
" ... expressed himself by means of an indicative, the 
process referred to was to his mi:.1d actual, even if, from an 
objective point of view it was not ... By resorting to an 
imperative he pronounces a command ••• The subjunctive 
served him to what [sic] may broadly speaking be called 
visualization. The optative ••• enables the speaker to 
introduce the elements of visualization and contingency, the 
latter being ••• the main character of this mood." (p. 51) 
Amplifying his comments on the Optative, he claims, 
"In using this form [the speaker] took, with regard to the 
process referred to, and which existed in his mind, the 
possibility of non-occurrence into account; he visualized 
this process as non-actual: it is possible, or it is wished 
for, or desirable or generally advisable or recommended and 
therefore individually problematic; it mav be probable, 
supposed, hypothetical, or even imaginary, its realization is 
dependent on a condition or on some event that may or may not 
happen. This condition or other event may be expressed, be 
implicit or even be vaguely or generally inherent in the 
situation. If this hypothesin be correct it becomes also 
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clear why the optative of wish (cupitive) originally referred 
to realizable as well as unrealizable wishes. Being the mode 
of eventuality the optative also renders useful service to 
those who wish to be guarded in what they say. Whether in a 
particular case an optative is 'potential', 'general', 
expressive of •mme wish or other, depends to a consiocrable 
extent on the situation or the context, and if such should be 
resorted to, on other syr1tactical means (or~i:?,. of words, 
particles, conj unctions, etc.)." (pp. 51-2) 
while in relation to the Subjunctive, he says, 
3 s 
743; 
"Its ge01eral function may ••• have been to indicate that the 
speaker views the process denoted by the verb as existing in 
his mind or before his mental eyes, or rather: as not yet 
havin~ a higher degree of being than mental existence. The 
subjunctive, in other words, expresses visualization. A 
p:c.cess in t!le subjunctive represents a mental image on the 
part of the speaker which, in his opinion, is capable of 
realization or even awaits realization. There is, however, 
no queot ... 011 of contingency. Whether the speaker expects this 
realizat'.· ·., desires it, fears it, orders or hopes it, or 
whether he merely sees it before his mental eyes, id a matter 
of indifference. Any implication and specialization: wish 
adhortation, deliberation, 'anticipation' depends on 
circumstances: context, situation, intonation, meaning of 
the verb, etc.; and in spoken language also on gestures. 11 
(pp. 69-70). 
Cf. KS ,55 ,62 ,6 3 ,67,90,130, 235, 306, 346, 362; P94, 110 ,121,480, 
8124,128,189,193,204,213,358,368,374,376,404; w83,491,511. 
Cf. K70,126,251,344,350; P634,712; 8168,404; w358,405,432,437, 
46~,495. 
37 Cf. K78,189,222,492,503,505; Pl04,156,162,224,366,417,488,562, 
563,711; 854,62,74,;6,77,86,185,251; wl34,190,238. 
38 Cf. w436. 
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39 Cf. K32,40,101,116,117,120,121,136,179,197,209,238,2~~.273,297, 
JOJ,Jl~,327,336 ::",356,359,388,399,403,410,419,421,437,441,455,549, 
J62; '. . 19. 31, 71. 98. '.17, 119'131, 148, 155, 171, 182, 19 3, 235. 252. 273, 300' 339. 
351_. J) J, 358, 35~. 36:. 380' "J90. 396. 415,433,454,1163. 465 ,4 76 ,49 7 ,510 ,546. 
5<; ~.563 ,5 72 ,65 ·1,6 71. '. 75 ,683,688,693, 703. 710; 85. 7, 10 ,15' 33, 36 ,52. 71, 
75,113,117,132,142,1~7.180,189,195,197,207,227,236,238,244,265,298, 
311,320,336,364,370,J~S,39".397; w25,75,114,117,224,239,244,255,269, 
270,324,J80,407,419,4j6,457,460,508. 
4 l 
The only other example in thw c1.u~cn books is P510. 
Bak•er, Greek Imperative, PP· ~J-4. 
~., 
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'2 1 Other exnmp es of Imperfective Participles are K4,6,16,28,34, 
42,54,66,68,69,79,111,114,118,122,123,167,171,180,181,188,189,200, 
201,206,221,224,236,237,238,239,246,280,289,291,295,339,348,366,369, 
375,376,382,394,423,440,457,461,468,470,484,486,491,493,496,500,502, 
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503, 508, 516 ,517 ,521,524 ,549, 554, 556, 569 ,5 79; F • : , ··,, 4 7 ,62 ,65, 75, 85, 
86,94,103,109,115,119,128,129,1J6,143,153,170,189,199,213,214,215, 
219,221,225,257,265,267,271,272,276,308,325,330,347,356,373,374,381, 
383,387,390,393,408,412,426,430,436,438,440,441,459,460,462,464,473, 
478,484,502,520,524,532,536,537,55'.'66,571,582,584,604,637,658,660,663, 
672,674,676,677,681,683,684,687,69. 100,703,707,711,720,721,724,731, 
738, 741, 745, 756, i61; B7,13,23,24,3·"39,42,50,56, 73, 74, 78,80,84,86, 
92,97,109,110,116,136,140,143,149,lb0,162,165,179,189,200,215,219,220, 
226,228,240,241,244,247,~49,255,264,266,267,288,300,314,324,331,332, 
341,351,362,365,367,369,376,381,384,400,401,414,421,423,428,429; w4, 
5,7,21,39,48,53,56,~9,60,69,82,97.:00,104,112,113,114,125,127,132,143,145, 
146,152,156,158,159,163,175,178,179,181,185,218,221,222,227,2~9,231, 
213.239,241,242,243,271,272,280,283,302,307,312,313,317,319,326,330, 
333,>38,348,350,356,362,364,368,378,379,380,388,393,400,401,406,414, 
415,419,420,425,427,438,448,453,459,474,477,493,499,503,507,512,516, 
536,548. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE AORIST ASPECT 
One of the greatest problems which scholars have faced in the 
study of the Homeric verbal system has been concerned with the Aspect 
6enerally called the Aorist. Not onlv is there disagreement as to the 
temporal ambit of the entity and the amount of emphasis on the object 
of the action, but difficulty seems to arise with the very definition 
of the Aspect and its basic valor. In this section, I wish to examine 
these and other problems relating to the Homeric Aorist, without 
claiming to provide solutions to them. 
Various Theories 
Unlike the Perfect and Imperfective, the Aorist has never 
elicited general concurrence as to its valor. The debate has not only 
been concerned with points of detail (as with the Perfect) or with 
terminology (as with the Imperfective), but with both together and with 
other considerations besides. Scholars of the nineteenth century, 
both in the English-speaking countries and on the Continent, seemed to 
agree on the interpretation that the Aorist was a simple tense form 
which expressed a completed action in the past, and then tried to 
interpret all the realizations of the Aspect in temporal terms, often 
distorting the text or producing fantastic explanations in order to do 
so. Monro, for example, makes such statements as, 
and 
"The aorist gives the meaning of the verb without 
t11e accessory notions o[ progress or contin~ance. 
It docs not transport us to ::i tiille ln the past when 
the action was present (as the im~erfect does) but 
makes us think of it as now past" 
"the aorist 
past - that 
"2 past. 
s often used in Homer of the immediate 
which in an especial sense ls n01J 
AORIST 
Though there would be some justification for these statements, if only 
the Indicative was meant, they were assumed to be valid for the non-
Indicative forms as well, as was the notion of relative time, in such 
statements as 
11 tfuen an aorist is used of an action which is 
subordinate to another in the past, it implies 
completion before the main action ,,, A similar 
use of the aorist is regular in the Subjunctive ••• 
and in the Participle. 113 
Goodwin, build 4.ng on hints thrown out by Madvig and others, made a 
great advance over this concept of the Greek verbal system in such 
statements as 
"this fundamental idea of sirrplJ ocuu1111a;zl?e remains 
the essential characteristic of the aorist through 
all the dependent moods, however indefinite they 
may be in reference to time, 11 1+ 
but his comments on the various uses of the Aspect show that he had 
still not rid himself of the domination of tempor.,l criteria. As I 
will try to show in this chapter the idea of past time is not only not 
integral to the Aorist Aspect, it occurs only in the Indicative, and 
even there the many examples where contexts leave no doubt of pastness 
need to be weighed against those in which there is no room for 
pastness. 
On the Continent, however, perhaps due to the influence of 
Slavonic grammarians, the Aorist ~as explained in terms of completion 
~ather more often than pastness (though this factor is also not 
unimportant in their deffoitions}. So we find in the work of Kuhner-
Gcrth the dual sununation of the Aorist as expressing the action as 
"schlc1:'.·.'.hin ••• geschehcn", and as a form suitable for narration 
because lt rcprcs~nts paHt time. 5 Scl1wyzer clilims t1111t the Aorist is 
primarily 11 confectivc" (c'.tRCOuvc, e?1 atarb) as against the mainly 
"infective" impe~fect 6 and amplif.es this by categorizing the 
"ingrcssivc" and 11 cJmplexive" uses of th 0 Aorist as "confectivc" also, 
c!aiming that they represent the complet·.on of u 11 ZustandHnderung11 • 7 
However all the verbs which he quotes are Stative and the only way 
such verbs can be realized in certain ~ontexts is as the expression of 
P.ntrance intu their State. Further prJof that the confective notion is 
not basic ~ 0 the Aspect is that these verbs are also the ones \Vhich 
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appear in other contexts in the so-called "Complexive" realization to 
express their Stative meaning as a Totality. 
In this century, the inadequacy of the temporal view has long 
been realized, but has often not been as thoroughly eliminated from 
Aspectual discussion as might be e"~ected. We still find temporal 
interpretations in the work of scholars who have re-interpreted the 
Aorist in order to bring out its character as unmarked, unlimited 
(clcipLotoi;, as thP. Greeks themselves saw) as to consi.derations of 
duration, iteration, completion, etc. So we find Chantraine arguing 
that the Aorist expresses action pure and simple, abstracted from all 
ideas of duration. 8 The first part of this definition, howe,Pr, has 
the disadvantage of being so vague that it has been used to describe 
both Perfect 9 and Imperfective Aspects, 10 though the second part seems 
more applicable to the Aorist. Humbert inflates the second half of 
this statement into the major criterion for distinguishing the Aorist, 
which expresses the action "dcpouillt! des valeurs subjectives de durCe 
et d' achCvcmcnt 11 • 11 However, Humbert is unwilling to break 
completely the link between the Aorist Aspect and time, as can be seen 
from his suggestion that in the 11 ingressive11 and "terminative" Aorists, 
the Aspectual valor of the forms exists side by side with the temporal 
valo-r 11 qui rcste attachC au passl?". 12 Yet this "attachment" to the 
• 
past 
(and 
is illusvl;, as can be seen from the frequent use of the Aorist 
the aorist) in situations which arc essentially timeless, or from 
the small but important number >:Jf aorists used in reference tl> 
situations which belong to the speaker's present or future. 
Even Ruiperez, who is otherwise so conscientious in eliminating 
temporal considerations, sees the aorist used for present time as a 
realization of a 11 past vaZ.or>11 in his comment that, 
11 £n los ejemplos cl.:? la 2a persona, la acci6n 
expresada pertenece claramente al pasado en la 
conciencl.a del que habla, que es la la persona 
El tipo 1:-,0.o.oo. es temporalmente un preterite 
normal, teniendo en cucnta que son preteritos los 
contenidos verbales anteriores al prcsente 
psicol6gico" 1 3 
and further 
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"En lo referente al prcterito, el tipo de aoi•[isto} 
pro fut[u<a] de Herodoto VIII, 102, 2 ... esta 
condicionada psicol6gtcamente por el contexto; se 
trata de una acci6n verbal futura, pero que resulta 
preterita en el momenta del futuro desde t:l cual se 
la considera. 1114 
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There would seem to be fewer anomalies, however, if one were to grant 
temporal considerations a place only in the Indicative and to assume 
that even there they are less important than is usually assumed. It 
is conte.<t which decides all temporal connections in the Aorist and the 
fact that the Indicative usually refers to tl\"e past in narrative is a 
mere side effect of the valor of Totality which the Aspect possesses -
it is easier to see what the speaker regards as a faat as complete if 
it takes place in the past than to envisage its probable wholeness in 
a time sphere which is not yet itself complete. 
A concomitant of the temporal view is the conception of Aspect as 
a distinction between Completed/Uncompleted, which appeared in 
rudimentary form in the works of German scholars in the nineteenth 
century and was developed further by the Polish scholar Jerzy 
Kurylowicz. He proposes for the Greek v.orbal system a pattern 
identical to that operating in Slavonic, 15 with an Aspect for Non-
Completion (our Imperfective) and one for Completion (our Aori~c, his 
Perfective) and the Perfect expressing State, as a sort of midpoint, 
partaking of the characteristics of both. This definition of the 
Aorist as completed is based on the assumption tha~ pasl time is 
integral to the Aspect, sinc'.e an action can only be seen as completed 
if one can see the end or tangible result of the process of completing 
and so must be past, as only with hindsight can one observe the full 
effectuation of any action. Furtht:r temporally-oriented thinking is 
seen in Friedrich's claim that the structure of the Imperfective/ 
Aorist opposition is Linear/Punctual, when he makes such statements as 
"An action is always extended with reforence to the 
point of the present whereas the past and futurt: 
are points with respect to the infinite extension 
of the lines leading forward and backward from the 
present. 1116 
This temporal view has been criticized elsewhere, 17 but I reiterate 
here the general principle that Aspect is not an objective and 
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mechanistic distinction between two polarized and rigid categories, 
as the temporal view implies, but a subjective and subtle choice 
involving the continuous intervention of the speaker's (or writer's) 
will. Furthermore, his position is not improved by his statement 
that, 
11 past tense is an implication of the aorist forms 
but it ranges from a limited probability to a WL 
connotation to zero", 18 
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since it is not the Aorist its~lf which implies past time but the 
context (of the narrative, in this case, of Ho'.Oer) in which the forms 
are found. 
Totality 
Many of the problems connected with the Aorist, however, would 
seem to be lessened if one analyses the Aorist as the expreasion 01" 
the verbaZ idea as a TotaUty, as CompZete (but not necessarily 
completed). This characterization can, I think, allow one to go some 
distance toward overcoming the great problem which has beset many of 
tbc enquiries produced in recent years, namely how to reconcile the 
. ' . 
two apparently .d.ifferent realizations of the Aorist, the Momentary and 
the "Complexive" (the type i:Saot'.:\suos osxa E'tn). The speaker chooses 
to express the activity not as in Process but, as it were, drawn 
together into a compact unit so that it can be viewed as a single 
event, however long that event may last in objective time, and however 
many acts may be involved. Or better still, one may say that, while 
the Imperfective reprC'sents the verbal activity as in Process, the 
Aorist simply ignores this perspective. A few examples may be in 
order here. The first is ?342 
1~1~ ·.;:ici10, xa~ Pa :to\U npoµ(i.xwv E~ci..\µcvos; Co1n, Thus 
he apoke, rmd with a leap t""r:ik hin stand in front 
of che other war:t~ors. 
If the poet had chosen to use the In~?c·L· '.tive Lo1aro (apart from 
metrical considerations), he would have implied in this context 
that his movement was parallel to the speaking or at least 
connected with it in sori.e way. The Imperfective combined 
• 
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with the Aorist Participle could also indicate the process of 
moving into position after the suddenness of the leap, The 
Aorist, howeJer, simply records the occurrence of the action in 
its entirety, without other qualifications or limitations, as an 
entity in a series of similar occurrences. TI1is is how the concept 
of TotaZit"t.1 fits the so-called 11punctual 11 Aorist. We may contrast 
this with w266 • 
&v6pa ROT 1 tEECVLOOa 9~AQ ~v na1pC6L yatQ 
t\µc1cp6v6' c>.Mvrn, I ente1•tained the man onae 
in miJ owz aountJ"J when he aame to the house. 
Here the Aorist £'cCvcaaa could simply be taken to refer to the 
giving of gifts, but the ensuing two-line description of Odysseus' 
self-identification, comblned with the repetition of l~ECvLcrcra in 
1.271 tend to imply that the activity is one which occupied a 
certain amount of time i.e. the process of 11 entertaining11 • The 
duration, however, is ignored and the events are simply presented 
as undivided, whole action. This is Totality applied to a verbal 
context which involves duration, 1..ile so-called 11 Complexive 11 use. 
Realizations of Totality 
The concept of Totality can be applied to both Stative and 
Dynamic verbs. In the latter, the Aorist Aspect characterizes the 
action as simple occurrence, as naked fact, bare of subsidiary 
qualifications or limitations, e.g. K23-4 
&µ~~ a· £nEt..Ta 6a9ot..vOv £CooaTO 6~pµa ACovto£ 
aC.ewvo£: µEyciAot..o no6nvcxe:<; st..\t:to 6 1 Eyxo!':;, then he 
aaat about himself the dar•k skin of a great tawny 
lion and took a apear, 
cf. c381, ~456, ~449! 9 In the Stative type, however, two realization8 
appear, depending on context. The first is where the verb expresses 
entrance into the State, and this is particularly common with verbs of 
emotion, e.g. K190 
t , ' I 6 ~ U # I • Cl. •·•h toU<; 6 \j re:pwv ynUnoe:v t.. WV \JClPOUVt: 'TE µU•J~, IU en 
he aaJJ them, the '!ld '·:an beaame elated and encouraged 
them. 20 
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In the second realization, however, the verb expresses the whole 
span of the activity and this is the so-called "Complexive" use 
e.g. I481 
cf. K240 
Mo.Lu' [,pG>.no' We; EL 1E na1np Ov ncit6a ~t.AricrQ, he 
loved me as a father> might love his oom son. 
liis ~9at; ~onacv o( nopl. ~av~~ Mcvda<tJ, so he spoke, 
since (and) he feared for> Nene Zaos. 2 1 
However it seems better to recognize that the ingressive and 
finitive meanings are contextually conditioned rather than to attempt 
to divide verbs into categories such as 11 ingressive" (infective, 
inchoative, inceptive, etc.) and 11 egressive11 (perfective, terminative, 
22 
effective, etc.), For example, Brugmann-Thumb classify opvua~ac, 
to st,.ar>t off as "ingressive" seen from the point of view of to be in 
motion but b.yvUvaL., to bl1eak as "perfective" with reference to to be 
that 
2 3 As Ruipcrez points out, the difficulty with taking this line 
11 igualmente justificado estaria tomar el punto de 
refercncia opuesto y considerar 'perfective' a 
OpvuaGat., considerfindolo desde el estado de repose 
anterior, e 'ingresi'Vo' a &yvUvaL con refcrencia al 
nuevo estado de 'estar rota' en que entra el 
objeto." 
This reasoning reaches a very distorted stage in Schwyzer's
24 
classification of verbs into infective-confective (Lo1aa~n~) and 
confective-infective (~cuycvJ) types. While we are noting the 
importance of context we may also observe that ever·y Aorist 
is 11 Complexive11 in tht. sense that it expresses an activity which 
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itself occupies a certain portiot; of time, a simple occurrence which 
may be placed in a definite time sphere if there ~s some temporal 
expression or implication in the surrounding context. In the same way 
punctual .. y is a type of complexive action in which the duration is 
minimal. What, in effect, I am saying is that the distinction between 
"Punctual11 and 11 Complexive" is totally artificial (there is, after all, 
only one form which covers both) and is made necessary merely by the 
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logical expectation that a simple, Total occurrence must be momentary 
and by the interaction of Aspectual valor with the character of the 
semanteme as Stative or Dynamic. 
This interaction produces a series of realizations which can be 
discerned in various contexts. The most common of these, the 
expression of simple punctual occurrence, when in the Indicative is 
usually in the time sphere of "past". A good example is jllS0-4 
&AA' ~tc 6n µCoonv &yopDv noAU~nµov txCo~nv, 
~vs' EnL6LvnOEv1c tL~a~&o&nv ntcp& nuMv&, 
Es 6' LMEtnv n&vtwv xc~aA&s, 5ooovto 6' 5Ac&pov, 
6pu4aµEvw 6 1 6vUxccroL napcL&s &µ~C tc 6cLpds 
6c;LW nL~av 6L& oLxCa xaL n6ALv aUtWv, But when 
they al'~ in the middle of the market-place, 
they wheeled about and shook their wings rapidly. 
They made for the heads of the crowd, portending 
death and after they had ripped each other's cheeks 
and throats the11 darted off to the right among the 
houses. 
In this passage the Aorists all express activities as single, 
simple occurrences, with the Imperfective background of swooping 
setting the scene for the final events, just as the Imperfectives 
of 148-9 set the scene for 150-1. Another example is K21··4 
6pOw~cLs 6 1 ~v6uvc ncpL crtD&cooL XLtWva 
noooL 6 UnO ALnapoLoLv Eonoato xaA& n£6LAa, 
&µ9L 6 1 ~ncLta 6a90LvOv cEooato 6(pµa AEovtos 
at&wvos µcy&AoLo no6nvcx€s, cLActo 6' £yxos, He 
stood UP and put his tunic about his body. Thea 
he bound his fine sandals beneath his shining feet, 
cast about himself the tawny skin of a great lion 
and took .]!E_ his spear, 2 5 
where the Imperfective l:vouvo marks the be1,;inning of the dressing 
p•ocess, but all the other details are presented as simple 
occurrences. In the sequence P309-18 
T0v ~NA' UnO xAn~6a µ8onv ~LO 6: ~une:pEs &xpn 
a.Lxun xa.Axs~n naoO veLaTov wµov nve:axc. 
, I I #' • I r I I "' 
6oUnnosv 6e: ne:owv. aoa.Bnae: 6f~ 1e:uxc en a\ITI~'· 
ACas 6' a6 ~6pxuva, 6at~pova. ¢a.Gvonos ul6v, 
'lnno<lo~ nopLSavta µconv HaTa yaotcpa TU4£, 
~ii i;o oE: <iwpn•os yua>.ov. oLC. o' ~vupa xaA><os 
npua' 0 6' &v xovLQCL ne:oWv ~Ae: ya.tav Jyoo1~. 
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• 6 I \ " " ' " I; • xwpnoav u10 tc npoµaxoL MaL ~o.L6Lµos Extwp 
'A - 6' " " ' ' " PY£LOL E µcya Laxov, cpuoa• ro 6~ vcxpous 
-!i6pxuv {}' 'Inn:O'Jo6v TE, >.Uov1c. 6£ ttUxc' ci"t' 6µwv, 
He hit him beneath the middlo of the collar> bone 
and the shar>p bl'on::e point dl'ove riaht thr>ough 
the shoulder:. He feU with a cmsh, and his cuwoW' 
rong upor. hom. As '?hai•kys, the Wal'like son of 
Phainops, took his stand ovel' Hippotf;oos' bodiJ, 
Aias itit him in the m[b'rli·iff wit. h his spem', which 
broke. tlll'ough the hoU . aorse1.et and spUZed hia 
entr>aols. Phor·kys feZZ · n the dust, cla.,ying and 
mouthing at thn eal'th. Hektor and his cknmpions 
fen baok, the AI'gives siwuted loudlif and :ll'agge.1 
awa11 the bodies of Phorkys and Hir;Jothoos and began 
to loot tlieil' al'/nou>, 
we have an excellent example of the use of the Aorist for the 
rapid-fire narration of a series of complete actions, while the 
Imperfective at the end serves to 11wind down 11 this particular 
seqi;ence. Finally in w273-5, 
,. ' .... ,. ,... ';' '. 
XQL OL 6wpa TtOPOV ~ELVDLO, CLO £~MEL. 
xpuooU µ(v OL 6Wx 1 e:Ucpy£os ~ltTO t&Aavta, 
6WMo. 6f. oL xpn1flpa nav&pyupov &.v~i:1..16E'JTa, I gave 
him gifts of friendship, as was right. Seven 
talents of we U-wol'ked gold I gave him, and a 
silvel' bowl chased with [Zowel's, 
the use of the Imperfective in place of the Aorist nopov would 
have alerted our attention to the fact that a description will 
follow. However the Aorist i£nores this perspective and simply 
presents all the actions as co-ordinate. 26 
Past, Present, Future 
In all of these instances, and virtually always in narrative 
passages, the Indicative of the Aorist is used for events whose 
time reference is past., Nevertheless, there are instances in 
which the aorist of simple occurrence is realized in the time 
sphere of the present e.g. Pl73 (also ?:95), 
vDv 6~ acu Wvooclµnv nclyxu ~p~vas, otov EE~n£~, but 
as it is, I repl'oach you for what you have said. 
The rarity of this particular reflection of the aorist of simple 
occurrence has often been noted, and perhaps it is rare because 
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it is uncommon for a speaker to envisage any activity which is 
truly present as Total: it seems to require the kind of situation 
where an emotional rejoinder sweeps all other considerations 
aside. 27 This realization, however, is not a problem if one 
thinks in terms of Aspect rather than tense. 
An inter~,.ting phenomenon here is that of the verb 8nA£To. Of 
its fifty or so occurrences, only sixteen seem to have any definite 
past reference, and they appear to be clearly Aoristic in character (as 
is implied by the morphological form). 1n these examples we see the 
two realizations characteristic of Stat::.ve verbs, the 11 ingressive11 as 
in £392 
xaL tOt' EncLt avcµo~ µEv Cn~Uoato n6E yaADvn 
£nA£to vnveµcn .•. ,and then the onnd dropped and the 
the sea became Ve!'lJ aa lm, 2 6 
and the 11 complexive" in the recurrent formula T4'.> (t?) y0p <PLAov (TtActo 
" - 29 vUµ<j>. However, the gr.>at majority of uses of the word occur in 
contexts where the time reference is either present or general, as is 
the case with 5364 
or Z434 
TCntc 6C toL, <PCAc 1txvov, CvC <PP£OL toUto v6nµa 
cn,\£to; ... ' What is the thought whiah is in your 
mind? 
AaOv 6€ 01naov nap' £pLvc0v, Cvea µOALcrta 
UuSatO~ EatL n6AL~ xaL CnLOpoµov c~AE:tO tELxo~, but 
station yoUJ> men by the olive tPee, whe1•e the aity 
is mos~ aaaessibZe and the wall aan be saaZed, 
The traditional explanation of this usage is that it represents it has 
• • 3 0 (Peaently) '"'"'e into being and so "t w, for which Monro quotes as 
parallels the Sanskrit Aorist and the English Perfect with have, 31 but 
this sense would seem to require a nerfect for its expression in Greek. 
Could it be that we have here the extremely rare Aorist of Totality in 
present time, ciiough on a scale unparalleled in literature? Or has it 
in the heroic verse become largely an alternative to E:ot~, whether as 
J;tM 
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a one word formula or by poetic licence? 32 It may be instructive to 
compare the so-called "impatient Aorist" of such questions as 6243 
tL~u' 0U1ws ~otnt£ t£0nn6tcs nG1e:: VESpoL, why do 
you stand thus amazed, Zike fa•.;ns?, 3 3 -
cf. a323, or the presenL aorists which are joined with vuv, such as 
Pl73 quoted earlier (p. 75), and E422-3, r415," These tantalizing 
hints, together with the following usage, give the impresc.ion either 
that the colloquial language was more flexible than is usually assumc1 
on this point or that the Aspectual system was in Hom"r' s time underguiu~~ 
a minimal shift toward a rigidity which would confine the aorist more 
and more to the past. This verb must remain a problem in any theory 
of the Aorist, yet it is an Aorist and whether one is dealing with 
present or past, one is treating activity viewed as a whole, in which 
any idea of has/had beoome is conditioned by context and the relative 
time preoccupation . , of modern languages. 
In the same way, the Aorist of simple occurrence can appear in 
connection with an event which is strictly future, e.g. t.160-1 
e::C nsp ycip te:: xal. o.UTLx' 'o>.Uµn1...os oUx ~T · -~ 
~x te:: xal. 09S te::Ae::t crUv te:: µe::yciA~ Un£11...(j'QV, If the 
Olympian Jves not fulfil them (our oaths and 
promises) straight away, he onZl do so later and 
they will oai1 dearly; 
35 
the commentators' explanations that the statement is a generalization 
and that the aorist is therefore 11 gnomic11 do not seem to stand up to 
3 6 .. 3 7 
examination of the context. Monro and Kuhner-Gerth see the future 
Aorist as "completed" (which concept involves the idea " past time) 
in the mind of the speaker, and Goodwin as expressing the acticn "as 
" 3 8 if it had already happened . Even twentieth century schola.rs have 
assumed a temporal val.:Y'f' for this realizatio1. · Chantra.ine seems to 
feel that the Aorist can only have a future sense if it expresses the 
39 
consequences of another action. But one need not resort to special 
pleading to establish this as a perlectly natural realizatlon of the 
Aorist Aspect - its statistical rarity is irrelevant, baing due to the 
same causes aci the rarity in the present mentioned above • 
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Timeless, General 
The Indicative of the Aurist can also be u5ed in situations where 
ti"1e is irrelevant (thus shewing again the predominance of Aspect in 
the Greek verbal system) and this ti~eless use can be realized in two 
fields," 0 ~hat of the simile and that of th gene"alizing statement. 
Once again, the earlier explanation was to reduce all these 
occnrrences to the realm of past time. The aorist in similes, for 
C>>mple, was explained as being due to the anteriority inhe1~nt in the 
forr.i, i.e. the simile was seen as a self-contained narrative wherein 
the aorist expressed a past in relation to the presents also in the 
sir:liles. So Schwyzer 41 comes to the conclusion that the aorlst in 
similes represents a past which is not that of the speaker (though he 
also applies this to the 11 gnomic11 aorist). According L0 this theory, 
for example' in lil41-5 the aorist nprioa\110 would imply many horsemen 
have made bids (prior action) for the aJ'tiaZe but it goes on Zying as 
an omame>it for a king. In the r..1me way statements of universal 
validity, such as E309 
;uvOs ~vuc4A1,,os;, ttaL tt: Htavt:ovta HettEttTL.. the god 
of war is impartiaZ and kills the wouZd-je kilZer, 
were assumed to be the reflection of some past event enshrined as an 
exar.iplc for future generations. This is the basis of Van Groningen' s 
theory that the aorist in these cases was due to the Greek fondness 
for mythical allusions, which \ Jrc necessarily seen as having taken 
place ~efcre the speech event.' 2 Surely it is simpl ·to assume that 
the aorist is here deprived of all temporal qua1ific,tions, that the 
sphere wherein such situati0ns have their place is a timeless, .... nd, as 
it were, t!ternal wurld and that the aorist merely has its Aspectual 
·J,~:c1• of T:>ta:it;;, :~ .. r realized as momentar . .:iction. 43 As Friedrich 
puts it, 
"the aorist 
time, v1hich 
propel :y of 
is used for universal or unbounded 
shares with the instantaneous the 
• 111+1+ 
not being marked for durativity. 
Another tempora~ly based explanation occurs in an artic!e by 
Kravar, 45 who claims that the timeless aorist is buth a past and a 
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form deprived of temporal signif ic~nce 
"l' aori8tr gnomique ( intemporel) marque une action 
qui, par rapport au temps oU l'on parle, es; 
intemporelle, et, par rapport au temps ou elle 
s•acco:nplit, passCe. 11 lt£ 
In contraat to the view presented in the pre3ent work, that Aspect was 
the dominm'.~ factor in the use of the Gree!: verbal system and that the 
temporal aftiliations of a form were to a large extent determined by 
the surrounding context, Kravar makes use of the arguments of two 
Croatian scholars, Majnaric and Music, 47 to argue that the timeless 
aorist is a result of the use of a term which is temporally past in 
contci-ts which lie outside any tir.ie limits. Kravar poses four 
questions but does not seem renl ly to answ~r any of them. The first 
of these is, as has already been intimated, whether the aorist is a 
past tense or a timele3s form, and here he seems to sit on the i~nce, 
claiming that it is both simultaneously. Apart from the use of the 
comparative evidence of another language (always a dangerous practice 
in syntactic discussion), Kravar claims that 
"En cherchant la clC de l 'i!nigme sur le plnn de 
!'.opposition aspcctuelle prC~ent/aoristP, on court 
le risque d'attribucr a l'aoriste en tant 
qu'intemporel des qualitcs qui lui sont propres en 
tant qua forme aspectuclle en general et qui 
pourraient, par consGquent, etre dCffiontrees clans 
n'importe quelle autre oppositi~n aspectuelle, par 
ex. clans celle entre l'aori~te et l'imparfait sur 
le plan tempore~. Car, l~ coeur du probleme se 
trouvL, conune nous l'avons dCjU soulignC, au 
niveat1 pass~-present, et non pas 5 celui des deux 
aspects." 4 8 
This illustrates one of Kravar' s chief weakne:::scs, his c~:.i..:si~:; of 
tense and Aspect. Present and ivrerfect are not two separate 
Aspectual themes but rather two subcateg0ril~s uf a single theme, the 
Imperfective, and one cannot therefore set up two oppositions, 
. Pesent/aor>ist in timeless situations and impe~fe~t/aor>ist in others. 
So then, why should the <J"alities attributable to the aorist in time-
less situations 02 any different from those in "n'importe quelle autre 
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opposition aspectuelle"? Further on the same page, Kravar reveals the 
temporal orientation uf his thinking when, describing the so-called 
11
expressive11 nuances of the 11 gnomic11 a1Jrist he says 
11
si tel le ou telle fonne, qui dans le syntemc 
verbale fonctionne conune expression du passC, 
apparait, clans certains emplois, dCpourvue de son 
sens temporel, ~e13 ne se pcsse sans effets 
expressifs. 11 49 
His attempted justification later 50 by use of the Croatian example of 
Milos who may be the epic hero Milos Obilic and then the prototype of 
a strone man, simply will not 1'<'1d water in the light of the Greek 
examples, most or which have no legendary figure to whom one can pin 
the story. However even though he avoids saying that the ~orist 
Indicative implies pastness in the similes, lie implies that the 
context (pr ...;umably of the simll.::.) throws the aorl.~.L !n:.:n a past 
relative to ny present in the simile. 
The second question, whether th~ timeless aorist is so of itself 
or takes such a valo1, frc;J the .::.on text, is so closely rel-.ted t:) the 
first that the same :1.rguments nee.J not be repeated to counter it. It 
is worth repeating, however, that to consider that the aorist takes 
its timeless realization onl.y through its occurrence in gcn~ral 
s:tuatious is to argue that temporal distinctions predominate over 
Aspectual ones in Greek, or, if one wishes to take Aspect into account, 
to define the Aorist vulol' as mommztal'y/punatuai in oaat -cime. To say 
that one can compare past forms used in the sa::i~ way in other 
languages is eitrier simplistic or a misintc~prctation uf the evidence, 
besides committing a major error in cndPavourinb to con:i;-are syntactic 
5 l system,;. Kravar' s third question relaL"" "' the l'appol't between the 
present and norist in similes and lie attempts Lo answP.t this by 
setting up an opposition pl"csent/aoriat 52 in atemporal situations to 
1.:~tch that betwet:n ao1 i.st .:in<l lmpcrfect in the temporal sphere. This 
is, ·1s Las been int imatc<l earlier, the h'rong appro3ch, since the 
opposition should be bctWt!C!O ,\orist an<l lmpcrfective t1:;tcJt:; in all 
situations. But it is one of thL nurmal functions of the present 
In<licJ.iVc to represent an activity in Process witl1out any pdrticttlar 
time reference, and th;-. similes cre,1te just such a si.tuation. 
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Kravar' s next point concerns the relation in similes between th~ 
Aorist Indicative and Aorist Subjunctive. This is a question which is 
really beyond the scope of this work but I must comment here that the 
difference is one of Mood and not of Aspect; both forms arc Aorist 
and therefore show the same AspectuaZ valor (another argument against 
the view that the aurist is tcmpordly a past form since thr. Aorist 
Subjunctive shows no inherent pastness). All this leads Kravar to a 
question - is ~he timeless aorist a survival of the lndo-
: .:: .· .- .. -.n verbal system, or an i c;olated phenomenon? While questions of 
com1,arative philology are only marginally relevant to this enquiry, I 
cannot refrain from commenting that if it is a phl'nomenon peculiar to 
Greek, then we must acknowledge that the Inda-European verbal system 
was temporally bas~d and that cnmehow the various langu1gci' comprising 
the group independently developed A.,>ectual systems which most later 
lost again - Kravar l.imself admits that there is nothing unusual about 
the gnomic aorist when he says 
11 si l 'aoristc Ctait 
prob 1;-;:nc 'gnomique' 
intcmporcl vo~z l!aus aus, le 
~ • .... 1153 
ne se prcsentera1t m~mc pas 
the "gnomic" aorist ls only a problem if one is thinking in temporal 
rather than Aspect:ual terms. But perhaps Kravar' ~ Jnsistence on the 
temporal nature of the Aorist is an attempt to fit the facts of Greek 
into a Slavonic-type Aspecrual pattern by taking the Greek 
Imperfective to corrc~~ ~d to ti1e blavonic Imperfective and the Greek 
Perfect (perheps assumed :o represent completed action) to equal the 
Slaven· Perfective. As I ~:ave said cl.sl·where in this work, 54 it is 
neiti.cr profi 1ble nor [H'c:'>ihle to compare the Greek Aspectua.1 system 
tuo closely with the Sla·Jon1c, since, even tbough they may have hnd 
connnon origin~ (and it would seem that these were closer to Greek than 
Slavonic), it is clear that they have developed differently in a 
number of ways and so the answers to the Greek problems arc to be 
found within ~he framework of Greek. 
55 
Among the scholars who support the "idCe trC:s en vogue 11 of the 
Aorist being e.1. Aspectual form first and therefore ba"ically 
unconnnitted to any ter:iporal limitations is Humbert, who, however, 
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te~Js tu spoil his argument 'oy dividing the tin:cless u.e of the aorist 
in!":o an "aorist of experier.ce11 and a "gnomic aor:i.st". 56 The former, 
he says, is really a past and i• always accompanle1 by a genernllzing 
word while the latter is not, This dlslinction, hm;ever, seems 
arbitrary in many examples; Humbert takes Hesiodos, fvorkDar:: :'1ys 24057 
noAAtlkL kal ~Uµ~aaa nOALS MaMoD Ov6p0s UnnUoa, 
often a whole city han suffered through the fault 
of an evil ma>i, 
as empiric, but it could equall~· J:.c understood as timeless similar Lo 
1320 
Mtl1aav' bµWs a 1 aEpyOs avnp 0 1£ noAA~ topyWs, 
the~ die eqllally - the man who has done nothing and 
the one who has done muah. 
Humbert's distinction, however, being temporally-based, is much less 
important than the Aspectual form which is common to both. Similarly 
it would appear anomalous to make a distinction betwe0n the Aorist in 
similes and that in sententiae since both can be explained more 
economically as realizations of the same Aspectual valoi' in different 
contexts. Indeed there seems little need to say, as Humbert does, 5 8 
11 l'aoriste n'a pas, en ce cas, valeur de temps", with the irnplication 
that the Aorist is inherently marked for time but is here deprived of 
it. The whole thrust of this section so far hos been to see the 
Aorist as a unity, an Aspect (unli.u .. -~d by definition in respect of 
time) whose valor is one of TotaJ.ity and which is realized in 
Aif~r-cnt. contexts with different temporal rcfe~enccs. The Aorist in 
tl1csc casLD would merely imply that the activity is to be seen as 
Total. complete, or simply not in Process, as in i320 already quoted or 
the famous P32, , .. pEXOEv 0£ H vrino' i'.yvw, the ."·' l learnn his 
mistake after> it is done, especially in contrast to the present which 
expresses the ongoing character of the activity. 
An interesting argument concerned with the supposed pastness of 
the ~orist is that regarding the augment which is assumed to be an 
inherent marker of past tenses along wj th t~1c secondary endings. I do 
not think that one ('::10 prove that the aLgment was ori>~inally an 
~-·-_,,.--------~-
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integral signal of pastness since it would thus be obligatory in every 
case of a past meaning, and Homer and the poetic tradition would only 
have been able to quote metrical licence for dropping it. One problem 
relating to the optional character of the augment is why it is only 
found in the Indicative. Perhaps it was originally a feature of 
narrative which had spread by Homer's time to the whole of the 
imperfect and aorist tenses, irrer-pective of time reference. All this 
would be mere idle speculation were it not for the fact that it seems 
to fit, better than the explanation which follows, the situation where 
aorists in similes and sententiae, though timeless, usually have the 
augment. 59 The alternative explanation, first proposed by 
Wackernagel 60 and then repeated by others such as Schwyzer61 end 
Friedrich, 62 is that the aorist is augmented in these contexts as a 
symbol, not of the pas>:, but of reality. Apart from metaphysical 
consi<l.,rations as to the nature of reality, why should timeless 
situat: .ins merit g· eater claim to "reality", and therefore to the 
augment, than ordinary temporal niilieu:r::? Moreover, if the augment 
represents reality, and it is the function of the Indicative also to 
express this conc-=pt, as these scholars seem to feel~ 3 [. why is the 
whole Indicative )!ood not possessed of an augment? Both the latter 
writers contradict this in their statenPnts 64 that the aorist is 
marked for pastness by the secondary endings and the augment. Surely 
a simpler way of looking at the phenomenon is to assume that the 
general validity of these forms is underlined by a marker of their 
chz1racter as not specifically confined to the 11 her~-and-now11 • 
The temporal line is alao the basis of Ruip6rez's theory 65 that 
the aorist is a fit form for the expression of generalities because of 
its "neutrality", i.e. it5. character as expressing the "verbal action 
pure and simple". While this nei;tralit I is undoubtedly an iu.portant 
factor in many us2s of the Aorist and will be treated later, I do not 
think~it is the ultimate explanation for the timeless usage; after 
all, Perfect and Imperfective are also used in timeless contexts. 
Rather, it would seem preferable to see the Aorist as an Aspectual form 
above all, whose temporal connotations stem largely from the context. 
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Since here the context which conditions the form is one which is 
abstracted from the temporal ambit of the poem and so is effectively 
timeless, it follows that the verb too can be seen as timeless and 
that it therefore presents the unmixed expression of Aspect alone. To 
sum up: the use of the aorist in similes and statements of generality 
would cause no particular problems were it not for the temporal 
obsessions of Latin-based grammar. Within the Greek verbal system 
time was, on the whole, less significant than Aspect, ·nd the Aorist, 
being an Aspect rather than merely a tense, has a single valor which 
is realized as Total in any context, temporal or atemporal, in which 
it occurs. 
Order of Events 
Another temporally-based consideration which plays an important 
role in all discussions of the Aorist is the time "slot" which an 
activity occupies relative to another activity, i.e. whether it takes 
place before, a(te~ or simultaneously with, another activity. Although 
in Latin it is custo~ary to specify precisely which of two activities 
comes first in time by means of perfect, pluperfect and future-perfect 
ten3es, in Greek the verbal form expresses only the speaker's 
Aspectual view of the activity, while time relationships, like 
absolute time references, are indicated by the context. Most commonly 
there is an inherent logical order in the events described, but it may 
be strengthened by the addition of an adverb, nr by the syntactical 
subordination of a clause: in 8378-9 
aV1'i 11 E.rtt:C P'~µo1~v TC 1e:As(11riJEv tc 10v ~f'~·1V 
uUtLX tne:L ~..i. oL ol'vov ZV-cii.i't)t.QOµe:UoL.v liQuaoe:v, when 
she had ,gz,Jcrn and cornvleted the oath, she drew off 
wine into jQl•s fol' him., 
the conjunct..:.~·,0 Cnc~, introducing Total action (Aorist) verbs, 
strengthens the presumption that the swearing of the oath entirely 
precedes the more mundane events described in the next lines. G& 
In narrative, coordinate verbs often appear in the order 
of the events described, as in ?346-9 
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tOv 6~ ne:oOv1 1 CA~noe:v &pnL~Lhos AuMoµ~6ns 
01B 6£ µ&A' e:yyUs LWv, Ma~ 0M6vtLOE 6oup~ ~ae:Lv~, 
~a~ B6Ae:v 1 Ir.nao~6nv 1 AnLa&ova, nocµCva AaWv 
. . ' .... ' 
nnap u~o npan~6wv, cteap 6 1 UnO y0Uva1' €AuaEv, 
Ly~omedas the <Jal'like felt pity as he fell, and 
go~ng up, he took his stand and cast his shining 
spear. He /zit Apisaon, Hippasos' son, the 
shephe1•d of the people, in the Zivel' beZotJ the 
diaphmgm, and loosed his knees. 
But the logical order of the events is often different f rnm that of 
their presentation, as may be seen from E35-42 
1' I - ; I ; ,, 
ws ccnouoa µaxns cE;nyayc 8oDpov Apna 
\ - • - ! • .... • 10V UEV ~H£LTa ~~5ELOEV ~~ nLOEVTL EMaµavL~·I 
TpWas 6 1 ~~ALVUV ilavaoL· £\c 6 1 &v6pa Exaa1~: 
nyEuOvwv· npW1os 6C Ova~ av6pWv 'Ayau£µvwv . 
UpxOv 'AAL~Wvwv, 'ooLov µCyav ~xSa\c 6L~(Jou· 
np~T~ y&p OTPE~0£v1L µcta~plv~ EV 66pu n~~EV 
" -.-~, . ,, ---
wuwv µsoanyu~, 6La 6E crrneco~Lv cAaooc, 
6 ' Q 1 1 t 1 D 1 , I o ounnosv E ncowv, apaµnoc 6£ TEUXE E~ au1~ 
<Jhen sne had sai(l_ this, she Zed mighty A!'es fl'om 
the battle and then sa! him dow by roaPing 
Skamandl'Os. Tiw Danacv<s carried the attack to the 
Trojans and each of the Zeaders took his man. 
First of aZZ, Agamemnon, Zord of men, cast the 
leader of the Halizones, great Odios, from his 
chariot. He caught him through the middZe of the 
shouZders <Jith his spear 1Jhen he had turned and 
dl'OV8 it straight through his chest. Odios feZZ 
ulith a crash and his arn;our rang ahout him. 
Here the participles cL10Doa and orpc,a£vrc are both presented in the 
seqllL'ncc of occurrence in relation to the verbs to which they are 
subordinated, but n£oWv, whether it is to be taken as simultaneous or 
anterior, is not. The conrdinate sequences E:t;rlyaye:, Ha&e:toe:v and 
n~(£v, ~Aaaoe:v, 6o~nnoe: are in their respective orders of occurrence, 
but most of the other sequences refer to temporal p:irallels: £x>.cvav 
and ch are parallels and as a group follow the action of cE;riyayc' but 
not necessarily that of Ma&e:toe:v (~ne:Lta an~ 11~v ••• 6 1 by a 
combination of emphases suggest a meanwhile notion, and we are no 
longer concerned with Ares' movements); ~HSaAe: recapitulates £Ac (as 
', ;t bstalment) and is itself recapitulated by OT~E~8£vTL ••• 
6ou1noc, and apa8noc is parallel to 6ou1no£ (or may come slightly I 
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after it). tlowever the point is that Homer chose to describe all 
these actions with the same Aspectual forms, regardless of their 
relative temporal se~uence. 
Duration and Iteration 
1hc concepts of punctuality and instantaneity are, l'' illl:'."e:idy 
hinted, inadequate to cover all the realizations of the Aorist Aspect, 
and especially so in relation to the so-called 11 Complexive" use, where 
an activity which in objectiv: _ime has perceptible duration is 
expressed by the Aorist. One nee~ not resort to such explanations as 
Kiihner-Gerth's 67 - that the complexive Aorist expresses, 2s it were, 
GB 
the action as drawn together to one point -- nor that of Schwyzer, 
that the complexive Aorist is to be derived from the "confective" or 
punctual type by a process of weakening. Such ideas seem to result 
from an over-emphasis on the instantaneous portion of the Aspectual 
valor, taking it as ba::;!•: and trying to derive the other from it, 
rather than findl.ng the common factor behind sets of equal terms. One 
must simply recogni?.e that the speaker wishes Lo view the activity 
from a distance, so to speak, as a whole, complete action. So the 
aorists in 00266, quoted earlier, covers the entire period of 
Odysseus' stay, and yet no notice is taken of the ex.tended nature 
of the activity; the Aorist is used to sum up in one short phr~se 
the total action before procl'"rling with the details of the gifts. 
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Thus I do nut agree with those scholars who claim that the momentary 
and the complexive Aorists cannot be reconciled,and I prefer to regard 
both as simply realizations of the valor of Totality in different 
contexts - in the one the Totality is that of a single instantaneous 
occurrence while in the other, it is that of a long-lasting event seen, 
as it were, fr n · :,ird' s-eye perspective, and so viewed in its 
entirety. 
A clcse relati.ve of this complexive use is that whereby a series of 
similar, simple occurrences are lumped together and expressed by a 
form which ,akes no notice of the repetition and merely characterizes 
the activity as one entire event. So in 8297 
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Teukros replies to Agamerro•on, who has accused him of slackening his 
efforts, that he has shot eight arrows, all of which have found their 
mark, and to do so he uses the Aorist of simple occurrence, leaving 
its iteration to be e::.:pressed by the contextual signals O>ttW and 
T;ciVTC!;. 69 
}tarkedness 
That the Aorist expresses "action pure and simple", the verbal 
activity as a ~are fact without regard for such considerations as 
duration, iteration or the like, has been acknowledged by scholars, 
and this lack of subsidiary nuances introduces the rather involved 
question of the marked/unmarked status of the Asp~ct. According to 
the definition of markedness offered earlier, the Aorist must be 
considered the unmarked term since it is often used where there is no 
pertinent reason for using the other, marked, term, which is, 
according to the choice of expression open to the speaker in a given 
• set of circumstances, either the Imperfective or the !erfect. This is 
what the ancient grammarians must h.we meant when they called the 
Aorist the residual Aspect, and it can be seen from the uses of the 
Indicative, and even more in the other Moods and non-finite forms of 
the verb. It is this very residuallty which has caused such problems 
in the investigation of the valor of the Aorist - where a form is used 
for a specific purpose or limited number of purposes, one can easily 
discern the basic con~ept behind these uses, but where a form finds 
definition by the absence of the idcn which marks the other term, it 
is extremely difficult to refine, from Lhe multitude of uses, any 
factor which is common to them all. It is aloo this residuality which 
prompts the claim that the Aorist is in some way more "objective" than 
the Imperfective because it lacks the subsidiary nuances which the 
latt~r seems to have in abundance. So Humbert claims that the Aorist 
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"depouille des valeurs subjectives de durce ou 
d'achevement qu' expriment present et parfait. 1170 
Granted that the viewing of the activity as in Process is subjective, 
how is the decision to regard the action as "depouil!e • , • de duree ou 
d'achevement" any less so? Moreover while the choice of Aspiect is 
certainly subjective, it is possible to discern an objective basis 
from which the choice is made and which therefore limits the range of 
subjectivity. Further, for Humbert this objectivity is negative, 
fofined merely as the aboence of "conditions subjectives" and he 
qualifies his statem~nt by commenti~3. 
llSoutenir que 1-'aoriste expt·ime directement le 
((momentane)), c'est parler comme si le grec pouvait 
immediatement considerer !'action de fa,on 
objective, telle que la realite la lui fournit. '' 71 
Again leaving aside metaphysical speculation as to realities, one must 
questicn v:hy "le momentane" is any more rr:..1.l or objective than the 
quality of duration which he attributes to the Imperfective. It is a 
different thing to say that the Aorist is better suited to express 
"the verbal idea" because of its greater ambiguity; this is a 
concomitant of its lesser markedness, and to confuse the conc~pt ,i· 
the verbal idea or "action pure and simple" with any idea that tile 
Aorist is, because of this, more 11 objective11 seems to be overstating 
the case. 
Subject and Object 
Ruiperez 1 statement 72 th.:i!" the 11 punctual11 .t\··rist is hard t•J 
distinguish from the 11 neutral 11 in "transformative 11 verbs (in which the 
11 punctual 11 Aorist shows up as 11 finitive") and that there is an 
external object which is transformed by the verbal activity, raises 
the question of the resultative character of any verbal form. This 
will be discussed in connection with the Perfect, but it ls even more 
pert :..,er. t h:~re becau.;c of the strong tendency t•.> assume that the 
! ~ornehow incomple~e alone, without an object on which to act. 
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One statement of the position is that of Humbert who, after quoting 
Chantraine's comment that "le verbe seul n'a guC:re de sens, et le 
complement a l'accusatif est indispensable pour que la phrase 
s' acheve11 ,
7 3 
goes on to compare the Aorist rather unfavourably with the 
Perfecr in this connection. The arguments have been set out else-
" where but it is here worth repeating the two basic principles behind 
my objection to the theory. Firstly, to assume such an important role 
for the object would seP.m to contradict what must be the most 
fundamental component of the generally accepted definition-~ Aspect, 
namely that this category is concerned with the relationshi~ of the 
subjeat to the activity. Then too, the appaLcntly great dP.pendence on 
the object in the Aorist seems to be a psychological realization of 
the combination Total Aorist plus limiting Aaausative. Whether the 
verbal activity has an object which is transformed is, then, 
unimportant in the claim that, because the Aorist concentrates on the 
final point of the action, it is hard to distinguish the "punctual" 
Aorist from the "neutral11 • Moreover to emphasize the transformed 
character of the object seems tantamount t~ admitting that the Aorist 
conveys the expression of completion, a fact which, as Ruip€.rez 
75 himself states, is a reflection of the aorist realized as Tot.al in 
past time. In this connection, however, RuipCrez must be commended 
for his refutati010 "1 ti:. commonly held view that 8ctl.oi:v 80.os is 
11 ingressive" and SaAe:t.v CivOpa 11 perfective11 • 76 While it is usP..ful to 
construct the psychological movement of this trope and provide superb 
argumentation to demonstrate that the action of Sal.ci:v terminates in 
8al.oCv 8~1.os and thnr ~v5pa is an Accusative of direction, he fails to 
make use of this example to show the inadequ 1 cy of placing inordinate 
emphasis on the object of the verbal activit;. 
Subjective/Objective 
A second problem which is somewhat akin to the question of the 
so-called "objectivi'.y" of the Aorist is the attempt to separate the 
two realizations of the Aorist so widely as to create two distinct 
oppositions with the Imperfective. The chief proponent of this theory 
is Hermann 77 who claims that between E:SaoL.\L .·" and E:Saa~>.:·.uoe: 6Cxcx ~1n 
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there is merely a subjective distinction (subjektive Aktionsart), a 
difference of perspective in the face of the same action, while 
between i:SacrO.cuc and i:Sacrl'.1-cuac, he became king, the distinction is 
objective in that the actions are different. In the former case, the 
Aorist, he claims, represents the action as 11 complcted11 and the 
Imperfective as durative. The telling argument against this 
conception is that there is no separate form for the expression of the 
subjective/objective distinctioa, which in any case is only realized 
in Stative verbs, since in Dynamic verbs any such distinction would be 
impossible to unearth. One must also point out here the trap of 
regarding the Aorist as expressing action which is completed, for this 
is a side effect of the predominantly past time employment of the 
Indicative. One should also emphasize that Aspectual distinctions are 
alwCiJS subjective; the criterion for Aspect is that it lies, not in 
the activity itself but in the speaker's view of that activity in 
relation to its context. One could in fact find justification for the 
classification of the various realizations of the Imperfective as 
78 11 objective11 on the snme grou11Us, ns Brunel does, since ~hey express 
not the speaker's viewpoint but the type of action involved, were it 
···1 
not for the fact that in Greek these AktionsaPte>; are exiJ:ressed by the 
same means as the 11 subjcctive11 Aspects. The Aktionoarten are in Greek 
merely nuances of the Aspects, induced in the hearer's/reader's 
consciousness by the context. 
Variant Passive Forms 
A question which is both morphological and syntactic is that of 
the passive aorists in -nv and -\Jnv, which in my view are not opposing 
but different morphological expressions for a single synractic 
'/9 
entity. The chief proponent of tbe theory that one can find an 
Aspectual distinction between these forms is Prevot, who, in a 
m!)nograph p•tblished in 1935, 00 clnime<l that the aorist in -nv has a 
valor "<letcrminC 11 and thnt in -.jnv a v:ilor "in<letermin6 11 , defining the 
fcr·rner as "valeur d'Ctnt". There a".'e several good reasons for 
rejecting such a theory and I will examine the ~heoretlcal 
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considerations first before passing on to exartiine the evidence. 
Firstly, one must ask why, if the form in -nv truly expressed a "valeur 
d' Ctat" it is not replaced by the Perfect, to all forms of which this 
vaZor> is more appropriate, or if the State is to be coi. ;idered a 
lasting one, why the form is not rendered redundant by the 
Imperfective, of which the 11 lasting-in-time11 component is so important 
BI 
a part. It seems, too, that Prevot has surreptitiously introduced 
the idea not of mere State but of resultant State, for example in his 
discussion of Thoukydides III 53,4, 
UµstEpwv ~nxas oUs hnouav6v 
T~ hus1Ep~ £TLµWµcv, 
when he claims that ta~cvrns expresses the State of being buried. If 
this is so why does he neglect to ·.laim that lrno~avovrns can equally 
be interpreted a_ expressing a SL~Le, that of being dead, and so 
extend his theory to the entire Aorist Aspect? Another object.ion 
comes from the fact that Prevot defines the terms deternrine/ 
ir.d.etel7mir£ not in the Slavist' s sense of action within the Zirnits .:;f 
dur>adon, CJompZeti0>2, eta. /action unbounded in r>efei•enae to theae 
convideyi::zr;-:.ons but with th~ notion, first introduced by Meillet and by 
82 Holt, c.l action avea son terme/action scms son terme. On~ must here 
object, of course, that the concept of State and 11 action avec son 
terrne 11 are not synonymous, that the State of being dead, for example, 
can be considered with or without its 11 terme11 , the act of dying, 
simply as a State of existence tor in this case, non-existence) and 
similarly the State of being buried can be envisaged either with or 
without its "tcrme", the act of burial. A >ther question one might 
feel impelled to ask here is why in any given verb the Aorist only 
occurs regularly in one form or the other, rarely in both; if a true 
Aspectual opposition existed, one would expect it to be realized more 
frequently than in the few cases, scattered from author to auth~r and 
from century to century, in which it is. The diachronic sccye of 
Prevot' s work is larger than that of my own so I cannot examine in 
detail the list of Aorists in -n\• which Prevot provides, but Ruiperez 
has already done this 83 and iL .r:s reasonable to endorse his 
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obscrvatinn that while the majority of Aorists in -nv are formed from 
Dynamic verbs, those in -~nv, which are those most frequently found, 
arc formed equally from Stative semantemes. 84 In context, I doubt if 
onn rM really sec any nuance in either t>pe. As an illustration, I 
would quote Prevot's claim that the aorist exa~ in 1212, 
expresses a State of being burned. Aside from asking, as Ruipercz 
docs, on what stJ•2 of the nvp the poet could possibly wish to focus, 
one must note here a clear synonymity between nup excln and ~Ao~ 
cµapav~n, which both express completeness (in this case also with a 
finitive nuance) of the Processes MaTa.>ta~ELV and µa.paLvEt..V. It is 
rare that both Aorist formations appear in Homer from the same verb 
but of the half-dozen or so examples which do occur, none can be seen 
to show any nuance which distinguishes one member of any pair from the 
oth1.•r, both showing simply the Aorist valor of Totaiity. One of the 
most frequent pairs in the poeh:f; is ~ncLynv/E-af.;._):iv and here Prevot 
claims that the forms in -nv imply that the miccile is firmly embedded 
in the place where it made its impact. This, he states, is the case 
in 1:616 
Tciv Pa MatO ~wotnpa BtlAEv TcAa.µWvLos ACas, 
VELa~p~ 6 1 f:.v yaotpl. ~ciyn 60\1...x60i~L.rJ'J ~YXO~ 
and 6528 ••• nclyn 6. Ev nvcuµovc XClAllOS l<h ich arP OpDOSl".1 to 9298 
bMt~ 6A npo{nMa tavuy\~XLVas b~uto~s 
~1vTES 6' Ev xpot nnx5~~ apnL~Owv a.L4nWv, 
by virtue of the fact thJt in the former the spear fixes in an organ 
,,. h'lb"as while in the latter 11 a touc e e ut . Yet there seem several 
• • good reasons why the examples should be totally coordinate - £\I y:xatpc 
•• Firstly, as RuipCrez conuncnts, 
"No hay base para pensar que en 8?98 las flechas 
permJnecicron ~lavadas, ni para sc~tener que en 
rrUyn de los otros dos ejemplos la forma verbal 
expresa positivamente cl estado rcsultaritc 11 , 
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and sec.ondly, the two formR are metrically dif[0rent and neither could 
be subsLitutcd for the other. 
Another fairly comm01\ pair is 1:oC:µnv//:6aµ1o·~nv, che latter 
showing its origin as a recent formation from the sigmatic Aorist 
Active, whi~h appear in such lines as ~?31, 
and 8860, 
ALnv yap 0_t..H£ALws C6aµdoenv 
Huµaocv /:v noAAocs ••• 
&AA 1 ~6tlun bnb xcpot ,o6~xco; AtaxL6ao 
. ---
EV nornµij> ••• 
I cannot see any difference except in metrical value between the two, 
since both could conceivably be taken as expressing the State of the 
subject, but it is more likely that both express the Totality of being 
brought down. The other verbs in this series are:-
SAtlnTw aorists CSAd~Unv and ~SAdSDv, e.1·. !512 
ALooov1a1... 6 1 0.pa taL yr. .6La Kpov~u.;vn x1...0Uoa1,. 
.~ II ti I II ll r) l'.l. \ 1 ' T1fl A1nv cq..1 r.:1ca.aa1.., 1...vo. ~\J~ coro1£L.OTJ, 
cf. ~545 
••• uiAAc1..s y&p &~a1...priocoaa1... &caA0·1 
T& ~povlwv 5t~ oL BAdBcv &pµa1a xat t~xi' 
µLcryw aorists 
---Tu6d6ns 
cf. 'i219 
• LTtitW 
1conw aorists /:1(p90nv and 1:1C:pnnv, P.g. pl74 
' , I I ';}A 
----xoUpoL, ~ncl. on itclV1£~ St>:pr.J~Tl'(t.: qipcv at: OLS, 
cf. 11780 
t ' I I I 
1 6' rt - ~ a~t&p En£L taprtnµ£v £6n1uos n E otnto•,. 
~aLvw aorists C~a&vOnv J~d £~&vnv, 7·~· A2?0~ 
--- ••• OUTLXCl 6 £YVW 
, , . .. , ~ 
na>..l,ci6' 'ABnvaLnv· IJ£LVW 6£ OL oaa£ qiaav ~, 
SJ 
• 
cf. T46 
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Hat µ~v oL 161£ y' Ets &yop~v Coav, o~VEtt 1 Ax~llc~s 
E:t:sr1civn 
It is interesting to note that there are se"eral verbs having Aorists 
of both formations in later Greek which in Homer's time had only one 
type. ' 7 However there seems to be no distinction between the two 
forms, where both appear. It must be remembered that all the Homeric 
doublets quoted above are metrically different (except t£pnw) and this 
fact explains, more easily and convincingly than Prevot's hypothesis, 
why the poet chose one form over the other in any given context. In 
the case of verbs where only O!le form appears in Horner one cannot be 
certain t!iat the second form did not ei:ist in Homer's time, though th· 
forms in -{}- do seem to be of more recent for1nation, arising first in 
vocalic verbs but beginning to spread into consonant stems, forming 
variants of •;hich Homer (usualJ.y) found use for only one, while the 
other survived elsewhere. 
Subjunctive 
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When we come to the use of the /.cri~t in the other Moods, we find 
that it far outweighs the Imverfective or Perfect in numerical 
frequency. This is natural for the unmarked or residual term which is 
used where there is no specific reason to use the other. Ruiperez's 
explana•ion of the predominance of the Aorist in the non-Indicative 
Moods - that it occurs because of the propottionately greater number 
of 11 transformative11 verbs 88 - seems to be a thinly veiled attempt to 
use the semantic theory of AspectuaJ. usage to state that a pa•~ lt'ill 
Aspect is used because of the "inherently" durative or punctcl 1111l:11rt1 
of the activity. It is contradicted, too, 
- ' 
89 I f t' Ruiperez himself admits, the mper ec ive 
by the fact th · 
I 
is used wht' ,,, author/ I It. 
speaker chc;:;;;e3 to underline the activity's duration, .111<l even more so 
•.vhen he endorses Ch.tntraiue' s statement that 
"Il est nature!, lorsque l'on envisage clans 
r 
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l'avcnir une action ou llllC Ctat de choses cue l'on 
veut ou que l'on souhaite voir se produire: que la 
notion verbale soit consideree en elle-meme et que 
l' on n' ait pas E.n vue le procCs qui about it a cette 
rt!aliza tion. 11 9 0 
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It is in the non-Indicative Moods that the total indifference of the 
Grzck Aspectual system, and esp~cially of the Aorist, to any notion of 
relative time, is seen most clearly; the Aorist expresses the 
activity in and by itself, abstracted from lind tatirms as to duration, 
completion, etc. It is consequently very ha r:~ L > say what particular 
nuance of the Aorist is being expresse1, if 11··.! _ed it is expressing 
any at all. So we find the Subjunctive of visualized hypothesis in 
such examples as K65, 
a6lJc µE:v<cv, .µ{] nw' &apo1&1;oµ<v &Unl.occv 
lpxoµ':vw •.. , stay here, Zest we miss each other in 
our t1•ave Zs., 
where the Aorist ignores the repeated passinB of the two men and 
presents it as a simple occurrence. In P91, 
.....• l µtv ME l.Gnw M&T~ ••uxra MC1AO 
!1&1poMl.6v lJ' ••• , if I !ihandOll the fine arms and 
PatrokZos • .• , 
w~ have an Aorist used to convey the utter finality of the abandonment, 
which is paralleled by the Aorict v<µ<o10<1ac in 1.93 to describe the 
Totality of rejection. The Aorist in a9S 
µGµv 01 ' ln~cy6µevoc Tbv lµov yaµov <l> B ME ~apos 
cMT<;\cow .•. , go on waiting, e;Jen t'i,,ugh you are 
eager for marriage w-ith me, until 1 finish the robe., 
refers to the final moment of the workmanship which will precede 
the marriage. In w217-8 
cxOt&p tyW ncxt~b~ nE:LpnaoucxL·nuct£poLo, 
cxE xl µ' CnLxvWn xaL qipclaaE:1aL 6ip.eaA110Lo1,,v, I will 
test our father, to sae whether he recognizes me 
when (lit. and) he sees me, 
the AoriP ·: .:.s used to emphasize the recognition in its entirety, 
of realization. 91 In the its Totality, rather ~hnn the Process 
k • ill the Cpbjunctive of the expression of the spea er s w , ... · 
less common statistically than that of the Imperfective, 
Aorist is 
due to the 
.. 
' j 
' 
~: 
( 
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profusion of examples of 'Loµcv, b t it d u oes occur in such examples 
as K97 
" °" 0 , ~ I 
ocup ££: toui; r.;iuAaxa<; xata!3tiolJ£.V, Oc;ioi'I ~6wi.a:v, let us 
go dowri to the gurll'ds, so that we may c·zeci< them out., 
where the poet is concentrating on the complt.teness of the activity 
of approaching the guards to inspect them. A similar argument 
applies to Pl21 
Optative 
A[av, 6cUpo, nEnov, RlOL na1p6xA0Lo ~avOvtoi; 
onE6go~ev, at xe vfM~'v ner 'AxLAAnL npo~fpwµev 
·1uµvov ••• , Aias, TmJ f''i m-i, come here let us hurl'lt 
to the dead Patrok.los, ·~n the hope th~t we may carry 
aJ.iJay the naked body to Ak.hilleus. 92 
In the Optative there is a clear preponderance of the Aorist, 
perhaps because the Optative, expressing even more clearly than 
the SubjLmctive that an activity has as yet no higher degree of 
existence than the men ta!, leaves comparatively little room for the 
conception of the activity as in Process. Among the many passages 
where we find the Aorist expressing the contingent possibility a; 
o Totality are K243 
ln Pl61-3 
' \ \ t I I • I \ ' \ • Cl. EL µEV 6n E:tapov ye XEAEUETE µ OUTOV EAEO~OL 
nWs av Ene:1...1' 1 06uof)oi; E:yW .es~OLO ).e,$'.)l")i:µn', if you 
con:mand me to choose a companion, lzow··-;;;;Jd !.. 
[oraet divine Odysseus. 
r.C o' ai1os npotl. &at• .~ya rrpi..&µoi..o &\Ja}ltos 
(AUoL tEUvnW~ r.a~ µLV SouoatµE~O x&pµnc, 
al,,,;; acv" 'Apycl.oc fo;i .tn66vo<; b•ca xa>.a • 
>.uncL.av ••• , If he, ewn though ckad, ~ould o~f 
brOUCJll into the ere~~ aity of lord P!'1.CJJ'}Os, 
we coul.i c!Paa lzim frc" the froy, the 1lY'g~ves ~ 
qive ZCJ the fine a1.,,,.s of SaYf'edon., 
d for actl·.1 ns which are co-ordinate, simple we see the Aorist use 
To tali ties, contrasted with 0.yo~ µE. ~r..t which arises from them. 
The Aoris ts in ~ 31 
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ni tLV ayycALnv otpatoU CMAucv £pxoµCvoLo 
3f. I ' .,. " 11 , ~1v X nµLv oa~a £LnoL, Btc np61cp6s ye n6aaL 1 o; 
Has he heard of the approach of an anll'J, whiah 
he could teZZ us about after he has Zea:rnt of it? 
ignore the details of the narratlve, :1nd present it as an action, 
whole and undivided. One might be t:.•mpted to see evidence for a 
relative-temporal use of the Aorist in w254 
" " , ' " " TOLOUt~ 5£ £0LMa;, £n£L AouaaL10 OOYOL 1£ 
ou6sµov~L µaAaxw, ... , you Zook iike one who would 
s Zeep soft when he has bathed and eaten., 
out this is chi;;fly a function of 
completeness. 9 3 
' ' £il£Lj Tt.e Aorist merely implies 
The Optative which implies a wish on the par· 
is no less preponderantly in the Aorist, p·cesumably bt.•, •se of the 
natural human tendency to wish for a Total event rather than a 
developing Process in L·~Ht situations. Occasionally the context 
lends credence to the suggestion that the i\orist implies pastness, 
as in K537 
aL yap 6n '06uacUs 1£ MU~ 0 xparcpOs ~Loµn6ns 
1'~· II ' " , " " (I Ih wo a9ap ~H Tpwwv cAaoaLato µwvuxas LRn~us~ ope 
it is Odysseus and mighty Diomedes who have Jvlven 
the horses CO,,Jay from the T»ojans., 
where, however, the final eoint of the action of driving is relevant, 
and so it is expressed as complete. Nore commonly the time implied 
by the context is more likely future as in w402. 
o6h£ tC xaL µOAa xatpt, o~oL 6£ TOL DASLa 6otcv, 
HaiZ and farewen, may the gods grant you wealth., 
where the Aorist emphasizes the completeness of the action, as is 
appropriate in the case of a blessirlg. 'lit 
[nf ini ti ve 
The Aorist Infinitive is again e>.tremely common, due not only to 
the residual nature of the Aspect, but aiso to the fact that the 
l b 1 idea as an abstract, unlimited Infinitive itself expresses trn ver a 
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notion, which reinforces the character of the Aspect as one which is 
used where there is no particular reason to use the other: it is here, 
if anywhere, that the Aorist expresses the "verbal action, pure and 
simple" of the commentators. In most cases the Aorist is used to mark 
the action as whole and undivided, e.g. K231 
n~c>.o 
TpWwv 
a1.10ng 
6'0 TAnµwv 1 06uacU~ Ha1a6UvaL QµLAov 
... , Bold OdysseU3 was willing to do down 
the crowd of Trojans., =....::0--== 
where it is not the progressive details but the movement as a whole 
which is signalled. In PlSl 
' I I ' ' I V "' ' t "' 
axctAL, EltEL Eapnn6ov aµa ~EL\la\I XUL EtULPO\I 
x&AA1,,1tES 1 Apye:Cot.aLv C>.wp Hal. xUpµa ycvroaay, fVPetch, 
you left Sarpedon, your guest and friend, to be a 
prize for the Argives., --
one could translate ycvCa~aL either inchoatively or complexively, 
but in either case the Aspectual valor of Totality is clear. The 
Aori$ t in 8130 
'AvTLvo', oU rrws 
ti ' II I V 
n µ "'"X , n µ 
exclude from the 
raised me., 
Eo1L 66µwv 0£xouoav &nWoaL 
8~pst!ic.,., Anti noes_, I cannot 
house the one who bore mid 
ex.'resscs the fino.!.ity of exclusion without reference to its internal 
development. The Aorist Infinitive can also serve as an Imperative 
and sounds an extremely brusque or urgent note, for all the reasons 
mentioned above, its residuality, abstraction and reduction of 
morphological marking, e.g. 037-8 
1fia µ~v ~s nc5ALV 01pDv:tL aal. nciv1as E:1a.Lpous 
• ' ' , ----::-r- • , 0. d th 
-:tutos OE. npwtLOTO. ouB1...irqv c1...oacpLHE:Ova.L, ~ e 
ship and all yow• cor,;.anions to the c~ty and you 
get 11o!U'.;elf to the swineherd as swiftly as 
possible. 9 s 
Participle 
In the Participle we again see concentration on the Totality of 
the action. However, this is another area where the temporal 
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character of the Aorist is called into question, in the ascription to 
the Participle of distinctions of relative time. The scholars of the 
nineteenth century, convinc 1 that the Aorist denoted past time, made 
of the Aorist Participle a form marking the activity as having 
occurred before that expressed by the main verb, whatever Aspect the 
latter may take. 96 It is true that the Aorist Participle can =efer to 
an action which is prior to the main action, but this implication is 
added in Greek by the sentence arrangement rather than being inherent 
in the verb itself, as in the long example quoted above (p.85). The 
Participle is merely a convenient substitute for a subordinate finite 
form of the same Aspect, and expresses the activity in the same way, 
i.e. To'taZ action+ Fat.--:.: ':1ct-!.c;:. Other nuances rarely occur in the 
Participle, which merely adds concomitant circumstances to the main 
action. However there is one case where English translations 
condition a realization in the Particirle due to the distinction 
between Stative and Dynamic verbs. Stative verbs often use the Aorist 
Participle to describe the emotional stat:c of a character who ls 
performing a certain activity, e.g. B301 
and here the Stative verb is realized as "ingressive", he bu:t>st out 
laughfog and went . .. In Dynamic verbs, of course, one cannot 
really see any nuance but that of simple momentary adlon. In K294 
' I',, ' ' ' T~V TOL ~yw PE;~ XPUOOV ~£p00LV n£PLX£Ua~, I shaU 
gild hei' hor>r,s :znd sacrifice her to you., 
the gilding is presented as complete, according to ritual, before 
the (future) activity of sacrifice. A similar argument applies 
to Pl87 
UvEp£s Ears, ~~AoL, µvnoaa~c 6£ 3oUpL6~s UAMns, 
a~p' tv ~y~v 'AxLAfios dµ6µovos ~vrca 6ui~ 
MaAU rd na1p6~AOLO sLnv £vUpL~a MOTaMTa~, Be men, 
my f;y~ends, ra:errher you:t> valou:t>, while I put on 
the fine arms a·· blame less Akhi Ueus whiah I took 
from Patroklos ~hen I ki Ued him. 
99 
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I\ ' ' I ., ' II II I ~ 
ws au µcv ou6c ~avwv ovoµ wAcoas aAAa TOL a~cL ~ lo I , n~vtas sn av~pwnous xAEos ~oactaL to~A6v, 'AxLAAcU, 
so, .when 11ou died, you did not lose yoUl' name, 
Akh~lleus - great farre will be yoUl's always., 
we see the Aorist Participle used for a complete action which is 
prior to, or simultaneous with another complete action, with 
contextually past reference, also Aorist. 
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Sometimes an Aorist Participle is used where one might 
expect a Perfect, as in Pl20, quoted above, where ~avov1os is not 
simply cicad (although that might suffice as a translation) or 
>!OW that he is dead, but sinae he has died, with the weight of 
enphasis on the event of death. It may be that metrical 
considerations influenced the poet's choice, but the Aorist is 
not inappropriate: in fact it might even be regarded as preferable, 
since a Perfect would ha'lii! repeated much of the meaning of vf:xuv 
in tl1e next line. 
One can often contrast two neighbouring semantemes 
of the same meaning in order to bring out the Aspectual 
distinctions between the two Participles, e.g. 064 
... oV6£ µE nE~OELS 
d.nwv aµljl' 'oouaiic •. ., you 1JiU not persuade rr:e, 
bij"SDeakina of Odysseus, 
whert.• the verb e:~n~v acts as a summation of the Total action of 
speaking and a background to the main action, can be opposed to <;362 
n µoL µUAa ~uµOv OpLVa~ 
taD-ra ~HcHJTa >.f.ywv .•. , you stirrgd TmJ heart, 
enumerating each detail, 
where the act of opeaking, though still a background circumstance, is 
conceive<l of as a Process, the detailed retelling of Odysseus' 
exploits. 
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This chapter has in some ways been a rambling affair, for the 
simple reason that it has been the Aorist which has drawn the greatest 
amount of discussion )n any interpretation of the Homeric Aspectual 
system. Many scholars have been ovenJhelmed by the almost complete 
restriction to past time of the Aspect in the Indicative and, though 
distancing themselves from the clumsy attempts of nineteenth century 
scholars to relegate all uses of the Aorist to past time, have sought 
to re-introduce the temporal determinant through the back door, as it 
were, both by emphasizing the object of the activity and by defining 
it as completed. Throughout this section, however, I have tried to 
present the Aorist as an Aspect, an entity basically unfettered by 
temporal considerations, whose unitary valor of Totality can be 
discerned beneath all the permutations of morphology and/or context. 
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Paley: "The aor. shows the sentence to be general, as in what 
follows" [but Paley translates it with raference to the specific 
situation]. 
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79 The historical development is irrelevant here but the situation 
seems to h:ive been that the old Inda-European Aorist in "-em" ({-m 
plus long vowel of root) became at an early stage a separate suffix 
forming athematic Aorists from consonantal stems; since the Aorists 
th~s formed were often intransitive this led to a shift toward passive 
meaning. In vowel ste~ns this suffix was added to the morph'!'TlC! 11 -.e- 11 
of unknown origin and meaning to prevent .:.:ontraction (the ... ceptions 
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doc"'' express a distinctly different action in that it stands for 
another Aorist (i.e. in this case at~E MClC Bii). Secondly, although 
they differ in Aspect, Icannot see how ~362 can be compared with ~364 
to produce such a conclusion as !-lonro' s. 
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446,452,455,456,465,467,476,485,489,490,'04,5C5,512,519,525,528,545, 
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338,342,346,3S?.,391,399,405,428,437,441,442,456,457,481,487,489,490, 
498,505,507,5lu,521,522,523,526,533,538,539,540,545,551,555,579,580, 585,588,600,603,605,612,621,636,673,678,~94,717,718,726,732,734,738,742; 
B3,33,67,81,94,102,151,153,174,186,205,221,224,237,246,250,260,261,269, 
295,317,343,348,352,375,400,403,405,413,419,422,425,430; w6,14,44,50, 
77,79,85,87,88,90,100,101,106,lOR,110,119,129,137,147,148,153,160,165,183, 
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522,525,534,535,538 and K202, if xa~c'oµcvos is not Imperfective as 
I have taken it (p. 66: . 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE PERFECT ASPECT 
One of the least disputed points in the theory of the Greek 
Aspects as propounded here is that of the basic valo~ of the Perfect 
Aspect - that it expresses the State following or resulting from an 
action, often but not always with some reference to the action itself. 
The questions which most vex scholars are how much rnference there is 
to the prior action, how much the State depends on that action and 
whether the result shou'.d affect the subject or th•' object. One is 
tempted to deal at some length with the theoretical issues, but 
it must suffice to make a few brief comments before turning to 
our main concern in this chapter, the use of the Perfect in the 
Homeric poems. 
Aspect of State 
Friedrich, while offering an enlightening analysis of some 
problems in Aspectual categories,' seems to go wide of the mark 
lP his comments on the Perfect, defining it as a melcnge of 
features which include "true aspect" (linear-punctual) and "quasi-
aspect" (the. conrept of State). Whether his conclusions that the 
Per.feet is not a true Aspect because 
"state or consequence ... is semantically quite 
different from the basic aspects DURATIVE and 
COMPLETIVE, since in addition to past completion 
ani (c'l.·:oantified) duration, it also
2
involves som~ 
1 d 't' " 1de.::.: .. :.ii" state or genera con i ion , 
is valid depends on one's acceptance of the DuPative/CompZetive 
opposition as "basic". As I have tried to show earlier in this 
work, 3 Dumtion is hardly the basic characteristic of the Imperfective 
nor is Completion integral to the Aorist, though in both c.,ses they 
may occ1Jr as realizations of the prirr.ary concepts. 
i• 
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Ruiperez .ingeniously incorporates the Perfect into a system 
oi oppcsitions by taking it as the marke<I term in opposition to L •th 
"Present" and Aorist, which form the usual basic opposition of the 
structuralists. 111us, while the "Present" is marked for durativity in 
relation to the Aorist, the Perfect is merked for stativity in relation 
to both. Having labelled the "Present"-Aorist as the uncharacterized 
term, which can 11 therefore have a neutral as well as a negJ.tive vaZor", 
Ruip€:rez proceeds to claim that both the Aorist and "Present" can be 
used 
"donde objectivamente el uso del perfecto tendria 
una justificacion positiva." • 
However his examples are not convincing, those from Homer being mainly 
uses of oCxoµac (which is a special case) 5 while the later ones seem 
to rest on the assumption that in the two parts of a sentence which 
are structurally coordinate, their verbal forms, whatever the:' may be 
morphologically, must also have the same valor. lie himself admits 
that it is hard to find examples of t~e Aorist for the Perfect,and the 
G 
only examples he does quote are those of Aorists used complexively 
(especially y94, 6552), the possibility of which meaning Ruiperez 
admits in his chapter on th.e Aorist bul conveniently ignore'' here. 
The "problem" of the 11 anomnlous Perfect" and RuipCrez' s solution 
to it by invoking the distinction between "transforrnative" and "non-
transformative" verbs will be discussed later. 
7 
He objects to 
Chantraine's solution that the Perfect expresses merely State and 
nothing else, with the claim that this definition, 
... 
"no elimina la diferencia existente entre uno Y 
otro tipo, pues el estado es posterior al termino 
final de la accion en el tipo 'normal' y anterior 
, i I 1 I 118 
a ese termino en el t po anoma10 . 
The fact is that for Chantraine this distinction is irrelevant, that 
His criticism only the tcncept of State is integral to the Perfect. 
of Brugmann-Thumb' s 9 attempt to reduce the 11 anomalous" Perfect to the 
"normal" type also seems a little unfair, especially as the 
translation which he quotes from them - he entrado en aZegro'ia y ahora 
PE?.FECT 
estoy alegre - is so similar to that which he himself evolves at the 
end of his enquiry - ponerse alegre ii seguir> estando alegre. 1 0 In 
dealing with 11 transformative" and "non-transformative" verbs and 
defining the criteria for deciding to which ~at,gory a given verb 
belongs, he states that two types are indeterminable, those with 
neither 11 PresP.nt11 nor Aorist, and those with only an Aorist, yet he 
continually refers to ol6a (which only has Aorist ol6ov) as a Perfect 
of the "normal" type, thus implying that it derives from a 
"transformative11 verb. 11 A morphological error is evident in the 
assumption (also made by many other authors including Wackernagel and 
Chantraine) that what does not occur in our texts, in this case a 
"Present11 and/or an Aorist, did ~·1ot exist at the time the poems were 
written. 12 
That the Perfect expresses a State, as opposed to tloc 
Imperfective which expresses a Process, and the Aorist ~ .... hich 
expresses something else, is a dictum of Classical scholarship 
which has remained unquestioned since Curtius first stated it 
over a century ago. 13 Examples of this may be glen J from almost 
any passage in which the Perfect appears in Homer e.g. K252-3 
ti ' , t , ,. 
&AA' Eo~ev" ~~Aa y&p vU~ avcta~, cyyu~~ 6 nw~, ~crtpa 6~ 6~ npae~Jnae, napo~xwxcv 6~ nA~wv v~~ 
1Wv 6Uo µ0Lpawv,1pL1&.1n 6' S1L µotpa ACAELnTaL, 
Let us go the night is passing and daiJn is near. 
The star>s' are gone down, t/Jo-thirds of the night 
is past and only one-third is left. 
Here the Perfects in 1.252 express their valor of State in a 
h i 253 In npo 0 £0 nHc and slightly different fashion to t at n · µ µ 
nupoCxwxcv, the State is a result of prior activity, but in using 
>.U.ocnrnc, the poet does not refer to the activity of leaving, but 
b 1. h d ci re urns tance, it remains·' simply presents us with an esta is e 
is still ahead. In P240-2, 
Ouu TL t6crov vfxuos nerL6el6La fiatp6xAoLo, ' ' '6' , ~, Bs xe t&xa TpWwv xop£CL xvva~ ~ OL~vov ' 
Booov £µ~ xcrpaA~ nF:pL6t:46Lr.t,. µn TL na~QOL, ~. h 
I am not so af"f'aid for Patr>O.'<.los' aorpse, Wrna 
wilt soon feed the birds and Tr>o,jan dogs, as ~ 
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territfod that something wiU happen to my own 
iife., 
we see the Perfect used not for the Process of fearing r l ,ni:; t te 
Imperfective would imply) nor yet for 1e onset of fear (for which 
the Aorist would most likely have 1>een used) but for the State of 
being (,fr:iid, a nuance which renders it similar to, though more 
intense than, the Imperfective of a Stative verb. The Perfect 
in S233, 
\ ,, ~ . ... ~ 
ws outcs µcµvntac 06ucronos ~ccoco 
AaWv oto~v avaooc, na1np 6' Ws nn~os ~EV, none of 
the people whom Odysseus used to ruie, reme~hers 
hlm,and he was as gentie as a father, 
would seem f-·om its relationsh.lp to such forms as µv/ioacr~ac, 
µcµvno:wi;ac to imply I have adled to mind and now have in mind 
but the context only draws attention to the pre5ent State of 
remembering. In 1•299-300 
noO 6at vnns ~otnME eon, ~ o' ~yayc 6cCpo 
Ov1~eEous e'£1apous; ~ eµnopos ELA6Aouijas 
vnOs En' OXA01pCns, oL 6' CMBDoavtcs cBnoav, 
wher•e is the ship stationed, which brought you lzere 
with your godUke companions? Or c:re you here as a 
passcnge1• on another's ship, set down on its way 
somewhere e ise? 
' the two Perfect forms equally emphasize present States, but the 
attachment of vnOs tn' &AAotpCns to c~xnxoueas draws attention to 
the activity of coming implied in it much mnre strongly than the 
more detached implications of the relative clause, and the last 
clause quoted. 14 The Perfects of name verbs are so commonly 
111 
used with dist i.nctive meanings which in many other languages are 
expressed by Imperfective verbs that they have been commonly regarded 
as equivalent to the Imperfectivcs; such as oLlia, I know (i.e. I saJ.l 
mentaHy and stiH retain knowledge of) or eatnHa, I stand (i.e. I 
have moved into position and am r:ow here). However such verbs never 
of being used 
I am on foot/ 
lose their character of expressing a State to the extent 
realizations, i.e. Eotntta is always 
I am moving into position. An interesting hapa:c 
in Imperfective-type 
standing rather than 
legomenon is "poScSou>.a 1't A113 ••• Hae yelp pa K>.urncµvriotpns 
~poSi:3auAa, indeed I prefer ~,q:r to .:.:Zytairrraestre, where the sense I 
prefer does not obscure its origin as I have thought about it and 
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have made up 11TIJ mind. So in the common verb, ncnoLt ", I :r>ely on, 
can be seen its Aspectual meaning of I am in the ''ondition of having 
put Trrlf t:r>ust in, and in the same way EoLHCl is cl.early I have come 
to be Uke, and so I :r>esembte. 
Dynamic and Stative Verbs 
112 
This valor> of State is realized differently depending on whether 
the verb involved is a Dynamic verb or a Stative one. In 1:he former 
the meaning I 01n in the state of having done sometimes take; on " 
flavour of I am :r>esponsible for>/ guilty of having don6 or at acne r 
times, I have the :r>eputation of having done. The latte1 occJrs in B272 
,.. , 7 I 11 ' I I \ " 
w nonoL, n 6n µupL 06uaaEU£ E08ACl EOPYE 
SouAcis T' £t;c1pxu.1\1 0.yal.10.s; nOAr:µOv te: MopUoowv, 
where the form Sopye: is not e mere alternative for the Aorist but 
rather expresses, Odysseus is c;oedi ted with ha.ving doi;e many good 
deeds, l 5 and indeed contrasts well with the Aorist of simple 
occurrence in 274 
\ 1UV oE -r06e: µ£y' CipL.O'tOV Ev 'Apy£~0l.OL.V €p£~E:V 
OS 1DV AwSn•iiP" i:rrEOSOAOV £ax' ayopciwv, but this is 
the best thing he's done wnong the A:r>gives in 
stopping that windy boaster> fr>om speaking. 
A sense of responsibility or guilt appears in 6693 
... oUO£ Tl. na1pWv 
Uµe:1£pwv tO npOoBe:v Coto..Je:te:, nai:6e:s £6v1t:;, 
oio~ 1 06uaae:~s ~axe: ue:a' Uµe:1£poL.aL toMe:DaL.v, 
., \ o I I , • t 1 
CUTE TL.Va p£~0.S e:4aL.OLOV OUT£ Tl. £L.nwv 
' ' " ' I \ ~-' ' I ':I 1....t \)' EV onµr.p• Tl 1 ECTTL. uLHn '1.SL.WV ..,CJ.'JL. 11W 
0.AAov it' E:x.!JaLpnoL. 8po1Wv, 0.AAov X£ q>L.AoLn. 
~£tvo~ 6' oU no~~ n&~~av a1~J.!JaAov &v6pa E:Wpy£L., 
Have you not hea:r>d anything long ago from your 
fathe:r>s of what so1't of man Ody.gseus 1Jas, neve" 
doing or> saying anything unfitting cw;o~g th~ 
people - though this is the way of divin~ ~ings; 
one man they may hate and another> they mignt love -
but Odysseus ~never guilt•/ of acting arr:Jgantly 
tor.la"f'd any man. 
An example which may be felt to partake of both nuances is 0424, while 
even 3272, already quoted, cannot be completely freed from the 
suspicion of "responsibility", even if only to the extent that 
d d d On hl
's action. This may seem to imply 
0 ysscus' reputation epcn s 
a resultative nuance, but if so, only to the extent that its effects 
reflect back on the subject. 
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In Stative semantemes, however, the valor of State simply appears 
as an intensification of the normal semantic character of the form. 
The difference, then, bet»een the Imperfective and the Perfect in 
these verbs is a subtle one, involving rather a shift of emphasis than 
a complete change of focus. In 1420 ••• T£~aponHaoc 00 Aaoc, the 
people ar3 full of courage, the Perfect is used in a context which is 
highly charged with emotion so that an emphatic underlining would be 
appropriate. So also in Kl133 
, .. ' ; ,. £L yap On µcµatov Tpwwv MOta6UvaL QµLAov 
8pncH£S oEo'anavcu~c vcnXu6es, ~oxa1oc &~Awv' 
J &.. ; ' .... £v v£ o~cv Pnaos BaacXcus, nacs 'Hcov~·'S, If 
you are eager to get airong the Trojan a!'Tr':J, the 
Thraaians, neiJly-arrived, are there a·~ the end 
of .the Zine and among them their King, Rhesos, 
so>) of Eioneus, 
there is no implication of action, but or.ly of a State of mind. 
A similar argument applies to Pl 75 
'1 I ' II ; I ' ; 11 
ou tOL cywv £PPLya uaxnv ou6c xtunov Lnnwv, I am 
not afraid of battlP or the noise of horses, 
d. 8197 (£ocHd, w353 (6f.6ocHa). 
This analysis of the various realizations of the Perfect 
according to whether the verbs are Dynamic or Stative seems to suit 
the facts oc the Homeric texts better than Ruiperez's analysis in 
terms of 11 transfonnative11 and 11non-transformative11 verbs, and it seems 
113 
appropriate at this point to make some comparison of the two 
approaches, which are superficially very similar, especially as 
~uip€rez 1 s basic purpose is to explain the different realizations of 
the Perfect. For Ruiperez those verbs are 11 transformative
11 
which 
effect a change in either subject or object. He claims that while the 
"transformative11 Lypr. is realized in the Perfect as the expression of 
State arining out of action, the 11non-t·cansformative
11 
verbs always 
appear in the Perfect as mere statements of the verbal idea. 
17 
The 
following is Ruiperez' s list of Homeric Perfects of non-transformative 
verbs 1 8 
-fJAciAni.ia1.. in olO TnACµa.x', oUHCtt.. Ha.AD. OOµwv Cino tTiA' U>.cLAnoat... 
-Se'iln•a in 090 "Hpn, Ten'!£ s£en•as; ... and 2495 ... liXoxos oi: 
9cXn olHoV6£ 8£8nK£CV. 
-npo8e'BouAa in All3 discussed above. 
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-y£yn8a in ,106 .•• y£yn8< 0£ <£ ,p£va An•w. 
-o£OclMpuµac in Il7 1L'1£ O£oclMpuoac, IlcnpoMA£LS •. •' cf. also u353. 
-0£00p~ in X95 Oµ£poa>.£ov OE o£oopM£V e).caaoµ£VOS R£pc X£L~. 
-£0.>. na in X216 
v•;v 'n' vW1... J.o'"', ~.r ,, " · , u ~ hi;" u~~ ~l,AE ~a1...61...µ Ax1...llcD, 
0LaEoea1... µEya xDOos: 1 Axa1...0Lcr1... npoTL vnns:. 
-sppL ya in Pl75 Jiscussed above 
-µ(µn).£ in B614 ER£C au O~L aa>.aooL~ spya µ£µn>.£L. 
-06w6a in e:60 
••. 1n>.08c o" ooµn/xoopau' 
v~oav oowo£L/oaLaµ£vwv •.• 
cUxE&toL.O eUou T 
" ' 111 112 I \ 1 t \ I I • 
-opwpa in T ••• ETtL 6 avnp Eo-8-Ao~ opwp~. 
. . 
ava 
it. ('>. • 71 ' ' ' , ' ' ' " ' -~~in n autos '.tE.\J "e:os: e1..µ1... xa1.. ou nw xcpot.. n£not..~a . 
..,.C'" .. ' in B90 ' ' ' ' ci. " • 
-, .. '- ... oTnµaL. aL µcv t EVva alL.S: TtETtotnatat., at 6£ TE Cvea. 
-1£8n>.a in £69 ••. 1£8~).£L oo 01a,u>.~0L. 
\.fuile all these verbs are classifieci by RuipCrez as 11 no!" .. -
transformative", I would hesitate to classify them all as Stative. 
Clearly Stative are the verbs describing emotional States, especially 
yiyn;Ja and sppcya; perhaps also £0>.·.:a, I Uve in lzopes, µ(µn>.<, it is 
of concern to me and npoS<'Bou>.a also belong to this class. 'A>.a>.nµai,, 
too is most probably a Stative verb, I am a wanderer, even though such 
a translation of olO would not seem idiomatic in either English or 
Spanish. Other verbs which are best taken as Stative, even '·hough 
their English equivalents suggest a Dynamic character, are nEn61nµa~, 
I am in the aondition of flying (which in most of its Homeric uses 
comes to mean simply, I flit about), osoopxa, I gaze at, or in the 
Participle, havir.g asswned a aertain expression, oowOEL (where even 
Ruipiirez translates habia olor, there was an odour, rather than oUa, 
something was giving off a smelZ) and t£~n>.£L (which again has so 
strong a Stative implication that Ruipcrez translates it as present, 
cat« en j"lo1', is in flower). u£6cixpuµaL, from oaMpuw, which is a verb 
of behaviour and so related to verbs of emotion, is probably also 
Stative, I feel sadness which manifests itself in tea1'3. BoBnMa 
however is a Dynamic verb and its meaning I am in the positio>i of 
having gone is clearly shown in 090, the first example quoted above. 
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RuipCre .. '. posits an "anomalous" meaning ando, doy 
fUch passages as Z495 mentioned earlier but this 
pasos, I walk for 
seems to be a mere 
115 
stylistic nuance •.1herein the poet skips over the action and presents 
us with a fait aaaompU, a "metafora aspettuale" as Berettoni calls 
it, 19 all of a sudden, she was gone. So also opwpCL is mistranslated 
by Ruiperez as aontemplaba, he u:aa supen•ising, on the analogy of y471 
where th~ formula occurs with opovro. However, the phraoe is probably 
Enc ,, , OpwpCL, 'JQS leadPY' (having been set OVeY' the men), making use 
of a possible intransitive realization of opvuµL, a Dynamic verb. 
Also in Ruiperez's list are the verbs of noise-making which have 
been such a stumbling block in any theory of the Perfect. Although 2s 
we find ~hem in literature, their emphasis appears to be firmly an the 
making of sounds, I su~gest that originally the sounds may have been 
the concrete expression of strong emoti·:>n. In this case they would be 
in the same cl~ss as £oAna, yEy~~~ and other Stative semantemcs. 
Their anomalous position C\'en jn Homer suggests that they have 
developed from something other than mere Dynamic verbs of noise-na!<i.ng; 
that they are in fact Stative verbs of behaviour comparable to 
6£6ciii;,U~CtL. 
Ruiµer~~'s attitude, however, seems to be a·reaction against 
those who see Lhe State expressed by the Perf ecc as always the result 
of a prior action. Other scholars have offered different opinions as 
to the degree of proximity to the prior action. Humbert claims that 
the Perfect expresses a 11 State11 in the present, or at least in the 
"actuel" 2' but qualifies this by adding /\pollonl.os Dyskolos' 
definition of it as an 11 achCvement present" (translnting auv1SAE.LO. 
EvEatWaa) which seems to imply that he saw a fairly close connection 
between the State and the preceding action of which it is the 
"achevcment". Ktihner-Gerth, too, consi.der the State to be intimately 
tied to the action, if I read aright the comment that "Das Perfekt 
bezeichnet eine Handlung, welche in der Gegenwart des Redenden als 
h · t 1121 However cine vollendete, zur Entwicklung gekommene, ersc e1n · 
this is modified by the emphasis they place on the lasting quality of 
the State.22 Schwyzer, on the other hand, places very little emphasis 
· calling the Aspect an "einheitlich 
on the previous action, 
PERFECT 
zustandlichen (stativen) Aspekt". 2 3 H 1 e supports tlis by quoting 
examples of the "intensive Perfect" such as e£Spuxc, 06w6£, y£yn-3c, 
though his reason for seeing these as the oldest level (they have no 
"o-grade") s f lt h eems au Y· C antraine, like Humbert, claims th~t the 
Perfect expresses 11 achevement" but states later that the Perfect 
presents "l 'idCe verbale . • • d'une fac;on absolue11 21+ (whatever that 
means; it sounds more like a definition of the Aorist). The 
"resultant State11 theory of the Perfect was the dominant: one among 
scholars until recently·, Ruipe'rez 25 t H 1 d s l ( quo es o t an c1wyzer though 
he seems to misrepresent the latter, who merely claims the Perfect of 
lasting result to be one of the developments of an originally 
intransitive Perfect) as well as claiming that it is the valor most 
commonly and empirically attributed to the Perfect. When, however, 
one exatnines the whole range in the Homeric poems, the most one can 
say is that the Perfect expresses the verbal idea as a State whetb"r 
it results from a prior action or not. EVeP2J Perfect emphasizes ~tate 
but car.texts vary, some drawing attention, explic·· ._y or implicitly, 
to a prior action,and others apparently ignoring it, so that an 
objective judgement as to whether it is always implicit in the 
Perfect itself is difficult, if not impossible. Irrespective of 
the attempt to understand the details of realizations by postulating 
11 trans formative/non-trans formative" or Dynamic/Stative oppc~i tions, 
State remains the valor of the Perfect. One of the main difficulties 
in distinguishing the different types of verb is, of course, the fact 
of having to describe them in terms of a modern language with 
different categories, and another is the lack of definitive evide:nce. 
The Perfect Tense 
As an Aspect, the Perfect is unencumbered by temporal 
considerations. However, in the Indicative Mood, where tiniC:! does play 
an important part, the perfect tense has drawn queries as to its 
precise temporal location, though eliciting less disagreement on this 
question than on that of its Aspectual valor. Most scholars concur in 
s~eing the chief sphere of employment of the perfect as that of 
present time, i.e. the "present of the speaker 11 as the Germans 
commonly call it. Ti.is seems to be supported :Cy the fact that in 
Homer it usually appears in dialogue rather than in narrativ\~. That 
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H is not limited to speech, however, :!.s proven by its use in similes 
where it appears as a general State, e.g. KJ.86 
Ws 6£ xUve:s ne:pt µ?\Ao. 6uawpr)oov1cu .. f.v o,1j>.Q 
6npbs &xoua&V7ES Hp0.T£p6,povos, 8s t~ xaO'~Anv 
" 6 I II o .. t ' ~Pxn~o.L, ~ op~cr~L, ~oA~s 6 opuµay60s f.n' aU1~ 
av6pwv n6e: xuvwv, a.no 18 09L0Lv ~nvo~ O>.wAe;v as dog~ keep ~atch in a st~ading, when they hav~ heard 
a rmghty w~ld beast cormng through the mowitains. 
There is much clamou:r> of men and doge, and sleep 
is destro11ed for au. 2 6 
However in keeping with the fr 
in Greek than is generally as• 
~ime was less often stressed 
•~ often find the perfect used in 
present situations which extend rrom the pqst, e.g. ~132 
•' . ~ 
••• CL to aapos ne:p 
~uµQ Dpa 9~POVTES UQEOtUo' oU6S µOxovtaL, who have 
been scanding for a long time with !''"'sgntment ir. 
their ~earts and not fighting, 
or even for activities which are strictly future, thus parallelling 
the present tense of the Imperfective in these respects. 
The Pluperfect 
In Homer, as in Classical Greek, the pluperfect is to Perfect as 
the imperfect is to the Imperfective. As the realizations which 
manifest themselves in the pres~nt tense do, or are potentially able 
to, appear in the impcrfeC"t, so the pluperfect is used in the same way 
as its prt!sent time counterpart, the perfect. And so the pluperfect 
expresses the State of the sul:ject, e.g. Kl53-6 
" ' •.. r::yxsa 6r:: a~t.v ~p~ 1 CnL aaupwtnpos £xnAato, tDA£ 6£ xaAuOs Aaµ~· ~c.; tr:: atr::ponTi -n-at"PO~Ot.6c.;' aUt&p ~· y' flpws 
.... 1 • " • 1 .. B .. ' ''oco £~6' unO 6 £0tPWt0 PLVOV cos aypaUA ' 
' ~ ~ , ' 1 • a6 1 ~p ~n~ up&1ca9t. 1unns tc1avua10 ~ar::t.vos! ~ne~r 
speam stood driven into the g!'Dund by the~!' butt-
ends and the bronze was shining like father Zeus' 
lightning. T'rze man himself was sleeping; under 
him was sp1'ead the hide of a mightzj ox and under 
hi: head was arranaed a shining pi Uow. 
3tates described by the pluperfect certainly do result Here the 
from prio:: action but they O"? Perfect Aspect, 
In P364 
and merely transfer 
the concept of State into the past. 
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, , , ~ · · vEuvnvto yCtp al.Et 
aAAfiAOLS av OµLAOV 0Afo£µ£VUL ~6vov acnuv 
fG:-: the11 we~e mindfuZ oj' the need to ward ~ff 
sw1-ft death from eaah other in battle , 
there may be implicit an activity of aailing to mind, but it is 
insignificant in comparison with the State of being mindfui. In 
816 
to"CoL 6' ~11e:L6 1 f1pws; ALyUntLOS ~px' &yone:Ue:1,,v 
fl. .. , • • .. " .. , ti • , 
os 6n ynpaL Mu~,;; cnv MaL µupLa ~. 1'he hero 
AigiJptios began to speak to them. He was bowed 
by o id age and knew many things, 
the verb is on' which usually occurs in the Perfect, to express 
the state of kno\·1ledge consequent on its acquisition, as expressed 
in Aorist c[60v. The pluperfect in w48, 
~iitnp, 6' ~~ .... OAOs. f\>.e: a~~ ~6a~6.t{lS Ci>.GTJOL\1 
ayye:ALnS aLouaa Bon 6 e:nL novtov &o~p£L 
~e:one:aCn, UnO 6£ tpOµos CAAaBe: n&v1as 1 Axa1,,0Us, 
Your mother aame from the sea with her immor>tai 
ha: -- -1idens when she hecrd the message. A wei-rd 
ufr;_ ._;-ion hovered oi'er> the water and a t1•embUng 
gripped a U the Akhaians, 
is probably the same verb -~n~ ... Opwpa- which gave Ruiperez such 
27 
trouble in relation to nl2 (see above p.115). The idiom using 
BcSnxc to bypass the action and go straight to the State is more 
conur.on in the pluperfect, as in Pl37-9 
&s Acas ncpc na1p6xX~ DPwc ecenxcL. 
1 A1pe:rons 6' ~1fpw6tv, &pn~91,,Aos Me:vfAaos, 
~ , , , , ' 'o. ''r £OTnH~L, µ£ya n£v0os £VL otnv£00LV Q£~WV, 
Thus was A-ias on guar>d abo:1~ the list:' Patmklos, 
and thescm of Atreus, warUke Mendaos, stood 
cm the other side, with great grief in his hear>t. 
Here the pluperfect expressing a State perfo..-ms Lhe function of 
returning our attention to the main nartntive after the interruption 
of the simile, just as an Imperfective would do in bimilar 
circumstances. 2 6 A passage where this has cuased problems is Z495ff. 
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Here it has been argued that 8£8rixoo must be ti i 1 f .. le equ va en t o an 
Imperfective verb which describes Andromakhe's journey homewards, 
especially as ic is combined with an Imperfective Participle and a 
vel'D (i'.xe<v£ in 497) which tells of her> ar>r>ivai ther>e. But surely 
Homer was not so bound by formulaic frameworks that he could not 
represent the act of departure homeward vividly as an established 
State and then go on to deal with the , 'd of the journey, 
The so-called 11 anomalous 11 Perfect also, of course, occurs in the 
pluperfect and is seen there in the same varieties of semanteme as in 
the perfect, 29 e.g. P357 
JI I J~ ' .,. ' J ~ 
OUtC t1,,\I E:t.,OTtLO'W V£KPOU XO.i'.;£0.00<. Cl\'.i."t'l':.L 
" .. , .... ti --;,--
ou1:::. tt...va npoµaxccraaL 'Axa.1..wv e:.;oxov ci>.Aw~, 
He or>der>ed the AkhaianP not to r>etr>eat fr>om 
the ao:ppse anrl not to f""}zt in fr>ont of the line. 
A:1other interesting case is X34 
... µEya 6' oLµW.;a~ [ye:yWve:L 
>.caao~£vos ~t'.~ov ·1cov •.. , he gr>oaned loudly in 
appeal to his dear> son. 
lie.re, if the form is pluperfect and not an already formed imperfect, 
it might possibly give a clue to the origin of the "Perfect of sound" 
~ the "intensive" verb of emotion is accompanied by a Participle 
specifying the type of emotion concerned. Again it is noticeable that 
the valor> of State is realiied diffe.rently depending on whether the 
verb is basically Dynamic or Stative and this has led scholars to the 
same types of difficulties as mentioned earlier. Again the question 
of the "resultative Perfect11 raises its head in the work of Chantraine, 
in regard to the form 8£8Ari•£c, Relying on the assumption (also made 
by Wackernagel) that what does not occur in the text of our poems did 
not exist in the languag~ at the time of their composition, Chantraine 
observes 30 that, while a Perfect Passive exi5ts and i~ used quite 
freqcently, ther·::? is no trace of a Perfect Active apart from 
Be::BAnttWi;, 8e::SAnx£\,aL., one example of Se::SArlxoL. and of course, the form 
S-.:8\ri~e::L.. Since, however, even Chantraine is lath tc see much of 
the resultative Perfect in Homeric Greek, he makes the ingenious 
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suggestion that the fonr. is a reduplicated Aorist of the same type as 
ncaXn-(£ which h.1S become lengthened by position (it only occurs at 
the ends of ·,-.-rses) or by the addition of vu t.~ct.xuonxov. There are 
so many analogically developed forms in the poems that one cannot rule 
this out as impossible; nevertheless I can only find three examples 
of the form unaccompanied somewhere in the context by another form of 
SciHw or by aµaptcivw where the character of the Perfect as the 
expression of State might be felt to be appropriate in ,,rder to make a 
contrast between the two actions. It is not a great step from this 
~ontrastive use to the "Aspectually metaphorical" use (cf. nbove p.115) 
and indeed the latter could be the key to the three exa.nples mentioned 
above (x258=275, 6108, E394); the Perfects are uncontrasted with any 
form of SciXXw or aµaptcivw but serve to bring the hearer's/reader's 
attention straight to the State of having released the missile by 
skipping the action. 31 
·n1e Future-Per ~ect 
The fucu•·· -perfect in Greek is slightly different fr0m the Future 
in that~ wl1l'i ·· !~· ~h1..:! Future acts .ilrnost ns a separate Aspect, the 
future-perf~c • " ·:,uch more closely integrated into the Perfeot system, 
i.e. it s"e:is more like a temporally future form of the Perfect than a 
Perfect wnich has ta:cen its place within the Future system. It has 
often been said 32 that the future-perfect has more .!:?rtones of 
completion than of s~··te, but this 
reference to a State in the future 
implicit psychological reference to 
Surely, too, it has been a semantic 
is a realization 
usually carries 
the attainment 
argument which 
of paroZe, since 
with it a strong 
of that State. 
has led scholars to 
this conclusion as it has been a factor in the theory of 
11
resultative 
Perfect", all the more so since the great majorj ty of the for.ms which 
occur in the future-perfect are from Stative verbs. I~ is thus not 
surprising that the future-perfect expresses the concept of State 
transferred to the future. Again we have a series of verbs which 
always occur in the Perfect, whether as 11 true 11 Perfects like olbri in 
w506 
; 
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Telemak)1os, noi.• that you you:r>self have come into 
batti~ ·Jhere me> are tesr;ed, you wiU know not 
to bPZ.ng shame on yau:r> ancestors, 
or as "anomalous" Perfects like Civwya in n404, 
t , t I ,t I 
CL µEv }1, ~L\lqOWOL ~LOS µcydAOLO ~~µLOTcr 
I ; ; I I If :::0) 
autoi; TC Mtcvcw toui; 1" aAAoui; itc'·•tu.i; bvt~fuw, if 
the decrees of great Zeus are favoumble I TmJSetf 
l!_haU kiU him and even urge on alt the ~ihers; 
(incirlentally this is the only e.xample of the future-perfect of such a 
verb in the poems, and it ct;uld be formed from &vt~yw). In the future-
pcrf ect, as expected, Stative verbs are realized as intensified State • 
e.g. w544 
toxco, naUc OE vcLHoi; bµoL~ou noACµoLo, 
µD nWi; toL KpovL6ns HcxoAWoctaL cUpUona ZcUi;, 
hold, cease this strife of brothers, so that the 
son of Kronos wiU no~ be angry/ with you, 
while Dynamic verbs have a slightly different sense, e.g. T46 
~ 6£ µ' 06upoµ£vn cLprlaEtaL Qµ9L CHacta, (don't you 
a«Yk aue,qt·ionD bur 1.?:J.")£ ma to teGt:. Penetopeia) .1he 
in h•3r grief wil'i be the one to ask rne about everJJ 
detail. 3 3 -· 
Transitive and Intransitive 
121 
}!any of the Perfects mentioned thus for are intransltive,and this 
fact has raised some of the most comple:< conjectures in the fidd, 
Syntactically it would seem that there is a link between the Perfect 
and the }!idd'.e since both appear to have been originally intransitive. 
However this thesis is not concerned with origins and what does 
concern us is that many active transitive verbs have Perfects which 
are fundamentally intransitive (such as ne~Ow, nlno~e~, Bp~aw, 
B(Spc~a) , and that many verbs which are middle in the Imperfective are 
active in the Perfect - a factur which also enters into the discussion 
of the so-called "res•iltative-Perfect". According to Wackernagel, and 
follo,.ing him, Chantr.iine, the Perfect, .Jriginally an intransitive 
verbal form expressing State, acquired an Accusative object and 
eventually became so tightly bound up with it that the resulting State 
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which the Perfect expressed (sia) came to inhere in the object rather 
than in the subject, i.e. I have done it and it remains done. 34 But 
can this really be so? 
object by a verb (which 
Firstly why should the mere possession of an 
is what transitivity in fact amounts to) cause 
a shift in emphasis from the subject to a lasting result in the 
object? Humbert quotes the Aorist to imply that the resultative type 
was spread throughout the Greek verbal system. But this is surely 
misleading since any idea of result would be hard to separate from the 
normal Aorist of Total action plus limiting Accusative. He says that, 
while 11E41u>ta. nl<.tkes sense by itself as 11 je suis naturellement", the 
form E'c;iuoa only makes sense in the context of £qiuoa Ttat.6a. 35 Apart 
from the fact that many Aorists seem to occur alone and still to be 
perfectly intelligible, a more li~ely explanation is that the 
Accusative of the direct object was probably originally a form 
implying limitation in the same way as the Accusative of size, etc., 
did in classical Greek. Thus in s~uaa nacoa, the Aorist would 
probably have been understood as I bore, and naclia ,.1,ld have been a 
specific translating the activity into physical manH1,station. 
Secondly, and related to this, the concept .Jf transUivity seems not 
to have been as prec.sely defined in Greek as in Latin or English; 
for example, many verus can be construed with the genitive, and of 
these a number (like apxw) can occur in the Passive as well. Thirdly, 
Aspect seems clearly to be concerned with the sub,ject of the verb 
rather than the object 36 and it seems a priori illogical and 
disruptive that )'ie unity of the system should develop so disparate a 
sense. 37 Chantralne quotes le as an example of th!.::> t"esult .. tive 
Perfect the B£ocnM£V of K:45 and n22 Tocov y&p &xos 8£8 1'.c.x~ 
~ Axacc1'.c l However when one looks at the contexts, one sees that the 
axos has~just been or is about to be described and the Perfect has the 
kind~umming-up notion which, if the subject were animate,we would 
ca~.l "Responsibility". In the same section, Chantraine claims to see, 
as a stage in the development of the resultative Perfect, the Perfect 
which expresses "un ensemble d'actions qui aboutissenL 5 un Ctat. 
present" and quotes p284 
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end 82 7°. cited above. But surely the emphasis is not on the actions 
\1!1ich lead to the State but on the S~ate (oi' the snl:>j ect) which 
~esults from the actions and so n£nov~a emerge~ as a purely normal 
Perfect meaning I am in the condition o.f having suffered many iUs.39 
Another group of forms which have caused confusion are those from 
the stems ncn>.ny- and xcxon-. Chantre.ine (and Wackernagel) have used 
passages like n456 
'oouaiia 
Pci861f nEnAnyut:a TtclAt..v ito~nac yf.•)C'v1a, having strnak 
him with the rod she made Odys.~eue an oZd man 
aaain, 
to support arguments for the resultative Pel'f<.ct. 40 Yet here an 
Aorist rather than a Perfect meaning seems to be n~eded; by striking, 
with the emphasis on the action, makes better ser.~;e ~.llan ai1y notion of 
State (responsibility, state·, etc.). Tbc same cc,r:siJeration applies 
wherever this word occurs. 'l Surely the explanation is that ncn>.ny1"s 
should be read ncn>.nywv, as in 8264 (with v.l. -ws),and ncn>.nyuca as 
"Ea>.nyouoa. The reduplicated Aorist is also found in the Infinitive 
-£:1-1cv, 1+ 2 Indicative middle -e:to 1+ 3 and Indicative active -ov.1+
4 
The 
apparently Perfect forms are easily understood as translations into 
Ionic of assun.c•d Aiulic forms at a period of doubt about the 
reduplicated Aorist. Similarly xExonwv in such examples as 0335 and 
:;60 was often reformed to xoonws in spite of the fact that an Aorist 
45 
meaning is totally appropriate. 
Perfect and Imperfective 
A verb which has never been well treated by commentators is 
!J.v~voZJ.:: (varinnt E.vrlv-), which has usually been assumed to be ;;:. 
Perfect. The passage where a Perfect sense would be most appropriate 
is p270 
y~yvWaxw 6' 01~ nu\AO~ Cv aU1~ 6atta 1L~cv1u• 
H • ' , ' 
1 
' ~ ... v I ,,~n "'e that av6pE£ Ent: L.. v.vcnn µc:v :;v11vo~1>:.. • · •, ~ .. ~ .,-, 
m'.Zr•Y m;n dine there, for the fat Ziea thiak; 
a similar Perfect nuance is possible in a365, a generalizing statement 
concernir.g divine habits. However the remaining three instances 
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(B219, Kl34, A266) are all in descriptive passage• .hose time 
reference is past and where one would expect an Imperfective. A 
second explanation, that the forms are reduplicated Aorists~ 6 would 
cause problems for the first two passages cited. It might be 
preferable, therefore, to see the forms as Perfects of a verb which 
had become obsolete by Hor,ier' s time, here anomalously applied to the 
past, especially as there is some confusion over the initial vowel.' 7 
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I now turn to verbs which are in effect the opposite of tho;e 
like oI6a. and Eatnxa., verbs in which the state seems to be very 
similar to the Imperfective of a Dy1<amic verb, viz. the Impcrfectives 
which are claimed to function as Perfects, T1Mw, 0Lxoµa1... and l.MUvw, all 
verbs of motion. The first only .,ccurs twice in Homer and each time 
has a clear Perfect sense" - in i:478 Sarpedon is chiding Hekcor and 
reminds him that he has come e '.ong way to help, 
xa.~ y<lp E:y~v E:nL~\:;Jos t.:i.._, µcL\a tnAOeEv TlHw, f"or- I, 
your aZly, am her·~: .-~havinG cvrne) from afa11 , 
and again in v325 Odysseus is asking Athene to stop deceiving him and 
says ••• oU y0.p o·~w/ilxEt..V £~~ I I-tJcixnv ••• ' -r do not think I-5!!!!.. in 
:thake. It is possible, too, that Lxcivw hns a Perfect sense, e.g. 
:;547 
b.r~ 6~ ~AE5a naoav ~xcp0~v, 
i) t' b.v0. ''ZJta O£ouaa 6Laf.Jil£P~S aUxEv' _l.xcive:1... 
could be translated, he shore throug;r the vei>r LJhich, Pu.nning aH the 
wau HD the back, 'Z:B aoceanible at the neck (where presumably the man 
1 · · · 1 1\117 wl1ich describes how, when a was struck). Similar y, in a s1m1 e • 
lion comes upon a nest of fawns, the doe 
' '6 • s: ; , J \) 
n
• 6' c_:' .. .!p T£ tUXDOL. µci,\r.t. OXE O'J, OU •J\JVa~ctL. •. !)L 
"' <00.. I ' '# ' I ; I o t ; '°l, 
X;:JGL.Ol..!CLV" alJTllV ~(CLP \Jl,\J 1;ttO tpoµo·~ ~t1,v0i:; t,it'J.V~, 
even if ahe is vel""J neal', she cannot he/.p the:r., j'or 
a terrible trembling lies_(haa come) upon her, 
1 h both Perfect and ImpPrfective senses cf. •.450, v200. An examp e w ere 
would be appropriate is a409 in which Eurymakhos, asking Telemakhos 
PERFFCT 
about his guest, the disguised Athene, says 
I I I I I \ 
nc, ~L.V a)ye::Ai..nv nr11pos; ~Cpe::L E:pxoµEvoLo 
i'i cov ::i{itr~: x0e::l:os. £e::A66µ£vos; t06' Lx&ve::~ does he 
br>ing some nelJ.1 o.f you!' father>' s ar>:t>iva:-~r> is he 
her>e [Perfect sense]/does he oome [Impei:>ct~ 
sense] on business of his olJn?'' 
However, an example which is more probably Imperfective is IT52 
OAA~ 106' aLvbv ~xos xpaOLnv xaL ~uµOv Lx&ve::L, 
' ' 6' I I - I \ I I t I onnote:: n tov,0µ01.,ov avnp e::~e::A~aLv aµEpaaL 
xaL y£pas; 0~ a~e::AEa~aL, 0 tr xp&tc~ npcSe::Bnxn· 
I I W ,; ,; • ' I ,; W ' 
a'..vov axo~ to µoL. e:atL.'>, 2ne::t.. na.Sov a>.ye::a .Ouµtt> for 
this r>eason does pain oome u~on a/my hear>t and' 
s~iY'it (viz.) 1Jhenever>/tr.at a man is lJiZZing to 
d'Z-shono:<!' an equai cvzd ta"Ke CMaiJ his pY'ize, just 
because his is pre-erni;:ent in i;-'OWer. T'ais now is 
my pain, sinoe I have suffer>ed (suoh) wxation in 
my hearit. 
This interpretation involves taking To6' in 52 as an adverbial 
accusative which looks forward to the Orr.nOtc claust.- and seeing 55 as 
integral to the thought flow. The first three lin~s, 52-4, are a 
generalization but Akhilleus couches them in terms which refer to his 
awn state (first &µlp6w < µ{pas, tl1en more specifically y~pas 
~')c:\/~-';:.1.L) before putting his case in pl.:i1n langu<.tgc. One could take 
~;F~V(J as Per feel' g1 1ief' z~:e3 on (haa :J:Jme overi) ••• b 1~'c!V~liJ>'7 .1 l"IC!i? 
but this would require us to reinterpret the last line cited.
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On the other hand, oLxoµaL sr 
Imperf P~tive senses than in Per:"· 
:o be used more often in 
.:!S. An example which is often 
quoted to illustrate a Perfect Sl , for oCxoµac is Z379=38~ where 
Hektor, asking after his wife says is 'A&nva,ns '~o'x•Tac ..• , 
which has gcncrally 5 1 been translated, t.G size gone to tht:. 7;erriple of 
..;.thene but could just as well be seen as an ordinary Imperfective, is 
ahe on hep way to An indisputable example of Imperfective usage 
is to be found in A408 
oL6n 
knolJ 
~ " ' • • , "0 '•' yap oTiL xaxov µ£v ano~xovtaL " h µoLo, 
that , >1Jar>ds run a1Ja11 fr>om battie, 
for> I 
(the general sense here makes an Imperfective more appropriate than a 
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Perfect). In most instances the context would suit a Perfect 
realization as well as an Imperfective one. Such is the case of T 31,2 
• • where· Zeus, seeing Akhilleus grieving, says to Athene, 
-.:Mvov EuOv, on nciunav Ct7!'.)Lxt:at.. clv6p0o; E:iioo; 
(, 
which may be, rendered wlth a Perfect sense rmJ child, you have deserted 
your man but may also be translated Imperfectively as rmJ child, you 
are deserting 
more likely: 
In n201, however, the Perfect realization seems 
If - r:_# # .. c..' l: ' # 
w µoL' Tt~ ur) t)L 1f PE\IES 0LXOV·.1 , 1,1£ 'TO napes TtEP 
ExAt.:' E:n' &v:;,~jttouo; E;;i:1..vous; ••• , alas, wherie now 
~ yoUl' iui.ts qone, for ZJhiah you used to be famed 
among strangers?, 
cf. 0707. So we may say that of the three verbs which in the 
Classical period were used with a Perfect nuance, nxw, tx&vw and 
o~xoµat., only Xxw shows in Homer its later sense of I am come. 52 
"I1tcivw vacillates between a Perfect and an Imperfective sense while 
o~xoi.i:1L. u~;ua 11 y occurs in con texts where an Imperfective idea would be 
53 
appropriate. 
Subj unc ti ve, Op ta ti ve 
In the 11 oblique" ~!cuds, the "Ja1-:Jr of State emerges unencumbered 
by ideas of time. Thus the Subjunctive of visualized hypothesis 
implies that the speaker wishes the verbal activity whicl1 he 
postulates as a probability to be considereJ as a State rather than as 
Process or Totality, e.g. K90 
~ tlca1op Nn>.n\:a6n, µlya au6os 'AXaLWV, 
YvwasaL 'A1psc6nv 'Ayaµoµvova, T~V RSPL n&v1wv Zc~s tvfnaE n6vo1..cr1.. 6Laµncpfs, els 8 x' &U1µ~ 
tv OT:,: JOL. µfVQ xaG µal.. ol.>.a yoUva:r • 6pWPT.1J • 
Nesta;, son of /le Zeus, great glory of the Akharnns, 
dr: you not recognize Aganemnon, Atr~us 1 son,. ZJhom 
of aU men Zeus loads ZJith pain, whdeve1' Z-ife 
remains in my breast and rmJ knees have str·ength. 
Here the Perfect is found in co-ordination with the Imperfective 
of a Stative verb and acts in the same way, simply expressing the 
verbal activity as a State, without, in this case, any reference 
to prior action. In P4 35 
1211 
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, \ ' • ti .. ' .. !l 
ann WS TE Otnnn µEVEC cµ1E50V ft 1'l1t 10µ•00 
' .. ~ .. .. ' , µ' 
avEpos EotnMQ tE~vno10> ~£ yuvacx6s As steady 
as a monument, which stands on the grave of a 
dead man or wonun, 
there is some implication of prior action: it has been set up 
and so is there. 54 
The comparative rarity of this realization in the poems, like that of 
the perfect Indicative itself, is perhaps due to the fact that the 
speaker rarely feels the need to emphasize the State-like portion of 
the activity, whether the State is a result of the action or not. The 
Subjunctive which expresses the will of the speaker is unknown in the 
ferfect, possibly because there is far less need to enjoin the 
existence of a State than the performance of an action. The Optative 
of contingent possibility is limited to a handful of examples, e.g. 
$249 
e:E ncp yCtp x' '06uoe:Us 'I6axrioLO£ al110s EncASWv 
6aLvuµCvous xa1a 6Wµa CUv µvno1npa£ OyauoUs 
~~cA&oal µcy~pOLO µcvoLvriocl Evt Suµ~, 
o~ xEv at xcxUpoLTO yuvri, µUAa ncp xa18ouoa, 
l>.il6v1' .•• , If Olijsseus of Itlzake wel"~ to come 
ir. pcrscn and planned to drive out the suitors 
dining in his halls, his wife would not be 
over,joye;! at his corrring, for all her yearning, 
where the State of joy suggests greater intensity than the Process 
o•: joy which th•o Imperfective of the Stative verb would express. 55 
Wishes expressed with the Optative are virtually non-existent in the 
Perfect, being only found in a very interesting construction with 
1v~o;ttu, e.g. 1.:98 
,o I ' I " I If\ \ t ; abt~Ha tESVaLnV ETtEL aux op µSAAOV ctaLp~ 
xtccvoµovljl ElaµDvac ••• , may I be d~ad right no~, 
since I was not fatn.d to save imJ fro~nd from bcwg 
kill'Jd, 
to I may an well be dead, since .•. , the poet which almost amounts ~ 
might have said ~avocµc but instead chooses (in a manner analogous to 
• ) bypass the action and emphasize the State. 
the use of BcSnxcc to 
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Infinitive, Participle 
The 
although 
type is 
valor> of State appears just as clearly in the Infinitive, 
only two of the three possible types occur. The 11 anomalous11 
found in such examples as 0223 
- 6 1 f I I 0 • • crTn ca Juoonos µcyaxnTc~ vnL µcAaLvn 
V I t ~ W t , 
n p cv µcooat~ coxc, ycywv(µcv Oµ~ot£pwoc, he 
stood ~n the gr>eat-pl"Owed black ship of Odysseus so 
that h~s shout would r>each both ends. 
The Infinitive from Stative verbs, which expresses the activity as 
intensified State, is very common (comparatively speaking) as in K67 
~~tyyeo 6', ~ HEV tna~a, Hae cypnyopaac &vwX~L, 
natpoaev tx yeve~s ivoµa-wv &v6pa ~xaatov, call 
out wher>ever> you go, or>der> the leader>s to be awake, 
ca Hing each man by name and pat1•onyrmc, 
where Agamemnon 1 s advice to Menelaos is that he should see to the 
leaders' being awake and staying awake. Infinitives from Dynamic 
verbs only appear in media-passive forms which in terms of their 
realizations can be seen as Stative, or in intransitive semantemes 
such as eotnxa. 56 
The Participle, too, takes on the same variety of nuances, 
depending on the character of the semanteme. Again the Stative 
type of verb tends to reinforce the valor> of Stat£ of the Perfect, 
e.g. K312 
6 n6n XECPEOOLV b~' hµctfpnoL 6aJJfVtES ~U~LV SouAcUouoL µctO 09CaL~, 066 1 ~Of.AouaL 
' • '6 ' • -vUxta ~uAaoocµEvaL, xaµat~ a nxotcs aLv~, ... 
or> whether>, aZr>eadb beaten at our> hands, they 
ar>e planning flight, and ar>e unw~ Hing. to keel' 
watch at night, lJOl"ll out by ter>nbZe t~redness, 
in which the State of weariness is parallel to the event of having 
been beaten (the implication of ?astness in 6o.µi:vT£S resulting 
from the logic of its association with aou>.euouac). Both could 
have been expressed as States, but weariness as a reason for 
reluctance to keep watch seems more essentially State than being 
beaten as a reason for taking positive action. 
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TI1e Perfect in P369 
~CPL yQp xat£xovto µ&xns CnC ~' ~oaov &pLotoL 
~ataoav a~~c M~V0LtLci6~ ~atatE~vnWtL, FOP the~e 
hung a thu·k rmst about the area !Jhere the 
champions stood about dead Patroklos 
-- . 
shows the poet's normal description of Patroklos after his last 
battle, focusing on the fact that, in terms of the poem's time 
scale, he lJas nolJ a corpse. In Sl85 
, "' ,. ,. , ,. 
... oux av toooa 8£onponswv ayop£U£S 
, ,. ,. ,. 'l • ' 
ou6£ xc TnAcµaxov xcxoAwµcvov w6 &vLcCns, 
a~ otx~ 6Wpov notL6£yµcvos, aE xc nOpooLv 
You iJould not have uttered so many pr~phe;,;.es, 
nor iJould you be urging on Telemakhos in his 
anger, ho;;fog that he iJiH provide a gift for 
your hoUBe, 
an Aorist Participle would have concentrated on the onset of the 
anger, while the Perfect implies na!J that he is angry. 57 
The Dynamic type often has a nuance of responsibility for/guilt at 
navir:.g done, though this is rare since, perhaps because of the 
conventions of epic, the poet rarely feels the need to emphasize the 
role of character in the action, e.g. x318 
a~t~P ~y~ µct& totoL 8uooxdos o~6~v topy~s 
xci'.aoµac .•• , But I shaU lie among them, a diviner 
!Jho has_ 1:ot caused any harm. 
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More commonly the Participle of a Dynamic verb merely implies a State 
of having done, e.g. P542 
Ws t~S t£ ACwv xat& taUpov E6n6Ws, like u 
lion !Jho is b Zood11 from eati>;g a bun; 
the rare but not impossible realization of ex-State does not seem to 
occur in Homer. One example of a Stative Perfect which has become 
part o. a stock phrase is ncnvuµsvo, in TnAsµaxo, ncnvuµsvos (e.g. 
~9) where the epithet seems originally to have been the Perfect 
Particir .! ~~ of the verb nvc~w, in the metaphorical sense I am wise, used 
with a Perfect sense in each case though not necessarily being in all 
pass.:oes relevant to the occasion. Other example3, not so perfunctory 
perhaps, are xcxopu~µsvos, e.g. P87 
•• 
PERFECT 
~n 1 6E 6LU n~oµ&xwv xc~~pu~~Cvos aL~onL xaAM~, 
o;<c xExAnyw,, he moved through the front line 
crowned with shbzing bronze, screaming shriZJ:lL 
or ci.6ws in that phrase so often used of women in both poems 
e.g. w278 
• 
6Wxa 6e, ol. 
xwpLs 6' u01c yuvaLxas dµUµova Epya LouLas 
T£oaapas cL6aALµas, as n~cAcv aU10s cAccr~aL, 
I gave him •.•. and, ?esides, four shapely women, 
ski lied in appropriaL tasks, to be chosen by 
' . lf 5 8 n.i.rr£e • 
This survey of the Homeric Perfect has been relatively more 
straightforward than either the chapter on the Imperfective or that on 
thf Aorist, because ;m the whole there has t· en a greater degree of 
concurrence among scholars on this facet of the verbal system. Its 
"alor of State largely established, its terminological limits barely 
disputed, the Perfect has only really caised questions of detail, and 
rnOst of these can be resolved, as I have tried to show, by 
consistently applying the assumptions of Aspect wherever the Perfect 
occurs. 
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l 0 Ibid., p.50, cf. p.62. 
11 d This may soun petty but I think it illustrates a major fault -
that of trying to reconcile traditional interpretations to a modern 
general theory which is rather diff P.rent in approach • 
12 A slight error of fact is noticeable when he claims that some 
Perfects are formed independently of their "Presents" or Aorists. 
Oddly enough he quotes 6£6opxa and claims this has no connection with 
C6paxov or 6Epxoµo.L.. It is necessary in the first instance to 
restrict one's arguments to forms which occur in extant texts and 
always to rely most on this evidence, but in the light of the 
kn0wledge that extant texts comprise only a fraction of the language 
as it was used at any pe·.ciod, it is unscientific to take the absence 
of a form in our texts as proof of its absence from the language 
without evidence that something else was substituted for it (cf. also 
my argument en BcB>.rixcc. :·p.119f). 
13 Curtius, Greek Vero, p.37' though Curtius tends to emphasize the 
completion rather than the stacc and is thus led into many errors. 
1
" Other examples of the Perfect Indicative are K39,93,94,100,120, 
145,146,172,208,236,247,34',409,419,438,440,538; Pl45,164,253,637, 
689,690; p52,63,64,88,132,199,211,271,275,279,283,332,411; w84,115 
122,188,250,253,254,264,308,353,404,407,481,509. 
l 5 
l ' 
l 7 
18 
l 9 
20 
2 l 
22 
2 J 
25 
26 
27 
See also McKay, Perfect, p.11. 
For other examples see fn.14. 
Ruiperez, Aspectos, p.62. 
Found ibid., pp.55-8. 
Berettoni, Piuchepe1•fatto, p .182 · 
Humbert, Synta:r:e, p.147. 
KUhner-Gerth, GPiechische Grcumratik, p.146. 
Ibid.' p.147. 
Schwyzer, Griechische GrGJ1:rnatik, p.263. 
Cha. traine, Histoire, pp.18 and 21. 
Ruiperez, Aspectos, p.45. 
Cf. P54,264. 
Of the Pluperfect are Kl87,189,195,256,263,265, Other examples 
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394,472,475,520,540,569; 
397,402,493,543,606, 736; 
273,295,313,384,446. 
Pl33,139,267,279,350,357,369,371,377,384, 
BlOS,122,158. l41; : .. 21,34, 70,144,195,229, 
28 Cf. alsc P286, 706. The proportional figures for the poems are 
Pluperfect 39: Perfect 15. This includes all compounds. 
See abC've pp.112-16. 
JO Chaintraine, Gr=aire, p.200; Histoire, p.15." 
ll I do not see the point of dividing the verb along the lines of 
f.ciHw, I throw, and i:Bo.>.ov, I aorrrpZeted a throw, I hit, simply because 
the latter has as object a person while the former subordinates thf. 
thing thro\..~. Again it is a question of how one defines the conce1 
of transitivity and the Accusative case (I see the Accusative as 
merely limiting the activity of the verb in some way). 
32 For example by Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, p.21; ~--hwyzer, 
Gr·ieahisahe Grammatik, p. 289; Janna ris, Histol'iaa Z Gramnar, p. 444. 
3 3 Other examples of the future-perfect are Pl55; B40,187,203. 
" Wackernagel, VorZesungen, p.170; Studien, p.4 and pass~m; 
Chantraine, G·raJrvnai'!:'e, p.199, llistoire, pp.8-16. 
35 Humbert, Synta.:ce, p.147. 
See my definition of Aspect on p.2. 
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37 For a discussion of the further history of the Perfect see McKay, 
?e!'fect, p. 12. 
39 Chantraine, Histoi1•e, p.13. 
39 l"oid. ; cf. Friedrich, Aspect TheO!'!J, p.Sl7. 
40 See above p.115. 
4 1 -ws-B264, X497; -v"Co.-x238, 319, n456, E7o3. 
42 TI728, '¥660. 
4 J vl98, Ml62, 0113, 397, E31, 51. 
1264, E504, '¥363. 
lt5 These forms are often written nEni\r\ywv and HE:H0itti>V with the 
Aiolic Perfect accent. 
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46 No-one, so far as I am aware, has ever suggested this possibility. 
I only raise it here because it might be taken thus. 
47 It is possible that we have two different verbs, as L.S.J, 
suggest, 0.vr)vc~£ and En-· evrlvo~c < E1tLvnv£w = ~nLvEw, heap upon. 
However, L.S.J. give no deri'1ation for the first (cf. LeRf and 
Bayfield, Iiiad, p.306). 
48 If nxw is the reading. Some editions print t'.xw and these may 
have reason cm their side, i.e. if ilxw occurs only in these two places 
as against form~ in Lx - elsewhere, it reay be that iiMw, a common verb 
in later times when t'.xw had dropped out of use, was substituted for it 
at a period when both were tending to have the same sound. The main 
objection to this theory however, 1" that an Imperfective verb t'.xw 
would seem very odd in E478. 
•
9 It seems, however, that the Perfect of this verb, if it occurs at 
all, is to ~e found in the formulaic phrase ~xµsvov o~pov, a bree2e 
which is JO.Vouroable (beaause of having aome up at the right time). 
'Ixavw, from a morphological point of view, would be mure likely 
Imperfective, with its thematic endings and stem formation in -ov-. 
so Ny interpretation of the last line cited is I think a novel one, 
depending on the repetition of a~vOv axOs and the use of µoL. Most 
commentators tend to prefer seeing 52-4 not as a generalization but as 
specific, and translate 55 differently, e.g. Lattimore 1 s This is a 
bitte!' thought to me. My desi"l'e has been deaU with roughly. 
si E.g. by Lattimore, Iliad; Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, Curtius, 
G!'eek Ve!'b. 
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sz Of these verbs, nxw is the ~nly one which could be a 
morphologica: Perfect; iiaw < iixoa like 6Ei'.6w < 6£6foa. However, if 
it We!'e a Perfect, the whole paradigm must have been reformed from the 
first person Singular after oa had become w. 
s 3 This verb would be explained morphologically as Imperfective 
built on an 11 o-grade11 Perfect (as later CT"rlxw was built on Eotnxa). 
In any case a Perfect of ocxoµaL (or some verb formed from it) does 
occur in Homer in K252 quoted above. 
112; 
The Subj•Jnctive of hypothesis is also seen in Kl30; 
w258,297, 329 ,403. 
ss This is the only example of the Optative in K,P,8,w. 
8111, 
S6 Other examples of the Infinitive are K480; P359,405,510,641; 
W38Q, 
S7 Other examples of the Participle are K2,62,98,135,234,250,339, 
343 360 362 387 399 417 424,471,510,547; P3,5,8,61,87,88,161,181, 
227 '. 229 : 247 '. 323 '. 325 : 329 '. 3411 355,37j,402,412,435,492,531,535,s42, 
PERFECT 
592,598,609,664,710,725,728,735,746,748,756; 638,54,61,129,170, 
188,208,220,231,298,309,342,344,371,383; w9,40,51,56,107,163,204, 
206,278,375,392,395,442,487,510. 
58 
The form l.Oul.a has become part of other formulae in Hon:.r:r -
&yA~~ lpya L6uta (u289, 0418), l6u,goc npan,6Eacrc (A608, E380) and 
••6v& L6utm (t346). 
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C.HAPTER 6 
THE PROBLEM OF THE FUTURE 
I 1<'.sh to approach this topic by examining a concrete problem 
which has of late attracted some attention among linguists, 1 nattdy 
that of the paired Futures of oxw and 6c6wµL, o~w/oxnow and 6L6wow/ 
5wow. These are the only verbs in Homer which have Futures formed 
from both Imperfective and Aorist stems. From there I will go on to 
examine the Future as a whole in an attempt to discover whether it 
should be considered as a separate Mood, as some authors argue, 2 as a 
mere tense in which an Aspectual opposition can be set up 3 or rather, 
as I shall attempt to show here, a defective fourth Aspect, to some 
extent tense-dominated, but retaining some Modal features. 
Paired Future Forms 
'E~w/oxnow: The normal assumption here is that <~w, being formed 
on the Imperfective stem, partakes of the basic relation of the stem, 
i.e. activity in Process (I shall have, keep hold of, etr..) and all 
its realizations, while the form oxnow, from Aorist stem ox-, 
expresses the essential notion of the .\orist in I shall seize, check.' 
We do indeed find an Imperfective sense for £~w in such exJmples as 1609 
, 6. • • 
•.• ~rov~w £ t£tLµna8aL 6LDS aLOQ 
n u'E~£L nap0 vnuaL xopwvLaLv ... ,but I think I am 
m<irkd out by the dwree of Zeus, •Jhich will keep 
me here beside the beaked ship.0 • , 
cf. 1494. Slightly different is 1;281 
n• 1 L·~ ot ~~~aµl~1 aoAucipntos 8£bs ~A8£V ~ ... ' " .. . 0 Upav6~cv ~atasas, t~£L OC µLv nµata navta, .noma mu~h admired god has come down from heaven ~n answer 
to her prayers and will have her forever. 
" 
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cf. P232. Tn the former pair the subject already "has" somethit.~. while 
in the latter pair, though something has not yet been obtained, 
the emphasis lies more heavily on the later continued possession than 
on the acquisition. In some other passages c;w may seem to admit an 
Aoristic interpretation but consideration of the context reveals that 
an Imperfective meaning is at least possible or even probable. So in 
u263 
xEpToµcas M Toe 
naVTWV µvnoTnpwv ... ' 
one might take a~8;w as Aoristic and assume that Telemakhos is 
promising to stop completely the suitors' blows and threats. However 
when one looks at the previous line EVTaueoc vuv nao µ£T 0 avopaocv 
0Lvono1a,wv, it becomes clear that the two activities are parallel. 
You continue to sit here drinking among the men and (meanwhile) I will 
be keeping away. Anette- case where the immediate context can be seen 
to give a Processive meaning to the activity of holding off is 1489 
where Euryklei~, having recognized Odysseus and about to tell 
Pcnelopeia, is threatened by the former, 
o~ya 
cL x' Un' (µo~ ye ecOs Oaucio~ µvnotnpas &yauoUs, 
oUO~ tpo~oU oUons oe:D O~E~oµat.., Onn61 1 Ov OAAas 
Ou41Cts Ev µcycipot..01..v f;µot.s ate: Lvwµ1.. yuval.M·'lS, keep 
silent [she is already, since he has her l:>y the 
throat] or else (if a god brings down the noble 
suitors at my hand) I won't be leaving you alone 
when I'm killing the other women in rrT1J haiis. 
Here again the parallelism of the two activities is stre,.scd. 
Further in 0186 
w KOnoL, n P' UyueOs ncp CWv Un£ponAov ~CLttCV, 
e:L µ' QµOtLuov Covta B~~ &c>t6vta xaeE~e:L, even . 
though he is mighty, he has s~oken out.of turn, ~f 
he is going to restrain me, h~s equal ~n honour, 
the act of restraining need not necessarily be Aoristic, in spite of 
Zens• specific order to that end, but may express continuity (to be 
restraining), conation (to t'!'lJ to restrain) or even possibly 
repetition in view of the frequency of Zeus' orders. In o522 
136 
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. ' . 
apLotos avnp µEuovEv tE. µ&ALota 
µn1£p' ~µnv yaµC£LV xac 'oovaanos y£pa~ Cc£LV, the 
best man (among them) has in mind to marry my 
mother and have the "hono·•r" of Odysseus, 
if we think of yaµ££LV as a Dynamic verb, to tal<e in marriage, we may 
assume that Ec£LV means wiU obtain, although even then it could express 
the continuing state after the marriage, but if, as is likely, yaµE£LV 
was a Stative verb, to be married, Ec£LV would have a parallel sense, 
to enjoy. 5 Again, we might expect to translate v427=o31 
0.AXCt tci y' oU>t O~w npl.v xaL t v,,ia yat.a >ta.e£~E:L as 
but I think that win not be before the earth 
receives one of their number, 
but the negative context makes it as likely to mean •.• before the 
earth holcis one ..• On the other hand, axnow at times seems clearly 
to convey the idea of take hold of, bring to a halt, as in A70 
vnaov E:s ALaLr.v axrlat:Ls; E.UE.py€a vna, oY? the isZand 
of Aiaie, you will beach your wen-built ship, 
cf. ?182, T572, etc. In some passages however the Aoristic idea is 
less immediately obvious, as in the pair El04 
and E2S5 
.•• oU6£ E qinµt... 
on~· avaxna£a~aL xpaT£POV BEAOS ••• 
I ,: 
oi.i6£ 0 1 01..w 
might think that Pandaros is referring to At first glance, one 
Diomedes' inability to go on holding out, as he has been, and thus one 
I f t ·ve force However when one would assume the verbs to have mper·ec i • 
takes into account the previous lines, one sees that what Pandaros is 
drawing attention to is a successful hit (Bi!BAn1ac and BoBAnaL) which 
sets up a new set of circumstances, so that a "complexiveu Aorist 
would not be inappropriate. Also in xl72 
n ~oL E:yW >taL TnAEµaxos µvno1npas &yauoUs ax~aoucv cvToa~£v ~qapwv .•• ', I and 2'elemakhos 
keep these fine su~tors w~th~n the hall, 
win 
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the verb might be seen as conveying an Imperfective idea, because 
Odysseus goes on to outline a parallel i ( h"' act on w ~.e you look after 
/.lcZanthios). However, since the suitors have not yet begun to attack, 
the Aorist could convey the complexive idea of if they attaak, we' U 
bloak them. A similar explanation can be posited for n670 
oxnow yUp nOAcµov T0ooov xpOvov Oaoov ~vwya~, I 
S'iUifl hold up the war for as long as you ask, 
wh~<e the durative notion in the subordinate clause does not prevent 
oxriow having a complexive Aorist meaning. A much less certa• .. n example 
is li747 
EncL napU vnuoLv avnp ~to~ naACµo~o 
µ~µV£L, Ov oUM~1L n&yxu µdxns oxnoco~aL Otw, since 
there is by the ships a man, uns,,ted in battle, who 
won't, I think, hold back from battie for ver>y tong, 
where Akhilleus has not yet started fighting and is holding back so 
that an Imperfective wct1ld be expected and perfectly natural. An 
Aoristic idea could only be assumed if one see" Poulydamas as using 
the Aorist residually. So far I have tried to show how each form can 
be assumed to occur predominantly with one valor>, namely an 
Imperfective idea of activity in Process with £'w and an Aorist notion 
of Totality in oxriow. The one note1;orthy exception to this general 
conclusion, N74 7, need not worry us unduly if, as I shall argue later 
in this section, these forms were relics of an older system which had 
begun to decay in Homeric times so that a certain amount of overlap 
was inevitable. 
There is an interesting difference in the way the two parties to 
the Trojan War refer to their intentions to hold what they already 
possess. Throughout the Iliad, the Trojans refer to their attempts to 
halt the Danaan advances in terms of £;ccv while, during the Trojan 
foray which occupies Books A-P, the Akhaians talk of their manoeuvres 
to "check" (oxriot:cv) the push, e.g. E473 
" ,., 'c.l n'6' ~n·"OU0 pwv ~iis 1tou att:p >.awv noALV t:.,cµcv " "" 
0 
fo s ... , you used to say that 11ou would hold the 
aity alone without the army or> the allies, 
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as against /\820 
n p· CtL ltOU crxDoouaL ne::AWpLOV VExtop' 'AxaLO~ 
Ii lion ~~t'.oovtac un' autoti &cup~ oaµov1t,, ... w1;ether 
the Akhaians L>ill put a stop to mighty Hektor or 
they wiU go on perishing beneath h-is spear. ' 
The reason for this seems to lie in the l'lilitary situation not 
only of the time perioc covered by the main story but also of the 
whole campaign. The Trojans think of themselves as fighting a 
defensive war, as 11 ho!ding11 their country, so that any success would 
be seen as stemming the tide of invasion (not to mention the fact that 
they haven't had a successful "expedition" in nine years - the Greeks 
are still there). The Danaans, on the other hand, fully aware that 
they are the aggressors, view the totally unprecedented Trojan push, 
which brings the war right to their doors, as an aberration which must 
be "halted" before they can ge.t on with the main business of sacking 
Ilion. That the two sides have t!1e same view of the situls.tion is 
shown by such examples as M126 
.. ' • ~ ' I A • 
•.• e::9avto yap OUHET XOLOUS 
oxrioe::cr~· b.xx' ~v vnuo~ µe::Aa~VTJOLV ne::o£e::a.(}a1.., they 
used to say the Akhaians would never Ju:Zt them but 
that they would fall upon the blaek sh~ps, 
cf. M107, 166, Nl51, P639, etc. What may at first sight seem a 
violation of this general pattern is N51 
£~ouo1..v yap nUvtas ~Uxvnu1..6e::s 'Axa1..o~, the weZZ-
greaved Akhaians will hold them all 
but on consideration of the context, the appropriateness of the 
Imperfective becomes apparent. Poseidon, disguised as Kalkhas, is 
encouraging the two Aiantes to keep fighting and his message is, the 
Trojans are making str0>!g efforts but we are holding them and wiU 
continue to do so if you eome to our aid. In this instance the 
immediate context of events is more important than the general 
situation. The speaker may always make a subjective choice of the 
contextual elements to be acknowledged in his selection 
Here the two possible forms are metrically identical so 
choice is not limited by formal factors. 
of Aspect. 
that the 
I: 
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!lL6Waw/6Wow: Where we find a similar pair of Futures from 
6c6wµc, I give, we would naturally expect 6c6wow to have an 
Impetfective meaning and 6wow an Aorist one. However the situation is 
complicated by the fact that 6c6wow only occurs twice, both times in 
connection with 6wpa, i.e. v358 
and w314 
• ' .i:- .I: • ' 
... atap xaL uwpa vL0wooµ£v, ws • to nOpos ncp, ~e 
shan qive you gifts as befor2 
•.• eu\H)s 6 1 CtL \IWL\) lW;\~CL 
µc;co~ac ;cvcQ no' ayAaa 6wpa 6c6woccv, we hoped in 
our hearts that we would meet again in fI'icmdship 
and g 've each other fine gifts. 
Examples of 6wow are, of course, very common e.g. 4358 
•.. aAAC1 6 'Axacoc 
:;:.' t W U ' I ' O , uwcrouo , CLS a H£ navtas cvLnAnowaLv cnauAous, 
others the Akhaians win give me until an the pens 
are fuU. 
cf. 8223, 8143, Tl44. It is pertinent to note here thJt the examples 
of 6c6wow both seem to look for;ard to a continuing relationship with 
gift-giving as an open-ended and intermittent factor so that an 
Imperfective idea would be appropriate. On the other hand, 4358, 
5223, 9143 all seem rather to have an Aoristic notion of T, ·.ality and 
T144 is also best taken as Aoristic (cf. napaoxoµov in 140) unless 
the speaker intended the giving to be parallel to the seeing, which is 
unlikely. 
Origins 
These two forms are an isolated phenomenon in the Homeric verbal 
system and an interesting question arises as to where they orlginat<:d. 
One possibility is that they are merely dialectal variants chosen for 
the metrical convenience of the composer. Another is that they are 
relics of the double origin of the Future, as Desiderative
6 
(root 
f f" II ") A i t reduplicated with "i" and followed by the su 1 x -syo or or s 
140 
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Subjunctive (root extended by "s"). 7 Since the former component of 
the first type was also used for forming Imperfective stems, as in 
this case, the Future so formed would approxi~ate to the Imperfective 
in any case. Th9 reason for choosing the Aorist Subjunctive would 
seem to have been that, when the speaker sees the activity as awaiting 
realization, without any further qualifications, he would most likely 
consider it as simple, Total occurrence ana take no interest in its 
development. It is also possible here, according to this view, to see 
the most direct line of development from the concepts underlying these 
categories to those which are the basis of the Homeric Future; indeed 
Brugmann-Delbrlick8 see both form and function as coalescing in many 
verbs, e.g. ap~w from both *arkh-syo and *arkh-so. Within the Indo-
European group, each language kept only one of these processes so that 
the pairs £~w/axnaw and 6c6wow/6wow were left as isolated phenomena in 
the Homeric dialect. 9 The formal convergence, in these verbs, of 
Aspectual theme and morphological expression of original function did 
not inspire the Greeks to extend by analogy the Aspectual distinction 
throughout the Future; there is, for example, no *Ac4w corresponding 
to A£c4w. Of the many objections to such a theory, however, perhaps 
the most cogent is that very few "futures" in any Inda-European 
language seem to have been formed from reduplicated Desideratives and 
it seem~ more likely that these pairs were not new formations but 
vestiges of an Aspectual distinction which was operativ · when the 
Future was C-jser to its Aspectual origins. 
I do not think that there need be any doubt that ;;),~ Future was 
in origin a morphological by-form of the Subjunctive. Syntactically, 
too, it retains its links with the latter category. In many cases the 
Subjunctive (and to sown extent the Optative) appears to be used in 
The expression Of the speaker's LliZZ place of the future Indicative. 
ie common to both and at times the only method of differentiating the 
' ' h ti e versions Th is is the case two is the use of ou or µn in t e nega v • 
with such examples as H4 7 
ALavtr aq>W 11Ev TE aaWocte: AaOv 'Axat..Wv 
UAxns ~vnoaµCvw, µn Oc xpucpoto ~OSoLo 
,, 
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where a Future sense would not be inappropriate, while in µ383 
6VooµaL £Ls 'A~6ao xaL ~v V£xUcooL ~acLvw, 
only the presence of ~accvw, which is probably an Imperfective 
Subjunctive, gives any hint that 6uaoµaL may be an Aorist Subjunctive 
and not a future Indicative. 
Often the poet passes from Subjunctive to future Indicative 
without any apparent justification, e.g. a222-3 
_., .. ,,, .. 
onµa 1£ OL X£UW xaL £nL XTEp£a XTEPEt~w 
naxxa µdA' "OOOCi' CoLXE xaL Ov£pL µn1cpa 6Wow, I 
wou Zd heap up a tomb for him and rendei> the proper 
obsequiea and then (when I have done that) I intend 
to give rmJ rrothei> to a man in mai>riaga. 
Here the conditioning phrase is the one in brackets; the speaker 
visualizes an activity in the Subjunctive and then, in the future 
Indicative expresses a consequence of that activity after it has been 
i>ealized. IO Sometimes the pattern goes the other way, i.e. from 
future Indicative to Subjunctive, but in this case the change is more 
readily marked by the appearance of av or HC, e.g. Al84 
# I \ ~ I W t. ''6 " • ne:µt.Vw, e:yw 6£ x ayw ... pLonL a XOl\/\Lnapi;iov 
~ Lwv H1'Lacnv6c .•• , I intend to take hei> back 
and then I would (want to) come to youi> hut and 
take fair-checked Briseia. 
However since the particle.g are also found with the future 
Indicative, there are many cases of disputed interpretation, where a 
form could be either future Indicative or Aorist Su!Jjunctive with 
short vowel. so Il55 (•c ••• 1LµnaouaLv) must be considered as future, 
as must n298 (H' ••• ~{),f;cL) but no such certainty can be expressed 
about 1;221 (av ••• t.ocaaoµaL), B258 (x ••• •LxnaoµaL), <1>226 (•cv •.• 
6aµaoacHxL), 1;99 (xc ••• Ha1at.8f;w). Chantraine 11 claims that when the 
negative oiJ is used in place of µn, the Subjunctive is being used as 
an emphatic future, e.g. A262 
oU ydp nw toLou~ L6ov OvCpa~ oU6C L6wµaL, 
or ~201 
1.42 
oUx E:o{}' otrros 
cs MEV ~act)Hwv 
oni'.oTiirn ~opwv 
FUTURE 
. ' \ , 
avnp 6Lspas BpoTos oU6C 
&v6pWv Es yutav Lxn1aL 
I 2 
y£vrrrai.. 
This could be the case but it is also possible that the 
employment of these two negatives was not as rigidly codified in Horner 
as in thi! Classical period and that µn, which was originally perhaps 
more of a prohibitive particle (cf. µn, rather than ou, with the 
Imperative) would be felt to be inappropriate in a purely 
"prospective" utterance. However, while recognizing the formal and 
syntactic clements which connect the Future to the Subjunctive, I do 
not endorse the theory of Walter and Hahn that the Inda-European verb 
was temporally based and that therefare Subjunctive and Optative were 
merely alternatives for a future tense. Throughout this thesis, I 
have attempted to show that, in Greek, Aspect was the basic verbal 
category and that tense only existed in the Indicative, and I think it 
' can be shown that this was the case for Inda-European also. However 
it is not my task to do this and I will only comment that these 
scholars were unwise to ignore the subtle distinctions and 
possibilities inherent in a system of three terms (Future, Subjunctive 
and Optative) simply because they occur in similar constructions or 
situations, an assu.11ption analogous to that of alleged "confusion" 
between Aorist and Perfect Aspects. 
Intention 
The Future, as we find it in the Homeric poems, has a dual 
function. Primarily, it seems to have expressed a notion which is 
basically Modal in character, that of Intention. Yet it cannot be 
another Mood since it possesses a Verbal Adjective (Participle) and a 
Verbal Noun (Infinitive) which otherwise arc only generated by the 
Aspects in Greek. 13 This idea of Intention is rigidly preserved in 
the Participle, which usually occurs with verbs of motion, e.g. Pl46 
oV yOp TLS AuxLwv ye µaxnaOµcvos Aava~~oLv . . 
lcac n<Pc nT6!.cos •.. , None of the LyKui-rzs w aormnq 
ahout the city in order to fight the Gi•eeks. 1 " 
cf. K32, 8215, etc. 
It can also be slightly more remate, e.g. K355 
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~Ancto yUp Hat& euµOv nnootpC~ovtas Cta~pous 
[, Tpwwv civac .•• ,for he was hoping in his heaI't 
ti. t they were friends coming from the Trojans in 
orier to recaU him, -
and in some cases can express an Intention imparted to another, e.g. 
0368 
T ,. t t A"'6 • • £UTE µLV ELS L ao nuAaptao npouneµ4cv 
~~ 'EpiScus &Eovta ndva otuyEpoD 1 At6ao, ~hen he 
sent him to the house of weaithy Hades to bring 
back that infernal dog from the darkness 
(the fact of transferred Intention will be discussed later). The idea 
or._ Intention is also apparent in the Indicative, especially in the 
first person, e.g. w216 
814 3 
Kll5 
P205 
aJ1Qp 8y~ natpds nELPnooµaL nµc1£p0Lo 
al: xi µ' oncyvw~ ••• , but I wiH (intend to) 
test our father, to see whether he can 
r6cognize me ... , 
' ' ~' ~~ou'r Er.L 0 Wao 11aL at£v ~6vtas • • . syw vE v... ~ µ "' 
a~ nC noeL ZcUs &QoL naALvtLta Cpya ycv£oeaL, 
I wiH build an altm' to the gods who Uve 
J'"orever, if Zeus grants me recompense fo~ these 
insults, 
"
'''a' 1iLAov ncp £6vta xaC aLOo~ov Mcv~Aaov 
f\ (\ 'I' ,. ' • ' ·" VELH~aw, 8 ~ nSp µoL vcµco~ocaL, ou6 cn:xcJow, 
• ·"6c• "or even though MeneZaos -i.s wscu ........... ,;•, . t~z 
respected and deal' to you, I am gorng, 0 , ~dam~ t 
him, even if you get ang!'!J, and I won t n-i. e -i. , 
because he sleeps ..• , 
' ' , ua/..t~w 01cip TOL vUv ye µcy~ MPO.TOS EYY ----' 
• ~ • , Q 10L o\J 1L µ&xn~ eM voo1(\oavTL TWV itOLVT'\V ' , IT /.. -WVOS 
6' fcwc 'Av6poµ6.xn xi.uni 10uxrn n cc , k /~Ul put great power in z1our hm:ds, to ma e 
for the fact that Andl>omakhe w-i.ZZ never on 
up . the +'amous aims of Akhi Ueus from you 
rece-i.ve J' 1s 
your return from battle. 
f the Indicative, thC\ sense of Intention 
In the other persons o f t kes on a different flavour. 
becomes less immediate and the orm a 
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The second person, for example, often seems to convey a notion 
of desire, even of command, e.g. p34 
vuv ~<v,6~, McvcAac 6co1pc~cs, ~ µaAa tcGoccs 
yvwtov cµov ••• , now indeed, divinely-nourished 
Menelaos, you shall tr>uly EE!!L for> my kinsman •.. , 
cf. K235. On the other hand in wSll 
II II J O~£a~, a~ x' ,£~8X~o~a, n&t£p ~GAc, 1~6' EnL ~u~~ 
oB tc ~arncoxuv~vrn tcbv yevos, /us &yopcuccs, 
yo~ w~l~ ~ee, ~~ you wish, dear> father>, that in 
th~s cns~s I w~ii not shame your> family as you 
think, , 
the effect of the qualification at H o&EAQO&a seems to be to make 
" oij.cac rather a forecast of the future, although there can be no 
doubt that Telemakhos was thinking I want you to see. 
Also in the third person the sense of transferred Intention 
may be present e.g. PSlS 
now yQp xaL tyW, 1U 6£ xcv AL~ n&vta µsAnocL, for I 
rmJself tvill cast, and Zeus will take car>e of tiza 
r>est. (I leave the r>est to Zeus.) 
In some circumstances, it can amount to ·a conunand, as in ~344 
••• ou6c yuvn no6os &ij.ctac nµctcpoco, not a woman 
will touch my foot. 
The tendency of third person futures, however, is to express mere 
futurity, as Jn P208, quoted above. It is worth noting that in 
the original thought, 6£~ctac would express intention (I do noo 
want Andr>omakhe to r>eceive ... ) but in the subordinate clause in 
which it occurs there is little scope for this. 
The relatively rarer Future Infinitive seems to be an analogical 
development, which is only used in actual or virtual indirect speech, 
i.e. just as the Imperfective and Aorist are replaced by Imperfective 
and Aorist Infinitives, so it was felt that there should be a Future 
Infinitive to replace the Future Indicative. In this connection there 
is a series of verbs which regularly take a Future Infinitive and in 
which the notion of a forward looking state of mind would seem to be 
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best completed by a statement of Intention. Among this group are 
µ£Ht0, which in the Homeric period is more likely to mean I am of a 
mind (that I am going to ••• ) , µ{µcm and µ£µova I am eage!' (with the 
intention of ••• ) ' and, of course the well-known set c;\noµaL, I hope, 
UrrL:;xoµaL, I prolnise, Oµvuµt., I su..~eari, and U1tEL\11w, I threaten. Some 
examples of these verbs, used for the expression of a 11 prospective11 
idea, are given below: 
µi:Hw P278 
... µ~vuv~a 6£ xaL 10V 'Axcr.LoC 
µc).).ov ancOOEO~ClL .•• , the Akhaians We!'e 
minded to 1•e t!'ea t a Zit t Ze WazJ f!'om the 
ao1>pse. 
• .. µcµaoav as µa;\Lo<a 
TE~xO~ tE Pn~ELV Hat £v1,,nprloELV nupL vnas:, theu 
we!'e most eaae!' to b!'eak the waU and burn the 
~~ ~ ~~~-
]!_EµOVCl ::s9 
ships. 
oUtw 6Ti µCµovas: TpWwv n6AL\' E\Jpuciyui..av 
Ha>.>.cc<f<-;;v-:-:-:-;- su!'ely 110~ a!'e not so e~ge!' to 
Zeave the wide-st!'eeted a~ty of the T!'oJans. 
2 75 
, . . 
oU OE~ y' 'E:ne:.L.10. 'E:o>.Ttcl tEAEUTnOELV er. l.JEVOLV~S:, 
I have no hopes that 11ou wiZZ fuZfiZZ your 
intention 
Y85 
•.• noU tOL O.nE1..Aa.~ 
I I I 'r \) a~ TpWwv Scr.aLAEUOLV UTtLOXEO OLVOTtOTU~W 
nn>.c~ocw 'AxL>.iios i:vav<LaLov na>.cµcf;<L'!_; .;ihe!'e 
0
a!'e 
the aZaims whieh ;ou p!'omised to the. T!'OJ«" ahufs 
in yota' aurJs that ,10u wou Zd fiaht swg Ze handed 
• , • ., ? 
against Peleus' son Akh~""eus . 
•.. xaG µo~ jµoooov , HLAC1 XC1AH°I> h µE:v 1ous tnnous '° HCLL apµa':~z no\e me tlze 
6uJOl:ucv .•• , sweal' that you w~ . g~ 
ho!'ses a>id bro1ize coloured ahanot. 
146 
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Un£LACW 8415 
---- Jioc yelp fine:LAnoc KpOvou na1..s, Q i:e:Xe:e::1.. ne:p, 
yu1...(.JCi£LV µe:v oc;WLv i.Hp' CipµcioL.v W;iEa..- ~nnour 
t ' I t # # ;, I ;, ' 
aurns 6 £X 61.~pou eaA££LV xa1& e'apµarn af;ccv, 
for Zeus has threatened, and by tkis method he 
wiU accompZish it, that ;ie intends to lor,;e your 
horses in their traces, th!ow you yourselves from 
the car and break the vehicle in pieces. 
lioth Imperfective and Aorist Infinitives also occur with these 
verbs, mostly still referring to future time but with the futurity 
being implied from contextual elements. The Imperfective could be 
derived from a statement with the present Indicative expressing open-
ended Process which may include the future, but both could be derived 
from Subjunctive and Optative verbs, expressing will or wish. 
Future time 
The second use of the Future in Homer was the expression of 
future time. This is another indication that by the Homeric period 
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the Future was being treated as an Aspect covering the Indicative, 
since in Greek the non-Indicative Moocis do not have temporal functions. 
However it is interesting to note that most of the purely temporal 
uses of the Future involve the verb Eoooµu1., and its Participle 
coooµcvos. So we have such examples as Pl80 
(5285 
nap ~µ' Lotaoo Hal. L6e: Spyov, 
ft( no.vnµ£p1.,o~ >troiOs £oaoµa1.. .•• , stand by me and 
see ,~he ther I sha U prov;:. a total eowar?., 
OOL 
the 
6 • 060s 
jou:r'Ytey 
, " ' , " "" ... OUHCTL 6npov anEnOETCiL, nv OU µEVOLV~S, 
you desire will not be far away, 
,., 84 and i<41 for the Indicative. 
such examples as Z358 
Tiie Participle is found in 
. . . Ws Hat.. ont..oow 
' bo~01..µo1... Soooµ£vo1...aLV, so that Uv~pWnoLOL ncAWµc~ z ft 
, to those who wiZ come a er 
we might be examp•es 
~, 
and the frequent turr exemplified in w433 
'i 
>.O,Bn yap TaOE y 
fo" this will be 
cornc aj~tev us to 
FUTURE 
l .. .. , " OTL xaL EOOOUEVOLOL nuP:o~aL, 
a reproaeh even for thoseWhO 
hear of. 1 7 
In th~ Infinitive, too, this temporal orientation often seems 
m,ore prominent than thR idea of Intention e, g. P239 
Kl06 
- -~ nEnov, ~ Me:.vtAaE 6LOtpE~E~ o6MtTL V~L 
"' ' " " - ' s .... r.oµa1,, autw 11e:.p voo1no1::µe.:v EM noACµot..o I do 
not thi'.nk, di vine ly-nourisl-:ed /.Jene Zaos 'that 
we will return from battle'. 1 8 ' 
••• 0.AAci l-ILV otw 
" ~ 0." " \ " II ' " MnuEOL µox~noe:.Lv MO.L R/\ELOOLV, EL ){£\) Axt..AAe:.us 
tx x6Aou &pyaACot..O µc1aotpC4~ ~GAov Atop, But I 
fer.Z that he w-!.ZZ suffe1' with many pains, if ever 
Akhi lZeus tu!'?:s his heart f1•om fief'ee anger. 19 
Once again the division is artificial, being based on the realization 
of a unitary valor in different contexts; the Greeks themselves may 
not have felt the tension, and modern commentators may offer 
interpretations quite different. from my own. 
Conclusion 
That the sense of Intention which earlier I claimed to be 
inherent in the Future can apply either to the speaker or the subject 
or even be largoly absent may seem to confuse further the natuce of 
the category. Yet perhaps some clarification is possible; if A says 
to B you will do this, he i··' .,·,pressing an Intention which he wishe" B 
to take up and make his own, while in, thiD 1-c 1_._)/Zllt wz:iz happ21~, the 
element of futu:ity is more prominent, though one can still render it, 
with an idea of Intcht ion ,- hope, as, I intend that this wilt happen. 
Herc then is the k~y to the problem. If one defines Aspect in Greek 
as expressing the speaker's concept of the relation of the activity to 
the context, it does not really matter whether this view corresponds 
to any which the subject m'. • have, although in some ca$eS the two 
may coincide and in the case of the [irst person invariably do so. 
The argument is complicated by the fact that we are dealing with a 
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narrative poem but in the case of direct speech it ls necessary to 
assu10e that the poet is taking on the persona of the character 
20 
speaking. So in 0368 quoted above, it seems at first sight 
incongruoCJs that the future Participle is made to refer to Herakles 
who is after all the grammatical object of the verb npouncµ~cv. But 
one assumes that Herakles would not have gone on the journey to Hades 
of his own accord and ,., '1c must have acquired the Intention from 
Eurystheus in the fol'!ll of a command. So we can imagine a vignette .•f 
Eurystheus, obsessed with the capture of the dog, telling Hcrakles to 
go for jPst such a purpose. This is in major part irrelevant, however, 
since it is Athene who is telling ~tee story and therefore she who must 
express an opinion as to whether either of the characters had this 
idea in mind. Similarly in K355 the assumption that the Trojans are 
coming after him with the specific Intention of turning him back (and 
not, for instance, of giving him further orders) is firstly Dolon's 
cwn but ultimately comes from the speaker/author/narrator who chooses 
to ascribe motivation to one of his characters in this fashion. 
So we may now summarize our conclusions from this chapter. 
Without doubt tr.e Future had its origin in a Mood closely allied to 
lhe Subjunctive and traces still exist 
Aspectual distinction operative at its 
of what may have been an 
2 l first appearance. However 
this has largely broken down and otherwise the Future is a unity, 
without any distinction of Aspect. On the syntactic level, too, the 
Future seems to possess a valor which is more properly Modal in that 
it refers not to the internal dynamics of the activity as Aspect does 
but to its "realizability". Yet this Modal ch.-.racter is not total, 
since the form ,ias by our period begun to possess a temporal sense and 
a Par~iciple and an Infinitive so that it can be considered to some 
extent an Aspect. The Infinitive, it is true, seems to be a recent 
analogical Formation, but the Participle is firmly entrenched in the 
Homeric verbal system. In conclusion we may say that the Future as we 
find it in the Homeric poP.ms is a formation which is transitional 
between a Mood and an Aspect, taking some of the characteristics of 
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both without fully being either. It remains the only category in 
which the otherwise absolute hegemony of Aspect is not asserted and, 
as it coes not contair, Mood eith r th G k e , e ree s themselves continued to 
be confused about lt, as is shown by the fact that Modern Greek has 
abandoned it entirely and returned to the Subjunctive to create an 
Aspectual distinction wi "'" the aonaept of future time. 
NOTES 
Crisafulli, Aspeat and Tense; Chantraine, Grammaire, pp.203-4; 
Ruiperez, Aspeatos, pp.91,102, etc, 
2 For example, Humbert, Synta:te, p.151; Moore, Comparative Syntax, 
p.76. 
This was apparently suggested to some authors by the developments 
in modern Greek and by the two pairs mentioned below. 
4 Though, as stated by Ruiperez, any acti.vity has its own duration 
and conseqt •'ntly the act of checking can often be seen as "durative", 
the point i.; whether the speaker wishes to concentrate, or wishes the 
hearer to concentrate,on the Process or on the iniLial moment, whether 
he wishes to record the development of the activity or merely its 
occurrence. 
5 The reason for the futux>e Infinitive seems 
• h k I d i " ' "t" retain t e spea er s wor s, .e. yaµ£w xa~ £~w, 
to be a desire to 
I shall be ~arried, I 
ahali have. 
G An example of a true desiderative in Honer is o<j.c.:ovrc\; (::37) but 
this is so isolated as to be useless from a syntactic point of view. 
Desideratives in -acLw are attested in Attic-Ionic. 
7 
both 
A fine example of this is the root oc>- w".. h provides 
ola~, an Aorist Imperative, and otow, a Fu- re. 
in Homer 
8 Brugmann-Delbrilck, Vergleiahende Grammatik, t.II3/2, p.788. 
9 Proponents of this theory often point to the variety of 
Imperfective stems in Inda-European, which may have originated in an 
Aspectual distinction. 
l 0 ,fote ho·,1ever that the future of x£w does not occur in Homer t.:'ld 
that HT£p£~~w could itself be future. Liddell-Scott-Jon~s sqggest 
that xdw could be that future but this is opposed by the appearance 
of x<dw0cv (Subj.) at H86. 
11 Chantraine, 'lrammaire, pp.209,330. 
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12 In 
thought 
both these examples ou6£ is preceded by OU and it might be 
th.it this was a significant factor. However in r54, 
we have the subjunctive in the first part of the senterce rather than 
the second and only one negative. 
l J See Chapter 1, pp.3-4. 
14 Perhaps wiZZ come. With this verb it is often impossible to 
be sure whet:\er its original Imperfective sense predominates or the 
implic.1tion of Intention which led to its becoming in Classical 
Attic dnd Ionic prose effectively the Future Indicative of E:pxoµac. 
15 The ambiguity of to be going to/ahout to is a fact of English 
idiom not of Greek. Comrie (Aspect, pp.64-5) makes the suggestion 
that we are dealing with a Prospective Aspect wherein a state is 
related to some subsequent situation. Even in English such a 
suggestion n;ns into problems of both a morphological ,md a syntactic 
nature, 1<hil<> in Homeric Greek it would be lmpossible to reconcile 
with the majority of Future uses. 
16 Other exam~·les of the Indicative used for Intention are K44, 
55,88,105,108,210,215,292,294,305,324,370,378,412,413,427,463; 
?29, 182 ,226. 231, 232. 448, 451,453, 480. 717; ' '7, 162,187,192, 194, 196. 
256,287,292,294,306,315,326,357; wl23,2l ·. ,303,324,476,481. 
Participles expressing Intention are see~ K343,451; ?701; a264, 
360; w116,224. 
17 Other examples of this future use are K41,126,129,213,217,223, 
235,282,304,453,481,534; P41,208,232,241,448,514,556,558; a61,134, 
135,137,164,166,190,191,193,204,270,273,278,295,318,368; w84,94, 
196,197,201,432. 
18 The original thought, we shaZZ return, would be an expression 
of Intention but as with 6o~oac in P208, this is obscured by the subordinatio~ esp' ecially as the verb of thinking is negatived. 
• • 
19 Other examples of the Infinitive are K57,331,337,365,371,387, 
393; P365,406,407,488,496,503,639; al56,176,]~q; w28,341,395,470, 
4 71. 
20 I am here referring of course to very narrowly defined linguistic 
rather than literary usage. 
11 Kuryiowicz's suggestion that this is the c 1 
plausible but weakens when he restricts it to the 
sigmatic Aorist, thus failing to account for stem 
Injunctive is 
Injunctive of the 
dif fernn tia ti on. 
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CHAPTER 7 
ASPECTUAL DISTINCTION IN THE If':PERATIVE 
This special study of the Imperative has been made necessary by 
the confuslon in the works of 
ship between Aspect and Hood. 
many scholars over the precise relation-
The whole thrust of this work has been 
to see Aspect as the dominant feature of the Homeric verbal system 
taking precedence over tense, which only exists in the Indicative, and 
Mood, since it applies throughout that category. Therefore the a 
priori expectation would be that the Aspectual distinctions are the 
same in the Imperative as in the other Hoods, even though in some 
realizations there may be special effects due to the interaction of 
Imperative and Aspectual vaZores. 
One may study the Imperative best in terms of the command 
situations in which it is found. There are basically three areas 
where an order is issued - ordering or prohibiting an activity which is 
I 
in progress, an activity which has not yet started, or a general precept. In 
these three situations respectively, the Imperfective Imperative would 
imply, continue doing/being, begin doing/-, or do/be generally, while 
the Aorist would express, continue doing/being and end it, do/begin 
being (simple occurrence) or do/be (general occurrence). So we have 
examples of the imperfective used for the firo t type in Kl92 
?559 
0U1w vUv, ~(Aa 1£xva, ~vA&ao£t£ ... , so no~, rrry lads, 
no on nuarding ..• , 
B97 
w483-6 
IMPERATIVE 
the faithfuZ c:ompanio>i of r:obZe AkhiUeus beneath 
the waU. So (translating cit.A•) k ~tead" t · t eep up 11our 
o J as :t'es7-s anoe. an.I enooumae the en'tfre 
a:t'my, 
... , ' ... , X~UPOL? ~µOL ~vncrtTJPES, EKE~ 6~VE 6Cos '06uoaE6S ~LUVE: E~ELYOUEVOL tOv ~µOv yQµov els 0 XE ~Ope~ 
'"~Tc>.ww •• •, B~y~, rmJ smto:t's, sinoe Odysseus has 
d7-ed,_ go o>; wa7-twg, though you a!'e eagei• fo!' 
mar!'1-age W'l-th me, until I finish the oloak, 
t .... • .,o µ~v $ClC'LAEU~lW alcL' 
nµccs 6 au nac6wv TE xaocyvnTwV TE Qovoco 
~xAnoLv ~~wµcv· tot 6' &AA6Aous ~LAc6vtwv 
Ws tO n&pos, nAoUtos 68 Hat clp6vn aALs catw 
let him go on being king, let us make them ' 
fo!'get the mu!'de:> of sons and b:t'othern, let 
them go forua:t'd in [Piendship, as befo:t'e-;cind 
let the!'e be weaZth and peaoe aplenty. 
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In all of these there is a contextual suggestion of continuing 
what is already happening or has been hapenning. In Kl92 the old 
man's pleasure at the watch being kept is the basis of his 
exhortation to keep it up. In P559 Menelaos is holding firm and 
is urged to continue to do so and so continue to be an encouragerncnt 
to others. In B97 the suitors had already been waiting when they 
were asked to wait longer. In w483 Odysseus is already king, and 
is to continue as king, in contrast to the act of causing forget-
fulness, d~scribed in the Aorist in ~owµcv (1.485), while ~cAEOVTwv 
and coTw differ in that former friendship is to be continued, 
resumed after its recent disruption. This continuation of a current 
or former Activity is the usual implication of the Imperfective 
Imperative in such a context. 2 
The Aorist Imperative occurs less commonly in circumstances 
where an Activity apparently already going on is enjoine~ Only 
three examples occur in the four books: 
K280 
670 
"'265 
IMPERATIVE 
' . £V ttaVT£OOL n6vo1..ot.. napLcrTaoa ' • 
.. - 1' t..' OU6£ 0£ Ai)Uw 
xcvuµovos vuv auto µaXcota µ< ~CXa• 'A"' 6' 6" .. A , ' "", vnvn 
os £ na LV £TtL vfl~s EUxAcl.as ciqn .. xCa~Cl1,, Hear 
me, _daughu;r of ae(J1.s-bearing Zeus, !Jho stand 
bes~de me -in evecy triaZ and !Jatah my t 
b 
"th , . movemen s, 
e "'~ rr., espeewUy noo and grant th t 
retur>n to the ships, a !Je 
ox~oeo, ~LXoc, xac µ o~ov caoat< nf.veoc Xuyp~ 
tocpooe[ac] ••• , hoZd baak, my friends, and Zet 
me be ground do1Jn by bitter> grief, 
I ,. I " , J:., ,, ; " ~x yap TOL e:pcw, au vE ouvUco xat.. µcu axouoov, 
I shaU teZZ you something and you must take it to 
~ and hear me out. 
Nevertheless there appears to be enough contextual difference 
to justify the choice of the .\r~ist in these. In K280 the presence 
of Athene has only just become apparent. Odysseus takes it as 
evidence of her continuing interest, but the point of his appeal 
here is that he wants her interest applied to the particular 
enterprise he is embarking on. The force of ~cXac is something 
like demonstr>ate your affeation, and he goes on to be specific 
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with another Aorist, 6os. In 670, one could argue that the townsfolk 
are already holding back, but in fact the context is a meeting at which 
the difficulties Telemakhus is facing are stated for appraisal de novo, 
so it is appropriate that the advice to hold back and to allow the 
affliction should be presented in Totality, or at least without reference 
to continuity, even though it might be equally appropriate to add to 
the bitterness of the irony by u8ing the Imperfective and so drawing 
attention to the lack of support up to the present. So too in w265, 
although Laertes is already listening, Odysseus is introducing a new 
element for which he claims attention:' if Laertes were showing signs 
of interrupting, &Hou< might have been used to forestall this, but 
irrespective of his reaction, both th~ expression of intention to add 
a fresh point and the Aorist appeal to take note of it (ouvuoo) make 
aaouoov acceptable and natural, quite apart from the likelihood that 
thP Aorist may signal an appeal to hear the whole discourse (hear> 
me out). 
.. 
IMPERATIVE 
In cases where 
is more common than 
the Activity has not yet started, the Aorist 
the Imperfective. For example in K544, 
P654 
825 
w214-5 
7' ' " I "( A, I • ... EL n aye µ w no ua•v Q<u,.. ' .... • "' 
-11- , ? iu u u ""e:u, µe:ya Hu6os; Axa1...wv, 
nnws touoo cnnous !.a$ctov ••• Tell me, Odijsseus of 
the many woes, great g lor>y of the Akhaians, where did 
you get these ho1'Ses .•. ? 
JI .t.' I A ,.... ... .... J otpuvov v XLADL 6a1...~pov1... ~aooov 1...0vta 
e:1...ne:tv, BttL P6 ot ~oA~ ~LA1a1os WAc~' £1aLpos 
Urge him to go quickly and ten warlike AkhiU;us 
that his beloved companion is dead. 
xCxAute: 6n vUv µe:u, 'ISaxD01...01..., gttL 
Hear me now, Ithakans while I speak. 
• ME\I £.Lnw, 
Uµe:Ls µ8v v~v ex~e:t' £Ux1Cµe:vov 60µov e:tcrw, 
6e:Lnvov 6' aL~a cruWv Lcpe:Uoate: Bs tLS &p1...01os, 
'.~">_~1ou go insi<k the weU-buiZt house and 
a-1>ifiae the best of the hogs for dinner. 
In all these the expression of Totality seems natural enough 
in appeals for new action, as also in Kl59,544, Pl79,509, 8113, 
373, wll4, 381. 4 
P13 
w357 
Yet w~ see the Imperfective in such examples as K370 
nc µcv' nc ac coupe xcxnooµac ••• ~where you 
ai•ear my spear wiU stop you. 
'Atpccon McVCAClC ocotpc~cs, opxcxµc ACXWV, x&~e:o, Ae:tnc 6e ve:xpOv, Ea 61 Cvapa Spo16e:vta, 
Son of iitNU"s, divinely nourished /.leneZaos, give 
back, ~ the .corpse, fE!EE_ the bloody arms. 
S&poe:1..., µfi toL 1anTa µet& ~p~a~ 0~01... µe:A6v1wv, 
Have courage don't let this concern you. 
Now in comparison with the examples illustrating 
the Aorist in these circumfcances, it may be observed 
the use of 
that these 
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Imperfectives do not indicate action in 
ended Activity: in K544, a specific act 
Totality so much as open-
of telling is enjoined, in 
P654 a specific act of urging, in $25 a specific act of hearing and 
in w214-5 specific acts of going and sacrificing; whereas in K370 
the waiting enjoined is essentially a cessation of flight, so that 
the emphasis is on the beginning with no indication of its ending, 
in w357, Laertes is really being urged not to go on •;ith the .ear 
he has just expressed, as · .. a rest of the line makes explicit, and 
again the emphasis is on beginning an activity of being courageous 
rather than on making a specific courag~ous effort, 5 In Pl3, it 
must be admitted it seems reasonable to ask whether the command 
ought not to be ~aken as implying a complete withdrawal and 
giving up of the body, in which case Aorist verbs might be expected; 
but Euphorbos is concerned less with spoiling the body than with 
using its control as a basis for challenging Henelaos, and again 
the notion of (ceasing to defend and) beginning to take a less 
preoccupied stance is appropriate. So also in P652 ax~nEO is a 
request to initiate a search fo• Antilokhos in preparation for the 
more specific urging in 654 referred to above. 6 
Another passage in which Imperfective Imperatives are used for 
conunands to do something not already being done is K479-81. 
aAA' aye: 6n npOpe:pc xpate:pOv µCvos· oU6~ tG oe: xPn 
, .. , ,,, .. ,,,v. 
Ea 1 Ctµe:vai.. µ~:.\e:ov ouv -re:uxe:ot..v, O./\/\a ~ 1..1utous II ti \, 6' J ' ti 6£ aU y' av6pos e:vai..pe:, µe:/\noouoi..v e:µot.. 1..nno1.., 
come, put forth your great strength - you should not 
stand there idle with your gear - loose the horses, 
or ,
10u kin the men and I •n take care of the horses. 
Here, however, the activities envisaged are already in the 
are indeed the purpose of their 
minds of Diomedes and Odysseus, and 
present visit; the implication is get 
same applies in Kl46,383,425, Pl79,622, 
7 
on with the attack. The 
$372, w323,357,394,519. 
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In Homeric Greek, as in Classical Attic, a prohibition is usually 
expressed by ~n with Imperfective Imperative or Aorist Subjunctive; 
the Imperfective Subjunctive is never used and thP Aorist Imperative 
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is rare. Why this should be so is beyond the ~"ope of this work, and 
my inquiry will merely touch on the differ~n~e between the two Aspects. 
Although the situation prevailing in negat~~e commands is not 
necessarily Lhe same as that in positive ones, it is logical that the 
basic valores of Imperfective and Aorl.st should be the same in both, as 
this does not depend on positive or negative but is constant through-
out the verbal system. Therefore an Imperiective should prohibit the 
Oevelopment of the activity, while the Aorist should forbid the 
Totality, the "action pure and simple". In considering which Aspect 
to use, account is not necessarily taken of whether the "'"tivity has 
already commenced or not, both being used in either case - in the 
first, the Imperfective would imply,don't go on doing/being,' the 
Aorist,don't do/stop being,while in the second case the Imperfective, 
commanding the negative course of an activity, would convey,keep aZJay 
from doing/being (don't try to ..• , etc.), and the Aorist, don't do/be 
(cornplexive prohibition). That one should be able to use both 
Imperfective and Aorist in prohibitions of a general nature go~s with-
out saying - here the Imperfective would again be,resist doing/being 
and the Aorist,again complexively,do not do/be. As an example of an 
activity already in progress being stopped by an Imperfective 
Imperative, we have Kl93: 
?31 
S304 
... µn6£ TLV 1 ~nvos 
aLpEL1w, µTi x&pµa ye:vWin:~a 6uop~vE:caa1..v, and 
ie t s Zeep oontinue not taking you, Zest we fail 
prey to the enell1tJ. 
... OAAa a' (ywy' Ovaxwpnaav1a xcAe:~w, N 
ls nAneuv ~£vac, µn a' avTCos toTaO £µ£co, 
I advise you to retreat into the o!'O!Jd, and 
don't go on tr11ing to stand against me. 
TnAe:µax' ~~ay6pn, µlv~s &~xe:1E, µ6~1C 101.. &A~o 
ov oTne£00C xaxov µ£A£TW EPYOV TE Enos TE, High-
hearted TeZemakhos, unaheaked in stre~gth, do not 
· about "hat has been said and done. go on worl'l1ing w 
1berc are no examples in K,P,a,w, 
an activity which is already going on, 
of an Aorist prohibition of 
but nS68 is an instructive 
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example. Eight lines earlier, in 560, Akhilleus begins his reply 
with µnH81c vuv µ opc~cco, yepov •.• ,do not go on ir,itating me, 
old man, and after some explanation, returns to the same theme with 
tW vU•J µfi \JOL. µCi>.>.ov Cv llt..y£01.. ~uµOv 6pGvris, so in these 
eiroumstanoes dor.'t provoke my heart further in its grief. Here 
the adverb µ&AAOV, besides implying a link with what has preceded, 
adds to the force of the Aorist, which serves the disjunctive purpose 
of summing up the speaker's words. Also an Imperfective verb would 
tend to render µ1iUov similar in force to en in the above example, but 
the Aorist, in a sense, c1•.ts the activity in two and focuses attentio'.l 
on what follows, in its ~ntirety, and this comparative break with the 
status quo is perhaps aided by a certain intensity in µCiUov to give 
9 
the command a ce~cain harsh forcefulness. 
As in positive commands, the Imperative may be used resumptively, 
to urge the putting into effect of what is intended (or suggested by 
preliminary action), but not yet overtly begun, so also in prohibitions 
the Imperative is found in efforts to prevent the occurr.ence of an 
intended or indicated Activity. An example of this is w54. 
tax£~·, 'Apy£LoL., µn ~£Uy£t£, xoUpoL. 'Axa1..Wv, 
stmJ, Argives, sonsof the Akhaians, don't flee •.• , 
where the Greeks, terrified by the mysterious happenings connected 
with Akhilleus' daath are on che point of flight. Nestor tells 
them to give up their intention of fleeing and then explains what 
is going on. so also in X339, Hektor, at last reconciled to his 
death, says to Akhilleus 
µr} µc Ca ttctpCt vnuot xUvas xa1ac&q,a~ 'Axa1.Wv' ~ not 
l [; go on with 11our intentwn of leaving] eave ".e. tio (b t meta lie by the ships for. the dogs to ea u 
ransom my body after you k-ill me), 
cf. 335 where Akhilleus has expressed this intent. A fine contrast 
an unstarted activity is E684 
using the same verb in the Aorist for 
where Sarpedon cries out to Hektor, 
>ttt:a~al 
of lei 
IMPERATIVE 
• .t • 
... µn Oq µe CA~p ~avaotocv oao~' 
•, do i;ot let [~. e. entertain the thought 
ine he as p:rey fo:r the Danaans; 
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here there is no nflc:ion of Process since S arpedon is at no-one's mercy 
and not reconcilt!d to dying, but he is frightened by Odysseus' forays 
and begs Hektor not to lecve him completely. 
The resumptive use of the positive Imperative mentioned earlier 
also shows up in prohibition, and here again it is a natural 
realization of the valo:r of the Imperfective. This is really the same 
as the type exemplified by µn . . . fo above and only calls for comment 
insofa~ as the activity prohibited has not yet been referred to, but 
has begun to occur, e.g. in A210, Akhilleus has not yet drawn his 
'word, but he has his hand on the hilt when Athene grabs him by the 
hair and, after explaining why she came, ~ontinues, 
aAA 0 aye Any' EpLOO,, µno£ ;c~o, OAHEO xocpc, trrJ 
to (o:r begir. to ... ) abate you:r qua:r:rel, and don't 
go on to d:ra~you:r swo:rd. 
As in positive commands it is often difficult to distinguish in 
prohibitions this resumptive use from the normal continuative employ-
ment, and indeed it is only necessar) to do so in order to explain uses 
of the Imperfective which seem anomalous if one defines the Aspectual 
opposition in terms such as Durative/Punetual rather than ?:roeessive/ 
Total. 
Examples of the Imperative used in general precepts are rare 
enough in the poems, but perhaps we may see one in K69, ••• µnos 
µqa.AC1;oo ~uµ1(>, don't be ove:rl<( haughty. The Imperative here may 
be thought to refer merely to Menelaos' own behaviour, but also 
has a more general application in th" light of the usu.~l behaviour of 
Homer's horoes, i.e. when one is asking advice, one should not be 
arrogant. 
'd the T~p~rfective Imperatives in which When one cons1 ers ~ 
beginning was sug,;ested in tr.taslation, one may observe that the 
i liz
ations are not always clearly distinguish-
inceptive and conat ve rea 
divid
'ng line between them is not an essential feature 
able, since the ~ 
IMPERATIVE 
of the Imperfective, and may in fact be important mainly for 
translation into languages with different Aspectual systems. 
Repeated Act:''iity, too, is a context-dominated nuance anil an example 
can be seen in K6 7-9, 
rp8Cyyco 6 1 Q MCV L'QO~Cl, >ta~ £ypfiyop.:)cu .. lXvwx~L 
naTp68cv (M ycvcD~ 6voµ&~wv &vOpa ~xao1ov ' 
, , ' 
ncnncxs xuocxcvwv •.• , wherever you go, caU out, 
and order wakefulness, naming eaeh man aeeording 
to his ancestl'IJ and honouring aU. 
Here the conditioning phrase is Q xov t~oacx, which leads one to 
conclude that it is the repetition of the calling which is uppermost 
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in Agamemnon's mind. It is noteworthy that avwxac, formally a Perfect, 
is actually parallel to the Imperfective ~acyyoo. 
The valor of the Perfect has,in an earlier chapter, been analysed 
as that of State,and one would expect this valor to be realized also 
in the Imperative. Further, in the same chapter it was argued that 
' the division between the two different types of Perfect was artifidal, 
inasmuch as they could also be seen to possess the same valor. The 
Perfect Imperative is rare in the Homeric poems, too rare to allow 
analysis in terms of the three corrnnand situations, but examples of 
both types, the 11 normal11 and "anomalous", are found. The verb ot5a, 
for instance, is a 11 true11 Perfect, expressing a State of knowledge, 
and its Imperative has the same quality, as in K329 
LoTw vUv ZcU~ aU10~, £pLy6ouno~ n6aL~ vHpn~ 
µn µEv TOLS ~nnoLOLV &vnp £nox6ac1aL &AAos 
Tpwwv •.• , Zet Zeus himself, Zoud-thunder:£ng . 
husband of He1'e know that no other TroJan wi U ,_ 
ride behind the horses. 
An example which at first sight seems anomalous, but really expresses a 
true Perfect meaning, is 101 ,aac which in A586 ls contrasted with an 
Aorist: 
T£TXa~~, µD1£p (µn, xat bv&crx£o xn6oµEvn ~cp, 
mother, be vatient [connnand for a certa~n stat7l 
and sustain this insult [complexive or rngressive, 
cf. 578, an indirect reference ~o the same act], 
even though you' re fee Zing aggrieved. 
I 
i ,, 
U!PERATIVE 
Another interesting case is X365 where Akhilleus, having just killed 
Hektor, says to his corpse TEevaaL, Mnpa 6' tyW TOT~ oC~oµaL .•. , 
which, though hard to translate because nf the semantics involved in 
the concept of death, I would take to mca .. Stay dead [11eithel" yoUJ> 
pl'ophecies nol" youv ghost can affect me}, I LYiZZ take my fate when it 
comes. Among the Perfect Imperatives, there is also a proportion of 
cases of "anomalous" Perfects like O.vwya. In the passage quoted 
above {K65-70) &\1 li.!)('5~. is used in much the same way as an 
Imperfective Imperative - set about Ol"del"ing; whatever Perfect force 
there originally was in chis verb had already ceased to be apparent in 
the Homeric language, and later Greek si.e Is no further light o!l it. 
In this sectior. I have argued that there is no dUference between 
the nses of the three Aspects of Homeric Greek in the Imperative and 
those of other !'1oods. More particularly, I have tried to show how, 
despite such factors as the interaction of Aspect and Imperative, the 
subjectivity of Aspect, and the semantic concepts of tne modern 
languages into which the poems are translated, the Aspectual valoves 
are preserved throughout the system. 
NOTES 
l The difference between Dynamic and Stative verbs is here 
partially neutralized, as is the difference.in the u:e of the nega~ive 
(th~ only case where the negative retains its function of connect~on 
with the semantic meaning,rather than the Aspe:t,is where a ne~:t1ve 
Imperative is linked to another Imperative as in Kl9do3, wh~re tt. 
meaning is let ... cantirrnc not taking, rather than no con ~nue 
letting ... ) . 
2 cf. K291,378: fl85,559,622,718: 6178,369: 
i.1132,357,519. 
cf. a similar situation in 1.248. 
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' 84 442-3• ?185 480,645-7,654, 664-6, 
cf. Kl76,278,281,284-5,)21: 3 373. wZlS,256:287,329,331,443,454,474, 113,161,212,229,262,289,349, 353 5 ~469 • dl8, ),74-7, vlSl, p75. 481; see also 6307, I203, 0427, • 
N Stative verbs' and it may be that the 
Both µovccv and ~opoccv are f t" e is strong enough to discourage 
tendency to use them in the Imper
1
ec ~~ong emphasis on the specifics of 
the Aorist unless there is a fair Y s 
5 
the Total action. 
IMPERATIVE 
G In P6S4f tov1a ccnctv represents in indirect discourse the 
,, , ~ b 
conunands c~c and ccnc, e on your way and tell. Und0ubtedly cA~o 
could ha•1e been used, but as Antilokhos would have to find Akhilleus 
before passing on the message, just "s Menelaos had to look for him 
' it may not be too fanc!ful to ~ee in both oxEntco and l6vta an 
acknowledgemeut of the comparative indefiniteness of the necessary 
preludes to the two Total acts of communication. 
7 The subjectivity of Aspectual choice is nowhere more apparent 
than when an Activity is represented as in process when it is as 
yet only conceived in the mind and its overt performance has not 
begun. Sometimes, of course, as in the context of K479ff., overt 
preparatory action has already been taken. 
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B Although the idiomatic translation of don't go on doing is stop 
doing and the Aorist is simple prohibition, not referring •·r Process, 
I am trying by this inf'ection to bring out the nuances of the 
Aspe.ctual distinctionG. 
9 McKay, Greek Gran;nar, p.218. 
lO Again we have problems with allow but Chantraine's explanation 
(G1•amnai1'e, p.230) that the Imperfo-tive is used because "on ne sait 
qucls chiens11 seems false for two reasons. Firstly .. it is the 
complexive xataOcltiia1.. which refers to the dogs not e:a, an<l secondly 
because, though indeterminance of subject may be a factor in other 
Aspcctual systems, it is irrelevant in Greek, where there are other 
devices for its expression. 
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CHAPTER 8 
TENSE AND ASPECT IN THE HOMERIC SIMILES 
In reading the voluminous literature written on the subject of 
Aspectual usage in Greek, one soon realizes that the Homeric simile 
has been one of the major causes of confusion. In this chapter, I 
will try to clarify certain points, especially in relation to the 
r·.:ttems into which the similer are cast, the difference between the 
Moo.'. in similes, and finally the question of Aspectual usage. I take 
a simile to be a poetic (or literary) embellishment whereby a 
comparison is made with something external to the subject matter being 
presented, but which has some fe3ture linking the two, at least in 
some imaginative way. Such a definition would exclude the type of 
comparison which a<lds more or less necessary definition to a passage 
(many of the comparisons introduced by o[os belong to this class) and 
the comparisons which relate two essentially similar things, as when 
Nestor cites events of his early life. In practice I have confined my 
attention to those similes which are attached to the narrative and 
contain at least one verbal form wiLh Aspectuol force, 
Formal Construction 
The 'irst task in the investigation of th~ Homeric simile io to 
examine t . form taken by the similes. The simplest type of E'"''-l" is 
that which is really only one s!ep removed from the comparative-clause 
,. .. d 
type rejectLd above. I S:ir: ·'miles are introduced by ocos or ocros an 
usually take the Indic~tL·. ·t· E770ff 
Ocoov 6' 1)t:.,Joe:i..6Cs: Uvilp L6e:v OqienAµokoLv 
I ~ ,, I TO" 
• . cr•o'!T•;; 'FUO'OWV £Ttl.. OL.VOl!Ct RO\/ v nµe:vos: e:v " ....... ,, "'~ , , ., 
t6ocrov CnLep4ioyouo1.. ee:Wv utiinxe:e:s: L.Ttnot., ~s far as a 
man see3 into the misty distanae as he ads on a high rook and looks out over the dark se~, so far 
do the high-stepping horse·; of the gods leap, 
cf. 0317, etc. There is, 
such a simile, Le. e:249f 
SIMILES 
however, one example of the Subjunctive in 
(where topv{,~ l'Tn would scan) 
Oooo~ tLs ~· ~oa.~os vn~s,1opvWoe:ta1., &vnp 
~opnoos e:upe:t · ·, ell e:cows Hxtoouvawv 
I t I t I ' 1oooov En e:up-. av oxe:Oi.,nv 110L.r1°oa.1' 'oouooe:Us as 
much as a man, .1kiUed in earpentrzJ, ma1•ks out the 
huU of a broaC: ship, so did Odysseus work ou the 
broad raft. 
The great majority of similes in this class .ire confined to t<;o 1 ines 
but that found in ~102-9 shows that the construction does not restrict 
the development of more complex vignettes. 2 
The second group of similes are those introduced by cocxws, 
cva>.i'.yxcos and other words of a similar cast. Thes~ usually extend 
the comparison between two objects by means of an adjectival clause 
(tho<>!;•· they are not the only similes to do so) and predominantly make 
use of the Indicative,' e.g. 0586ff 
axx' 0 y' Op' ~tpe:oe: ~npL xaxOv p~~a.v11., (01.,xWs, 
Os "[£ xdva Kte:~vas ~ SouxdAov &µ~t ade:ooL 
pe:uye:c npi'.v ne:p oµc>.ov ao>.>.co~nµe:vat avopwv, but he 
fled Zike a wild beast who has don• ·~me evil 
thing, killed a dog or a cowherd tending ~attle, 
ar:d rdi'!3 a:..''1:1 befori;: a CY'J:.,)d of rrzen assr-:..• .. ·oles, 
cf. N242. There is also one example each of e:i:xe:>.os (P281), coos 
(A297) and the rare ~n (8144), and one which introduces a "relative-
clause" type simile with oxwv (CT752). However the Subjunctive occurs 
in several exampl.,s, 4 e.g. E4ff 
1 I I '6 I I Q\) n'Up 6a~t at ~H xd~-~os tE xaL aoni., cs a.xaµat 
. '). &otip' ~nwpLV~ ~~~\~yxi.,ov~ os !e: 11~ L~ta 
Aa.µnp0v naµ9a.L°VQOL AcAouµe:vos n1!e:avovo, an . 
wquenchable light blazed from !:is helmet, hke a 
r,tm• in swruner whiah shines at -: ts brightest after 
·it: ~as bathed in ·.he streams of Okeanos. 
Of Si~.iles introduced by nute: which are 
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Thr-. .ce ~re a numb~r .. 
11 cl not depend on a relati"~t~ narr::itivc :.n ..!hara..:-ter and which genera Y 0 
c.::.; 1 se, e.g. flOff 
SIMILES 
li ' • £ t ,opcos • ><OflUff~at.. NOtos: xo.1Cxcucv OµLxAnv, 
rrocµeocv ou '" 9c>.nv x>.£RT~ M 1 , , , , , , , ,' • • c VUMlOS uµc1..vw, 
-roooov tLS: t cn1..Acuooc1.. oaov 1 ' [. ... ~ ,_ " " " - , , , , .... /\O.av 1..noLv· 
we; apex twv uno noaol. MovLoa.\os: Opvut' £cAA' 
the GO?fth win~ pours over the peaks 0 f then 5 ' as 
mowita~ns a rmst - no joy to shepherds but better 
than mght for the tliief - and a n:an ez;, see only 
as fai• as he can throw a stone, so the cloud of 
dust rose beneath their feet. 
Again the Indicative is found in the majority of these 5 while the 
Subjunctive only occurs in :547ff 
• .f , T 
nutc nop~upcnv t..p1..v lJvntoL~L ;avUao~ 
ZcUs: £; oUpcivOacv, tEpas: Cµµcvat.. n noAEµoco 
. ' ' n Hat.. xct..µWvos: 6uolJaAnEos:, Os: Pd tE ~pywv 
1 \) ' I # I \ # \ av· pwitou; avcno.uasv Eitt.. xlJov1.., iin>.a 6e:. Hrl6ct., 
Ws: D nop~up£~ vc~EAQ nuxnaaoo. £ aU1Dv 
ou0e1' 'Axocwv o~vos ••• ,as Zeus strings out from 
heaven a shining rainbow to be a po:c>tent for 
mortals, either of war or of ha2'sh winter, which 
stops men from working on the land and troubles 
flocks, so the thick shining aloud deseended on the 
Akhaimw. 
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However, the gr~at majority of similes in the Homeric poems, the 
"Homeric11 or "epic" similes, arg introduced by Ws:, and for convenience 
I have divided the examples into several categories. The first group 
arc introduced by the conjunction alone and are basically narrative in 
character, ranging from a one-line comparison to a fully developed 
,imile occurying several verses, e.g. All3ff 
Ws oE >.Ewv (X090LO taxcLns vn~LCl tExva 
Pni:6Lws OU'J[aE:c, >.aSwv xpatF;potot.v 06oDcrt.v, E:>.~Wv e:L~:.nv, Ono.>.Ov 1£ oqi' ~top b.nnUpa· 
fl 6' cC if.Ep 1£ rVxr;icrL µc:i>.a :JX£60v, oU 6Uvata~ jqlL 
xpat.oµctv· aUtTiv ycip µLV Vnb 1p6\JOS aLvbs l..KciV£L" 
xapltaALµws 6 1 ni:4£ Ot.0 6puµa ~UKVa xat U>.nv 
oncUOouo' l..6pWouoa xpatat.oD ~npO~ U9' Opuns· 
Ws Opa 1ots oU tLS 6Uva10 xpat.oµOoaL 0>.c~pov • 
Tpwwv, ••• as a lio>i who has eome upon the rest-ing 
r laee of a swift deer and, eatehing the faLJ>1s,. 
breaks their necks with ~,.,, atrong teeth, takwg 
away their tender lives. ."';e eomes up~n ther; hut 
vznnot help them for a terribZe trembhng se~zes 
her and she da:c>ts away quiekly in a sweat through 
the woods and thfok bruHh at t~P ~·wlaught of the 
mighty beast. So none of the H'vJans eo:;id avert 
their 01.Jrl doom. 
------------
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• 
Here the Indicative is the Mood most co-only d b h """ use ut t e Subjunctive 
does occur in about one-third of cases.• 
All other similes in ws take the form of subordinate clauses and 
perhaps the simplest in construction are those introduced by ws sl and 
taking the Optative, as involving a potential comparison, 7 e.g. B780 
0 61 I# t " I If ' I OL ap LOO.V, ws EL T£ nupL x.ewv nCioa vCµoLTO, 
The rest went forward, as if the whole earth were 
being eaten by fire, ~~ 
cf. c314, X410. There seems to be one anomalous example of the 
Subjunctive in such a clause (I481ff) and several instances (M71i, 
'!598) which have themselves no verb but :<hich may be presumed to 
preserve the aood of the principal verb, i.e. the Indicative. 
The next group of similes are those which make use of ws onots, 
e.g. 6335ff. 
ws 6' onat' CV ~UAOX~ EAUQOS xpatspoco AEOVTOS 
vi:SpoUs xot..µnaaoa vi:nyi:vCns yaAaenvo~s 
' • # ' ,, # xvnµous £~£P£~0L HOL ayxca ROLOEVTO. • 
SooxoµCvn, a 6 1 EntLTO. £nv c~anxuecv cUvnv, 
I # I - I # # 1-
aµcpOTCPOLOL 6£. tOLOLV acLX£Ct no1µov £9nxcv, 
~s '06uoi:Us xcLvot..ot..v Uct..xCa nOtµov E9rloct.., as when 
a doe ensaonaes her new-born, milk-suaking fawns in 
the lair of a mighty lion and goes off to feed in 
the leafy groves and on the mountain spurs. The 
lion aomes to the nest and infliats a te?'1·ible fate 
on both fawns, and so will Odysseus infliat a 
terribl3 fate on the suitors. 
Here we find two exampleo of the Subjunctive and only one of the 
Indicati·1e. 0 
The overwhelming rr~jority of similes in this class, however, are 
introdu,.< by ws ot£, e.g. M41ff 
.. ,-
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• "E ' ' • ws xtwp av oµLAov lWv f;x.-00 .-n• 1 • • • .... ...v EtaLpous 
TClljlPOV cnoTpUVWV owaacvEµ£V as When b U f 'd · . • a oar or a 
on, con -z. ent -in h-z.s strength t1'-s d do b h , u" onmenan 
gs, ut ~ ey_ ··~range themselves in i•anks and 
cast many Javei,as at it. The beast's might 
heart never trembles or ~ears but ~ts b Y d t · . J' , " ravery 
es roys ~t, for -it prowls around the ranks of 
~~, lo~k-z.ng for a way to get through, but the 
;-ines g-z.ve way at that point. So Hektor made his 
way through ~he crowd, calling on his companions 
and encourag-z.ng them to Cl'Oss the ditch. · 
These are fairly evenly divided between Indicative and Subjunctive. 9 
An important subcategory of the large ws OT£ class cundists of those 
similes which contain the indefinite pronoun Tes, i.e. ws OT£ TCS.10 
Here the Subjunctive tends to prevail, e.g. P6lff 
'ns o' Ote: tLs TE A£wv OpEaLtpo~os, OAxL nEnoLeWs, 
aooxoµ£vns ayEAnS Souv apnciOQ n TCS apcoTn' 
tDs o' f;~ aUxf.v 1 Ea~E AaeWv ~patEpOLOLV OooUoL 
npWtov, Cne:Lta 6£ e' aIµa xaL £yxata nOvta Aa~UoOEL 
O?JWv· c)µq:iL of:. 10v ye xUvcs t' civ6pe:s tc voµf\e:s 
not.AO. µciA' LUr;ouaLV On6npo.t)e:v oU5' Ce£Aouo1..v 
&vtLov CxeEµcvaL· µOAa yelp xAwpOv 6£os aLpe:L· 
Ws tWv oU 1LvL euµbs CvL 01Dee:o0Lv C16Aµa 
avT~ov l:Ae£µcvac McvcAciou xuoaAcµoco, as when a 
mountain-diJel Zing Zion, relying on his s:.rength, 
seizes the best heifer from the grazing herd. He 
first grasps the nenk CP'~ breaks it wi~~ strong 
teeth, then proceeds to lap up the blood and 
ent."'Gils as he pulls his prey apart. About him 
dogs and herdsmen set up a great hue and cry but 
none is wiUing to go out against him, for green 
fear seizes them. So none of them dared i.n his 
hea:t't to go against mighty Menelaos. 
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However several examples have the Indicative and there is one instanc.c 
of the Optative i~ c384ff 
... £yW o' E~Uncp~cv £p£LO~C~S 
, '" I 1 
ot:ve::ov Ws; 01£ TLs; Tpunif> 6opu -vn1...ov Ct\HlP 
' ' .. ' , . , Tpundvw ot 6£ T cv£p~cv unooac1...oua1...v 1...uav11... 
• ' ' ' , I ' I n~aµc'JOL ~~d1cp~C~ TO Oc T~E:XSL cµµ£V£S a~CL, so 
leant on it from above and began . t~ tza:n -it, a~ 
when some man bores throurr~ a sh~p s t~mbers w-ith a 
huge driZZ and men below n.ove it by means of the 
strap, having straightened it to I'Wl continuously 
in the groove. 
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This example is an aberration, however, and perhaps it is better to 
accept the ancient emendation of tpun~ to tpun~ lndicative.11 
Connection to Context 
The great majority of similes are connected to their referents by 
w>, SO· This is overwhelmingly the case when the simile is introduced 
by w> alone or in a word group, but there are exceptions, such as 
taco> (t::.488), toaaos (P266). The small group of sillilles introduced by 
nuts or eocxws usually also connect with the context by means of ws, 
but there are a few examples of other connective words (toaaos in B472, 
t~ Cxs•os in s54) while kva•cyxcos, Cao>, sCxs•os and ~n do not occur 
sufficiently frequently to be significant. When the simile is 
introduced by other phrases, Ws is less conunon; otos and Cocos are, 
as one might expect, usually picked up by tacos and tocraos, as in E559 
and 6793 respectively, though at times they connect with their 
( i h - • -') 12 referents by other means e.g. t::.75 connects w t tljl £L.xuc • 
In most similes the formal connection with the narrative (the ws, 
1oco;, etc.) follows the simile and usually semancic connection also 
exists with what follows; the typical pattern is shown in f23ff 
Ws TE AEwv Ex&pn µEyciAw £nL oWµa.tL ~Upoas, 
---r' .... --- \ J., '1 supwv n SAa<pov xspaov ., aypcov acya 
# # # # ,. " t ' 
TlELVOlLl'." µo.Aa yap IE Xa1'E0-5LCL, El.. ne:.p av Ct.UTOV 
# # \ ,.,. # 
ocUwvTO.l.. TO.XE.ES 1E XUVES .ea/\E~OL ,. 0.1..i;not.· 
~> cx<lpn Msv{Xaos 'AX{E;av6pov llsoscoca o~llaXµofacv Lowv •.• , as a Zion rejoices at its 
good fortune, when it comes upon.the great body of 
a horned stag or Pi id goat. It 'Z-S very hungry, f(lr 
it eats much, even though s~ift dogs and young men 
haY'i'y it. so Mene foos rejowed when he caught 
sight of godiike AZexandros. 
However it is also possible for a simile to be prompted by a 
the pa~sage preceding it; such is the case, for example, in 
• 
Ev 5' £ ne:o' Ws Ore ~Uµa .eoQ Cv v~L -~EoJJOL _ 
~,ciSpov unaL. vcqiEwv Ctvcµor~c~Es·, n ~~ T£ naoa 
&xvQ UnexpU4~n, &vCµo1..o 6£ 6c~vos antns _ 
LOtLljl cµ8p{µstaL, tpoµ{ouoc OE TE ~pcva vautac 
signal in 
Ob24f f 
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6EL6Ldtc~· tutSbv y&p Un~H Sav&toLo m~pO\ITa·. 
f\ • J:. .f \ ' 1 T "' 
u>S suaci;sTo lluµo> £\IL onillsooc" 'Axacw\I, he feU 
ui;on them, as when a wave, borne swiftly on the 
z.;w~s from beneath clouds falls on a swift ship -
'1-t '1-S totally ~overed by the spray, and tlze fierce 
blast of the wwd howls against the 0 •. ·H 1Jhile the 
sailors' hearts tremble in fear. So .. ,, 11eart in 
each Akhaian breast was divided. 
The important point to note here is that the verb in the simile 
and the verb in the surrounding context with which the semantic 
connection is made usually .·ake the same Aspect. There seem to be 
several distinct arrangements. Where the "point of reference" is 
Imperfective, thus indicating that we are to pause while the simile 
unrolls, the connecting verb in the simile is also usually 
Imperfective. This is the case with 8554ff 
nup~ 6~ o~LOL xaLcto noAAd. 
Ws o' 01' Ev oUpav~ 501pa ~acLvDv Uµ~L ocArivnv 
QaLvc1 1 0pLnpcn£a, Otc 1 1 £nAETO vnvcµos atenp· 
EH t E~OVEV naoaL OHOnLaL xat npWovcs UxpoL 
xaL v&naL· oUpavOecv a' &p' Uncppdyn Oonct~s aLenp, 
n&vta 6£ cL6ctaL Oa1pa, y(ynSc 6£ TE <PP£va noLµnv· 
, ' - 'J:.'-'o. ,, 
TOOOCX UEOT\YU VEWV nu£ =aVvOLO POO.WV 
TpWw•J xat..6v1wv nupO. cpaLvcto 'IA1...0~h .. npO, many were 
the fires which were burning, as when in ~h~ sky 
the magnificent stars appear about the sh'l-n'l-ng moon, 
and all the peaks, headlands and valleys show up 
and the bright air pours from the ~eaven - th~ . 
shepherd knows all the stars o.nd h'l-s hea~t reJO'l-ces. 
So many appeared the fires 1Jhich the TroJanS were 
keeping aZicrht between the ships and the streams of 
Xanthos before I7 ':m, 
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f, i;l02, u25, El61. However it soroet!mes happens that even when the 
"point of referenceu is Imperfective, the connecting verb is Aorist, as 
in 6787ff 
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es~ape death or ~e brought doi.m by the haughty 
suttors. As a lton among a crowd of d b t 
"th h · 'f · men e a es Wt m~e" tn fear when they draw a circular trap 
around htm, so she worried as sweet sleep came to 
her. 
ln this the link between simile and context is confined to the idea of 
worry,but Penelopeia's long drawn out agony is shown to have the 
intensity of a lion's access of concern as the realization comes upon 
him (6Ecoas) that he is trapped. 
If the "point of reference" is Aorist, however, it is simply 
recording the event as complete. In this case an Aorist in the simile 
would merely be a comparison of action, although there may be some 
narrative development within the simile. An example of this is N62ff 
aUTOs 6' Ws t' Cpn; WxUntcpos Wp10 n81caeaL 
Os Pd 1' On' aLyLALnos n81pns ~µnxcos Op~c~s 
QpµDo9 nc6LoLo 6LWxcLv Opvcov &AAo, 
Ws OnO tWV nL~c noocL6dwv ~vooLxewv, and as a haiJk 
starts in f[ifiht, when it rises from the stom-
haunted, craggy cliffs and swoops to chase some 
other bird, so the Earth-Shaker Posnidon darted 
awa!f from them 
cf. El61, E368. Sometimes the difference in Aspect is more apparent 
than real, especially in similes in which the comparison is made with 
an introductory word which implies repetition of the verbal "point of 
reference" and a relative clause expands the detail, as in E51ff. 
, ,. ' ' ' - ,, "n • ' acuat £Il£LT cnL xuµa Aap~ opVL~L COLXWS, 
OS TE xa1a 6£LVOUS ~QAnous 0A0s Q1puy£10LO 
f I ' \ \ 6 ' u, LX~Ds aypwaowv nuxLVa ntcpa ~~ ahµQ· 
Tiji ""EADS noAEEOOLV oxnoOTO xuµaoLV 0 EpµnS, then he 
raced over the waves like a seagull who, searching 
for fish along the terrible troughs of the 
unharvested rollers, often wets his wingp with 
spray. T"nus did Hermes fly_ above the close packed 
waves. 
In thi~ c•EuaµcV~l and oxnooµcv<jl may be iir.plied at beginning and end 
with opVL1lL and riji, while 6EUETOL gives background detail. 
Not all similes .:·.,;meet with the context on both sides, and in 
d f . i break in the narrative occurs, fact, near som~ of them a e in te 
Where the'..- is a link on both side&, precluding such connection. 
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however, it is most common (as in th 1 e examp es quoted) for both 
connecting verbs to have the same A t y spec • ct there are examples of 
similes which connect with the context on both sides but have an 
Imperfective on one side and an Aorist on the other. Such, for 
example, is Il756ff 
1w nspc Ks6pc6voo >.£ov~· ws 6npcv~n1nv 
., t • ' , 
w 1 opeos xopu,i)oc nepc xrnµovns e>.a.ooco 
" , , 't' ' oµ~w necvoov1e µsyo 'pov£ov1s µaxco~ov· 
Ws: ncpL KcSp1..0vao 6Uw µr)otwpe:s; aUti')s;, 
rr ' ' ' I"' '£.. , , v 01poMAOS 1£ .cvoc1cauns xoc ,ac6cµos Ex1wp 
ccv1' &>.>.n>.wv 1oµe0ccv xpoa vn>.£c xa>.x~, the two of 
them fought about KebPiones Zike Zions who, on 
mountain peaks, fioht over a dead stag; they are 
both hung!'ZJ and have high thoughts. So about 
Kebriones the t!JO warriors Patroklos, son of 
/.tenoitios and glorious Hektor, strove to tear eaah 
other's flesh with aruel bronze. 
Here 6npcv~n1nv marks the onset of the fight and is understood with 
.\(ov.\1' Ws, while the relative clause pauses over the detailt and the 
narrative resumes with a parallel pause. 
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An apparent anomaly which could well be considered here is N489ff 
ALvs~as 6' £1£pw~cv £x8x.\Et0 ors £t&paLOL, 
~nC90Sdv tE n&pLV t' CoopWv xaL 'Ayr)vopa 6tov, 
v,v •• , ,. '':'! oL 01.. cq.J nycµove:s; Tpwwv caav· au1ap ~~ ilELta. 
' ., ~' . ,, ' ,, " - -' 
.\aOL ~ilOVO ' ws SL TE µEta XtLAOV EOIT~to µnna 
-iLOµt:"' ~x Sotcivns· yclvutetL. 6' Spa rr. r.pp€va rtoi..i.iilv· 
Ws A~vEL·r ~uµOs tv~ 01rl~cocrL Y~Y~~c~, _ 
Ws Loe AaWv ~~vos cni..afioµcvov coi.. au1~. 
Here commentators have, as it were, broken the simile into two parts 
S 'tbJ'ect-matte~, with £on£To referring back to unrelated in their . ' 
'" This dislocation would be 
Enov.cJ 1 and yctvu1aL forward to )'£'Yn"'cl.. 
unprecedented in Homer and perhaps a simpler explanation exists. It 
may be that cnova' is only marginally related and that the lines 
should be repunctuated to change the colon after caav to a comma, 
• • d t s 
(or at least a colon) after cnov~ an pu comma place a full stop 
' Then i' t could be translated 
after So1clvr1~ and noi..µnv. 
1& 
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Aineia~ from ~he ~ther side caUed to his 
c~m~an~ons, s~ngl~ng out Deiphobos, Pari 3 and 
d~v~ne Agenor, who were the leaders of the Trojans, 
and then the people fo Uowed. And as a flock start 
off to follow a huge ram to drink from the spring 
iv;d ~n that account the shepherd is pleased, so ' 
AuieMs i.;as pleased when he saw the host begin to 
foUow inm, 
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where ~oitE:TO corresponds to ~n.1..0116µcvov, an ingressive Aorist from a 
Stative verb. The scmile tells of the start of a movement and of the 
continuing pleasure it brings and this is applied in bcith directions.1 3 
Yet it is unusual in the. way it modifies the opening link l:nov~· ••. 
1:on£TO and proceeds to develop the simile, with a more exact point of 
reference to follow, but without connectives either at beginning or 
end to show a clear division. 
Huod in Similes 
I must now return to a point touched upon earlier and deal with 
the differences between the Moods in the similes. In the simplest 
similes, those introduced by oLos and Ocroos, the main verbs are 
preponderantly Indicative, due, one might suppose, to their relatively 
straightforward statement that one thing compares with another in one 
respect. The >ubjunctive in £249 may be thought to be due to the 
presence of TLS, but this is apparently not definitive, since we have 
TLS with the Indicative in ~845ff. 
UAA 1 OtE on cr6Aov cLAc µE.VElttOAcµos IT0AunoL1ns, 
' . ' Oooov TLS t 1 (pp1..~-c xa.AaUpona SouxoAos avnp· 
h 6l &' kA1,oooµlv11 nltttaL. 61..~ SoOs &ycAaLas· 
TGOOOV mv·ros aywvos un£pSal.£ • · •, but W~en th~ 
steadfast warrior PoZypoites took the we1.ght, 11e 
overshot the rest o" the fieZd by the distance a 
cowherd hurZs his staff, when he flings it 
,.,,~hi1'iing th1•ough f:he fat cattle. 
In the group introduced by nu1£, also, the Subjunctive only 
occurs once, and the similes which are extended by adjectival claur.es 
four to 
( h • ' ' ' d'scussed above) have a ratio of t e OOLHws-£VctALYXLOS type • 
Tllel·e is no discern i\ile reason for one in tavour of th(; Indicative. 
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the choice of Subjunctive rath h er t an Indicative in these similes. 
One should not argue that the Subjunctive is a gen~ralizing one s~nce 
all similes are, tv a greater or lesser extent, statements meant to be 
valid for all ti:ne, anr! these activities d b o not seem to e any more 
general than those for which tile Indicative is uoed, One must ,,lso 
disr:iiss here the possibility that the chcice is made for metrical 
reasons since there are several example3 where the two forms have the 
same metrical valu~. 
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When we come to th~ large class of similes introduced by ws, w~ 
find in general a fairly even balance of Indicative and Subjunctive, 
though several exceptions are noteworthy. The ws EL group take the 
Optative, as is natural for the expression of a ~ypothetical 
contingency, but in those which take (or potentially take) the 
Indicative, the EL may not be conditional but merely an emphatic 
reinforcement of ws, so that these examples really belong with the 
other groups. The categories in Ws OnOtc and w~ OtE predominantly 
take the Subjunctive,as might he expected in view of the prevalence of 
general temporal clauses in such circumstances in Classical Greek, 
Again the presence or absence of TC> does not seem to affect the 
choice of Mood. A fine pair of examples usin0 the same verb to 
illustrate this point are N389ff 
. 
npLnE a' W£ OtE TLS QpUs nPLREV n &xEpwLs, 
n~ nLtus SAw~pn, 1nv 1' oupEOL tEHtOVES Uv6pES 
E~Etaµov tEAExEOOL vcnxEOL vnLov clvaL" -
Ws b npOae' ~nnwv xaL 6L~pou xctto tavuo~ELS, 
and :0414 ff 
di ff between the Indicativ~ and It ~eems th~t, Branted that the crence 
d 11 l" ' Suhjuncclvc w:is th:1t betw~cn what the speaker regar s .:is re.J. anc.a 
what he merely visualizes as 
relatively objective and what 
possible, and so between what is to him 
t lien the poet had the choice is not so, · 
• 
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of presenting the picture of the simile as a concrete one or as merely 
hypothetical. This is however a tenuous question since any simile 
must be in a se'lse hypothetical but also 
it is a complete self-developing world. 
" l" i rea n that, once se:~ up, 
Moreover, it is not uncommon for a simile beDun in the 
Subjunctive to be continued in the Indicative, e.g. A414ff 
Ws 6' Ote: xOnp1..ov &uqiL xUve:s ~aAe:po~ 1' a~~no~ 
oe:U(J;vtat.., b OE 1' r.to1.. Sa.{}e:Lns Cx E;uAOxoco 
o.' ' ' ' # ' vnywv 11.CUMO'V o6ov·~(l µc1a yvaµtttD01... y(vuaot..v 
I \ J:.. ..f t I .( 1 \ I ) 
aµrpL vt. t at..OO'O\ltUL, UitclL OE tE MOµnos OoOvtwV 
yLyve:tat.., o~ 6~ µEvouo1..v Ciqinp 6e:i..v0v ne:p E:Ovta, as 
when dogs and young men rush about a boCU' and he 
comes out of his thicket in the woods, g/inding his 
white tusks in the crook of his jaws. The tusks 
flash this way ancl that, and their gnashing grows in 
volume while his attackers await him.even though he 
is fierce, 
cf. ~233, £394, E318. The reason for this may be that the poet 
chooses to forget that he started with a subordinate clause of 
supposition, or, to put it another way, that, having once conjured up 
the image of a hypothetical world, he takes its "realness" for granted 
and uses the Indicative to continue the vignette. However this is by 
no means the general rule since there are one or two instances of 
similes which begin with the Subjunctive and continue in that Mood, 
e.g. 080ff 
Ws a' 01' Ov &~~~ vOos OvEpcs, Os t' Cnt noAAnv 
' ' . . yacav <>.n>.ouew, ~p•oc nEuxa>.cµ~oc vono~, 
"Ev.a' ECnv, n Ev~a," µEVOLvrli;ioL 1E ltoAAcX, as when 
the mind of a man dCU'ts about, a .nuah travelled man 
who, in his s"1ift thougl>t fancies, "I o;ish I were. 
there or there" 'J'ld indeed has many w~shes of th~s 
J 
sort. 
Aspect in Similes 
Since the similes contain verbal forms which are morphologically 
situation in the Homeric poems, it is 
the same as those in any other 
d b d in the same way i.e. that to be suspect~d that they shoul e use ' 
take and whatever Mood it may use' the whatever form the simile may 
------liiiiiii 
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Aspectual relationships would remain the same. Even though Ruiperez 
claims that all verbal forms found in similes are Aspectually 
neutral, 14 my own investigatior.s have led me to the conclusion that 
each Aspect does indeed have its proper valor,and moreover that this 
valor is independent of any temporal constraints which might be 
applied in other situations. The majority of sir.iiles fout•<I in the 
Homeric poems make predominant use of the Imperfective skce, as is 
natural in comparison, the poet wishes his hearer/reader to 
concentrate on the development of an activity and to connect it with 
the occur(c~~e of another activity in the general area. Moreover the 
similes involve a pause to consider a different scene, so descriptive 
details are importan~,and here too the Imperfective is natural. So 
the va?.nr> of activity in Process is shown in many examples, such as 
E499ff, 
or t205ff 
~s 6' &vEµos &xvo.s ~op~EL Lcp&s Ka.1 1 &Aw~s 
I - ' tf CL I A ' avOpwv At..l<lJWVTWV, 01£ 1£ ~a.vvn uni.;rrrnp 
I • ' , • I If 
xp(vn EnEt..YOlJEVWV Cl.VElJWV Hc.tpnc· 'C KO.L. axva.s 
a[~ unoAcuKa.Lvov10.t.. UxupµLa.~ . .. , As when the 
wind carries the chaff along the sacred threshi>ig-
floor, when men are winnowing, and fair-hair~d, 
Demeter separates the gra·~n from the chaff ~ 
hurrying blasts, whitening the piles of chaff, 
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Other realizations of the 
ingression, etc., are not 
tones of the background or 
above. 
Imperfective, such as conation, iteration, 
so often observable except as possible over-
parallel activity realization mentioned 
The Aorist realizes its valor of Totality in eeveral 
Verb is Stative or Dynamic. depending on whether the 
as in 0579ff seen as simple occurrence, 
The 
ways, 
latter is 
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e ' , , 
nPnTnp ETuxnoE SaAwv u1'A ' leapt foruard Zike a ho '~ uoc 68 yui:a, Antilokhos 
fa!Jll, whiah a hunter ha un .who Zeaps on a wounded 
its knees as it da:rt f au"':d at .~d shot, loosing 
' s. rom its hiding p Zace. 
In Stative verbs we of ten find an ingressive nu"nce is Al72f ' , e.g. 
at 6' ft ' ' 
" . ,L }(~µ ,µe::crcrov nc6Lov qioS£ov10 BOr.s W 
as te:: Ae::w" cqi~Sncre: µoAWv E::v vuxt0!; OµoAyifi, ~hize 
the .othe~s stiZZ f/,ed across the middle of the 
plain, Zike ca~tZe which a Zion stampedes when it 
comes on them in the deep night, 
while a complexive sense might be seen in Kl83ff 
Ws ~~ ~Uv~s Tte::pt µi)Aa 6vowpriowvt1. _ E:.v atJ/..ij 
~npos axou~a~1e::s Mpa1e::p6qipovos, os 1e:: }(et6' UAnv 
8PXnTac 6c opco~c ••• , aP when dogs keep sZeeoZess 
"";tch over f/,o~ks in a yard, as they hea:r a mighty 
wiZd beast moving through the woods on the 
mvuntains. 
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The Perfect is extremely rare in Pc·,neric similes but 1<hen it does 
tate, e.g. ,.3 7f occur, it has its normal valor of activity as S ~ 1 
3oan 6 1 ~~0p690Lo ~Upn 6aAclµo1..o 1~1ux1a1.. 
' # t - t '' Oo I t ave::pos a9v£LOL0, EU xAnt.cr .).papu'L.·1., as la1•::e as a 
1JeU-hinged dcor is rr:ade in the house of a" wealthy 
n:an, 
or? as an instance •1f the "anomalous" perfect, P263ff 
Ws o' 01' Cnt npoxoQot... 6•.t.ne:-rCo::. notaµo'Co 
e~Spuxe:v µ{ya xUµa notL POov, Uµ~L 6E •• a~~aL 
rii:Ove:~ So6wot..v i:pe:uyoµEvns CxAOs £E;w, as w:'"'Y/._, at 
the mouth of a mifjhtj river, a huge wave ~ 
rr(1ainst the stream and tile' out-jutting shores 
''m>Jder against the bac · · .. w:t of the sea. 
One must here note that the Perf• .t never occurs in the surrounding 
~ontext, although this is not remarkable since the surrounding C"'lltext 
is usually a narrative one, to which the Perfect ib less approprlate. 
So r'len it seems that the Aspects operate under the same 
distinguishing characteristics in similes as in othEr s:f.tuations, when 
each form is considered i~ relation to its <"'.onte1:t. When a sJ_~1·:1e is 
drawn out to become, as it were, a minia'.ure narrative, we find 
patterns of Aspects which parallel these in the main narrative. An 
J '. ;•JStration of this is provided in e523ff 
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Wr- of. ' ' ' , ~ y~vn M~aLnot.. ~t..Aov nOaLv Ou~LnEooUJa, 
Os TE ens npoo6lv noht..os AaWv te: nEono1..v 
Ciote:L Mal. 'tCM(EOOt..V c)µUvwv vriAe:Cs ~µ~p· ' 
~ µ~v to'v n .t ...---r-- , • 
., .. 'VV1.10M0Vta Mal. aona1..povta L60Ua1.•. 
I t - # ' .-'-.;..:_;.,;.. 
O).J(f> CtUTW xuµcvn A .• ya ltW~1Uc1..• o~ 6~ t on .oee: 
xOntOVTES 60Upcoo1.. µe:tU<jlPEVOV nae xaL Wµot..s 
e:1..pcpov cl.oavciyouot.., nCvov t' E:xCµcv xaL 0 :i:Uv· 
- 6' ., • .. , 
tnS £1\EE:L\'C':';.c.Tlfl ClXEl. <j>lJLVUUOUOt.. nap~t..aL·, QB a 
woman weeps (descriptive Imperfective paral!elling 
Odysseus' weeping) when she emb.•aiJes (comple.dve 
Aorist for action granunatically and logically 
presented as ba~kground to the wee"inc) her 
husband, who ,: Zl (simple occurrence) before hi~ 
city and hi3 people, tryina to defend (conative 
Imperfective, whose implication of failure comes 
from the fact of the man's death) his home and 
cJiildren - where she catehes sight (momentary 
Aorist) of him gasping out his soul in death 
(Imperfective Participles for simultaneour 
continuity), she thro,.;s herself on his body 
(simple ~ction echoing i.µQcn<aouon) and begins 
'lamentina shriUy (inchoative Imperfective, but 
echoing x!,m'.~oc), while those behind h3r, strikina 
her again and aaain (iterative Imperfective) on the 
back and shoulders idth their speaJ's tr11 to 7.ead 
her aiJaif into slavery to C' Jife of pain (durative 
Imperfective Infinitive) - her ehecks n~ste ::way 
with most teI'I'ibZe grief. 
Another example is A474ff 
OµcpL o' Up' aU10v 
Tp~cr ~novs' ~S E~ tc 6a90LvoL 8~£S 5pca~Lu ~ , , ., , ., 0 A 1 • 1 Ou~' SAa.9ov xcpao" ScS.\rll.JEVOV, av ~ ~ avn;i 
l.Q O.r.0 vcupfi·,.· 10v µcv t ~ no?E~a': 
cpcUywv, Q9p I uIµu ~d .• apOv XClL ';'OU~a~ oewpr,1· 
autap £net 6~ 1dv ye 6uµdaoct~L ~xus oLatos, 
Wµocp&yoL pLv ~Wes E.v OUµt.OL ~n_-i:.~,::~~ 
Ev v~µe:L CJHLEP'.ii" EnL te: At.v nyayE ~aL~ll>\' / • 
oLv111v· ~~E£ !.•f.v TE 6L{tpe:o~v, aut~P o ~..inntc~ ~ ~ 
h n • ,, i·1 "ed af•er /nm as w th' m:nmtainv T e .1 ro;;; (tilS Jo 1,;0w ., • ' • ,, bZoodthi1'st:1 .;aekaln foUow (Imperfective oovrnc 
understood ~nd linking simile to narra~ive) a . 
wounded (Perfect Porticiple of State) :wer, whieh a ""'"""'7,~ · t hot (simple occurrence) - the deer 
. 1tzn r:as pus s fl . 
m:inages to eseaPe its e[feets b11eewg back-
Cimperfective Partiriple providing padrall~l 
• . th ,. defines an i•v:ten s t e 
ground wllicn rur e. ding· Aorist) whiZ€ the 
complete ~ction of the prece th 
blood is stiU :Jal'm cv;~t lo~~~~ ~~~e s:~f~n;l'1;0,., 
(Perfect o~ Stat<;). do?J>! (Aorist implying completion 
finaU11 bI"!-ngs him 0 by ,_ ·ilication), the 
of an act~vit~ alri;adh :gu~o de~;~,. (inchoative [Zech eab,1g Jaeka<-S e!!Jegfi;i!'.!n~~=="" 
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Imperf:ctive) him in a shadowy grope in the 
mountai.ns. But s?me Being eauses a hungl'lJ lion to 
a~pear (Aorist of simple occurrence which in tho-
Cll'.:umstances gives the verb a notic..1 of 
llnexpectedness); the ja<Jkals au run a!Ja?f 
(complete action in relation to the scene. 
described) and hG pro<Jeeds to eat the deer 
(Imperfective combining th~ ideas of ingress~ve 
activity and activity arising out of another). 
Time in Similes 
!he similes provide the clearest evidence that the Aspects in 
themselves have no essential temporal connection. Yet when the 
Indicative is used, the forms chosen, having in other contexts a 
- L'mporal function, Wt.re often thought -..:v be i:r~mpvral formation.;. So 
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_ "' scholars of th" nineteenth century, r·lacing as they did inordinate 
~~phasis on the relative time distinctions of Latin, invented the 
explanation that the .lOrist in these cases was still a past tense. 
Cnder this assumption such an aorist as N389 A?LRC o' w~ Otc 6pUs 
~PLi>CV n Oxspw~s, actual:y had its origin in a typical experience in 
the rast - as a tree on<Je jeU - to which th<' poet meant the hearer/ 
reader to look back rather than in a visualiza<ion of a typical 
occurrence which is totally abstracted from any time reference but 
which happPns to be Total, and in this case, n.omentary. In the longer 
similes also the aorist was thought to represent a past relative to 
any present in the simile. So For examrle in Xl39ff 
by the ao~ist was seen as occurring before the the activity expressed • 
d d by 
the Imperfective verb in the next sentence. 
arting away expresse 
Howevec 1t se~ms just as prol;able that the simile, being a world 
within itself (as in1lecd the traditionalists claimed) is considered to 
h ll
'e outside the realms of tcrupn••l 
be valid for all time and ence to 
temporal view falls Jo~1 when one considers 
Indeed the distincticns. 
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mc.n raises the tender shoot of an olive in 
secluded p~a~e, the rain keepa the fine flo~riahina 
shoot .suffunentiy tJatered and all bree2es rustle it 
tJhen .'l-t 1-S heavy tJith tJhite flotJers; but suddenly a 
te!'l:'l-bl~ cyclone comes and tears it up by the roots, 
.y'l-ng 1-t flat on the ground, 
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since ia this instance the aorists come at the end of the narrative as 
the cZima ·tic action and so could not precede the pn:sents in the 
simile. So in th~ ,, rnmples quoted above the poet would be expressing 
simple Total action: as a hcn.Jk da11 t~~ and c~J a tyicc crashes do1.Jn; 16 
and the fact that th~ same word (e.g. ~pcrrc in N389) is also used in 
the contextual narrative with past reference simply demonstrates that 
it is nut the verb lorm but the context which scrs the time sphere. 
Similarly, in Al 72 ff cit.od earlier, 1:~ci8nac could, within the idiomatic 
confines of a strongly temporal language like E'1glish, be as easily 
trarislatcd has st'.llllDeded as ~tampedes but Aspectually the Totality of 
the activity is simply contrasted with the ungoing Process of fear in 
~o:: 010 and the implied ~oSiovrnc, and the logic of the time sequence 
is not prominent. 
The specific terise of the Imperfective used is the present, but 
this does not negate the timelessness of the similes; a fair 
proportion nf the use~ the present in everyday speech are in any 
case timelese •:ather than strictly temporally-present. The imperfect 
tense, however, occurs in two similes: 027lff 
" " ' • ,. T 
... ~s 1' n EAa9ov x£paov n uypLOV a~ya 
EacEUc~vto xUvE:S 1'£ JtaL Uv£pe:s Cty~oLWtaL" 
tOv µcv.t nA~Satos lCtpn MO~ 6UoxLOS UAn 
' " o '•v• 
e:tpUoat ' o~6' ;pa 1£ O~L M~X'l~~V~L aLOLµ v 11~ 
tWv 6E .e' UnO taxiis Cqicivn
1 
}!.~s nuyE.ve:~os _ ,, 
' • 6' i.1.0 6£ itd:Vtfl.S aitctpattE: iiaL. µe:µawtas, C:... ECS 0 ov, Cl "' d 'ld goat dogs and huntsmen ,, tart a home atag. or •,n, , 
t.Jhich h01Jever ta•:es cover beneath a ~'l-gh rock or le:~ ~Y tJood so tl::io (they know that) .'l-t tJas not fat~d to [,.e caught. But due to their claJTIOW' a 
bearded Zion sudde;1ly appears and scatters them 
all, for all their eaqemes', 
and ¢493fi 
••• W·-;. tE itCAE L.Cl 
1 ~ ~ nv 
v •• o' ~Kl CpnHOS ~o~>.nv EL.Otttato nE~P T 
n pa. • ' ' ' If - c O.>.Wµe:vaL a~oL.JJOV ~, 
xnpaµov · ou6 apa •9 Y f hawk into a ale ft 
Zike a dove t.Jho flee;; ,rom a 
., 
~ 
I 
I 
SIN!LES 
undel' a ho UotJ l'ock - it tJas not fated that she 
shouZd be ':iught. 
In these we apparently have an i f " mpcr ect used gn,. '..:ally". The 
traditional explanation is that it is a reversion '·: the thought of 
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the hunter and so a kind of "recognition-imperfect", i. e, it was cZeat> 
aU along that it u:asn't meant to be caught, but it'n onz11 juct been 
reaZized, while Ruiperez claims that it merely ohows the As~ectual 
neutrality of the fonn liv, 17 thus implying teat the form ie doing the 
work of a gnomic aorist. It would even be possible to regard the 
imperfect in these examples which otherwise contain only aorists as 
supporting the temporal Aorist the<'-:'> and, though I have never seen 
it suggested, the idea would seem to be supported by the fact that 
[01cv might have been used for the extension from the past. The two 
latter explanations, however, seem to encounter difficulties. In 
opposition to Ruiperez we may note that, w<.ile the neutralization is a 
r.:orpholo:·ical fact, it can in no way be assumed to represent syntactic 
co.:ilcscence in this case, since thP 11 recognition-imperfect11 seems to 
express the peculiarly Imperfective notion of one aLtivity as back-
groun<l to another. The temporal view seems irrefotable but may 
perhaps be circumvented by a ffiOdification of the traditional idea to 
the ef feet t:1at the poet is here making a dirc~t comment on the 
activity in the simile, intervening with his overall time view to 
present a parallel to what has happened so far. 18 This is a rarity in 
the Homeric epic, but it is not to be thought that the poet was 
incapable of bending the "rules" if it s· .. ited his stylistic purpose. 
There are several other examples of imperfect tenses in simile-like 
constl'Uction3, e.g. ~630f 
' ' ' ·:i.~ 'Ene:Lot w~ On6T£ xp£~0VT Aµapuyx£~ ~(~ . 
BounpaOL'f ••• , as when the _Epdoi were buwir.a 
Zot>d Amarynkeus at Boupt>accor., 
19 i no ground for assuming the existence cf. Hlj3, t469, but these g ve 
h nre expressions taken from the of a gnomic imperfect str.ce t e; 
h l h i crfcct tense is quite speake1'• narrative past, tow ic1 t e np · · 
apprl'priate. 
i - 2 0 
This leads me to the question, raised oy Ru pcrez 
K 
2 1 as to why then· 'ls no gnomic 
the Croat scholar rav:ir, 
ff 
and also by 
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pluperfect. Ruiperez sees this as bound up with th d t i e e erm nation of 
the "Aspect" of th A i e or st in gnomic situations (by 
the aorist Indicative), After analysing Schwyzer's 
which he must mean 
list of gnomic 
aorists and comparing the gnomic aorists d an presents in Menandros' 
• • rvwµac µovoa1cxoc, he concludes that the aorists used in non-temporal 
situations are formed ~xclusively from "transformative" semantemes 
' 
because in these the punctual and the neutral {complexive) uses 
coincide. From here he forms the unexpected conclusion that the ..... 
aorist Indicative is therefor 0 neutral in Aspect, and proceeds to 
claim (he "proved" earlier that the present Indicative is Aspectually 
neutral) that this conclusion is equal to his stetemerir that "en la 
posici6n de tiempo neutro hay neutralizaci6n de la oposic16n aspectual 
prese~te/auristo' 1 • 22 
Therefore he claims that the lack of a generalizing imperfect is 
due to :he Aspectual neutrality of the present tense, its freedom from 
the nuances of any Aspectual vaZoP. Aside from a virtual admission 
that there is therefore no diiference between the present and aorist 
Indicative in similes, these argumBnts are too heavily dependent on 
cerrain questionable premises. Firstly, Ruiperez's basic reason for 
claiming that the present Indicative is Aspectually neutral is that it 
is unopposed by an 11 instantaneous" form in the sp1H'rc of present time. 
This has been discussed elsewhere in this work23 but it must be 
repeated that the Aorist is an Aspect in itself while the present is 
only a subthemc of an Aspect, so t;1at one should see the oppni>ltion as 
between Aorist und 11 present11 in aZZ situations. Secondly, one is 
prompted to ask why the Aorist in gene,:.::l statements and similes 
should be of a different nature from that iri ordinary temporal 
situations since the Aoris: too is not an unopposed temporal form but 
to be used very often in the present 
the third objection in that the a full Aspect, which happens not 
time sphere. This is related to 
· f ld seem to be placing too much assu~ption of a timeless imper or.t wou 
emphasis on temporal affiliations, and assuming that the similes, etc.' 
The whole question however seems 
originally had past reference. predominance of Aspect over tense in 
similes made use of the tenses which, needless if one accepts that the 
similes was complete and that the 
earlier' 
were suited to the expression of 
for the reasons outlined 
", .. ; ;,. I ' ' 
' . ' " ' • I " 'I"! 
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timeless activities. 
So, then, the main th rust of this chapter has been 
the usage of the various Aspects in similes i b to show that 
that in other contexts I th s asically the same as 
. • n e opening para h 
d 
grap three questions wero 
pose , of which two have b ~ een answered. The thi d h 1 1 b r , owever, is 
arge y eyond the scope of the pres t k en \o. , for the use of Aspect in 
unct ve and this group appears to be consistent for both Subj i 
Indicative and not to ff a ect the apparently random choice of Hoods. 
NOTES 
, I The difference which I am trying to bring 
illustrated by comparing el24f with KJSlff. 
out here is well 
2 T oco<; - Indicative: '102ff, ~63ff, 675ff, E554ff L864ff, Zl46ff, 
P53ff, X317ff. ' H208ff, ~62ff, ~298ff, 
Oaooi; - Indicative: o79lff, c322ff, E770ff, K35lff, ~394ff, 
"S89ff, ~S4Sff, n317ff. 
-Subjunctive: c249ff. 
i:ocxw<;-Indicative: cSlff, flSlff, fl98ff, E87ff, ES22ff, A27ff, 
Hl46ff, !1102ff, 0586ff, RS82ff. 
i:va).i.'.yxco<; -Indicative: U242ff. 
' Eocxw<; -Subjunctive: R259ff, P72Sff. 
i:vct>,:'.yxo<; -Subjunctive: E4ff. 
5 Indicative: B87ff, B45Sff. B469ff, B480ff, r3ff, rlOff, 6243ff, 
:r-~Bff, R7ff, CT487ff, P737ff, ¢573ff, Xl39ff. 
Subjunctive: P547ff. 
& Indicative: '130ff, l.413ff, vSlff, -r205ff, ul4ff, x299ff, 
x3S4ff, x402ff, B459ff, B764ff, B7Slff, r23ff, r60ff, 6433ff, 6482ff, 
E499ff, H4ff, 0307ff, I4ff, 114ff, All3ff, Al72ff, AS48ff, M156ff, 
M42lff, M433ff, N62ff, !1703ff, 027lff, 0410ff, 0630ff, 0690ff, R3ff, 
ill56ff, R352ff, R384ff, R633ff, R756ff, R765ff. P434ff, P674ff, P747ff, 
P755ff, l:l6lff, Yl64ff, Y253ff, Y490ff, ¢22ff, ¢362ff, ¢493ff, X22ff, 
l.26f f, Xl99f f, X262 ff, X308ff, '1222ff, n4lf f- 57 examples; ).411 has re<;. 
Subjunctive: £368ff, ~523ff, rrl7ff, x302ff, B474ff, El36ff, 
El6lff, I323ff, Kl83ff, K485ff, A67ff, Ml67ff, M278ff, M299ff, lll37ff, 
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lll78ff, lll98ff, 0323ff, 038lff, 0579ff, TI428ff, Pl09ff, P657ff, P742ff, 
l:318ff, X93ff - 26 examples; Pl33, Pl57 have Tl<; with Subjunctive. 
7 It may be asked why the Optative is not used more widely in 
similes. The answer may be that, with the Indicative to represent 
"reality" and the Subjunctive to represent hypothetical visualizations 
of the probable, a form which represented the activity as potential or 
contingent had no place in description, however 11 unreal". 
8 Indicative - A492ff: A67lff, ~630ff are zxar.pll'·; of characters 
narrating past experiences (thus making the Indi· ··.iv, appropriate) in 
parallel but non-simile type comparisons. 
Subjunctive - 5335, A305. 
9 Indicative - c432ff, x410ff, µ25lff, v3lff. o518ff, u66ff, ~406ff, 
w6ff, B209ff, B394ff, 6275ff, 6452ff, E902ff, 0555ff, K360ff, A474ff, 
A558ff, H4l[f, Hl32ff, H45lff, N492ff, N5llff, N703ff, 0679ff, TI364ff, 
"823ff, P263ff, E219ff, T357ff, Y403ff, ~12ff, ~548ff, ~692ff, ~712ff 
- 34 examples. 6319ff, iil33ff, K285ff and ~469ff are similar to J\671 
and "630ff in previous note, 
Subjunctive-£328ff, c394ff, c39lff, x216ff, T51,tf, u25ff, 
x468ff, ~233ff, Bl47ff, 6130ff, E598ff, K5ff, Al55ff, A269ff, A324ff, 
A414ff, N334ff, U588ff, ~16ff, ~414ff, OBOff, 0170ff, 0605ff, 0624Ff, 
TI212ff, IT297ff, TI64lff, P389ff, P520ff, E207ff, T375ff, ¢257ff, ¢3~6ff, 
•)522 ff, Xl62 ff, Xl89 ff, n480f f - 37 examples. 
10 Indicative-c488ff, ~232ff, f33ff, N389ff, N47lff, 0362ff, P6lff, 
1760ff. 
Subjunctive - 614lff, Z506ff, 8338ff, A292ff, 0263ff, E600ff, 
Y495ff. 
11 If the form were Optative, it could only be potential, as a man 
r.:i~ht bore ... 
12 The figures are - otoc;;: 4 with.,i~r:, 5 without;., Oa~o~: 0 : 9 ~ •. 1 
• • • >. • • 1 l· ccH£Xo<;: 1, O; coo<;. O, 1, ~n. , 
EOL.Xw<;: 7, 3; sv~ L."(Xt..Of:6·. , • , '. 1 , 3 (this excludes the Indicative 
O; nU1£: 9, 3; wo;: 81, , wo;~· ~ d ith We;)· Ws; 
or potentially Indicative cxamplcs,which are,co~nte v as th~ W~ 
• • . 4 l· • •T"' 74 13 (t ,is includes w<; OTC TC,, 
ono-r£. , , wi; o ... • ' 
count includes Wi; 1~~). 
and 
here 13 A paral~el •is prov~d.e~ by ~~~e11l~~~h t~~ ~~~~=~e~sb~h~~v~~ 
followed by w<; ClPCl • • • oClJ~n·. • w598 . w<; cCTE however has no has no connective as does w~ apa in · , 
connective either. 
rr.Jst note that Ruiperez 
14 Ruiperez, Aspectos, pp.159-65. One in timeless situations. ~xcludes from his discussion the Perfect 
15 See Chapter 4, p.70. 
cJ68, ~232, x299, •233, 6141, El36. 
'' Further examples are 
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17 Ruiperez, Aspectos, pp.115, 166. 
18 
It may be thought that the present could also be used here since 
it also expresses extensions from the past. However to have used thl" 
form would have been to have made the observation part of the simile 
rather than a comment on it. 
19 
These are to be compared with aorist statements of a character's 
past experience with similar constructions such as A67lff, ll319ff, 
K285(f and the recital of a "past" mythical experience in U66ff. 
2 0 Ruipe rez, Aspe.• tos, pp .165-6. 
21 Kravar, L'Ao!'iste InterrrpoPeZ, pp.44-5. 
22 Ruiperez, Aspectos, p.164. 
23 See Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 9 
NARRATIVE PATTERNS 
.r e to suggest that not only is Throughout this work I have t i d 
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Aspect more important than tense in the Greek verb but also that, 
especially in a literary ••ork, the choice of Aspect may be conditioned 
by many more subtle factors - the wish to present one action in some 
relntional terms to another, the situation expounded in the narrative, 
not only in the preceding and following passages but also in the 
chapter or work as a whole, the author's wish to highlight particular 
points of his narrative, etc. I have also argued that many passages 
which would seem anomalous if Aspect were applied mechanistically seem 
to be explained by this context. 
Aorist-Aorist 
I wish now to summarize my findings by taking some longish 
passages from the chosen books and translating them in order to show how 
the interplay of Aspects aids the movemenL of the narrative. But 
first I must review the structural arrangements of Aspects which occur 
with sufficient frequency to be called pattems. The simplest pattern 
is that ot Aorist plus Aorist,which seems to indicate little more than 
that the two activities ,, "'red, without consideration of simultaneity, 
consequence or any other factor, i.e. A did X and Y, A did X but not Y 
or ;\ did X, B did Y. This is by far the most common type throughout 
the epics and is especially used where the pace of the narrative is 
very rapid, where the poet chooses to focus on distinct, Total 
occurrences in turn, or even where the poet is not concerned with the 
action, and is us:ng the Aorist as a mere residual form, e.g. P210-2 
-~"~ .. 12--"--
wl76-9 
e1s3-s 
K349-50 
PATTERNS 
6 .. J "' CLVOS cvuaA1..os; ttA'f1a{}e:v 6 • ,, , ,,. , UAxns Hat ae£vc~~ Th apa OL µcAc ~vtOs; 
, .. • e son of Kl' •• • h 
speaking and r.odded h · h d onos rims ed 
Hektor's body and ter~bl ea · ~e ams fitted 
into him and filled h. /'.:ru, war~ike Ares entered 
boldness. is i 8 with strength and 
J .. \ "' au~ap o o~~ato xccpc n0Au1Aa, 5~o' 'oouoo<u' ~ncoCw\; 6 lt&uuooc ecou oca a' n>x ,. ' 
at ... 
6 1 
" 1 • .. , ' e: OLunpou, 
_r_ ap e:n ou6ov 1,,Wv taxEa.s6' Ex "' 1 ,.. ' ~El vou nan~Cu"'~' eci>.c 6 l 'AvtCuoou eag~~~~ ~~~tOU\; 
,ong-suffering Ot:hjsseus took the bow in his' hands 
and ~tretehed it easily. --ne sent the arrow through 
the iPOn and then took his st(i;i(["on the threshold 
and poUP~d out swif~ bolts glruing about terribly 
and 1ze hit Lord Anti·zoos. 
6p~~~µ~~w 6' _6~Ux~a;1.. ttaee:L~s &µ9L tc 6e:1..pbs 
6C~LW nL~CXV OLCX OLHLa HCXL TtOALV aUtWV 
U6µ8ncrav 6' Opv1..~as, EncL E6ov 69~aAµ;Lo1..v 
and .when they had Pipped cheeks and flesh ~ith 
their talons, they flew off on the 1•ight thmugh 
the houses of the city and aU maweUed at '· ·, 
birds when they saw them. 
ti\\; llpa •, ·a•JT£ nap~~ OOOU lv V£XU<OOL 
HALv~r11rl\i J~&p' Jixcx nap£6paµe:v &9pa6G1JaLv, 
Whi?n thez1 had said this, thez1 stepped of{ the 
path among the eo1•;'<'Cs and Dolon ran bu unawares. 
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Aorisr-Imperfective 
Where we have a combination of Aorist and Imperfective Aspects, 
the situation is altogether more complex, since there is a distinction 
depending on which of the Aspects appears first. A pattern of Aorist 
pl•." Imperfective tends to imply that one activity arises out of 
another, i.e. A did X and then, following on as a consequence, 
proeeedP.d to do Y. It is often the case here, however, that the verbs 
have different subjects, but Lhe important point is that the second is 
being s~en in some way as a continuation of the first. At the same 
PATTERNS 
time the force of the Imperfective is not confin~d to the link with 
the preceding Aorist; it may b" introducing a parallel with a further 
Imperfective, or •etting the scene for a pause for description, or 
introducing any other nuance appropriate to the Imperfective. Whatever 
the other nuances, and however difficult it may be to discern which of 
them was vrimarily in the author's mind, an Tmper'~ctive following an 
Aorist almost always has th< effect of suggesting that the 
Imperfective's activity is closeiy related to that of the Aorist, e.g. 
P317-8 
K374-5 
'ApyEtoc 6£ µcya taxov, tpuaavto 6£ vExpou,, 
¢6pxuv .J' 'Inn0~o6v TE, AUovto 6£ tcUxc' &n' liiµwv, 
tl:cn the A!'gives shouted ZoudZy and dmaacd CllJay 
the coroses of Pho!'kys and Hippotlwos and beqan to 
stl'ip the anns f!'om their' shouLde!'S. 
• • H' 
<' ' y;v~·a ri&vn Po6o6axtuAo~ w<;, ,,JC~ u f\PL "" c.v _,__ ., 1 , 1 
" • !' ' C; cUvJ191..v '06uoorios 1,11..Ao<; u1..o<;, 
opvut a,.> . _ . . "'7 11ed Dcn,;n appeare!b 
rmen eal'Ly-oorn, !'osy • · .ge f "'" bed 
f ad ooe· · r>0°e r>om ''"o - • the deal' son 0 !Jou '~ _..2-
Of course in some contexts 
parallel, as in w220-l sir.iply a 
the following Imperfective is 
- xCov aU1aP 'o6voocUs 
oc µev oRELta 66µov6E,~ 0~' ---C-p~tc,wv they quickZy 
• " A xclpnou aAwn<:: nc ' . t 
aaoov Lev __ no u h. Ze Odysseus made his wau o 
set off jO!' home,h "'/to te"t his father. 
the f!'Uitful ore a!' o 
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. . f Hawed by an Aorist would seem to 
d lmperfect1 '' a On the other han , an d to or an envelope 
fi t activity f ,, rms a backgrnun ' indicate that the rs i X was happening and 
h econd verb, .e. 
around, that described by t e s . h B did Y. The norm A was doing X tJ en 
while it was going on A did Y.,or g P288-92 
b to have different subjects, e •. here is for the two ver s 
-
wl2j-8 
8267 
PATTERNS 
,, .. # 
ntoc tov hnaoco no•ao 0- • •• 
'Iun6aoos naoos ~, .. ,Yu ~acocµos,ucos, 
6 - ' .s...a..ll..S.. Mata Mpatcpnv Uaµt 
"noaµe:vo!; te:AaµWvi.. napU 0 ( u .. , • vnv, 
-rEXTOPL ~at TpWcooL XOPLl;~µ~~~s ~µqn ... # T£\l0~Ta~ ' ... ~ XClHOV' tO at o~ TL ' # :ax~ 6 CXUl~ 
Hippothoos th ~ s opu•a•ov coµovwv nop 
tied his z,~lcWc :~~sndsho~ of BkelZasgian Letho; 
• • • 7-s an e and was 
araam-na h7-m b th k 7 please Hektor ~d ~h~nT.e .through the.battle to 
t h · !'OJans when eV7-l suddenly 
~~re~ i~~ and no-one could stop it, though they 
~. Mat 0 µtv µcv ~U8AA8 Y8V8LOU xocpt naxctn 
a~&µ;vos,~taoe:o~ai.., 0 6' aUxEva uEooov E.\aa~c 
9'lcrya~~ ac~as •.. , He spoke, and Dolon was 
l'eachwa out to touch his cheek in suppl• t. 
· Di ,,_ . .ca wn, w~en omer.ws W7- th a sweep of his sword drove it 
tnl'ough Do Zan's neak.. --
1JvWµe::-t}' '06uooi)o~ 6fiv olxoµ£vo1..o 6&i1ap1a • 
i'1 6 051' fipvc'Lto 01uycp~v y&µov oVt' l1cAcU1a 
• - # # .. ' n\.JLV ~par,oµcvn eavatO\l MOL xnpa µ£.\aLVOV, 
&••& o6•ov 16vo' &••ov tvt ~pccrt µcpµnpc<o 
u; uere courting the wife of absent Odysse~; 
srle uould not refuse a marriage whieh was hateful 
~o her no1' bring it about, si"",~e she uas planning 
olack death for us. Then she Jevised this trick 
in her heart. 
'.Js; ~c;iat e:UxOµe:vo~, oxc600cv 6£ al. ~.\Ocv 'Afj;vn, 
as he orai1ed thus, Athene ~ to him fl'om neai'by. 
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A special variation is when the Aorist is negative and in effect 
repeats the Imperfective description with an assertion that no action 
took place, as in 882 
~va' &XAo~ µCv n6vt~~ &xnv ~' oU6£ t~s ~tAn 
Tn•tµaxov µMocacv &µ€!'.~ao<lC<L xa•cnocaLV. T'nen 
thez1 we1'e aU silent, and 11(1 one ~answer' 
Tc lcmakhcs witf: harsh wo.~'"'ds. 
This pattern is relatively more frequent than the last and is, for 
example, the typical pat tc rn for in traducing similes, counting 
simile as the event which interrupts the background activity, 
the 
causing 
PATTERNS 
a temporary suspension of the narrative while a different picture 
is painted (the similes also provide '' good example of total 
envelopment, as the verb foll0wing is often Imperfect~ve as well). 
Imperfective-Imperfective 
The other common pattern is Imperfective followed by 
Imperfective and this usually marks two actions as simultaneous either 
in their entire duration or at their beginning or end,or that at some 
other point in their development the lines of the activities, as it 
1>cre, cross, i.e. A wa.0 doing X while B was doing Y, etc. It is also 
quite 1ormal in this •dt11dtion for the one subject to be engaged in 
two activities, with the implication that one activity is in some way 
subordinate to the other, e.g. K9-16 
?107-8 
S9 l-2 
nis nuatv' £v a1fi~co0Lv &.vaotcvOxt.Z:' 'AyaµE:µvwv 
\)£L0~£V s~ xpa6l.ns, TpoµE:ov~o 6£ oL QP£V£S CvtOs. 
~101... ~1· Cs rtt:6l.ov tO Tpw'~xOv &:Jpnoci..e::, . 
' " ' " # 'T\ 'Ci Gnuµa~£V n:upa. 110,\,\a, ta xa.L£'rO .;.r.t,,Ovl. npo, 
aul.wv ouptyywv T'lvonnv 5µa66v 1'&v<ipwnwv. 
'' ...,, "i:. .. , .. 1 Aa"'v a61&p 51 e::s vnas TE LuOL xaL naov X L~ , 
noHas b HEQClA!iS npo~EAU)JVOUS ~AH£TO xacws 
u~o~· ~OVTI.. ~LL, µ£ya 6' Eot£V£ ~u6&At.µov .xnp? 
such we11e the frequent g21oana wlrich were i-ssui.n?. 
from Agam:mnon 's breast, heartfelt groanc·, a;1d n~s 
nerves were trerrbZin:; within him. Wheneve1' ne 
glanced toward the '.I1·ojan plain, he woul1 feel 
amazed at the many _-··"CS whic~ were bur>:~ng before 
IZ · · · noise 0 ·• .-; 11tes ana ly1•es and the clamour i.on, tne .J .i _, d d t' ; ips 
of men. iJut wheneve1' he looke towrir :z~ s' . 
d J, tn' e Akizaia>zs he would tear ms ha~r, an aim, o • , . I . h t 
calling" on high Ze11s and m:i.e1Jinil deep ~n ns ear · 
~PXC o' /Ip' "En'.wp. 
, , ; • ·~ 0 Ac'L.nr 6£ \)r.xr16v, a610p ~ y. cf,;OitLOW aV£XCl~E1 ' ----,-- • l ) 
, ,. th ~. 50 1ic (i·lene aos and lfektor was veaainr; er.' 
. ~ - " d to leaVP, the corpse· p11oceed~.- .-±- i.-O retr~a t an 
• ' "axttaL &v6pt ~tt&o1~, 
, ~\) £An£L ~aL U~L -ilU\ltU~ \Jt. ~' , ~ ~ t (!{',\a µE\IOL\lrt, }, , .. ... oa. VOO!'.; uE: OL I\ 
"YY£ALCI> npoccc ; kec s sendina out 
''ie keeµs u.q all hop->Z(I, ~ t eh man but in 
. . d ak. . Y1Qt%ses o ea , 
messages an m ~ng • · 
her mind~!!.. other plallB. 
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I A .... 0 .. , I II 
, TP:L ~,,n£~L,µEv ~ cpaucv ~LL t~pnLMEpaUv~ 
av6pwv npwwv ~LAOV cµµtvac ~µa1a nav~a 
'II A' ... , .. I , o~VEM~ no A~LlLV tE MC~ L,&LµOLOL' '.OOES 
6nµ~ £VL Tpwwv, ~OL naoxoµcv aAy \xa.:or 
son of Atreus, we used to sazr thu., you wer~ 
dearest of au the heroes to -thunder-loving 
~eus.beeause you eomma~ded many mighty warriors, 
-in tne land of the TroJans, where we Akhaians 
~red great troubles. -
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Introducing and Closing Speeches 
It is appropriate here to refer again to the patterns involved in 
the introduction and conclusion of speeches, As a general principle, 
we may say that a'.'. Imperfective at the beginning of a speech indicates 
that we are to pause for the speaker's words, to which the verb is 
both int reduction and backg1 ound, while an Aori•t merely records the 
fact of speaking. On the other hand, the Imperfective at the end nf a 
speech, is used either resumptively or, in comLination with r!.not!ter 
Imperfective, to introduce a new or parallel action. The Aorist ir. 
the same circumstances, however, serves the disjunctive purpcse of 
summing up, of recording the speech as a Total action, which is simply 
one of a series in th~ narrative. Both Imperfective 3nd Aorist 
Participles occur as pleonastic underlining for verbs of speaking and 
it is ofteo difficult to see why any form is chosen in a pa1·;·.icular 
discussion, though the Aorist Participle seems at times to describe 3n 
activity which is a precursor to the activity of speaking, e.g. he 
" ' · · · •' d •'d (°-ee Chapter 3 for full discussion.) 
. "~nr;u i: ,; r.:ou ... n an :;a" .• • ...... 
Perfect 
Patterns involving the Perf, ct are rare because the Perfect 
Where it does occur, however, it itself is not common in the poems. 
i t:<• the Aorist as does the Imperfective, usually appears in relat on . 
1 the Total1
'ty of th~ Aorist is opposed by the 
a though in this case 
State inherent in the Perfect. 
However two uses are noteworthy - the 
• 
'· ... : . . .... : ... . : .... ~_ .. ;. . : .. ~· .. ·;:'lo'. 
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sense of responsibility which can sometin:es be seen in theo Perfect of 
dyno.n1ic verbs and the 11 pregnant11 use of tl1'.! Perfect which short-
circuits, as it were, the aetion arP focuses directly on the State. 
lllustration 
To illustrate these patterns, I have chosen passages which are 
basically narrative in character, b~cause it is in this situation that 
one findc. the best interplay o• Aspects in their finite forms, but I 
have alsc included simile and dialogue in order to give some idea of 
ho.- they operr.te there ton. Firstly we have £43-91:-
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
'/O 
75 
• 
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t Cl. " I t 
avavatot.., tu6 EC T\..f ' " , 
'o' I • • - • Cl~Onpoet. 6wµata vaLct... 80 
ou ap Oouoona µq>>.n • • -
•AA• ., ' ' • • , to pa e:v6ov c1c1µt:v 
a" o Y ~n axtTi£ ~ Huer)ucvos:-C:··ffi~ci o 
60.xpuot. Hat. cr1ova.xD01.. HaL. aJ,y£oL u. ' , • , P s ncp, 
, . , , , • "uµov cpcxewv ;Eovro~ En ,a;p~y~tov 6cpxEoxc10 6clxpua AEL$wv · 
pµ£Lav /j £P££LV£ Ka>.u"·w oca 0 ' ' 
, .e ,. , , 'I' , vEawv, 85 
cv P,~v~ t.6ouoaoo. qiae:1..vftl o1..yaAOcv11..· 
, 
6 
_ ,.T' .. ntc ~o1.., · :pµe:~a xpuvOpparrL, e:LAri>iouea.s 
a~ o1..~s tc qi1..A~s te:; ncipos ye µ~v oU TL. eaµ1..~e:1..~. 
auoa O TL ~pOV££LS' 1£ACOaL o~ µ£ "U ' ,..----
--,----,-0, ------ ... v µcs 1.1.vwye:v, 
:1.. UVCllJCll. tEA~OClL. ye Hal. El. TETEAcoµEvov e:ot'v 90 
a;\;\ E nE ., ' i... • 
__ o TtpOtEpw, l.VCl TOL nap ~CLVL.Cl ect.w . 
. so he spoke and HePT1es did not di80be11. 
Stra~ghtway he bound beneath his feet the fine 
sandals, golden and lovely, which would carr11 him 
over, wat~r and over boundless earth with the blasts 
of trze ~nds, and took up the staff with which he 
cha~ the eyes of some and rouses others who a;;8 
asleep 1J.~enever. he i.>ishes. Thu3 equiooe:i, Tnighty 
Hermes .c_ew off ond, after crossing Pierie, he 
drotiµed from the sky to sea level. Then he raced 
over the waves Zike a seagull which skims for fish 
along the huge troughs of the unhm'1!ested sea and 
wets his fast-beating wings. This was how Hermes 
crossed the wave-torn sea, but when he came near to 
the rerrote island, he left the dark sea and made 
hie way over the Zand until he re":hed the great 
cave in oihich the lovely haired :1owzq goddess had 
her dweZZina--:JZace . . lie found her at home, Jinaing 
in a fine voice and trave2lsing tht3 Zoom an ~he wove 
with tL golden shuttle while a great fire burned on 
the hearth and an odour of ~•wily-split cedar and 
burning incen3e pervaded the island. About the 
cave a flourishing grove had established itself, 
alder, poplar and fragrant cypress, and in this 
would nest slender-winged birds, owls, Zong-
tonaued hawks and r - "'nora>zts whose concern iG the 
sea: A traiZi'1--J •,l(Zs stretc~ed- around the 
entranc:e to the _- :''e, matur~ and laden with 
grapes, and four "l' .rigs of clear water bubbled up 
nem• one anothe1' and were turned in different 
directions through gardens of violets and mirsZey 
which grew on all .sides - even ~ immortal who came 
there might gaze m wonder and h~s heart would be 
aZaddened. Suah were the siahts which met Her;nes' 
gazi'._ when he stopped . . But when he had takb'. ~~ ,aU 
in, he we>~_aigh~ wto th~ broad mouth .o •. trz•. 
cave and was recogrdzed on ,qight by the d~v~ne .z~dy 
KaZypso (for the gods who live .Jorev: 1' do no~. ra·"Z 
to recognize each other, even ~f the11 dJ,ieZZ . ar 
a,· .:rt). l/oi;ever he did not find grea~-h~artJa 
Odyaseus within, since that one was sittu'.;J alone 
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and w~eping,ndas often befoJ>e, Wl'aoking his heaJ>t 
with em>s a groans and "o~ d - . h o ,-row, an was gazwg out 
over t e unharvested sea as he oried Th d. . 
1 d K , • e wme 
va y avypso sat Hermes down on a th~one h" . 
·th b · h - -- ' s uronenng ~-i rig t wss and prooeeded to question him· 
TeU me, Hemes of ~lze golden staff, why ~are 
here,. so honouJ>ed ana beloved, for you have not 
p1'ev-iousl~ ~ heJ>e oftAn. Go on, speak what is 
on 110~ mrnd; r.nJ .hea::>t prompts me to do what you 
sm1, -if I o~n .do ":!'.and thel'e is p»eoedent for it. 
But wa-it a wh-ile Wrnle I put a rr.eal before you." 
H may seem incongruous that the description of Hermes' sandals 
is cast in the imperfect while that of the staff is in the normal form 
for timeless statements, the present. The reason may be that, while 
both actions are general, the first is, as it were, inserted into the 
context of the vignette because of its relevance, i.e. because Hermes 
is going on a journey, the description of what he always wears on 
journeys is particularized into the time sphere of that journey. The 
activity which the staff describes, on the other hand, is irrelevant 
to the particular scene and is therefore put into the less specific 
general tense. However the tense question is largely irrelevant since 
oath are Imperfective in Aspect, and merely dwell on the activity in 
Process. At line 49 Hennes' flight over the sea, which is to be 
described in some detail, begins with the :mperfective n£tcto and at 
line 54, when it is complete except for the event of arrival, it is 
sur:II7led up with the Aorist Oxfioo.10: the effect is simil~.r to that of 
introducing a speech with an Imperfective and closing it with an 
Aorist. Anvlher Imperfective usage which requires nttention is F.'..:cv 
at line 58 which not only conveys an idea of "proceeded to" (in 
relation to the Aorist Sa>) but also dwells on the Process of Hermes' 
moveme1~ t as a background to the description of what he saw; .ancLTo in 
line 75 i" similarly linked with ota!; and has reference to the view 
described in more general terms in the preceding lines,while Aorist 
'ln~;cno in the subordinate clause followin~ sums up his viewing before 
describing his next action. The description itself is naturally 
mostly in the Imperfective but is linked cJ,,,,,_!y with the narrative, 
1 • • of it by the use of the 
and more particularly with Hermes viewing 
imperfect tense (rather than the general present) as was done with the 
... 
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description of the use of the sandals in line 45. 
It is inter<"sting, 
too, to note how the poet chooses to highlight certain points of the 
descripti0n by using the more striking State-oriented Perfect as 
agalnst the simple Imperfective for elements of the description in 
which he wishes the hearer to take less interest. A form which 
deserves comment here is 6cpx£oxcto in line 84, which might be thought 
to be Processive, and parallel (he was gazing r.J he wept), but could 
just as well he iter:itive, as are other past tense forms in -ox- (he 
\YW weeping and kept on looking between teal's, etc.); in any c~se the 
form is emphatic, as I have tried to show in my chapter on th• 
Imperfective. The Perfect h>.ri>.ouaas is a case whne the speaket 
ignores the action and focuses on the State, i.e. you al'e in the state 
of having C?orne, and so al'e het>e, while the present aaµi'.i;cLs shows what 
in English is a typfrally perfect meaning but in Greek is seer. .c 
Process with the connection to the past being maJe by the adver-
ccipos, Finally the two Impera! ·,es at the end (ao6a and E:nco lines 89 
and 91) are similar but not entirely parallel; ao6a implies the 
assumption that Hennes, as the gods' messenger, has come with some 
news, nnd is thus an instruction to continue, while ErrEo is an 
invitation to Hermes tv make himst!lf at home, come on iH (near.;1l to 
r;.:;} and may as w·cl l be inct::ptive as continuative, depending 
etiquette expectations of this particular situation. 
Our next passage is 0263-317 
on the 
265 
170 
ns 
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As when a stabled horse, wen fed in tlze 
mar.gel', break.e his bonds and, a""ustomed to 
frequent-bCitfiB in the swift-flowing river, goos 
running off at a aall~o over the p~a?:n in hi~ glol'!! 
- he holds his head high $0 that his mane glitters 
on his shoulders, and, E!..::·',:ina on hiH brilliant 
strength guides his knees toward the beloved home 
past1,:re - so when he had heard the god's ao11111and, 
Hektor moved his swij't knees and feet as .he spurred 
on the charioteers. Imagine the scene when men of 
the aountr:i and their dogs [?iwh out a homed stag 
or wild go;t, b:!t it takes refuge in rugged rooks 
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or bzwhy woods - . 
to be cm<ght _while the;~ . -it was not fated 
b d d ~ "'"- noise suddenly cause a a ear e lion to appear on the d 
,. , - roa , who turns them 
= 11 Lor ad their eagernes" So ti D --fol' a t · · 0 • ze anaans were 1-me pPessuzg the enemy stabbin with --d 
and _douhle-edged spears, but ~hen the/ saw He~~~r s 
co·nng along the lines of men thei . l' 
their hearts feU at t~eir fe~t. 11i~e~P a£~~~ and 
T~oas .the son of Andra-imon, the champion of the 
A1.tohans, a man skilled with the javelin a fine l'W'.1~er an~ one whom few of the Akhaians e~uld 
dorm.~ate -in the assembly, whenever the yo1~1g men 
qot -into an armunent. It was this man who out of 
love _for the Akhaians, spoke uo and said 1'Is it 
poss-ible? Indeed this is a great oo. that I see 
before rmJ eyes, how this Hektor has eheated De~ 
and qotten to his feet again. E:verruone was hoping 
that he ix:uld die o._.t the hands of Aias, son of 
Telcn"on, out one OJ the gods eame to his help and 
rescued the fellow, though heliiiS unstrung the 
knees of mCll1!f DCll1aans. I think that now wiU also 
be the case for he does not-- waitfog there as 
theil' chan:pion without the help of Zeus the loud-
thundering. But ccme, let us aU aet on the 
sugpestion that I make, let us order the mob to be 
on its~ to the shirs and l~t us, who claim""tabe 
c.hcnnpions, make a stand, if bit standing against him 
with spears raised cJe ma11 draw his wrath first. !.. 
t'zink that, even though he is .ver11 enthusiastic, he 
1JiU be afraid to mix with this erowd of DCll1aan.g." 
So he spoke and the11 took note and hurried to obey; 
about the Aiantes and Zol"i Idomeneus, about Teukras, 
and /.leriones and /.leges who ·1as like the wa; -god, 
they raised bat tie, caU ing on their best men to 
cooose Hektor und the Trojans 1Jhile behind them, 
the rest of the arrmJ made its 1Ja1t to the Akhaians' 
ships. The Trojans charqed doo,"Yl in a mob, with 
Hekwl' sti>iding a long manfully at their head, and 
Phoibos ApoUon was goinp before him, his shouldel'S 
clothed in cloud and holding the tempestuous 
t<Jl'rible goatskin, shaggy and alight ori;th me2tal, t which the bronzesmith Hephaisto: :·. gwen eus __£. 
wear for the tel'ror of men. !:!ii!!. thZs in his hai;ds 
didhe take the lead of the Tr>ojan pe~ple, b·,t tae 
Argives banded together and stood the-ir ground . .• 
Then a shri n cry of battle rose up f~om bot I~ su:.1.1 
and many arrows ~ from th~ boiJstnng, o;ln le not 
a few javelins, cast by bold aands lo<{iled -in the 
flesh of brave me"Yl, though others, _wl:wh aought to 
sate themselves with blood, d!'oVe -into the ground, 
before they had tasted fZe~h. 
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a good exa~ple of 
how temporal 
In the simile which opens the passage we have 
how the fonns '>xpress purely Aspectual meaning, and 
implicotions are supplied by juxtaposition and logic, i.e. the 1orse 
presu:. ilily had already been fed and had broken h's rope 
... before he ran 
off so that the Imperfective ~8LD, not 1 d 11 on Y we s on his movement but 
also shows it as arising from the other activities. The other 
Impcrfectives in the simile are all parallel descriptions of 
197 
activities which are part of the running while the Perfect Participles 
describe the characteristics of habit and trust as States. The 
imperfect cvwµn is used to make Hektor's action parallel to the simile, 
which itself is treated simply as an action. The second simile 
provides only one major problem, and it is not concerned with the 
Aorists, which express Total occurrence, but with the form ?iEv; this 
has been more fully explained in the chapter on similes (see esp. 
p.167) but it is worth repeating here that the use of the form is 
not so much a 11 recognition-imperfect11 , but a kind of background comment 
on the action of the simile. Again we find the Imperfective used to 
pick up the narrative in the same manner as after the first simile, 
and one of the ,\Qrists which echo the action of the simile, tcipBnaav, 
sccras to take on an ingressive flavour, as the realization of Totality 
in a S::ative verb. Thoas' speech contains several interesting points, 
not 1.east in the introduction, where the first verb is Imperfective to 
imr·lY that we are to wait for a background description, in this case a 
th llnbnail sketch of the character, while the Aorists at the end merely 
mark the end of the description and sum up the activity of speaking as 
a whole before the actual words spoken are set out. The series of 
h ( ' ~ ::.ppUaa.to, E:oclwoe:v, CAucre:v) Aorists which l'pcn the speec avcotn, "'" 
· 1 past at the moment of speaking, 
obviously refer to what is objective Y 
but they contain in themselves no action of relative anteriority, 
whicr is rather the result of logical factors in the situation. The 
' " · 11'ne 294 is prompted by the fact Imperfective Subjunctive ncLOw~cva in 
that the obedience is dependent on the communication, Le • . I am going 
'd 't I hope that ZJe wiU aU go 
to cay aomething and, 1Jhe11 I have sai i , "'• 
and a~t on the advice. The Infinitive, bnovC:r.o~aL, in the next line 
in Order to contrast the Process of is cast in the Imperfect i. 1e 
•• 
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returning with the act of making a stand, a Total action of resistance 
which he is urging on the champions, while the finite form of the same 
verb ten lines later takes the same Aspect to make the returning 
parallel to the resistance now seen as coming into being. The 
description of the Trojan's advance begons with an Aorist npou1 u4av 
(306), describing the attack as a whole,before dissolving into a 
series of Imperfectives, npxt, BcBas, EXE, possibly xc[E], which 
depict activities that are part of or parallel to that main action (if 
x~o\' is an aorist, as some commentators think, it anticipates the 
Total act of leading). The Aorist /iyriaa10 serves as a kind of 
summation of Apollon's leadership of the Trojan attack, with this in 
his hands, he took. the lead, while l>noµEcvav expresses the decisive act 
of Akhaian resistance,and lrip10 the sudden shout as they come together. 
Our passage ends with a series of Imperfectives, subordinated to 
U:i£µ.: -..vav and describing the course of the battle, one of which, 
·Jp~0xov, combines with the repeated adjective ;ro>.AO~ to give an 
iterative nuance. to the description. 
The main purpose of this chapter has bee~ to show how the Aspects 
appear in regular patterns in the Homeric language, and how these 
patterns can act, as it were, in a dramatic fashion to bring out what-
ever special interpretation the speaker wishes to convey. In the 
h f t Commented on every verbal form, passages quoted, I ave o course no 
but only done so where I felt that a rigid analysis would distort the 
flow of meaning. 
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CHAPTER 10 
CONCLUSION 
In this thesis, I have not tried to · · investigate fully every 
facet of scholarly research or theory H · G on omeric reek Aspect. 
Instead, I have limited my approach by i accept ng as a hypothesis one 
mdern theory, that of K.L. McKay, and attempting to measure that 
theory against the text of the two poems, only referring to the 
work of other scholars in order to contrast their application of 
theory to text with my own. 
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I had initially done an analysis of the whole of the Iliad and 
OC.dssey but I have chosen four books (K,P,S,w) for detailed examination 
since I ''ished to reduce the amount of material handled •ithout giving 
the appearance of a selection prejudiced toward the desired result. 
As )!cKay had given some evidence that there was little or no change 
in the Aspectual system for over a millennium beyond the time of 
Homer, and my preliminary analysis supported this view, it did not 
seem i;nportant to• emphasize the relative dating of the Iliad and 
Oi~:sGCIJ and of the passages for which evidence of earlier or later 
origin had been adduced; but rather than ignore possibilities of 
• 
variation, I chose the four books to include earlier and later levels 
of both poems. Yet where material has been scarce, I have been forced 
to range aver the whole 0 f the epics, and this has also been valuable 
· and the Similes, where the chosen 
in the case of the Future, Imperative 
books offered insufficient material for study. 
~ 
On my bas
ic argument has been the insistence 
A further limitation 
Whicll is specific to the observed effects on a definition of Aspect 
CONCLUSION 
of the category in the 
some indication of the 
Homeric poems; in Appendix 1 I have given 
differences between 1 ::inguages in which 
Aspect is an important feature, and whose Aspectual sys terns do in 
fact show strong similarities at certain points. In particular, 
I have found it necessary to reject the assumption that the Slavonic 
Aspectt:al system is the criterion by which Ancient Greek should be 
judged. 
~!y thesis then has been that Aspect in the Ancient Greek verb 
expressed the way the speaker saw the verbal activity in relation to 
its context. Both the subjectivity and the relationship to context 
are important, and any attempt to apply mechanically a system of 
black-and-white judgements is bound to lead to confusion. There is 
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a certain hard core of examples in whi~h the use of one particular 
Aspect is essential to convey the intended meaning, but outside this 
there are grey areas where the speaker's subjective choice may result 
in the use of either of two Aspects, neither of which is inappropriate, 
though each adds a different nuance. It is not, therefore, sufficient 
to collect a few apparently anomalous examples in order to rule out 
the possibility of a realization which seems to have been proven by 
the core examples. One must rather treat as acceptable all examples 
in which Aspect is not demonstrably anomalous, and by extensive 
exar.iination of the Greek text, look for a cumulative result. These 
considerations have led me to concentrate on examining the text in 
the light of an existing theory - after due cor.sidcration - rather than 
abandoning all presuppositions and formulating a completely new theory 
without reference to the poems themselves. 
Proponents of recent trends in linguistic theory have assumed 
that the only scientifjc way to describe language is by abstracting 
1 i Of Opposed pairs which fror.i the mass of available materia a scr es 
f h As I have de fl. ne the limits o cac • can be contrasted so as to 
argued, the opposition theory as stated thus far is a valid one 
ana
lysis of grammatical categories. 
and extremely valuable in any 
solidified, or elaborated, they become 
However, when these theories are 
CONCLUSION 
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more and more removed from what can be observ"d in 
· " the language, 
I nave taken the view that Aspect in Homeric Greek does not fit so 
easily into a system of binary oppositions that no 
other approach 
is valid, and while acknowledging that some insights are to be gained 
fro·u an examination in terms of oppositions, 1 have chosen to treat 
the various Aspects as each having a basic valor and to explore the 
variou'l real .... zaitons which these valories present in different contexts. 
Thus I have not rejected the opposition concept entirely, but merely 
insisted that it be made more sensitive to context. For example, 
when the present tense was said to be "neutral" because it was 
unopposed by a morpholog'.cally separate form expressing the Aorist 
vaZ011 in present time, I pointed out that in situations where such a 
form was called for, there was a readi • employable entity - the 
aorist tense - which the Greeks did not hesitate to use, and which 
made an opposition with the present tense in these cases. Throughout 
this thesis, I have tried to en:phasize that one cannot take a verbal 
form out of its environment, dissect it anaesthetically and 
then pontificate on its suitability, but that one must examine 
the form in situ to decide why the poet chose it particularly, 
taking into accout any signals in the context which might be 
relevant to its interpretation. What in effect I have tried to 
argue throughout the work is that the duty of grammar must be 
da-scriptive rather than pre-scriptive. It may be objecte< 1 .:it this 
point that I am rendering the study of Aspect too ;;ubjecti'- and 
h . h d onds on my own selection of creating a coterie system, w 1c ep~ 
"relevant11 car.textual elements. I would answer this by pointing out 
ti.at Aspect itself is aZways subjective, in that the choice of what 
f · t ces is entirely the Aspect to use in any given set o c1rcums an 
speak.ar''a/writer•'s, but that this does not mean that the study of 
Aspect is necessarily subjective, that it cannot be written about in 
objective terms. 
any study of Aspect in Horner is the 
since the 
A major problem in 
d that of tense. 
rn.lation be tween this category an 
Ever 
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"d. " f G k · iscovery o ree in the early Renaissance (by which time the 
contemporary Greek Aspectual system had come to differ from that of 
the ancient language, especially in its loss of thh old ~ Perfect) the 
scholars of Western Europe have construed its system of verbal forms 
in terms more appropriate to t111t of Lat:i.n,where distinctions of time 
and, more particularly, of relative 
this view began to be questioned as 
time were emphasized. Although 
early as the mid-nineteenth 
century, modern scholars, as I have tried to show, have not been able 
completely to eliminalz from their writings the idea that Aspect is 
somehow determined by temporal considerations. The influence of 
temporal theorizing is also apparer.t in the analysis of the 
respective valop;cs of Imperfective and Aorist as Dw•ative and 
?;mc:::wl, or as Uncompleted and Cvrr.pZeted, as well as i:1 the 
discussion of the Perfect, where not only the traditional definition, 
but also the concept of the resultative Perfect reinforce the idea 
that Aspect is temporally determined. It must be admitted here that 
time was an important factor in the Homeric verbal system, hut it must 
not be taken as the most important. In this work I have argued 
that Aspect is different from tense, since it cuts across the latter, 
allowing all three Aspectual units to be realized within the one 
·.ime sphere, for example, that of pasL. Indeed, I have suggested 
that time, the essense of tense, is inherent in context rather than 
in verb inflexion, while Aspect is one of the most impor"ant 
categories in the inflexion of verbs, extending through all Voices, 
Hoods, Infinitives and Participles. 
f h . thesi·s lies in the three chapters on The main weight o t is 
tll e Imperfective, Aorist and Perfect. the three principal Aspects, 
S i rbs shoulJ as far I have accepted McKay's suggesti.n~ ·1iat tat ve ve 
as possible be distinguished from Dynamic verbs for the sake of 
realizations of these Aspects, but this 
exploring the various 
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distinction is not of absolute importance for. my present purpose, 
d f ther progress with understanding and it may be that when we have ma e ur 
them, we shall be able to define 
Greek verbs as the ancient Greeks used 
Within these chapters' l have 
the lexical categories more precisely. i 
exhaustively, outlifiing their va opes tried to treat the four books 
'.· 
CONCLUSION 
from an empiricist viewpoint. I have defined the lmperfocti•. dS 
that Aspect which expresses '"'' verbal activity p 
d
. · h as a rocess, 
ivorc1ng t is concept from any notion of ongoingness or development 
g een accepter" ·'IB expressing a through time. The Perfect has lon b 
a scuss the precise nature of State, but it has been necessary t di 
e prior action, and I this concept, especially in relation to th . . 
have tried to show that whether any such reforence occurs depends 
on the con text - that it is the State alone which is always important. 
0 trou le in any description of 111e Aorist has caused a great deal f b 
.. ys em, ut a ter discussing some other the Homeric aspectual s t b f 
approaches, I have attempted to show how my own definition of t\1' 
Aorist as Total Action is be~ter su1· te 0 to the " m3terial of the 
Homeric verb. 
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Because of allegations that the Aspects work differently in 
the Imperative, I have dealt with all three Aspects of t •. ', v •od 
e comparat ve pauctty of example3 
in a separate chapter, and because of th i 
in the chosen books, I have examined lmperativet: throughout the two 
epics. In the s01me way, I have devoted a separate chapter to the 
5 ·.miles of the two epics, which are now generally accepted as 
belonging to a relatively late stratum of traditional epic material, 
and which are recognizable as detached from the time scale of their 
narrative car.text. In spite of a few problems, I have shown that the 
considerations of the three core chapters are also relevant to the 
Imperative and to the Similes. Undet ,ny systen. u( explanation the 
Future presents problems and is to some extent anomalous, and in a sep2~ate chapter devoted to it, I have explored some of these problems 
and concl•1ded that, in spite of the involvement of Mood in its apparent 
development, and of some tendencies to tense orientation, the Future 
is best ~egarded as a fourth Aspect, albeit an incomplete and defective 
one in comparison with t11e Imperfective, Aorist and Perfect. 
I have made little attempt to assess the effects of formulaic 
and Of metric
al considerations on the use of Aspect in 
composition 
t!1c Homeric 
evidence a.': 
1
. i ary investigation l saw iittle 
poems' since in my pre im n 
possible effects' and such as I saw seemed to fall in 
the area where a 
so that it would 
CONCLUSION 
subjective difference of approach 
be difficult to assess whether 
was possible, 
held back by his formal framework or whether he 
the poet was actually 
chose the Aspect to 
suit wha!: he wanted to 0 a d th d 
" Y an en a apted the result to his verse. 
If I had given more attention to this facet, I would have been forced 
to devote less effort to 1 1 
my genera ana ysis of asFectual usage, 
and in fact th<'t analysis provides a sounder basis for the examinatic;· 
of auch features. In the same way, I have tried to avoid questions 
of textual criticism, but if, as seems likely, there was virtually 
no chdnge in the pattern of aspectual usage until a very late period 
in the language's history, an increas of labour in this field would 
secr.1 to have been less than productive. 
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·rh,. external limitatior..; of my present enquiry have made it 
necessary for me to select a few topics for reasonably full examination 
and to choose only fou1 books out of the forty-eight in the two poems 
for detailed investigation. However I can 0~ 1 :· 'iope thut my 
demonstration of the appr.oprie ~eness of one . '· .icular theory to 
the text of Homer will p1ovide a surer fcundatio11 for a study of 
finer nu<mces of aspectual theory. One must note here, though, that 
the variety of reali.:ations and th& importance of context tc the study 
ff 1 t b ertain about t he subtl.Ptles of Aspect makes it di icu t o e as c 
of aspectual usage as about morphological and phonological details. 
APPENDIX 1 : LIST OF POSSIBLE HOMERIC VERBAL FORMS 
(Tiu.• most conunon forms of the n1odel VL•rb At)w 
here stand for their corresponding forms in any other verb.) ... · ,"':.·-. 
~,,,_ 
Imperfective Aorist Perfect 
A M p A M p A M p 
Indicative 
(Present/Timeless) AUw .\UoµaL C>..uoa £) uo&unv £>..UBnv A{>.. UM a >..£>..uµaL 
(Past) £>.uov E>..uOunv l:Ae:AUHnv l:AcAUµnv 
Subjunctive l.~·i,; >.UwµaL. >.Uow A.Uowµa.L ).u{)W >..e:AU>tw Ae:Auµ£vos T w 
Optative .\Uo1..u1.. >..uoLµnv >.. Uocu .• µ1.. Auoa..:ur1v Au.OcLnv >.. e:A UH 0 L µ L .\e:.\uµEvos e:Cnv 
Imperative AUE >.Uou .\Uoov i\UoaL. >..UOqt L >..£>. uao 
Infinitive AU£t.V J+.Ucotlat.. .\UauL. >..Uouo.OaL. >.u.onva1.. >..e:AuMEvat.. Ae:>..Uo.&at.. 
Partici.p:i l'- >.. Uwv >..uOµcvos; AUous Auociµe:vos Au.&e::(s Ae:>..uxWs ).e:AuµC'VTtS 
A The forms of the Future are as follows:-
Acti•Je Middle Passlve 
Indicative >..Vow .\Uoo1..1a1.. Au.&r\ooµa1.. 
Infinitive AUac1..v AUocoBa1.. l.uilrioooilac N 0 
<..n 
Participle AUcrwv AvoOµcvos >..u~noOµe::voo 
APPENDIX 2 
ASPECT: A COMPA~ATIVE GLIMP~E 
Many scholars' have assu,,.ed th t h 
. a t e Ancient Greek, and even the 
Inda-European, Asoectual system was th 
· e same as that existing in the 
Slavonic group of languages. This conception would seem to be aided 
by the fact that, firstly it was through Slavonic studies that the 
Indo-Europeanists first became aware of Aspect and secondly,that 
m0dern Greek has developed an Aspectual system superficially like the 
Slavonic. Some attent' h f ion, t ere ore, needs to be given to the 
comparLon of the Slavonic and Greek (especially Homeric) Aspectu•l 
systems. 
Slavonic Aspect 
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In Russian (here taken as the typical Slavonic language), Asp« ot 
is expressed by a pair of verbal forms, which may be unrelated but are 
usually derivationally linked forms of the same vert, called 
Perfective and Imperfective. In verbs of motion a triad of forms is 
recognized and these are termed Perfective, Definite (Simple, Actual) 
Imperfective, and Indefinite (Habitual, Potential) Imperfective. When 
one reads older grammars, and even the works of those writ:in~ with 
more specific reference to Greek, such as Friedrich,2 one gains the 
impression that these Aspects are rather rigid in usuge, with the 
Perfective expressing completed action and the Imperfective 
uncompleted action. However, examination of actual examples of usage 
allows one to see that the situation was not so stark,and that a fair 
degree of subtle choice and sensitivity to conte.<t ,,-. ~resent in the 
Russian system, a fact which is now recognized by ·,,. it•rs working 
i th ems elves .. 
3 Thus Davis in 
under the influence of Russian grammar ans 
aswork published in 1973, says, 
"Only the most general rul~s c.1n be form•Jlated for 
the use of the aspects because in many cases ~he 
final choice depends on what the speaker has ~n 
COMPARATIVE 
mind or what shade of meaning he intends to e ress 
••• In the most general terms, the imperfect~e 
~spect focuses attention upon the action itself; 
it indicates a process or a situation. The verb 
tells us whether the actio.1 is past, pres~nt or 
future. Beyond that, the verb alone does not limit 
o: der:~ribe the action in any way; there was or 
will be an action. The result, if any, is 
irrelevant, and may be unknown ••• On ahital' may 
mean he read, he was reading or he used to read but 
another word or phrase will be needed to limit the 
meaning to one of the above. The verb says only 
that there was an action in the past; it continued 
for an unspecified period and then ended, and its 
result, if it had any, is not relevant to the 
present discussion ••• The perfective verb limits 
the action far more strictly. i:t: focuses attention 
away from the action itself and points to the 
achievement of a result; the action has been or is 
to be successfully completed, The perfective may 
point to the moment at which the action is begun or 
the moment at which it is completed, or it may 
point to the fact that the action had, will have or 
was intended to have a definite result. The 
perfective is normally used when the speaker 
expresses concern about success or failure in 
achieving a r .... 3ult. 114 
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As can be peen from the above description, the Russian verb, like 
the Homeric, can have a variety of realizations depending on context, 
and it is here that the artificial identification of the two systems 
becomes apparent. One grammar,s taking as basic the Completed/ 
Uncompleted distinction of earlier theory, gives a diagrammatic 
representation of these realizations as follows:-
Imperfective Verb = Uncompleted Action 
~·ultiple ~ttempted 
// habitual 
~/r-~----
_..-· - I 
vague unlimited 
general 
limited parti~ular 
1 
- I 
· ..... ..._~-........... 
1 
1 succeeded 
--~: //-~ ~~v------
v b = Completed Action Perfective er 
----·--- ... in 
pr?gr~ 
start 
CO)!PARATIVE 
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This rather simplistic pattern does 'ndeed i h 
- g ve t e imp; cssion that 
there is a high degree of correspondence between the Imperfective and 
the Homeric Imperfective on the one hand and b t h p 
, c ween t e erfective 
and the Homeric Aorist on the other. Such a comparison would seem to 
have suggested itself to Meillet, 6 for example, when he defines the 
Imperfective as expressing 11 un action qui dure et se developpe, soit 
que ce developpement soit continu, soit qu'il resulte de la repetition 
d'une mCme proces11 and the Perfe~tive as "le proc~s pur et simple, 
abstraction faite de toute notion de duree". Even Forsyth' s 
definition of the Perfective as "the presentation of the action as a 
total event relatr.!d to a specific single juncture" 7 seems to be an 
attempt to reconcile the Slavonic system with Greek definitions. 
However neither Meillet nor the traditionalists take cognizance of the 
fact that, though the two systP.ms may correspond in their reali~ationr., 
it is the Slavonic Imperfective which expresses "le proces pur et 
simple" and like the Homeric Aorist, merely states that the action 
took place, abstracted from all temporal or other limitations. 
Whereas in the Homeric system, the three Aspects are 
di3tingui.shed by the possession of different stems and, to z certain 
extent, different endings for each, in Russian the most usual method 
of differentiating Perfectives from Imperfectives is by adding an 
element to the latter, which otherwise remains unchanged. ThesP 
elements are usually prefixes, mostly prepositions, though in their 
Use, they add nothing to the meaning (strait', merely perfectivizing 
· f · t') Sometimes however build, pfv postroit'; pisat', wr-z.te, P v nap-z.sa · 
. do change the lexical meaning of the verb, and in these prepositions 
such cases the new formation is perfective and can be imperfectivized 
. b ·za strait' set up new impfv, by suffix alteration (s',i-o-z.t' • u-z. • u ' ' . . , 
d ·ea•' sian new impfv podp-z.s-z.vat ). UDtriaivat'; pisat'. write, po pi. ... " ' ::.1 ' 
a verb is by suffix alteration; this 
Another method of perfectivizing 
. verb already has a prefix (E£razhat', 
is cummon where the Imperfective t' ~ 
. ccurs in other verbs where -ava 
.otrike, pfv EQ_razit') but aiso 0 t t' · hat 
, · e pfv vs a ; i.zua , ~ -~t' ' -nyut' (vstavat , ans ' 
-at' , -at' " b also 
Zyevat', yaw~, pfv zyevnyut'). A few ver s. learr,;, pf·1 izuchit'; 1 
for Lach member of the Aspectua pair 
make use of different stems 
(brat' , take, p fv vzyat') · 
I 
' 
I 
cmn• ARA Ti. VE 
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Another point of similarity with 
the Homeric system is that tense 
is primarily a feature of the Indicative Mood. There are only three 
true tenses, but these combine with the Aspects to give five forms. 
The past is morphologically a past Participle (in Old Russian this 
combined with ~he verb to be to forr.i the perfect t ) d h it 
· ense an , t ough 
is the only tense in this time sphere, it can express most past 
nuances through its realization ns Impe~fective past or Perfective 
past. An inflected tense also exists,and i~ the Imperfective is 
realized in the time sphere of the present (Imperfective present) and 
in the Perfective appears in the future (Perfective future). The 
third tense is a periphrastic form, created from the Imperfective 
Infinitive and budu, the future of the verb to be, and which serves as 
an Imperfective ,:uture. Note that the system is defect'.ve in its lack 
of a Perfective ;resent; the valor of the Perfe~tive is incompatible 
with present time. It is interesting to note that, unlike the Greek, 
the Russian Participle is marked for tense as well as for Aspect,and 
this is due to its being formed from the Indicative t1.nses rather than 
the Aspectnal stems. There exists also an i.nd2clinable form, the so-
called Verbal Adverb, which is tied to a verb and expresses relative 
time, with t.he Imperfective denoting simultaneity with, and the 
Perfective anteriority to, the main action (.,hich may itself be in any 
tense or Aspect), In the non-Indicative Hoods, Imperative, Infinitive 
and Conditional, the distinction between the two forms is purely 
Aspectual (though the Conditional is confined to past ti:ne) • So we 
can represent the Russian Aspectual system diagrammatically as 
follows:-
Imperfective Perfective 
-
Indicative 
I on prochital' (P) on chital' 
I 
-(Pr) chitayet on 
budyet chi tat' on prochitayet (F) on 
prochitannii prochitavshii, !Part.) (P) chitavshii, -
-
chitayemii - ' (Pr) chitayushchii, 
prochitav (V.Adv) chitaya 
on prochital' bi 
Conditional on chital' bi 
.. 
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Imperfective Perfective 
Imperative chitai/chitnitye 
Infinitive chi tat• 
prochi tai/ prochitai tye 
prochitat' 
It compares in its reahzations with th H 
. . e omeric system in the manner 
shown in h:,. 1, while struc.tural sirnil iti 
. ar es may be seen by comparing 
the above d:.agrai·. ,ith the scheme Clf the G k b ree ver provided on page 205. 
Aspect in Mode·' Greek 
Th2 Russian sys~em described above is, on grounds of exte~nal 
structure, very similar to that operating in modern Greek. Here again 
there are only two Aspects" and only three real Moods, Indicative, 
Imperative and Participle, with all other necessary forms being 
expressed pedphrastically. As in Russian (where the Participles are 
for!'led from Tense stems) and Homeric Greek, '!'ense only exists in the 
Indicative, and it combines with the Aspects to produce five tense 
forms. The past Continuous and past Simple are form~d from the 
"Continuous 11 and 11 Simple" stems but have ide:ntical endings based on 
the old aorist. The future is also formed from both sterns with 
endings derived from the old present and an invariable marker ~a, 
while the present only exists from the Continuous stern (though the 
system is completed, at least in verbs such as nny~cvw, I go, by the 
creation of a present Simple nclw9 ). The Imperative is very similar to 
the Homeric, with the same endings as the latter and a formation from 
each stern, while the Participle differs from the Russian in showing 
only an Aspectual dbtinc.tion betl!~en the two forms. The other Moods 
are formed by prefixing various particles to the Indicative, so that we 
have vcl plus the future cr.,'lting the Subjunctive, and ~cl combining with 
the past to form the Condltional. Some schol.1rs such as Mirambel, 
10 
t f h 
'I d an "Optative" (va plus Subjunctive and past 
se up two urt er .oo s, 
Indicative) and a "Dubitative" (~a plus present and past Indicative)' 
but admit that these are poorly distinguished from the other moods in 
11 h d rn Greek verbal system, superficially 
actual usage. So t e mo e 
comparable to the Slavonic, can be represented thus:-
COHPARATIVE 
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Continuous Sirr.ple 
Active , Passive Active , Passive 
Indicative (P) Cxavr., XC>11oµou11" Exaoa, xci&n•a (Pr) xclvw, XcXllOUµClL 
-
' 
-(F) 
.eel xclvw, e • . ea eC. a xavovuat. xciow, x"e"' Participle xcivovtas:, XC>Vouµcvos 
- xaµcvos 
' Subjunative • xclvw, • XcXllOuµClL • II Cl \l(l xtlcrw, • 
"" 
\l(l x"e"' Conditional eC. • eC. xa11ciµou11a eC. • Ua cxava, e:xacra, xcienxa I Imper-ative xcivE, xcivou xcioE, xclaou 
Syntactically, however, the Modem Aspects seem more like th~ Homeric 
than the Russian. The valor-es of "Continuous" and "Simple" are the 
same as Lhose of Impe·rfective and Aorist respectively, i.e. activity 
in Process and activity in Totality, as can be seen from the following 
examples:-
(a) ficpac nnyaLva Maec µcpa ani oou>.ccC>, Last ye!ll" I used to 'IQ. 
to lJ01'k every day - past Continuous. 
(S) "E:xaaC> TD 8L8!.co µou, I 1o3t my book - past Simple. 
(y) ~La8aca Tnv c9nµcpc0Cl µou, OTClll ~pee, I was readinq 1111J pape1', 
:Jhen he aame - Continuous as background for Sim;,le. 
cal ~o~ ea n:iyacvouµc, whe1'e shall u•e oo? - future Continuous. 
(E) 10D ea nfiµc, where slzaZl we net out ..12£.? - future Simple. 
( z;) • • ' ,, • I~ Zea!'nir.g G!'eek - present Continuous. Ma-tl a L vw ta EI\ l\·nv L x a , :___,,~:::...."=='-'--'~-
do "e ~o now?, (or colloquially, whe1'e to noU ~a.ue:, where w t!. 
~c·J:') - present Simple. 
Origins 
of course possible but they Other realizations of these Aspects are, ' 
• those of the Homeric Aspects,and the Simple 
align almost exactly with 
be the residual Aspect. 
h i high degree of agreement, had s stems, with t e r 
With the Homeric and Classical one, one al.one survived to be compared 
COMPARATIVE 
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might be tempted to question the validity f 
o · assuming a three way 
of syntax in the latter. The evidence of contrast 
however, shows that several strands of 
earlier Slavonic, 
development have occurred, 
somewhat complicating matters. 
distinction between Perfective 
In Old Church Slavonic, besides the 
and Imperfective (and so between 
present and future Pcrfectfre and Imperfective), any verb may form 
three past tenses, imperfect, aorist and perfect, from each Aspect. 
The aorist is either the original morphological aorist (though not 
used in the same way as the Homeric aorist) or is formed from the 
strong aorist or imperfect. The perfect, on the other hand, is 
originally an adjective in 11-l" (cf. tat. creduZus) but combines with 
the verb to be to form a series of relative time and state tenses, 
periect, pluperfeol, future-perfect and con,;itional, in which the 
feature distinguishing them from the aorist is the notation of State 
rer.iaining after action. An eJtample of differentiatfon would be, h£ 
Lived for seventy-cix years, which in the Imperfective aorist would 
state merely how long the man lived, in the Perfective aorist that he 
lived for that length of time in a particular century which is now 
past (a usage very similar to that of the Homeric "complexive" Aorist) 
and in the Imperfective imperfect that he is still alive. In Old 
Church Slavonic, the manner of defining the Aspects is very much the 
same as in Russian,12 although there is some similarity to the Greek 
system, for example, in the employment of the perfec•. 
the evolution seems to have encompa~:sed several steps; 
ln Slavonic 
firstly 
presents have been differentiated so that some correspond to 
· A · d velopment which is made possible Impcrfectives and some to or1sts, a e 
by the large number of present stems ("a-stem" for duratives, which 
'' '' for instontoneity, etc.). Then give Slav. 11 ayu" verbs, nu stems 
this distinction has been extended throughout the system so that we 
have (theoretically) f i each tense end six effective past two arms n · 
tenses:-
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
is rare). 
Imperfective imperfect - unlimited activity. 
Imperfective aorist - complete 
cl action of a certain duration. 
d or habitual action (the form 
Perfective imperfect - repeate 
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\ ) Perfective aorist - simple momentary action. 
(5) Impe>rfective perfect - action · unu~r way at some point at the 
past relative to the present. 
(6) Perfective perfect - action co,npleted t 
a some point in the 
past whose effect continues to the present, 
(the pluperfects merely transfer the '"'rfects to the realm of 
past). Old Russian retained the aorist-imperfect distinction 
1 t t 1 . . ti 1 3 b very a e, a east in wr1 ng, ut in modern times, aorist, 
the 
until 
imperfect and pluperfect have dropped out, leaving the two perfects 
which function as simple past tenses. 1 ' 
~fodern Theories 
'l'hus those wiio would make the Homeric Aspectual system the ec1ual 
of the Slavonic seem to be wrong at every turn. The argume.it of the 
traditionalists (and in this category I would place Friedrich) falls 
down because the Completive/Non-Completive distinction which they 
assume for Slavonic does not correspond to the Greek Aorist/ 
Imperfective opposition - and even in the Slavonic languages 
themselves Completive/ilon-Complet-: Je is not the basic relation but 
- only one realization of it. Meilht's definition of the Slavonic 
Perfective and Imperfective seem on the on~ kn<' to be tea much 
influenced by his profound knowledg_,, of Greek, and er; the other to be a 
,.. 
misinterpretation in his presentation of the PerfPctive as the 
unmarked term, as representing 11 le proces pur et simple"; the very 
quaiity which marks the !Iomcric Aorist. 
Jerzy Kurylowicz's assumption that the Greek system was based on 
the Slavonic Perfective/Imperfective distinction is more complex. His 
h are Certain patterns of thought and basic thesis is that t ere 
Which, if suppressed by the blurring of one expression in nny language 
form or its extension to a n~w function, will re-emerge through the 
the Old function, even thousands of years shift of another form into 
Of these basic patterns but claims that later. He sees Aspect as one 
was not that bt•twPen State (Perfect) and 
the Inda-European distinction 
. . ch would seem more accurate 
,\ction (Imperfective-Aorist)' win· . ) d I rfectivity 
fectivity (Aorist an mpe ' 
morphologically, but between Per " taking of 
f "half-way-house par 
with the Stative Perfect as a sort 0 
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features of both the other Aspects,and that 
this is a situation which Slavonic and Modern Greek have rectified. 15 However, it would seem to me that, unlike the morphology or phonology, the syntax of a 
hypothetical language cannot be reconstructed as precl.sely as 
Kurylowicz's attempts suggest, since the interpretation of usage 
patterns depends to such a large extent on tl1e existence of a reason-
able body of contextual material. A facet of his disregard of this 
principle is his failure to recognize the inherent subjectivity of 
Aspectual distinctions, as when he paints a picture of a dominant but 
mechanistic Aspe :tual super-s•~ucture built on an equally mechanistic 
temporal base, \< , ••. . 1 can 11 defr:ctivate11 the former. This, at least, is 
how I read his < xplanation of why the present is normally Imperfective 
and the past Perfective:-
"The moment of speaking being perceived •s a point 
ioining the infinite linear extension of the past 
;:,ith a simiJ.arly extending line of the future, the 
contrust of the verbal action with this point will 
make us consider the verbal action as overlapping 
it . . . On the other hand, confr·mted with the 
infinite extensions of past and future, the same 
verbal action will appear as reduced to a point. 
Therefore the action of the grammatical pre:ent is 
perceived as linear or Imperfective, the prima"('!! 
function of th~ grammatical past or future as 
punctual or Perfective. Special devices must be 
used to denote linear actions in the past or 
future." 16 
hi Point why the "grammatical pa"t" One can, of course, ask at t s 
h temporal past and, therefore, why an cannot be the same as t e 
activity should 
speaker as well 
temporal extension in the thought of the not have a 
lity • by doing so one can destroy the as in actua , . 
Perfectivity, defined as mainly past,ana artificial connection between 
. He then applies his distinction pointlike or completed activity. . l h f ts of 
Slavonic, where it conflicts w1t1 t e ac rather haphazardly to 
. G k where for one thing, an d 1 to ancient ree ' the language, an a so - i 
D tl·on and for another, there s no d f r Pas t ura ' Aorist can be use o n 
I perfective future or even a Aorist or an m 
distinction between an if indeed the Future belongs to the 
\ i t t Used as a future - in 
, or s presen ' of Latin he is even more 
In his discussion tense system at all. h is anterior to the 
f presenlj, whic ~rror in ansu1ning the existence 0 a 
\ . ~ 
" 
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speech event \whatever that means) and th b 
• • en Y attributir.g to the 
Latin perfect a VaZoP which is only pa tl 
r Y appropriate to it and which 
seems to be more appropriate to the Greek Perfect, that of resultant 
State, which he sees as rroceeding from the linear view of action:-
M 0 N 
----impfv 
result (state) 
pfv 
Kurylowicz here claims that the Slavonic/Classical Greek distinct! 
is between MO and 0 but that the Latin is between MO and ON (there 
no difference in syntax, however, betwepn scripsit, formally an Aorist 
and cecir.it, formally a true Perfect, and no idea of State in ~ither.) 18 
Yet: his assumption that State codd develop into prior action seems 
precisely what did happen fI'Om the Home2'ic (and T.E.j system, and not 
from Kurylowicz' s, since one cannot understand why «'1 Aspect of 
Punctuality would develop into one of State. 19 His arguments can only 
be saved if one assumes that Aspect was originally not applicable to 
Stative verbs, but this, if correct, must have ap~lied at such an 
early date as to be useless for consideration of the syntactic 
patterns of either Greek or Slavonic. 20 
The major purpose of this chapter, ther., has been to give a 
fairly full account of the system of Aspects operating in the Slavonic 
languages in order to show that the Aspects as they existed 
Homeric poems were very different in character,and that any 
reconcile the two systems must entail an oversimplification 
both. Fig. 1 (p.218) sets out a diagrammatic comparison. 
NOTES 
in the 
attempt to 
of one or 
• naZ Categol'ies; Comrie, Aspect; 
Jerzy Kurylowicz, InfZectw i ks :.Jorphos;p•t.o.x; Friedrich, 
Crisafulli, Aspect and Tense; Lejn e ' 
l.spect Theopy, etc. 
' Theo~y, pp.S7 and 29-30. Friedrich, Aspect • 
Unbegaun, Russian Gr>amnar>; Rus
siaJ; Gr>aJml<lr>, cf. Potapuva, Forbes, 
-
• 
___ ___. ................ _ J 
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8 
Mirambel (Grecque Moder>ne), posits the existence of two other 
aspect~al pairs,. Determinate/Indeterminata and Perfective/Imperfective 
b~t ~oin~s out tnat they are subordinated to the pi lmary Aspec.tual 
d1st1nct1on of Continuous/Simple. 
9 
Mirambel, Grecque Modeme, p.136; Thumb, Modem Greek, p.119. 
10 Mirambel, Grecque Modeme, pp.154-5. 
11 There is also in Modern Greek a P••rfect which is formed from the 
verb to have and an indeclinable .element derived from the Simple stem 
(and from the old Aorist Infinitive). This is rarely used in the 
spoken language but seems to be used in a manner very like the English 
perfect (Mirambel, Grecque Modeme; this opinion was endorsed by 
Kapsomenakis in a conversation with K. L. McKay). It is a much rlebated 
question whether the form ls the true Aspect or r«· > since it is formed 
from elements of 1'oth the others; Hirambel exprp,,_.,s his doubts, when 
he says (G;•ecque .~!od<>rne, p.140) " ••• le fa it qu' J.l ne posse de pas de theme 
propre, et qu'il n'est concevable que l~ oU existent un present et un 
aoriste, le subordonne a la Rtructure morphologique du verbe au lieu 
d'en distinguer." However if an Aspect is not an Aspect because it is 
periphrastic, what is one to make of the Aspectual system in English 
or even of the distinction in Mirambel's own language between 
Imparfait and Passe Compose? 
12 See Lunt, Old Church Slavonic GrOJT'mar, p.69. 
13 Matthews, Russian Historical Grammar, pp.237-8. 
:• It must be noted here that Bulgarian, apart from strengthening 
: >.e Pe.»fective/Imperfective distinction, has kept much of t~e O.C.S. 
· f •t "st and imperfect in both system intact retaining the per ec , aori 
' 1 d th ttern by introducing a Aspects, and has even comp ete e pa . h bit ality 
Perfective present, one of whose realizations 15 a u · 
1 5 Kurylowicz, Inflectional Catego"f'ies, PP· 94- 5 • 
15 Ibid., p. 92. 
17 See Chapter 6 on the Future. 
le Kurylowicz, Inflectional Categories, p.93. 
19 • h in pointing out, on Kurylowicz seems rig t 
the basin of such 
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facts as the apparently similar origin of the Perfect and medio-
passive en~ings in Indo-European and the frequent interchnnge of 
active Per ·ct with medic-passive Imperfective/Aorist in the derived 
languages implied some sort of common valor for the two categories. 
However this topic is beyond the scope of my work. 
2
: From the three-Aspect system of Greek one can also more easily 
explain the development which took place in Latin and Sanskrit. The 
Aorist of instantaneous or Total action develops into the idea of 
completed action and is used in Sanskrit for an action completed in 
the recent past, e.g. tubhyam maya rJ.jda~ adayi, I have (just now) 
bestowed the sovereignty on you. In Latin, however, it is divided 
between p~rfect Indicative and "imperfect" Subjunctive (both of which 
cover a wider range of meaning than perfect Subjunctive and imperfect 
Indicative respectively). The perfect of State resulting from past 
action gradually loses its Stative reference, placing more and more 
emphasis on pric: action until in Latin it becomes submerged Jn a 
tense expressing merely action conpleted in the past, and in classical 
Sanskrit is used initially for actions in the remote past (in Vedic it 
had also been Stative) but eventually becomes the all-purpose 
narrative tense. 
COHPARATIVE 
Greek 
1) In progress 
2) Repeated 
3) Habitual 
4) Attempted 
~ 5) Extension from past 
j 6) Circumstantial 
~ 7) Background 
~ 8) Parallel-Resumptive 
" 9) Recognition [ ~ 10) Immediate Future 
11) No ,·eference to completion 
12) Timeless 
13) Ingressive 
14) Ability 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 
10) 
11) 
Action pure and simple 
Totality 
Timeless 
Ingressive 
Punctual 
Succeeded 
CoI";ileted 
Comµletion of a stage 
Consequent Action 
Repeated-series as a whole 
Specific Duration 
1) Ex-state 
2) Responsibility 
3) State/Condition of Subject 
4) Emotion-intensified state 
5) Timeless 
1) Intention 
2) Will 
3) Likelihood (Eng. going to) 
4) Timeless 
o-o 
o--o 
<>· 0 
0- . -0 
0--0 
<>-o 
0-· ·O 
o---o 
C>---0 
0--0 
0-0 
:~ 
°j i .. p ~.1·.f~ o... 'o 
o...._ "o 
0....;. 0 
o....~o 
n o 
o., 0 
0 
(y' 
0 
0 
.0 
.0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
d 
cf 
d 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
Slavonic 
In progress 
Repeated 
Habitual 
Attempted 
Extension from past 
Circumstantial 
Background 
Parallel-Resumptive 
Intentional 
Immediate Future 
Non-resultative 
General 
Unlimited 
Unspecified 
Action pure and simple 
Ex-state 
Fut~rc-Intention 
Hultiph Result 
Ingrl.::.:.J•:c 
Punctuo~ 
Succel L ·· 
Comp let.·•-' 
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Compl~~i01. c: q stage 
Conc;e.4uent Actions ~ 
R~~~atea-::;eries as a whole ~ 
Specific Duration ~ 
n Respon~ibility .,. 
< Resultant state ro 
Accidental 
Particular 
Limited 
Expectancy 
Future possibility 
Fig. 1: A Comparison Of 
Greek and Slavonic Aspectual Usage. 
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